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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

 
In democratizing states around the world, civic education programs have long 

formed a critical component of government and donor strategy to support the 

development of civil society and strengthen citizens‟ democratic competencies, 

encompassing the knowledge, attitudes and skills required for them to become informed 

and actively engaged participants in the economic and social development of their 

country.  Such programs, however, have had limited success. Despite research that has 

identified critical components of successful democratic civic education programs, 

including the use of learner-centered methods and experiential civic learning 

opportunities rooted in real-world contexts, these programs continue to produce weak 

results.   

This study targets an underexamined link in the policy-to-practice chain: the 

teachers themselves. By applying a qualitative, grounded theory approach to analyze 

interview and observation data collected from public primary schools, teacher training 

institutes and other key sites in Madagascar where best practices in civic education have 

recently been adopted, this research presents original insight into the ways in which 

teachers conceptualize and execute their role as civic educator in a democratizing state.  

The impact of training and the diverse obstacles emerging from political and 

economic underdevelopment are examined and analyzed. Emerging from this analysis, a 

new approach to conceptualizing civic education programs is proposed in which a direct 

(„front-door‟) and an indirect („back-door‟) approach to the development of democracy 

through civic education are assigned equal credence as legitimate, situationally-

appropriate alternatives to utilize in the effort to strengthen political institutions, civil 

society and citizen participation in developing democracies around the world. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

 

Throughout Africa, the collapse of the Soviet Union triggered a wave of 

democratic transitions that unseated many inveterate politicians and forced others to 

permit free and fair multi-party elections (Ake, 2002).  In spite of these changes, 

authoritarian tendencies remain deeply entrenched in the government institutions of many 

African nation-states, in effect rendering them only nominally democratic (Harber, 1997).  

Over the past fifteen years, the World Bank, the United Nations and numerous bilateral 

aid agencies have placed increasing emphasis on the implementation of transparency and 

anti-corruption measures, market-oriented economic policies, and education policy 

reforms.  This shift in strategy is intended to enable democratizing African countries to 

break with maladaptive features of post-colonial policy carried over from corrupt, 

authoritarian and economically failed regimes (World Bank, 2002).  Democratic civic 

education in particular has grown in popularity among progressive policymakers as an 

effective strategy for increasing citizens‟ informed engagement in democratic processes.  

USAID‟s $232 million investment in international civic education from 1990 to 2002 

provides a tangible measure of the merit that this agency places on this type of 

educational strategy (USAID, 2002).   

Civic education, sometimes also called civic education or civics, refers to any 

education program that attempts to develop citizens‟ attitudes, skills and knowledge in 

areas seen by the program‟s developers or funders as necessary to their capacity to act as 

citizens.  Just what these competencies may be depends largely on the nature of the 

regime authorizing the civic education program.  Totalitarian and democratic regimes 

may place equal emphasis on the need to pay taxes, the utility of respecting public 

property, or the value of ecological preservation, but will differ significantly in the 

messages taught regarding the nature of patriotism, citizens‟ role in enacting political 

change and social transformation, the importance of critical analysis of received 

information and other such areas.  Specifically, democratic civic education programs 
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strive to develop the knowledge, attitudes and skills required for citizens to play an 

engaged and informed role in democratic political and community life.  These include 

knowledge about electoral processes and the features of political institutions, the capacity 

for critical thinking, logical debate, and tolerance of diversity, and also the desire and 

confidence to apply these competencies in the public political sphere.  In the interest of 

brevity, throughout this paper the term civic education will generally be taken to mean 

education for democratic citizenship unless otherwise indicated.  

Numerous studies have demonstrated that civic education programs incorporating 

participatory instructional methods grounded in learner-centered pedagogy and 

experiential learning are more effective in increasing civic awareness and participation 

than programs limited to passive, teacher-centered methods of instruction such as reading 

and lecture (i.e. Westheimer & Caine, 2004; USAID, 2002).  Programs based on learner-

centered pedagogy have been used successfully to increase citizens‟ political awareness 

and participation in countries experiencing political or economic transitions, such as 

South Africa, Poland, and the Dominican Republic (Finkel, 2003).  European discourse 

on civic education has strongly endorsed participatory instructional methods in classroom 

and in-service training contexts to improve educational quality and effectiveness (Gollob 

et al, 2004).  It has become generally accepted among education policymakers that 

investments in civic education are unlikely to pay off without concurrently ensuring that 

teachers are adequately prepared to implement learner-centered methods.  For this reason, 

civic course content and learner-centered teacher training are frequently paired in 

contemporary civic education policies.   

The use of learner-centered methods is only one feature of what has been termed 

the democratic classroom – a formal learning environment best suited for civic 

education, in which the teacher models the attitudes and skills that students are expected 

to acquire, and in which the teacher provides opportunities for the students to experience 

democratic citizenship within the classroom, even as course content and lesson structure 

further develop and reinforce student knowledge and understanding of the features of 

democratic governance.  Teachers who would provide a democratic classroom must 

therefore themselves have mastered not only the democratic knowledge, skills and 

attitudes that students are expected to learn, but also pedagogical and classroom 
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management approaches that reflect the same democratic values and are effective at 

developing them in students. 

Although many African nations have attempted to implement civic education 

programs since 1990, studies assessing the impact of these programs have been largely 

concentrated in South Africa and have generally limited themselves to the measurement 

of student outcomes in order to evaluate the effectiveness of civic education policy.  

Finkel and Stumbras (2000), for instance, examined the effectiveness of three non-formal 

adult civic education programs and one formal secondary school program in South Africa 

by surveying a total of 1,550 participants upon completion of their respective programs in 

order to determine their level of political knowledge and interest.  Interviewees who had 

participated in the school-based civics program demonstrated significantly higher levels 

of political knowledge and a more developed sense of civic duty after program 

completion, two attributes considered key components of active and informed citizenship 

(USAID, 2002).  Those interviewed who had participated in a non-formal program for 

adults demonstrated a higher level of political participation and scored higher on 

measures of social tolerance than comparable non-participants (Finkel, 2003).  These 

studies suggested that the efficacy of civic education programs for developing civic 

competence, democratic values and political participation in South Africa is highly 

contingent on several key factors: the programs‟ incorporation of participatory methods, 

the quality of instructors (as measured by their ability to apply the principles of 

democratic classroom management and instruction and their mastery of course content), 

the frequency of content exposure, and the degree to which participants had previously 

engaged – or were concurrently involved --  in community activities beyond the program 

(Finkel and Stumbras, 2000).     

 
 

Problem Statement 

 

 

Although these studies in South Africa and a handful of other countries provide 

initial insight into the factors that promote students‟ internalization of the civic education 

message, they have left many unanswered questions.  They have drawn heavily on 

projects of limited scope, such as those developed and implemented by non-governmental 
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organizations (NGOs) and bilateral aid agencies, with scant attention to large scale or 

nation-wide civic education efforts in the public education system. They thus provide 

little guidance concerning the challenges associated with taking civic education programs 

from abstract policy to concrete classroom practice on a national level.   

In addition, by focusing primarily on student outcomes, these studies underplay 

the critical teacher processes related to civic education that finally determine what is 

really transmitted.  As Finkel and Stumbras have demonstrated (2004), qualified teachers 

are a central component of a successful civic education program. Teachers must receive 

appropriate training to become qualified to support students‟ development of democratic 

competencies, and then effectively implement these pro-democratic pedagogies and 

classroom management strategies at their school.  However, only one study to date has 

examined the alignment between a teacher training program and the objectives of civic 

education in an African context, where lack of resources and a troubled post-colonial 

political history pose particular challenges to the effective implementation of civic 

education policy.  Zeichner and Dahlstrom (1999) apply a mixed-methods approach to 

examine the implementation of a teacher education reform policy designed to support 

civic education efforts in Namibia through a transition to learner-centered teaching 

methods.  The outcomes of this study were revealing: teacher trainers, for instance, 

believed they had modeled learner-centered pedagogy throughout the training program, 

whereas student-teachers overwhelmingly perceived the training as traditional and 

didactic and – for lack of live models as much as better instruction – felt under-prepared 

to use learner-centered methods in the classroom.  However, Zeichner and Dahlstrom 

stopped short of examining how and why this policy implementation breakdown 

occurred.   

Teachers represent the most crucial link in the civic education policy-to-practice 

chain: through their understanding and action (or misunderstanding and inaction), each 

individual teacher is responsible for the creation of the classroom environment and 

scaffolding of experiences that form the foundation for students‟ construction of 

democratic knowledge, skills and attitudes.  While the aforementioned studies have 

oriented attention to national-level student processes and outcomes or teacher trainer 
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processes and outcomes, there has been no examination of teacher processes in the 

implementation of a national civic education program to date.   

The South African literature provides insight into the link between teacher 

practices and student outcomes in localized settings.  However, teachers in these studies 

benefitted from intensive, high-quality training, generally delivered by NGO training 

experts under idealized conditions in conjunction with the provision of top-notch 

classroom materials specifically designed to complement the tightly-structured 

curriculum.  The conditions under study fail to reflect the realities confronting most 

teachers in African classrooms where material shortages, under-motivation, inadequate 

training and supervision, and other such challenges typically interfere with teachers; 

mastery and implementation of good civic education practices.  Even more importantly, 

by their „exceptional‟ nature, NGO-managed interventions fail to accurately recreate the 

social and political factors that can prevent even the most competent and well-

provisioned teachers from willingly implementing the official citizenship curriculum or 

supplementing it when needed, due to such issues as time management, year-end exam 

pressures, inadequate understanding of the content or even attitudes and beliefs about 

negative professional and personal repercussions for teaching the politically loaded topic 

of democracy.  A better understanding teachers‟ knowledge, skills and attitudes and the 

way they may affect their implementation of civic education policy is absolutely vital to 

developing national civic education policies that work.    

The limitations of earlier studies leave critical questions unanswered: What are 

the patterns in African public schoolteachers‟ knowledge, attitudes and skills that may 

affect their practices in the implementation of national civic education policy?  How can 

democratic teacher training policy reforms be designed and implemented to maximize 

teachers‟ mastery and use of the knowledge, attitudes and skills – as well as the 

democratic educational practices – needed to become the competent teachers Finkel and 

Stumbras found were so vital to the success of civic education efforts?  What are the key 

factors that make or break such reform efforts in the wider African context? 

These questions are of particular importance right now in the island nation of 

Madagascar, where civic education has held a prominent place in the education reforms 

enacted by President Marc Ravalomanana since his 2001 election in a relatively peaceful 
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revolution which definitively ended Admiral Didier Ratsiraka‟s 27-year autocratic rule 

(Marcus & Razafindrakoto, 2003).  The Ravalomanana administration adopted a multi-

faceted approach to civic education, including reform of teacher training to promote the 

use of learner-centered pedagogies, the development and distribution of new civics 

instruction resources, and the establishment of the Office of Education for the Masses and 

for Civic-mindedness (Office de l’éducation de masse et du civisme, or OEMC) within 

the Ministry of Secondary and Basic Education (hereafter, Ministry of Education) to 

oversee formal and non-formal civic education programs for students and the wider 

public (MINESEB, 2003a).  The first cohort of teachers trained under the reformed 

policy entered the workforce in September 2005, but no formal, large-scale assessment 

has yet been conducted to measure the success of the training program in preparing 

teachers to utilize learner-centered pedagogy or civic education resource materials in 

their own classroom.   

The civic education reforms currently underway in Madagascar offer an ideal 

setting for the examination of critical yet under-explored questions about the role of 

teachers in the translation of policy to classroom practice in the area of civic education.  

Effective implementation of these policies in an economic environment of persisting 

underdevelopment and an educational one characterized by deeply-entrenched 

authoritarian traditions faces severe challenges that must be carefully studied and 

understood if they are to be overcome.  Deeper understanding of the issues will 

contribute to the design of policies that provide effective support for teachers expected to 

play a critical role in ensuring the success of civic education programs.  

 
 

Purpose 

 

 

The purpose of this study is to better understand the possibilities and limits of the 

role teachers can play in implementing civic education policy in a country in democratic 

transition, through the examination of the case of Madagascar.  The research is 

exploratory in nature and will constitute a case study of Malagasy public primary school 

teachers‟ conceptualization and realization of their role in developing students‟ civic 

competencies in response to a package of recent policies intended to support this 
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objective.  By considering the processes occurring within public primary classrooms, and 

in contrast with the majority of existing research on civic education policy 

implementation in developing democracies which are chiefly concerned with student 

outcomes, this study will focus attention on the critical role of the teacher as transmitter 

of democratic competencies.  This study aims to open the „black box‟ of policy 

implementation by examining in detail one of the key intermediary phases that lie 

between civic education policy design and student outcomes, with the intent of 

contributing to a better understanding of the factors that can limit or support teachers‟ 

effectiveness in realizing the objectives of a civic education policy in their own 

classroom in the context of political and economic underdevelopment.     

 

 

Research Questions 

 

 

 The following research questions are formulated as guideposts for achieving the 

purpose of the dissertation: 

(1) What is the nature of the mandate for civic education in Madagascar, how are 

the objectives of this mandate and the procedures for its implementation 

envisioned by policymakers and administrators, and to what extent does the 

development of democracy factor into this mandate? 

 

(2) How do primary school teachers in Madagascar conceive of the objectives of 

the current civic education policy and their role in the development of their 

students‟ civic competencies?  

 

(3) By what means and practices do Malagasy primary school teachers carry out 

civic education in the classroom and to what extent does their practice 

converge with the democratic mandate of the civic education policy? 

 

(4) What is the role of teacher training in producing the outcomes identified in 

questions (2) and (3) above, and what other factors may also have a significant 

impact on these outcomes? 
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(5) What lessons do these outcomes suggest for the conceptualization of civic 

education policy and its implementation in developing democracies? 

 
 

Significance of the Research 

 
 

 The outcomes of this study will provide valuable insight into the teacher-level 

factors that strengthen or weaken the efficacy of civic education in Madagascar.  This 

knowledge can inform the efforts of the Ministry of Education, NGOs, bilateral agencies, 

and other civic education stakeholders to increase the effectiveness and relevance of 

related policy reforms.   

 More generally, an examination of training and classroom factors which shape 

teachers‟ civic education attitudes and practices in Madagascar may contribute to a 

deeper and more nuanced understanding of civic education best practices in other 

formerly authoritarian developing countries.  Civic education is an increasingly popular 

strategy for the stabilization and strengthening of democracy in countries at varying 

levels of economic and political development, but the strategy continues to enjoy only 

mixed success.  While researchers have identified some of the classroom-level factors 

correlated with the development of democratic competencies in students, research offers 

less insight into effective strategies to ensure teachers are prepared in their training to 

produce these ideal democratic learning opportunities in their classroom, and particularly 

where the educational and political tradition has been historically authoritarian.  The 

challenges related to pronounced levels of underdevelopment, as found in many Sub-

Saharan African countries such as Madagascar, further complicate the implementation of 

democratic education reform efforts in ways that are not fully understood but will be 

elucidated by this research project.  

Finally, challenges to the effectiveness of civic education programs are not 

limited to formerly authoritarian or underdeveloped countries.  Proponents of civic 

education in long-established democracies express consternation over low levels of 

informed voter turnout, let alone other forms of political and civic participation.  While 

learner-centered instructional methods have been identified as essential to effective civic 
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education programs, the teacher education programs of many wealthy nations continue to 

struggle to produce teachers who are willing or able to implement these practices in their 

own classroom.  In this regard, insights drawn from the examination of teacher training 

for civic education in Madagascar may contribute to improved policy and practice in 

many developed nations as well. 

 
 

Limitations and Assumptions 

 
 
 This research project is limited by a number of situational factors that may 

negatively affect the quality and applicability of the findings.  First, time and cost 

constraints have ruled out the possibility of a multi-year study that could follow a cohort 

of teachers through their training into the classroom.  Instead, this study will explore the 

dynamics surrounding teacher processes in the development of public primary school 

students‟ democratic competencies through teachers‟ own descriptions of their 

knowledge, skills, attitudes and practices, complemented by outside observation of 

practices in public schools and training institutes.  The impact of reformed teacher 

training reform policies on teacher practice is ascertained through the comparative 

analysis of data from teachers who have benefitted from the training as well as those who 

have not.  It is triangulated by observations in primary schools and teacher training 

institutes as well as interviews with relevant stakeholders. 

However, the triangulation of the experiences and practices of classroom teachers 

against data gathered at teacher training institutes is hampered by a second limitation.  

The learner-centered teacher training program instituted in Madagascar in 2004 was 

altered beginning with the Fall 2007 cohort of student-teachers.  The original learner-

centered education reforms in effect from September 2004 to July 2007 coincided with a 

push to train the large cadre of non-professional primary school teachers paid by parent-

teacher associations (FRAM1), many of whom had been teaching for years in rural 

villages without government remuneration, training, or recognition and who constituted 

the bulk of trainees in this period.  In 2007 the government of Madagascar extended 

mandatory primary schooling by two years to end at 7th grade, requiring the training of 
                                                 
1 Fikambanan’ny Ray Aman-drenin’ny Mpianatra (FRAM): Association of Students‟ Parents 
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large numbers of 6th and 7th grade teachers.  Teachers for these two grade levels form the 

near entirety of primary-level teachers receiving training in the 2007-08 and 2008-09 

trainee cohorts under observation in this study.  The time required to revise the training 

curriculum delayed the beginning of the 2007-08 training period by three months, forcing 

a shortened training schedule and nearly eliminating three months of student-teaching 

under primary school teacher supervision that had previously formed a key component of 

the training program between 2004 and 2007 experienced by the CRINFP graduates 

interviewed in this study.  As such, the training programs are not strictly comparable, 

although both were formulated according to the overarching requirements of the national 

civic education policy and the adoption of a Belgian learner-centered competency-based 

approach (approche par les competences, or APC), which render them sufficiently 

comparable for the purposes of this research project. 

Beyond these external factors, researcher limitations may have also influenced the 

outcomes of this study.  Having collectively spent a year studying, working and 

researching in Madagascar over three periods (in 1999, 2001 and 2004), I have had an 

opportunity to become familiar with Malagasy culture and the socioeconomic context in 

which the research was conducted.  Despite this familiarity, I may have inadequately 

perceived or incorrectly interpret the way in which these contextual factors play into the 

processes and outcomes explored in this research.  The study has been designed to 

attenuate this risk to the extent possible through triangulation and other means as 

explained in the chapter discussing methodology.  Further assumptions or biases, of 

which a researcher is often not immediately aware, stand to pose a threat to the collection 

of data, its interpretation, or even the design of the study itself.  Aware of this 

potentiality, I engaged in regular self-reflection and solicited feedback and constructive 

criticism from colleagues and participants wherever appropriate to facilitate a constant 

process of adjustment and self-correction intended to mitigate the effects of researcher 

bias.  The insights emerging from this process and their impact on the research and 

analysis processes are discussed in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

 

 
 Teachers‟ development of democratic attitudes, skills and practices during their 

training and the eventual application of these competencies in the classroom take place 

within the context of competing assumptions, attitudes, beliefs, values, information and 

objectives.  These competing perspectives and the varying amounts of power that players 

dispose of to actualize them are located within individual teachers, national and 

international institutions and organizations and global academe.  All of these forces 

combine to shape the effectiveness of policy implementation in general and civic 

education reform efforts in particular by way of their intrinsically political and values-

based nature.   

 This study focuses on the way in which teachers contribute to the educating of 

democratic citizens, and in this role teachers are affected by several key factors.  The 

most evident of these is the national context in which the civic education effort occurs 

due to the significant economic, cultural and political considerations encompassed within 

this context.  The particularities of the national context of Madagascar, including the 

details of the relevant policies themselves as located within the socio-political history of 

schooling in the country, will be discussed at length separately in Chapters 4 and 5.  

Other key factors include those that underlie and color the national context regardless of 

where a civic education effort is taking place, of which three shall be highlighted in this 

chapter.  Firstly, competing beliefs about the process of democratization inform the 

attitudes and objectives of civic education policymakers and those with whom they work 

to achieve their objectives.  One must then consider the factors related to democratic 

civic education programs themselves as a means to achieve national goals of 

democratization, including the best practices associated with their success and the local 

and global pressures associated with their failure.  The role of teachers in civic education 

efforts and current knowledge about the factors that increase or decrease teacher 

effectiveness then rise to the fore, including both the formal and informal channels by 
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which teachers develop the attitudes, skills and practices they bring with them to the 

classroom.   Identification and discussion of these factors provides a conceptual 

framework that informs this study of the dynamics of the development and application of 

the teacher attitudes and practices required to achieve civic education objectives through 

a teacher training program in a formerly authoritarian developing democracy. 

 
 

Democratization 

 

 
Madagascar‟s civic education reform efforts are both the product and the catalyst 

of a democratization process that initially began in the run-up to independence in 1960 

and gained momentum during the post-Soviet wave of African political reforms in the 

1990s.   In this period, many newly democratic African nations introduced civic 

education into the national curriculum to prepare students for their new roles as citizens 

in a democracy.  But just what these roles were, and how students were taught them, was 

and continues to be heavily influenced by assumptions and beliefs about the process of 

democratization and citizens‟ part in that process.  If democratic institutions exist, is it 

enough to teach students how to vote and otherwise engage in and maintain these 

institutions?  Or must young people learn how to become contributors to civil society and 

the economic development of the country in order to prevent political backsliding?  Is the 

appearance of democratic institutions merely illusion, a „place saver‟ that prevents chaos 

while the real democratic transition – that of popular cultural change – takes place?  

Political scientists have long debated whether institutions, economic development, or 

culture are more important in bringing about democratization, and each of these 

perspectives, with their consequences for civic education, is examined in greater detail 

below.    

 
Institutional Perspective 

 
The institutional perspective is rooted in the precept that the path of political 

development a nation will take depends in large part on practices established within its 

institutions as well as patterns of interaction among them.  Under this perspective, a 

country is considered a democracy once democratic institutions have been put in place by 
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a constitution – institutions such as the judiciary, the legislature and an executive branch 

– although the behavior within and between a nation‟s institutions are not assumed to be 

democratic in nature themselves.  The functioning (or dysfunction) of these constitutional 

institutions attracts significant attention from experts in democratization.  Non-

constitutionally established institutions – including the military, the civil service, political 

parties, the media, and such civil society organizations as human rights groups, religious 

groups, labor and professional associations, community organizations and many others – 

are likewise of considerable importance to political researchers because the aspect of 

institutional interplay is recognized as a key force in shaping a nation‟s political 

development.   The microsocial orientation of the institutional perspective sheds lights on 

processes that Bratton & van de Walle (1997) identify as particularly valuable for 

understanding political development in Africa: 

[It] shifts attention from the background of macrosocial class interests and 

ethnic identities to the political foreground of electoral, party, military, 

parastatal, and voluntary organizations through which political struggles 

are actually waged.  And it allows in principle that formal political 

institutions are thoroughly steeped in, and penetrated by, informal 

personal networks.  This insight is highly germane to Africa, where 

considerations of clan and clientage corrupt the bureaucratic operations of 

formal-legal institutions, creating a distinctive set of opportunities and 

constraints for political reform…  It builds numerous „analytical bridges‟: 

between actors as agents and objects of history; between formal state 

institutions and informal societal processes; and between grand 

generalization and narrower national cases (pp. 42-43).   

According to Bratton and van de Walle, despite the widespread development of 

democratic constitutional institutions in Africa in the early 1990s, underlying institutions 

remain largely unchanged, with the most powerful institutions still perhaps the informal 

ones of loyalty and patronage between „big men‟ and their cronies.  This perspective also 

highlights the reciprocity in the interactions between structure and political actions; in 

other words, political actors‟ behavior is shaped by the constraints of institutions, while 
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these same actors simultaneously transform these institutions, which will then influence 

future political actors in an ever-evolving way.   

The institutional perspective is equally valuable when identifying and 

understanding the factors that affect democratization within a particular country as when 

conducting meta-analyses to identify aggregate trends across countries. Bratton and van 

de Walle (1997), for instance, consider the role of institutions in African democratization 

as a whole and identify a number of factors that affect the outcomes of democratic 

transitions.  The dangers inherent in concentrating power in the hands of one executive 

leader were evident, leading either to an attempt to gain more power or the temptation to 

preserve traditional and reciprocal social networks through cronyism, nepotism, and gift-

giving (often from the national treasury).  The strength and legitimacy of the legislature, 

judiciary and civil service were central to avoiding or overcoming attempted coups or 

other irregular actions on the part of the military.  In addition, the existence of well-

defined political parties could strengthen citizens‟ sense of choice and ensure that their 

politicians are not only truly representative of the people, but can be held accountable to 

them.  An analysis by Przeworski et al (2000) of African democracies at the institutional 

level revealed that parliamentary democracies are hardier, more stable and less prone to 

collapse than their presidential cousins.  Insights such as these emerge from the analysis 

of the role of institutions in the democratization process and inform more effective 

strategies to support lasting democratic political transition. 

According to the institutional perspective, democratization is a process that begins 

with the establishment of institutions and ends with citizens‟ development of democratic 

competencies.  In other words, changes in civic knowledge, attitudes, skills and behaviors 

are seen as the natural consequence of institutional change reinforced by democratic rule 

of law.  Consequently, the primary purpose of civic education is to inform citizens about 

the function of democratic institutions and how citizens can engage with them to ensure 

the democratic functioning of the country.  A more critical curriculum might focus 

particular attention on the potential sources of threat to democracy located within social 

and political institutions.  American civics courses of the early 20th century bore strongest 

resemblance to this vision of civic education by focusing heavily on institutions, although 

potential weaknesses within institutions were typically not a major component of such 
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programs.  The emphasis on knowledge of institutions in the civic education of 

Madagascar, as in much of Africa, follows this model and reflects the institutional beliefs 

embodied in the efforts of former colonial powers to implant democracy across the 

continent through the grafting of constitutionally democratic institutions onto existing 

institutions that emerged from colonial rule or cultural traditions. 

 
Economic Development Perspective 

 
 The economic development perspective maintains that the emergence of 

democracy, its survival, or both, require passing a certain threshold of economic 

development, typically measured in terms of per capita income.  The economic 

development perspective on democratization has an ancient history, as Lipset (1959) 

notes:  

From Aristotle down to the present, men have argued that only in a 

wealthy society in which relatively few citizens lived in real poverty could 

a situation exist in which the mass of the population could intelligently 

participate in politics and could develop the self-restraint necessary to 

avoid succumbing to the appeals of irresponsible demagogues (p.75).   

Lipset, one of the first to write extensively on the role of economic development in 

democratization, drew heavily on the concept of modernization in his conceptualization 

of economic development.  He cited not only income as a correlate of democracy, but 

also higher levels of education, the development of a middle class and a civil society, 

urbanization, industrialization, and the widespread legitimization and effectiveness of 

democratic political and social institutions, observing that „the extent to which 

contemporary democratic political systems are legitimate depends in large measure upon 

the ways in which the key issues which have historically divided the society have been 

resolved‟ (p.86).  This broad definition of economic development in fact encompasses 

economic, cultural and institutional factors, and inspired later political scientists to 

examine each of these three factors independently, with partisans of each factor seeking 

to demonstrate that their cause célèbre was the principal determinant of democratization.  

Consequently, the economic development perspective has become extremely 
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mathematized, with political scientists applying regression analyses to interpret the effect 

of economic variables on the emergence or survival of democracies.   

The chief debate among adherents to this perspective has been whether economic 

development causes democracies to emerge, protects them from collapse once emerging 

for whatever reason, or both.  Numerous economists have applied extensive mathematical 

analyses to test the proponents of modernization theory like Lipset and others, and have 

repeatedly demonstrated linkages between economic development and democratic 

transition: as incomes rose, transition to democracy appeared to become increasingly 

more probable.  Forty years later, the question was posed: What if income has no effect 

on the emergence of democracy, but instead enables the new political system to survive 

rather than collapse into authoritarianism once it emerges?  On the basis of statistical 

analysis, Przeworski, Alvarez, Cheibub and Limongi (2000) concluded that economic 

development did not in fact lead to democratization; rather, it merely helped to ensure the 

survival of the democratic state, noting of democracies in poor countries: „they are not 

always sentenced to die: education helps them to survive independently of income, and a 

balance among the political forces makes them more stable‟ (p. 137).   

These findings were rapidly disseminated with great interest among policy circles, 

where they were cited as justification to continue the U.S. policy of embargo against 

disfavored regimes, in opposition to those who believed the economic development of 

such countries through free trade would inevitably lead to democratization.  But in 2003, 

Boix and Stokes soundly refuted the findings of Przeworski et al. on empirical and 

theoretical grounds, providing extensive and persuasive evidence that economic 

development leads to democratization and also sustains democracies once established.  

Extending their analysis back to the mid-nineteenth century, they found that the threshold 

level of development at which democratization occurs was lower prior to World War II, 

that despotic regimes were more easily democratized in this earlier period, and that the 

effect of development on „democratic preservation‟ was stronger than on democratization 

after 1950, and recommended additional research to uncover the reasons for these 

phenomena.   

The economic development perspective transforms the purpose of civic education 

into one that encourages and enables students to contribute to local or national economic 
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development.  According to this perspective, a good citizen is one who respects the rights 

of others to maximize their self-interest, who accepts the authority of government to 

establish a legal framework within which self-enrichment can occur, who pays taxes and 

protects the public good (such as preserving the environment), and who possesses the 

industriousness and creativity to identify and act upon opportunities to contribute to the 

economic development of the country.  To this end, character education to instill these 

attitudes and skills will often form a component of the civics curriculum, which can be 

further reinforced through disciplinary and classroom management techniques that reflect 

a consistent application of rule of law. 

 
Cultural Perspective 

 
The role of cultural factors in democratization, long subsumed within the broader 

discourse of modernization, was first examined in detail by Almond and Verba (1963) in 

their seminal work on the development of the democratic civic culture.  Prior to their 

work, it had been believed that a civic culture suitable to democracy could be developed 

through a civic education model that they term „rationality-activist,‟ which consists of 

teaching students the basis for rational (rather than emotional) engagement in the 

democratic political system.  Almond and Verba contended that while rational political 

engagement was of course necessary, civic culture and virtues were more complex and 

represented a sort of nexus between traditional values and modern, democratic political 

ones.  They are rooted in the marriage of attitudes and practices emerging from three 

types of social systems that may or may not be coupled with their related political 

system: the parochial political culture, in which participants have no significant 

expectations from the largely undefined political system and are only obliquely engaged 

in it; the subject political culture, in which the subject has a passive relationship with the 

political authority; and the participant political culture, in which the participant has an 

activist role in the political arena.   

Almond and Verba maintained that political systems function most smoothly 

when the political system is in alignment with the political culture, but this alignment is  

often absent.  Any given society can cycle through passive and participant trends, for 

instance, or find adherents of all three groups – parochial, subject or participant – in one 
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society at any given time.  At the time of their research (1963), it was observed that many 

developing countries struggled with just such a misalignment of political system and 

social system: 

In most of these countries the political culture is predominantly parochial.  

The structural norms that have been introduced are usually participant; for 

congruence, therefore, they require a participant culture.  Thus the 

problem is to develop specialized output and input orientations 

simultaneously.  It is not surprising that most of these political systems, 

always threatened by parochial fragmentation, teeter like acrobats on 

tightropes, leaning precariously at one time toward authoritarianism, at 

another toward democracy.  There is no structure on either side to lean on, 

neither a bureaucracy resting upon loyal subjects, nor an infrastructure 

arising from responsible and competent citizens. (p. 26)    

They later contend that the shift to a participant culture necessitates „the diffusion of 

positive orientations toward a democratic infrastructure, the acceptance of norms of civic 

obligation, and the development of a sense of civic competence among a substantial 

proportion of the population‟ (p. 27).   

While Almond and Verba were primarily concerned with defining the features of 

a democratic, participatory civic culture and suggesting ways that a parochial or subject 

political culture might be transformed into a participatory one, later theorists made the 

leap to proposing correlational or causational relationships between cultural shift and 

democratic institutional change.  Jackman and Miller (1996), for instance, examined the 

hypotheses that effective governance depends upon traditions of civic engagement (a 

measure of engrained civic culture), and that political culture is the driving force behind 

the stability of a democracy as well as its economic development.  Their statistical 

analysis found little evidence to support these hypotheses, leading them to conclude that 

further analysis of the potential role of institutions may be in order.  In contrast to these 

conclusions, Inglehart and Welzel (2005) conducted extensive statistical analyses using 

data from the World Values Survey, gathered over the course of thirty years and 

providing insight into the transformation of the cultural values and norms of over 80 

percent of the world‟s population.  They identify a set of factors they term „self- 
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 Figure 1. Self-expression values correlate with democracy2 
 
 
expression values‟ which are more consistently and strongly linked with democracy than 

any other factor, including per capita GDP, interpersonal trust, or membership in 

associations, concluding „economic prosperity is strongly linked with the emergence and 

survival of democratic institutions, but it operates primarily through its tendency to give 

rise to self-expression values‟ (p. 4).   

Inglehart and Welzel‟s analysis produced a number of surprising insights.  Upon 

examination of the relationship between democracy – whether formal (nominal) or 

effective – and values that the literature has traditionally termed „democratic,‟ the data 

demonstrated that voluntary activity within associations appeared to be negatively 

correlated with democracy, a finding the researchers believe is due to the undemocratic 

organization of many civil society organizations.  Additionally, they found that high or 

                                                 
2 Inglehart, R. & Welzel, C. (2005). Modernization, Cultural Change, and Democracy: The Human 

Development Sequence.  New York: Cambridge University Press. 
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low confidence in public institutions has little correlation with either type of democracy.  

Significantly, factors that were correlated with democracy, such as elite-challenging 

behavior and the valuing of free speech, showed much weaker effects in formal 

democracies than in effective democracies, implying a lesser degree of cultural 

transformation in the formal democracies.  Furthermore, by charting individuals‟ 

responses to values questions along two axes which they labeled traditional/secular-

rational values and survival/self-expression values (see Figure 1 above), they found that 

the emergence of self-expression values cannot be a mere by-product of globalization 

whereby Western norms are transmitted through mass media because mass media has 

infiltrated every nation but self-expression values have not.  Rather, the absence of self-

expression values is an indication of the degree to which traditional values continue to 

oppose the unstoppable force of modernization and its rational-humanist political 

expression in the form of democratic institutions.  But as humanistic self-expression 

values take hold, Inglehart and Welzel argue, their inherently emancipatory nature will 

force democracy to emerge (p. 5).  

Because change is viewed as flowing from culture toward institutions and not the 

inverse, civic education is prioritized within this perspective as befits its transformative 

role.  Seen through the cultural perspective, civic education must seek to develop 

democratic knowledge and skills and most importantly the attitudes that enable these 

competencies to be applied, transforming the culture from a passive and undemocratic 

one into one populated by informed and active participants in the sociopolitical 

development of the country.  The achievement of this cultural evolution objective is 

challenged when opposition originating within the existant cultural realities outside the 

classroom lead to negative consequences for students who successfully internalize and 

apply the changes promoted at school.   Successful democratization through cultural 

transformation hinges as much on community outreach to mitigate these obstructions as 

on the consistent teacher modeling of the democratic competencies students are expected 

to adopt.  

Whether the believed root of democratic transition in a given country is cultural, 

institutional or economic, democratization is a process which does not begin and end 

overnight.  None of these three theories of democratization claims that all citizens in a 
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democratic state have developed democratic knowledge, skills and attitudes to the same 

degree, or that these democratic competencies will sustain themselves over time in the 

shifting socio-political terrain of a nation under the combined pressures of globalization 

and internal diversity.  The explicit teaching of democratic competencies in the form of 

civic education remains necessary to the stabilization, development and preservation of 

the nascent political system, where the classroom is transformed into a productive 

learning environment that affirms every student‟s right to question, critique, and propose 

untested ideas as students and teacher together attempt to negotiate issues of tradition and 

modernity in anticipation of students‟ engagement in civil society as adults.   

Even if one day political researchers identify one of the three perspectives as 

playing the most important democratizing role in the majority of cases, political scientists 

will continue to apply all three to aid in their understanding of each new individual 

context due to the distinct insights and points of view each one offers.  Economic, 

cultural and non-governmental institutional changes acting as catalysts to the adoption or 

imposition of democratic constitutional institutions may fail to attract the early attention 

of outside researchers, unaware as they may be of the imperceptible but inexorable 

evolution happening within the country.  As the studies cited above have demonstrated, 

without a motive or the means to track such changes over the long-term, democratization 

researchers often draw upon snapshot data and attempt to decode these processes after 

regime change has occurred, leaving significant knowledge gaps that cost-prohibitive 

longitudinal studies are best equipped to redress.   

The process of democratization is so complex and dependent upon the interplay of 

situational factors that deliberate regime change has been and most likely will continue to 

be accompanied by a package of policies that address all three factors to some extent.  A 

government that develops constitutionally democratic institutions will sensibly 

implement policies to support economic growth; indeed, history has demonstrated that 

even the most socialist, isolationist or anti-materialist countries are eventually molded by 

pressure toward economic development.  Similarly, civic education has long been a 

standard component of the state curriculum in many countries.  The content of 

democratic civic education can and often does incorporate the orientations of all three 

perspectives, teaching about constitutional institutions of government (if perhaps less so 
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about traditional, civic or other institutions) and seeking to develop students‟ democratic 

character and drive toward contributing to the national efforts for economic development.  

As will be discussed in Chapter 5, the content of civic education in Madagascar is a 

model of this sort of well-rounded approach to democratization.  But can this effort to 

make civic education universally responsive to these diverse factors effectively foster the 

competencies that citizens need to play their part in the process of democracy?  What are 

the key factors that ensure the effectiveness of civic education initiatives? 

 
 

Civic Education 

 
 

Formal democratic civic education programs are by definition those taught within 

schools, whether they are adopted by the state itself or are implemented by NGOs, 

intergovernmental organizations, or other non-state organizations with the sanction and 

support of the state.  Such programs are therefore only introduced in countries that 

possess certain democratic institutions and either wish to  develop informed and active 

democratic citizens or would like to appear interested in doing so, even if only to aid in 

securing a veneer of democratic legitimacy for an otherwise authoritarian regime.  The 

obstacles posed by the imposition of democratic institutions onto a parochial or subject 

political culture were observed by Almond and Verba (1963), who saw the key challenge 

as transforming the society‟s existent political culture into a participatory one.  Civic 

education is a principal tool for such a transformation, although nonformal learning 

experiences such as participation in a local cooperative, other community-based civil 

society organization or a limited NGO-run civic education initiative also foster the 

strengthening of participatory political culture. 

Despite the claim of Inglehart and Welzel (2005) that change flows from culture 

to institutions and not the other way around, the condition of formal democracy – 

the presence of democratic institutions, regardless of whether or not the wider populace 

holds democratic values – creates a role for civic education.  Institutions such as the 

legislature, executive branch, or Ministry of Education can develop or enact policy such 

as the establishment of civic education programs to further consolidate a democracy that 

has been at least partially established.  In formally democratic states with uncertain 
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political cultures, the initiation of civic education programs by government institutions 

underlines the reciprocal relationship between a democratic government and the governed 

citizen.  Civic education for all affirms the reality that future elected leaders who will rise 

from among the ranks of these citizens must ideally be well-educated and possesses 

minimal democratic knowledge, attitudes and skills to become competent, democratic 

politicians prepared to speak and act on behalf of their fellow citizens.  Regardless of 

whether cultural change leads to democracy or the presence of democratic institutions 

gradually produces cultural change, civic education has a critical role to play in the 

process of consolidating and strengthening democracy in these nations. 

 State recognition of the utility of civic education in some form can be traced back 

at least as far as the teaching of nationalist ideals to build national unity in the earliest 

European state schools of the mid-nineteenth century. In general, the primary objective of 

formal civic education programs is to instill individual members of a particular nation 

with the social values and the political knowledge, attitudes and skills deemed necessary 

by the state to fulfill the obligations of citizenship.  The definition of these obligations 

varies dramatically according to the political ideology of the state.  These beliefs may 

even vary between states adhering to the same political ideology, as demonstrated by the 

preceding discussion of the conceptualization of citizens‟ roles within the three 

perspectives on democratization. All three of these competing perspectives are commonly 

represented in many civic education policies, as is the case in Madagascar where the 

stated objectives of the civic education program include the development of informed and 

active citizens who are able to contribute to the nation‟s economic development and are 

aware of their rights and responsibilities to family, community, nation and the cultural 

and natural heritage of Madagascar (Government of Madagascar, 2004).   

 In the case of democracies, which are ostensibly based upon the will of the 

people, active and informed citizen participation is demonstrated through a wide range of 

activities, including voting, communicating concerns to politicians, establishing non-

profit organizations, writing and promoting an initiative, attending city council meetings, 

or running for office. The content of democratic civics curricula will typically highlight 

constitutional institutions – the branches of government and its diverse administrative 

agencies – and inform students about their civic rights and responsibilities including the 
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aforementioned activities and other means for citizens to engage with their government.   

These democratic competencies are taught alongside a broader set of desirable civic 

attitudes and practices that civic education can instill in young citizens, encompassing 

such diverse areas as respect for public property, embracing rule of law, becoming a 

productive and tax-paying member of the workforce, protection of the natural 

environment and so forth.   In addition, democratic citizens must, due to their decision-

making responsibility, possess an adequate level of political and social awareness that 

will facilitate informed choices, whether voting directly for policy in the form of 

referendums, or when selecting a political candidate whose platform and personal 

qualities will enable him or her to represent citizens‟ interests.  However, it is unrealistic 

to expect that a citizen can learn at school everything that he or she will need to remain 

an informed and engaged citizen throughout adulthood.  The constant evolution of 

political and social realities, shifting technological and economic conditions and the 

pressures that rapid globalization places on the utility of time-worn traditions as solutions 

to modern challenges necessitate that teachers therefore cultivate in young people the 

habits of life-long learning and socio-political engagement during their school years to 

enable them to participate effectively in civic life over the long term.    

 
Developing Democratic Competencies 

 
 Changes in behavior ideally emerge from a genuine shift in personal values as a 

consequence of knowledge, coupled with the development of the skills needed to 

actualize the behavior itself.  Some values such as esteem for hard work and general 

virtue hold appeal across political systems while certain other values are particularly 

recognized as vital to the effective functioning of a democracy.  One such quality, the 

dispassionate objectivity so valued in the „rationality-activist‟ vision of citizenship of the 

early 20th century is undeniably useful in the analytical dissection of political problems, 

although Dewey (1934) expanded upon the concept to advocate what he termed 

„passionate intelligence‟ – the merging of emotion and rational thought – as a 

combination capable of inspiring action in the face of injustice and inequality for the 

beneficial transformation of society and its institutions.  The output of such rational 

reflection when catalyzed by passion for social progress is qualitatively heightened by 
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strong skills in critical thinking.  This is particularly true when one has sought knowledge 

from the widest range of sources as made possible by openness to diverse experiences 

and perspectives and facilitated by tolerance of viewpoints and values different from 

one‟s own, all of which are seen as key qualities for democratic citizens to possess.   

  The development of students‟ capacity to apply a critical, rational and objective 

perspective to evaluate and process new information and experiences figures among the 

most vital yet challenging of teachers‟ tasks as they foster the democratic competencies 

of their students.  Even in wealthy, established democracies, teachers face conceptual and 

practical obstacles in their efforts to achieve this pivotal objective of modern democratic 

education.  In California, for instance, a study of tertiary-level faculty revealed that while 

89% of respondents prioritized the development of critical thinking as a course objective, 

81% were unable to define the concept in concrete terms and a mere 9% had 

implemented explicit strategies to foster the skill in their students (Paul et al., 1997).  

Challenges to the mastery of this skill run even deeper in developing countries with 

strong authoritarian undercurrents where colonial or cultural legacy has long discouraged 

critical perspectives in the academic, social and political spheres and where such 

practices may be as foreign to to teachers – and their trainers – as to the students in whom 

educators are meant to cultivate them.   

 A wide variety of strategies, many of which are subject-specific, exist to teach 

critical thinking.  However, one of the most versatile, widespread and effective is that of 

teacher questioning as teachers can elicit a particular level of cognition from students by 

 
 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2.  Bloom‟s Taxonomy 
 

1. Basic knowledge: Memorizing facts, figures and basic processes. 

2. Secondary comprehension: Understanding and illustrating the facts. 

3. Application: Generalizing the facts to other contexts and situations. 

4. Analysis: Understanding why the facts are the way they are and breaking 

problems down. 

5. Synthesis: Making connections between different elements on one’s 

own. 

6. Evaluation: Critically using one’s own knowledge to ascertain the 

quality of information. 
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asking questions at the corresponding level (Clasen & Bonk, 1990).  Bloom (1956) 

provided an early taxonomy of cognition levels (refer to Figure 2 above) in which the 

first three are hierarchical and types three through six represent forms of critical thinking 

that teachers can stimulate by questioning and other means.  Reviewing literature on 

teacher questioning in the US, Savage (1998) concludes that 70-80% of the questions 

asked by American teachers require factual recall – the lowest order of thinking in 

Bloom‟s taxonomy – in spite of the reality that over 80% of the content learned this way 

is forgotten and a similar percentage of the knowledge gained by students through higher-

order cognition could be retained if teachers would elicit such cognition by asking 

higher-level questions (Savage, 1998).   

In addition to questioning techniques, teachers can strengthen critical thinking 

abilities through debate, a pedagogy long associated with both democracy and critical 

thinking.  Debate represents a powerful pedagogical tool for teachers in developing 

countries because it strengthens students‟ metacognitive skills and analytical critical 

thinking abilities even as it facilitates peer interaction and provides an entertaining, 

learner-centered learning activity that requires little to no resources to implement.  

Tumposky (2004) observes, however, that teachers must be aware of the psychological 

discomfort that many females and students from collectivist cultures may experience if 

required to competitively and publically argue against a classmate‟s perspective and 

suggests that group discussion of an open-ended question may represent a more 

constructive alternative to maximize the benefits of the pedagogy in diverse classrooms. 

Despite the challenges teachers face in developing critical thinking, it is essential 

that they do so, and particularly within democratizing states where there exists an acute 

need for capable, critical-minded social and political leaders to helm national 

development and socioeconomic transformation.  The value of strengthening this skill 

extends beyond its benefits in the political and economic development spheres: critical 

thinking skills can result not only in increased democratic competency but also in 

improved academic outcomes across subjects (e.g. Onwuegbuzie 2001), contributing to a 

more intellectually skilled populace overall and one that is more capable of confronting 

and resolving contemporary challenges across situations and contexts.  It furthermore 
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aids to maintain the democratic nature of the government and society, enabling citizens to 

engage in the reciprocal give-and-take required to support policy that benefits only part 

of society without necessarily proffering immediate benefits to onesself (Torney-Purta et 

al, 2001).   

 The development of students‟ tolerance, while still highly dependent on teacher 

skill and its application in the classroom, is less a question of pedagogical technique and 

more one of teacher modeling of the competency students are expected to embrace.  

According to Donnelly (2004), teachers can develop democratic tolerance by expressing 

and demonstrating sympathy for democratic values and modeling inclusive relationships 

through such means as eliminating favoritism, accommodating diverse learner needs and 

according equal voice to students‟ varied perspectives and ideas.  The best opportunities 

to model intellectual and normative tolerance arise during the discussion of topics that 

have the potential to cause conflict and intolerance: 

Teachers are most likely to develop an ethos which supports tolerance and 

mutual understanding when they engage in frank discussion of divisive 

issues, placing emphasis upon the exploration and understanding of their 

own and each other's values. This type of dialogue, which is more 

searching than the simple exchange of opinions, will not only help 

individuals to explore their own 'taken for granted' assumptions but should 

also encourage them to come to an acceptance of what others believe. (p. 

265) 

In a study by Avery et al. (1992), a strong positive correlation was found between 

tolerance and interethnic friendships, suggesting that encouraging friendly partnerships 

among diverse students through pair and group activities may further support teachers‟ 

efforts to increase levels of tolerance among students.  The potential benefits of tolerance 

are significant:  Individuals who express high levels of tolerance also demonstrate strong 

support for quintessentially democratic principles such as the four freedoms3 and 

perceive „objectionable‟ groups – those they might view as inferior or problematic in 

some sense – as less threatening relative to the perceptions of their more intolerant peers 

                                                 
3 The Four Freedoms: Freedom of speech and expression, freedom of religion, freedom from want and 
freedom from fear, as articulated in U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt‟s 1941 State of the Union 
address. 
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(Godwin et al., 2001), thereby facilitating the communication and cooperation required to 

support the continual process of democratization within a given country. 

 As a consequence of the need to instill certain values in citizens in order to 

increase the likelihood of future pro-civic behaviors, democratic civic education 

programs often incorporate a moral component into the curriculum.   In practice, a 

conflating of civic and moral education in the minds of many teachers and policymakers 

often results in the reorientation of course content away from expressly political or 

democratic themes and toward general values-linked behaviors such as volunteerism and 

the obeying of laws, thereby undermining the successful development of students‟ 

democratic skills (Westheimer and Kahne, 2004; Torney-Purta et al, 2001). This morally 

generic form of democratic civic education, which Westheimer and Kahne (2004) term 

the „personally responsible‟ type, competes with two others these researchers have named 

„justice-oriented‟ and „participatory.‟   Justice-oriented programs analyze the root causes 

and potential solutions of socio-political issues with an eye to social transformation, 

while personally responsible programs are oriented toward reinforcing values of social 

and political responsibility as demonstrated through such apolitical behaviors as such as 

paying taxes or donating blood.  Participatory programs, by contast, seek to developing 

active and informed participation in the explicitly democratic political arena.  

Experiential learning opportunities such as the design, implementation and management 

of a social consciousness raising campaign; the writing and advocating of a ballot 

initiative; the direction of a voter education/registration drive and similar activities are 

utilized to provide students with first-hand knowledge of the value and practice of 

democratic civic engagement.   

 Two key observations relevant to the issues of civic education in a developing 

democracy such as Madagascar merit brief mention here, although each one could stand 

to form the basis of its own vast analysis.  First, the themes Westheimer and Kahne 

explored touch on issues relevant to the larger question of variant types of democracy, the 

normative assumptions upon which they are based, and forms that civic education can 

take as a consequence.  If, for instance, different attitudes or practices are expected from 

citizens in a democratic constitutional monarchy as opposed to a presidential democracy, 

or a direct democracy as opposed to a representative democracy, what then are the 
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competencies – the knowledge, attitudes and skills – that should be included in the 

curriculum of a civic education program in each political environment?  The question 

becomes further complicated by the added prism of culture.  The pre-existing social 

norms, values, assumptions, beliefs and practices onto which a democratic system (or any 

political system) is superimposed will subtly or overtly color how it is locally understood, 

interpreted and mobilized. Cultural factors will likewise shape political evolution of any 

given system over time in ways that are difficult to predict, not the least because culture 

is itself a shifting and multifaceted force that exerts an influence in distinct ways upon 

each unique individual.  These cultural values inevitably and often unconsciously shape 

the ways that education stakeholders engage with the abstract concept of civic education 

and its transformation into concrete reality.  Political philosophies have their greatest 

impact at the level of policy making but may be more likely to play a subordinate role to 

cultural issues in states where citizens‟ (and even politicians‟) knowledge and 

understanding of political systems and theory is less developed.4 

 
Democracy and the Learner-Centered Classroom 

 
 Westheimer and Kahne (2004) found that participatory-type civic education 

programs are by far the most effective in developing the knowledge and desire necessary 

to become an active citizen, a conclusion supported by the majority of research conducted 

on the subject.5 Nonetheless, the less effective and less overtly political personally-

responsible type remains the most common form of civic education program in the 

United States.  This apolitical model has set a frequently-copied standard for democratic 

civic education programs abroad, helping to ensure a weak political education for young 

democratic citizens the world over.   

 Research has conclusively demonstrated that democratic civic education programs 

cannot limit themselves to mere discussion of the diverse citizen behaviors and values 

that civic education programs must develop to prepare informed and engaged democratic 

citizens.  Rather, teachers must model these norms and actions themselves and provide 

students with learner-centered opportunities to adopt new habits through repeated 

                                                 
4 For an in-depth discussion of the ways in which differences in culture and political philosophy can impact 
the experience of democracy in a diverse community, refer to Ivison (2002).  
5 i.e. UNESCO, 2000a; Gollob, 2005; Harber, 1997; Ukpokodu, 1997. 
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practice and personally relevant experiences.6  Civic education programs can and often 

do provide students with the knowledge they need to participate in certain simple civic 

activities such as voting and paying taxes through limited experiential learning 

opportunities like holding a mock election or taking a field trip to the town hall.  

Similarly, students may be provided discrete opportunities to experience democratic 

participation in the classroom when eliciting their ideas for the development and 

application of classroom rules, electing a class president to supervise in the teacher‟s 

absence, choosing a representative to advocate on behalf of students in a school-wide 

student council, or nominating peers to fulfil various roles in groups and other collective 

initiatives.  Such activities constitute highly valuable experiential learning opportunities.  

Nonetheless, theoretical study and isolated instances of experiential learning alone are not 

adequate to ensure that democratic competencies and habits become deeply engrained in 

young learners: a pedagogical shift from teacher-centered to learner-centered 

instructional techniques is required for students to fully internalize democratic 

competencies and apply them in their daily lives over the span of decades.  

Worldwide, civic education policy has been increasingly influenced by the 

growing body of research that suggests learner-centered methodology in the classroom 

combined with community-based experiential learning is the most effective way to boost 

citizens‟ understanding of democratic government and their informed participation (e.g., 

UNESCO, 2000a; Gollob, 2005).   Effectively, a consensus exists that the success of 

democratic civic education programs depends upon the utilization of instructional 

methods that render students active agents of their own learning, rather than relying on 

authoritarian, teacher-centered instruction that features didactic methods like rote 

memorization and lecture (Harber, 1997).  The authoritarian pedagogy of the past was 

critically described by Paolo Freire (1970) as the „banking concept‟ of education in which 

students are reduced to empty objects that passively receive deposits from the store of 

knowledge or „Truths‟ that the teacher possesses.  According to Freire, this traditional, 

teacher-centered approach to education „attempts to control thinking and action, leads 

men and women to adjust to the world, and inhibits their creative power‟ (p. 77) and 

                                                 
6 i.e. Zeichner and Dahlstrom, 1999; Finkel and Stumbras, 2000; USAID, 2002; Finkel, 2003; Gollob et al, 
2004; Westheimer & Caine, 2004.   
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should be replaced by schooling that facilitates praxis: sociopolitical reflection that spurs 

transformative action for the betterment of the human condition. 

By contrast, the constructivist philosophy underlying learner-centered pedagogy 

acknowledges the validity of students‟ own experiences as contributing factors to the 

learning and understanding of course material.  The concept of „learner-centeredness‟7 

was originally coined by Froebel in the 1820s to describe the need to acknowledge 

children‟s particular needs and limitations in the learning process, although today it has 

become nearly synonymous with the constructivist approach to education due to an 

association established during the emergence of progressive schools in the 1920s and 

1930s (Chung & Walsh, 2000).  The progressive schools of the early 20th century were 

much inspired by the constructivist philosophy of Dewey (1938), who maintained that 

educational experiences should build upon previous personal experience in a social 

setting to better enable students to relate their learning both to related knowledge and its 

application in diverse contexts.  The believed benefits of constructivist learning 

environments include the ability to identify as well as solve problems, think creatively 

and collaborate effectively, skills that are highly sought after in today‟s competitive 

global marketplace. 

Within the classroom, the constructivist/learner-centered paradigm manifests in 

highly diverse ways united by common features Newmann et al (1996) classify as 

representing „active learning.‟  This pedagogy is distinguished by „a common interest in 

students actively constructing meaning grounded in their own experience rather than  

simply absorbing and reproducing knowledge transmitted from subject-matter fields‟ (p. 

280). Windschitl (2002, p. 137) enumerated the key characteristics of classrooms where 

active learning is taking place, summarized in Figure 3 below.     

Despite widespread acceptance of active methods‟ positive impact on student 

achievement and its powerful role for sociopolitical transformation in civic education 

programs, transition to active methods of pedagogy within a learner-centered classroom 

is often beset with challenges that impede their effective implementation.  Windschitl  

 

                                                 
7 The substitution of the word learner  in the expression which had originally been „child-centered‟ and 
later „student-centered‟ reflects the extension of this pedagogical approach into the realm of adult and non-
formal education. 
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Figure 3. Characteristics of a constructivist classroom8 
 
 

(2002) identifies four dilemmas confronting teachers in their effort to transition toward 

constructivist, learner-centered classrooms, which he terms the conceptual, pedagogical, 

cultural and political dilemmas: 

Conceptual dilemmas are rooted in teachers‟ attempts to understand the 

philosophical, psychological, and epistemological underpinnings of 

constructivism.  Pedagogical dilemmas for teachres arise from the more 

complex approaches to designing curriculum and fashioning learning 

experiences that constructivism demands. Cultural dilemmas emerge 

between teachers and students during the radical reorientation of 

classroom roles and expectations necessary to accommodate the 

constructivist ethos.  Political dilemmas are associated with resistance 

from various stakeholders in school communities when institutional norms 

                                                 
8 (Windschitl, 2002) 

 Teachers elicit students' ideas and experiences in relation to key 

topics, then fashion learning situations that help students elaborate on 

or restructure their current knowledge.  

 Students are given frequent opportunities to engage in complex, 

meaningful, problem-based activities.  

 Teachers provide students with a variety of information resources as 

well as the tools (technological and conceptual) necessary to mediate 

learning.  

 Students work collaboratively and are given support to engage in task-

oriented dialogue with one another.  

 Teachers make their own thinking processes explicit to learners and 

encourage students to do the same through dialogue, writing, 

drawings, or other representations.  

 Students are routinely asked to apply knowledge in diverse and 

authentic contexts, to explain ideas, interpret texts, predict 

phenomena, and construct arguments based on evidence, rather than 

to focus exclusively on the acquisition of predetermined ‘right 
answers.’  

 Teachers encourage students' reflective and autonomous thinking in 

conjunction with the conditions listed above.  

 Teachers employ a variety of assessment strategies to understand 

how students' ideas are evolving and to give feedback on the 

processes as well as the products of their thinking.  
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are questioned and routines of privilege and authority are disturbed. (p. 

132) 

In rich and developing countries alike, the issues stemming from each of these four areas 

can derail even the most well-designed and popularly supported learner-centered 

education reform if not directly confronted and assertively redressed.  As this paper will 

describe, all of them come into play in civic education reform efforts in Madagascar. 

The growing understanding of the role that learner-centered methods play in 

strengthening the effectiveness of civic education programs has been reflected in the 

policy recommendations issued by outside agencies, as well as in the education policies 

drafted by governmental bodies themselves.  As research identifies those practices that 

increase the success and viability of civic programs, their popularity and legitimacy have 

increased, which has in turn garnered substantial affective and monetary support from 

donors who see in this strategy a potential means to improve the stability and longevity of 

emerging or fragile democratic states.  However, despite the proliferation of civic 

education policy that is both well-intentioned and grounded in good practices, the 

consistent development of informed and engaged democratic citizens remains an elusive 

achievement.   

 
 

Teacher Effectiveness 

 
 

Effective teachers, more than any other factor, are the lynchpin in any formal 

civic education effort.  Policy makers may select and develop the curriculum and school 

administrators may be responsible for ensuring it is implemented, but in the end, teachers 

alone are the ones who interpret and actualize the curriculum for their students.  In the 

classroom, teachers either succeed or fail to develop in their students a love of learning, 

comprehension of the material studied and an understanding of the skills, knowledge and 

attitudes deemed by society as necessary for good citizenship.   

Suitable training can offer the amenable and capable teacher a way to overcome 

many obstacles to effective classroom practice such as a shortage of didactic materials, 

crowded multi-grade classrooms and even the introduction of poorly adapted innovations 

from abroad.  Research has confirmed that high-quality training and teachers‟ openness 
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to pedagogical innovations are integral factors in the successful adoption of the learner-

centered instructional techniques so essential to strong democratic civic education 

programs (Niemi, 2002; Gollob, 2005).  In turn, these findings raise critical questions 

about the best means to ensure the effectiveness of teacher education itself.   

A growing body of research suggests the successful introduction and 

dissemination of pedagogical innovations such as learner-centered instruction are 

reinforced by the use of modeling in teacher training in which innovative instructional 

techniques are „both used in the teaching of pre-service teachers and taught as a strategy 

for use‟ (Jay, 2002, p. 849).  Modeling learner-centered techniques has been demonstrated 

to reduce teacher resistance to the introduction of learner-centered methodologies in 

training and to increase the likelihood that teachers will incorporate these methods into 

their practice (Niemi, 2002; Allinder, 2001).  The Council of Europe‟s Tool on Teacher 

Training for Education, Democratic Citizenship and Human Rights Education (Gollob et. 

al., 2005), for instance, explicitly links the success of civic education programs to the 

modeling of learner-centered instructional techniques in teacher training:  

While there is room for a certain amount of formal instruction, EDC 

(Education for Democratic Citizenship) teaching and learning techniques 

cannot primarily be taught directly through lectures. They have to be 

modeled by the trainer (p. 33).   

However, many teacher training programs in Africa and beyond continue to rely on 

teacher-centered lecture to train student teachers in active learning methodology, or 

model it inefficiently.10  Even in an instance in Uganda where trainers attested that they 

had used participatory techniques to teach learner-centered methodology, student teachers 

described their training as overwhelmingly didactic in nature and claimed participatory 

methods were rare – perceptions that both students and teachers blamed on an 

overburdened curriculum (Harber, 1997).  Teachers‟ poor mastery of content and 

instructional language often results in more training time dedicated to academic 

reinforcement, and consequently less preparation for the application of learner-centered 

theory to the reality of the classroom (Chishimba, 2001).   

                                                 
9 See also: Niemi, 2002; Payne & Manning, 1991; Stover, 1990. 
10 Lyon et al, 1989;.Ellsworth, 1993; Harber, 1997; Allinder, 2001; Niemi, 2002. 
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Furthermore, Niemi (2002) found that in-service teachers hostile toward learner-

centered methodology could dissuade new teachers from using participatory techniques 

despite a learner-centered, modeled pre-service training.  In Africa, the impact of this 

phenomenon on any eventual transition toward learner-centered methods may be 

somewhat mitigated by the large percentage of teachers expected to retire in the next ten 

to fifteen years (Amelewonou, Brossard & Gacougnolle, 2004), but constitutes a factor to 

consider for the short-term effectiveness of teacher training reform efforts to promote 

learner-centered instruction as part of civic education programs.  

 Despite the growing popularity of learner-centered instruction among education 

policymakers, the transition at the classroom level from traditional to learner-centered 

instruction in industrialized and developing countries alike has been difficult to effectuate 

(Macbeath & Moos, 2004).  Two recent large-scale multi-country studies confirm that 

teacher-centered methods of instruction continue to dominate even in countries with the 

most access to fiscal resources and educational best practice research (Torney-Purta et al, 

2001; Gollob, 2004).   

The effect that established teachers who are hostile to innovation can have on new 

teachers‟ willingness to implement the innovations learned in training raises the larger 

overarching issue of teacher socialization.  Formal pre-service and in-service training are 

a core aspect of the way in which teachers learn their profession, and these constitute the 

principal channel available to governments to influence their teachers‟ professional 

development.  But a wealth of other factors, including teachers‟ own experience with 

schooling as a child, their own initial experiences as teachers, institutional organization or 

the behaviors and attitudes of colleagues, all contribute to teachers‟ beliefs regarding the 

limits of what they can or should accomplish as teachers and the best methods for  

achieving these objectives.  By extension, these factors inevitably play a role in the 

effectiveness of teacher training reforms for participatory civic education. 

 Lortie (1975) describes how the failure to identify or communicate the principles 

of effective teacher practice leads many teachers to favor pedagogy and content in which 

they are strong, neglect those in which they are weak, and measure success according to 

the attainment of self-selected objectives rather than refer to external standards or 

assessments.  Lortie furthermore found that teachers commonly wish for more formal 
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training in the practical areas of the teaching profession, including classroom 

management, routines, discipline, teaching methods and the use of instructional support 

materials.  In his study, teachers expressed concern that their training was too theoretical 

because it assumed the attainment of an ideal was possible, and too little attention was 

paid to the obstacles that might interfere with the attainment of this ideal.  Teachers 

attempted to compensate for their incomplete knowledge by occasionally seeking advice 

from peers, but inexperienced teachers frequently will not perceive the same problems as 

– or perceive them differently from – the more experienced teachers.  The advice of peers 

may be discarded or adapted according to the teacher‟s beliefs about the reality she or he 

faces in the classroom. 

 These tendencies are amplified in Madagascar, where the majority of schools are 

located in remote rural areas, consist of a single and typically overcrowded classroom 

staffed by a lone teacher, and are irregularly frequented by supervisory staff.  Several 

years ago, a UNESCO (2003b) survey of schools in over a dozen Sub-Saharan African 

nations found that teachers were visited by supervisors far less frequently in Madagascar 

than any of the other countries surveyed, at a rate of one or fewer times per year.  In 

schools such as these, teachers truly are on their own to evaluate the effectiveness of their 

practice, and often have limited access to other resources that could inform their practice 

beyond the occasional in-service training they receive.  Even parents, who are a valuable 

source of input on teacher performance, are less able to provide such feedback to a 

teacher in a rural Malagasy school if they themselves have received very little education 

as is typically the case for most adults in rural areas.  The revised Malagasy training 

curriculum‟s strong emphasis on becoming a „reflective practitioner‟ is meant to address 

this problem (MINESEB, 2005).  

This highly individualistic approach to determining „good teaching,‟ and the 

strong views on the topic that a would-be teacher has formulated even prior to formal 

training, renders it difficult to ensure the effectiveness of pre- and in-service training.  In 

Madagascar, similar factors must be considered in developing an understanding of an 

education program‟s effectiveness.  Many teachers who undergo „pre-service‟ training 

have already been teaching for a number of years and may have little extrinsic incentive 

to attempt the innovative pedagogies or classroom management techniques suggested in 
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training.  The limited feedback most teachers receive about their classroom practices 

eliminates one source of teacher improvement, and even where a teacher might 

independently perceive a problem in his or her practice, overly theoretical training can be 

a less than optimal source of solutions when it fails to link theory to practice – 

particularly in the face of the classroom conditions specific to developing countries.  

 
 

Conclusion 

 
 

Any analysis that limits itself to one theoretical perspective in understanding 

education reform in a particular country, let alone the entire world, has fallen into the trap 

of oversimplification.  In Madagascar today, education policymakers, teachers, parents, 

donors, consultants and others are engaged in effecting a process of educational – and 

ultimately social – transformation that responds to a wide variety of local and 

international pressures and incentives.  Civic education is implemented as a tool to 

provide the adult citizens of the future with the knowledge, skills and attitudes required to 

fulfill their civic duties and enjoy their rights.  While certain practices are known to 

improve the effectiveness of such educational efforts (such as teachers‟ reliance on 

participatory instructional methods, or the modeling of these methods in training 

courses), myriad factors compromise the effectiveness of even these few known good 

practices.  Whether by the attitudes and experiences of teachers at the individual level, 

the national development goals of local policymakers, the political and economic 

objectives of intergovernmental organizations and other international players, or the 

cultural assumptions implicit in ideas and practices borrowed from abroad, civic 

education policy is developed and implemented on a muddied terrain.  The interrelations 

between individual, local and international factors at once sustain and obscure the 

processes that increase the impact and success of civic education reform efforts, 

highlighting the need for better understanding of the dynamics of the development and 

application of the teacher attitudes and practices required to achieve civic education 

objectives in a developing and formerly authoritarian country such as Madagascar. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 
 This chapter describes the methodology and research design that are proposed to 

answer the research questions presented in Chapter 1.  The discussion of methodology 

opens with a reminder of the purpose of this study and the nature of the research 

questions proposed to achieve the study‟s aim.  The choice to utilize a qualitative inquiry 

approach and grounded theory paradigm to answer these questions will be considered and 

justified.  This qualitative and exploratory grounded theory approach is then 

contextualized within the larger field of evaluative policy research to which this current 

study seeks to contribute. This theoretical discussion is followed by a description of the 

types of data required to answer the research questions, and the instrumentation and 

procedures used in the collection of this data.  The chapter concludes with a discussion of 

the methods of data analysis, including a discussion of the means by which the reliability, 

validity and representativity of the results have been safeguarded.   

The purpose of this research project is to better understand the possibilities and 

limits of the role teachers can play in implementing civic education policy in a country in 

democratic transition, through the examination of the case of Madagascar.  In order to 

achieve the purpose of this study, data collection and analysis will be guided by the five 

following research questions: 

 

(1) What is the nature of the mandate for civic education in Madagascar, how are 

the objectives of this mandate and the procedures for its implementation 

envisioned by policymakers and administrators, and to what extent does the 

development of democracy factor into this mandate? 

 

(2) How do primary school teachers in Madagascar conceive of the objectives of 

the current civic education policy and their role in the development of their 

students‟ civic competencies?  
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(3) By what means and practices do Malagasy primary school teachers carry out 

civic education in the classroom and to what extent does their practice 

converge with the democratic mandate of the civic education policy? 

 

(4) What is the role of teacher training in producing the outcomes identified in 

questions (2) and (3) above, and what other factors may also have a significant 

impact on these outcomes? 

 

(5) What lessons do these outcomes suggest for the conceptualization of civic 

education policy and its implementation in developing democracies? 

 

A qualitative approach has been used in data collection and analysis, and includes 

the methodologies of teacher and other stakeholder interviews, primary school and 

training institute classroom observation, a demographic survey of teacher interviewees, 

and an analysis of policy documents and didactic materials, as depicted in Table 1 below.  

Interview data was gathered from primary school teachers who had benefited from a 

year-long training program at a local teacher training institute (CRINFP11) following the 

participatory pedagogy reform instituted in 2004.  For the sake of comparison, interviews 

were also conducted with teachers who had not been trained in this program.  Other 

relevant stakeholders were also interviewed, such as pedagogical counselors12 

(classroom/teacher inspectors), regional representatives of the Office of Mass and Civic 

Education (OEMC)13 and CRINFP teacher trainers specialized in the social sciences or 

psychopédagogie (child psychology and pedagogy). 

 
 

 

                                                 
11 Centre régional de l’Institut national de formation pédagogique (CRINFP): Regional Center of the 
National Institute of Pedagogical Training.  These centers ensure the pre-service training of primary and 
middle school teachers. 
12 Conseillers pédagogiques 
13 Office de l’éducation de masse et du civisme (OEMC): Office of Mass and Civic Education. An office 
within the Ministry of Education responsible for ensuring nonformal civic education to the wider public.  
Discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
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Table 1.  Types of data and analysis used to answer each research question 
Research  

Question 

 

Data Source 

 

Data Analysis 

RQ1 

Policy documents, textbooks, OEMC 

activities, interviews with other 

stakeholders  

Document analysis, open and axial 

coding 

 

RQ2 Teacher interviews Open and axial coding  

RQ3 

Teacher interviews, primary school 

classroom observations, collaborative 

analysis of teacher observations with 

pedagogical counselors 

Open and axial coding  

RQ4 

Teacher interviews, interviews with 

CRINFP trainers and pedagogical 

counselors, training documents, 

collaborative analysis of teacher 

observations with pedagogical 

counselors 

Open and axial coding, document 

analysis  

RQ5 

Collaborative analysis of teacher 

observations with pedagogical 

counselors, synthesis of all data 

collected  

Development of typology of active 

learning in developing countries 

Development of model of democratic civic 

education in countries undergoing 

democratic transition (‘transitional civic 

education’) 
 

 
 

Qualitative Approach 

 
 

The possibilities and limits of the role teachers can play in implementing civic 

education policy is a phenomenon that has not been well-examined in any country, let 

alone the particular case of a developing African democracy such as Madagascar.  Due to 

the current lack of literature on this phenomenon and the evident need for greater 

understanding in this area, exploratory research was required to draw initial data and 

conclusions through fieldwork in Madagascar itself.  Babbie (2004, p. 282) has observed 

that fieldwork in the social sciences is frequently both qualitative in nature and a theory-

generating research approach that lays the foundation for future qualitative and 

quantitative examination of the same or related phenomena.   This study adheres to this 

typical model, drawing on qualitative methods to establish an initial and highly detailed 

portrait of teachers‟ role in implementing civic education policy in Madagascar.   
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The research questions developed to realize the purpose of this exploratory study 

are best answered through the application of qualitative methods of data collection such 

as open interviews and observations.  The examination of teacher attitudes and practices 

and their consequences for civic education policy implementation in the absence of 

existing literature (which would be required to develop quantitative tools such as surveys) 

in fact necessitates a qualitative approach to establish a basis upon which future 

quantitative and qualitative research may be designed and conducted.  Lofland & Lofland 

(1995, pp. 101-113) identify ten features of social life that are particularly well-suited to 

being examined through qualitative field research methods, including organizations, 

practices, and roles.  A major component of this project is to explore teachers‟ 

conceptualization of their role of civic educator and the practices they apply in the 

fulfillment of this role within the social organization of the school.  Therefore, qualitative 

field research and its accompanying methodologies of in-depth interviewing and thick 

description of classroom observations are well-suited to facilitate the realization of this 

research objective. 

Although qualitative research is seen as highly valid and a strong methodology for 

exploratory studies, it is frequently critiqued for its relatively poor generalizability. 

Grounded theory, developed by sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, offers a 

paradigm for qualitative research through which the insights it yields may be considered 

more widely generalizable.  Babbie (2005, pp. 291-293) describes grounded theory as a 

methodology by which to „derive theories from an analysis of the patterns, themes, and 

common categories discovered in observational data‟ (2005, p. 291).  A thorough review 

and consideration of relevant theory must guide research question formulation and data 

collection strategy, although no hypotheses are formulated prior to data analysis.  Babbie 

concludes that this methodology enables the emergence of theory rooted in the data 

themselves and strongly reflective of the experiences and perceptions of the research 

participants:  

The initial data are used to determine the key variables as perceived by 

those being studied, and hypotheses about relationships among variables 

are similarly derived from the data collected.  Continuing data collection 
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yields refined understanding and, in turn, sharpens the focus of data 

collection itself. (2005, p. 293) 

Rigorous research procedures applied to qualitative data, such as systematic 

coding and highly detailed field notes, are required to ensure the validity and reliability of 

the resulting theory.  Strauss and Corbin (1990, pp. 44-46) furthermore observe that 

grounded theorists must be careful to maintain an attitude of skepticism and not be hasty 

in drawing conclusions without careful and rigorous examination and re-examination of 

the data they have collected.  Grounded theorists must adopt strenuous measures to 

safeguard reliability and validity in the course of data collection and must take care to be 

aware of their own personal biases while cultivating an empathetic „insider 

understanding‟ by temporarily adopting the beliefs and perspective of the individuals of 

interest (Lofland & Lofland, 1995, p. 61).  This is a particularly strong consideration for 

research conducted in a foreign country where unfamiliar cultural and other sociopolitical 

factors act upon the object of the study and where the researcher‟s interpretation of data 

may be colored by cultural assumptions or bias which may pose a threat to construct 

validity.  The triangulation of qualitative data through various means, including the 

combination of research methods (such as interviewing and observations) and drawing on 

the assessments of multiple researchers to analyze field observation sessions, is one 

particularly effective strategy to address this concern (Patton, 2002).   

In summary, the possibilities and limits of the role that teachers play in 

implementing civic education policy in a country in democratic transition is a 

phenomenon that has been little studied and remains poorly understood.  Therefore, an 

exploratory study using qualitative research methods is needed to contribute to the 

establishment of a knowledge base upon which future research may be developed.  In 

order to begin to understand this phenomenon and its consequences for the 

conceptualization of civic education policy and its implementation in developing 

democracies, a variety of data is needed.  Information is required about the past and 

present of civic education policy content and objectives in Madagascar and the current 

practice of civic education in public primary schools.  Data is also needed about teachers‟ 

attitudes and beliefs regarding democratic competencies in the classroom and the content 

and experience of their training.  Drawing on this wide variety of qualitative data sources 
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will both broaden the scope and depth of insight into the limits and possibilities of 

teachers‟ role in the implementation of civic education policy in Madagascar, and it will 

furthermore enable triangulation of data to strengthen the validity of the study‟s 

conclusions. 

 
Population and Sample 

 
 Data from interviews, public primary school observations and document analysis 

were gathered to inform the understanding of the issues raised by this study‟s research 

questions.  The data collected from each of these sources constitutes a sample meant to 

provide information representative of the larger population from which it is drawn.  The 

nature of the population and sample for each of these data sources will be discussed in 

further detail below. 

 
Interviews 

 
The research questions that shape this project explore teachers‟ knowledge, 

attitudes and skills, as well as the effect of training on these areas.  Interviews with 

teachers and stakeholders involved in teacher education provide direct insight into these 

questions and therefore constitute the primary source of data for this research.  The role 

of teachers in implementing civic education policy implies the primacy of data collected 

from the teachers themselves; interviews with trainers, pedagogical counselors, OEMC 

officials and others served to triangulate teacher data while providing a more complete 

understanding of the context within which they must operate. In practical terms, then, the 

population for interview data includes first and foremost the total population of public 

primary school teachers in Madagascar, and the nature of the population and sampling of 

this group will be described before that of the wider group of stakeholders.  The 

population of public primary school teachers in Madagascar includes every individual 

teaching a class in a public primary school, whether the teacher is a permanent state 

employee, a state contractual instructor, or a member of the community nominated by the 

parent association (FRAM) to fill a vacancy at a public primary institution.  The variety 

of means of entry into the teaching profession implies diversity in training and 

educational backgrounds among this population of teachers, and these teachers work in 
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environments that can vary tremendously from one classroom, school or region to the 

next – factors which must be taken into account in defining the sample.  The population 

of public primary school teachers was projected to be represented in this study by a 

purposive sample of 64 individuals stratified along four criteria: geographic region, 

CRINFP14 zone (refer to Figure 4 below), urban/rural school setting and teacher training 

background.  As described later in the chapter, realities confronted during fieldwork 

necessitated certain compromises and adaptations that affected the representativity of the 

 
 

 
Figure 4.  Map of sampled and non-sampled CRINFPs  
 
 

                                                 
14 CRINFP: Regional Center of the National Institute of Pedagogical Training. 
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sample as well as data content and quality.  Nonetheless, the following data collection 

parameters were respected to the extent allowed by circumstances in the field. 

 
Sampling Strategy 

 
The process of stratification begins at the level of the „CRINFP zones‟ – zone 

served by a particular CRINFP, an administrative division not officially recognized by 

the government of Madagascar but rather defined by the researcher to delineate zones 

served by a particular CRINFP for the purposes of this study alone.   The CRINFP zone 

of Ambositra, for instance, indicates the area surrounding the Ambositra CRINFP within 

which new school teachers are typically selected from the pool of local CRINFP 

graduates.  Adopting the CRINFP zone as the initial unit of analysis provides a means to 

improve validity as clustering the sample of teachers by their training institute implies a 

greater homogeneity in their training experience and improves the comparability of their 

responses.   

 
CRINFP Zone and Administrative Region 

 
Four pairs of CRINFP zones were selected from among the 18 centers in 

operation across the island in 2008.  These pairs were selected to represent an urban and a 

rural location in each of four parts of the island, distinct from one another in terms of 

wealth, political-sociocultural history, and climactic conditions including catastrophic 

weather events and the accessibility issues they produce.  The zones of Fianarantsoa and 

Antananarivo, for example, lie within the Highlands area, which remains the domain of 

the politically dominant Merina and Betsileo peoples and where mild climate and rich 

soil have provided an ideal environment for cultivation of a variety of crops, favoring 

relatively rapid social and economic development.  The zones of Mahabibo – Mahajanga 

and Ambanja represent areas historically under the control of the wealthy Sakalava 

kingdom, an expansive and powerful western coastal society that long managed to 

successfully resist Merina domination in the 19th century.  The rainy, forested zones of 

Antsiranana and Sambava often bear the brunt of damage from the numerous cyclones 

that brew in the Indian Ocean every year.  By contrast, the regions of Toliara I and II 

cover an arid, desert-like region where the population suffers from  
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Table 2.  CRINFP zones sampled  

CRINFP Zone Geographic Region Urban Rural 

Antananarivo (Benasandratra) Central Highlands X  

Ambositra Central Highlands  X 

Mahajanga (Mahabibo) Northwest Coast X  

Ambanja Northwest Coast  X 

Antsiranana Northeast Coast X  

Sambava Northeast Coast  X 

Toliara I South Coast X  

Toliara II South Coast  X 

 
 
cyclical droughts, locust plagues and the highest incidence of poverty in the country.  

One urban and one rural CRINFP zone were selected in each of these regions as shown in 

Table 2 above.   

 
Teacher Training Background 

 
Within half of the CRINFP zones, eight public primary school teachers were 

selected to participate in an interview and classroom observation.  Four of these teachers 

completed a year-long CRINFP training in the past three years, during which time they 

were repeatedly exposed to the learner-centered, competency-based approach to 

classroom instruction that theory and research have strongly linked to the success of civic 

education programs.  The remaining four interview participants in each zone did not 

benefit from prolonged exposure to this participatory instructional method, although 

some did take part in a two-day in-service training workshop that introduced them to the 

basics of the method.  Selection of teachers meeting these criteria was accomplished in 

cooperation with CRINFP directors and heads of the local CISCO (Circonscription 

scolaire)15 in the regions selected for study, on the basis of teachers‟ accessibility, 

availability, and willingness to participate.   

Newly trained teachers are systematically placed in remote rural schools, while 

more experienced teachers are assigned the more highly desired urban teaching positions.  

As a consequence of this practice, there is an inherent difficulty in distinguishing the 

                                                 
15 Circonscription Scolaire (CISCO): School district. 
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impact of training from the impact of the rural or urban setting.  To counter this potential 

threat to validity four additional interviews were scheduled to be conducted in Sambava 

and in Toliara I and II.  These twelve interview participants were teachers in rural schools 

who had not benefited from a year-long CRINFP training featuring participatory 

methods, thereby facilitating the distinction between outcomes resulting from training 

and those that are due to the rural school setting.    In this way, the study was designed to 

reveal relationships between patterns in teachers‟ democratic knowledge, skills and 

attitudes within the classroom and selected variables measured in the demographic 

survey.   

 
 
Table 3.  Descriptive statistics of teachers and schools sampled 

 Mean Min Max Std. Dev. N 

Years Experience 15 3 34 11 46 

Age started to teach 27 17 40 6 45 

Current age 42 25 59 9 45 

Students per class 48 12 104 20 45 

Grade taught 3 1 5 1 44 

Teachers at school 7 3 14 3 37 

Students in your school 500 105 1400 400 36 

 
 

Demographic data was collected from each teacher when possible.  This data, 

gathered to identify trends in teacher responses according to the variables measured, also 

provides insight into the characteristics of the sample of Malagasy public primary school 

teachers participating in this study.  Table 3 above provides averages of participating 

teachers‟ years of experience, age at which they entered the teaching profession, age on 

the day of the interview, number of students in their class, number of teachers and 

students at their school and grade level taught.  The standard deviation from this mean is 

provided, as well as the minimum and maximum values given in response to each 

question.  Disaggregated participant data is provided in Table 4 below.  In this table and 

the one that follows it (Table 5), a code has been assigned to each interviewee, indicated 

by the letter I followed by a number (i.e. I3, I45).  This reference code will be used 

throughout the paper to identify a particular source of information or piece of interview 

data.   
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Despite designing this study to highlight relationships between teachers‟ 

democratic competencies and certain predictive variables, few assertions can be made 

about the existence of any such relationships on the basis of the data analyzed in this 

study.  Logistical challenges on the ground negatively affected the consistency and 

quality of demographic data collected.   CISCO and CRINFP partners responsible for 

selecting candidates were not always successful in identifying teachers who fit the 

requisite profiles in each location.  Furthermore, where representative teachers were 

found, they could not always be interviewed or observed: certain teachers were found to 

be entirely absent from the school premises, while others were intercepted upon their 

departure for the day, rendering classroom observation impossible.  In some instances, 

digital recording equipment failure resulted in lost interview or observation data. 

Unanticipated challenges of this sort were especially prevalent in Sambava and Tulear, 

the two sites selected for additional data collection targeting untrained rural teachers.  In 

Sambava, no observations were conducted at all due to the closure of schools for year-

end exams, while in Tulear continual brownouts hampered the recharging of electronic 

research equipment.   Due to the resulting inconsistency in the types of data collected at 

each site, the validity of conclusions that can be drawn from this comparison is severely 

limited. 

 
Stakeholder Population and Sampling Strategy  

 
 The non-teacher population of relevant stakeholders involved in civic education 

policy development and implementation is large and diverse.  Government stakeholders 

include Ministry of Education personnel involved in conceptualizing civic education 

policy, staff at the Institut national de formation pédagogique (INFP) responsible for 

development and implementation of policy for the training of teachers and teacher 

trainers, administrators and teacher trainers at the regional training institutes (CRINFP), 

the administrators and conseilliers pédagogiques responsible for ensuring education 

quality at the level of the school district (CISCO), and the staff of the Office de 

l’éducation de masse et du civisme (OEMC) charged with the delivery of civic education 

to all levels of the population including children in public primary schools.  The staff of 

foreign and local non-governmental, governmental, and intergovernmental organizations 
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active in education delivery and quality may also play an important role in the policy 

development or implementation stages.  Indeed, school directors, the parents of students, 

the students themselves, and even the average Malagasy citizen could conceivably factor 

among the population of stakeholders.  Obtaining a meaningful sample of all of these 

groups given limits on time and resources would be difficult at best, which necessitated a 

somewhat restricted definition of the stakeholder population to be sampled.  For the 

purposes of this study, the population of non-teacher stakeholders has been limited to 

regional OEMC representatives, pedagogical counselors, and CRINFP teacher trainers in 

the content areas of social science and psychopédagogie (child psychology and 

pedagogy).   

 Sampling of the non-teacher stakeholders affiliated with the Ministry of 

Education, the INFP, the OEMC administrative office and relevant non-State agencies 

was dependent upon the availability and willingness of the individuals purposefully 

selected to participate on the basis of their role in Malagasy public primary civic 

education policy.  The sample of other stakeholder groups, including CISCO staff, 

CRINFP trainers and administrators and local OEMC representatives, were drawn from 

among the same CRINFP zones as the teacher sample based largely upon individuals‟ 

availability and willingness to participate.  Table 4 below depicts the summary of data 

types collected from all observations and interviews.  The collection of interview data (I), 

demographic data (D), observation data (O) and consent forms (C) are indicated for each 

of the teachers at rural schools (R_) and urban schools (U_) located in the eight CRINFP 

zones by a check mark to indicate one teacher or the number 2 to indicate two teachers in 

a given category and location.  Greyed-out boxes indicate the non-collection of a 

particular component for this category and location.  The non-teacher stakeholder 

categories are OEMC representatives (OEMC) and pedagogical counselors (CP). This 

latter code includes teacher trainers16 for social studies and child psychology/pedagogy, 

who due to their limited number are not distinguished in the interest of protecting their 

anonymity.  In the instances where one individual holds multiple positions (i.e. OEMC  

                                                 
16 During data collection in Mahajanga, Ambanja and Antsiranana, CRINFPs were closed for student-
teachers‟ 1-month internship in public primary schools.  Refer to Table 4 below. 
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Table 4.  Data Collection Components Table20  

 

 

 

 
                                                 
17 Ambanja: Data collection cut short due to exams – school week unofficially ended Wednesday at noon. 
18 Sambava: No teacher observations in Sambava due to conflict with year-end exams. 
19 Toliara I and II: Regular blackouts in Toliara impeded equipment recharge and document copying, leading to significant data loss. 
20 Table Key is as follows:  I – Interview; D – Demographic Survey; O – Classroom Observation; C – Consent Form.   

 

 

Antananarivo Ambositra Mahajanga Ambanja
17

 Antsiranana Sambava
18

 Toliara I
19

 Toliara II 

I D O C I D O C I D O C I D O C I D O C I D O C I D O C I D O C 

R1 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 2 √ √ 2 2  √ √  √  √  √  

R2  √ 2 √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 2 √ √ 2 2  √ √  √  √    

R3 √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 2 2 √ √ 2 2  √ √  √  √    

R4 √ √ √ √       √      √ 2 √ √ √ √  √   √      

U1 √ √ √ √ √   √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √  √  √  √  

U2 √ √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √  √  √  

U3  √ √ √ √ √ √   √ √ √ √     √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √  √  √    

U4 √ √ √ √ √  √ √         √ √ √ √     √  √      

OE 

MC 

          

 
        √       

 
        √ 

              
               √ 

√†           √† 

         
            √     
 

                  

            √ 

    .         
2        √† 

√†             √† 

 
            √† 
 

              

              √ 

 
              √ 

√† √† 

             
√† 
               
             

√‡             
 
√‡       

√† √† 

               

 

              
 

√† 

               
             √ 

               

  

 

√      √    √    
        

         

√      √    √ 

                

√     

√ √      √      
 
√      √      

 
√             

√                

CR- 

SS 

 √ √† √† √† √ √  

CR-

PP 

√  √ √‡ √ √ √  

CP √ √†  √ √‡  2 √ √ 
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Table 5.  Participant list21 

                                                 
21 Categories: Interviewee number, CRINFP zone, institution of employment, gender, number of years of teaching experience, age at beginning of teaching 
career, current age, type of training received, year when training was received, highest diploma earned or schooling completed, frequency of classroom 
observations per year, number of students in class this year, grade level taught, number of teachers at the school and number of students at the school. 
Interviewee Numbers: One interviewee number was assigned to each individual at the beginning of an interview when the brief demographic survey was 
administered.  Data from interviews throughout this paper are referred to by the interviewee number preceded by a capital letter I, enclosed in parentheses: (I50), 
(I23, I44) etc.   In many non-stakeholder interviews and some teacher interviews, two or more individuals were interviewed together. In this case, the comments 
of different respondents are distinguished in quoted interview data by assigning a number to the respondent: R1, R2, R3 etc.  The interviewer is identified as I.    
Lines Without Interviewee Numbers: Lines without an interview number represent individuals who were interviewed but for whom the interview data could 
not be transcribed due to equipment failure or translation difficulties.   
Institution Coding: Coding includes CP (conseiller pédagogique - pedagogical counselor), CRINFP (CRINFP teacher trainer or director), EPP R_ (rural 
schoolteacher), EPP U_ (urban schoolteacher), OEMC (representative of the OEMC) 
 

No. Zone Institution M/F Years 

Exp 

Start 

Age 

Age 

Now 

Training Year 

Trained 

Highest 

Degree 

Obs 

/Year 

Students 

/Class 

Grade Teachers

/School 

Students 

/School 

1 Ambanja NGO             

2 Ambanja CRINFP             

3 Ambanja EPP R2 F 11 22 33 CRINFP 2006  2 45 4 7 315 

4 Ambanja OEMC/CP             

5 Ambanja U1             

6 Ambanja EPP U2 M 4 38 42 FRAM 0  2 62 4 11  

7 Ambanja EPP R3 F 18 19 37 CRINFP 2006  3 40 3 7 315 

9 Ambanja EPP R1 F 4 31 35 CRINFP 2006  3 19 5 3 190 

10 Ambositra CRINFP             

11 Ambositra CRINFP             

12 Ambositra OEMC/CP             

13 Ambositra CP             

14   Ambositra            CP 
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Table 5 - continued 

No. Zone Institution M/F Years 

Exp 

Start 

Age 

Age 

Now 

Training Year 

Trained 

Highest 

Degree 

Obs 

/Year 

Students 

/Class 

Grade Teachers

/School 

Students 

/School 
 

15 Ambositra EPP R1 F 8 34 42 CRINFP 2007   30 1 6 300 

16 Ambositra EPP R2 F 6 38 44 CRINFP 2007   73 3 8 340 

17 Ambositra EPP R3 F 3 26 29 CRINFP 2007 BAC +3 2 12 5 3 105 

18 Ambositra CRINFP M            

19 Ambositra EPP U1             

20 Ambositra EPP U2 F            

21 Ambositra EPP U3 F 27 22 49 3-mo 1981  3 30 2 23 700 

22 Ambositra EPP U3             

23 Ambositra EPP U4 F            

24 Antsiranana CP             

25 Antsiranana CP             

 Antsiranana EPP R1a F 4 33 37 CRINFP 2005  1 42 2 5 180 

 Antsiranana EPP R1b F 4 39 43 FRAM  BEPC 1 33 3   

 Antsiranana EPP R2a F 3 37 40 CRINFP 2002 BEPC 2 46 2 6 248 

 Antsiranana EPP R2b F 9 31 40 CRINFP 2005 BEPC 2 35 2   

 Antsiranana EPP R3a F 12 30 42 CRINFP 2005 BAC +1 2 36 5 9 356 

 Antsiranana EPP R3b  3 22 25 FRAM  BEPC 2 38 3   

 Antsiranana EPP R4a M 3 32 35 CRINFP 2007 BAC + 2 4 29 5   

 Antsiranana EPP R4b  29 21 50 3-mo 1979 BEPC 2 76 4   

26 Antsiranana EPP U1 F 26 25 51 1-yr  1982 BAC 4 45 4 6 200 

 Antsiranana EPP U2 F 25 19 44 1-yr  1983 BEPC 4 43 3 6 200 

27 Antsiranana EPP U3 F 25 25 50 1-yr  1983  3 45 4 10 400 

 Antsiranana EPP U4 F 13 25 38 1-yr  1996  3 41 3   

28 Mahajanga OEMC             

29 Mahajanga OEMC/CP             

30 Mahajanga EPP R1 F 6 31 37 CRINFP 2005  3 65 4 10 500 

31 Mahajanga EPP R2 F 7 32 39 2-yr 2000  2 47 3 10 500 

32 Mahajanga EPP R3  F 9 24 33 2-yr 1999  2 53 4 8 330 

33 Mahajanga CP             
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Table 5 - continued 

No. Zone Institution M/F Years 

Exp 

Start 

Age 

Age 

Now 

Training Year 

Trained 

Highest 

Degree 

Obs 

/Year 

Students 

/Class 

Grade Teachers

/School 

Students 

/School 

34 Mahajanga CP             

 Mahajanga EPP R4 F            

35 Mahajanga EPP U1 F 32 17 49 3-mo 1979  2 48 5 22 1100 

36 Mahajanga EPP U2 F 26 22 48    1  4 8 330 

37 Mahajanga EPP U3 F 28 22 50 3-mo 1978  6 75 1   

38 Sambava CP             

39 Sambava CP             

40 Sambava EPP R1b M 30 25 55 3-mo 1977 BEPC .05 49 1 14 700 

41 Sambava EPP R2a  6 20 26 CRINFP 2006 BEPC 0 28 3 142 1972 

42 Sambava EPP R2b  27 25 52 3-mo 1980 BEPC 1 95 1 5 340 

43 Sambava EPP R3a  4 39 43 CRINFP 2007 BAC +4 2 34 4 3 150 

44 Sambava EPP R3b  31 22 53 3-mo 1977 BEPC 1 30 5 3 180 

45 Sambava EPP R4b  3 25 28 CRINFP 2004 BAC .5 52 4 5 350 

46 Sambava CP             

 Sambava EPP R1a  3 30 33 CRINFP 2005 BAC + 2 .5 100 4 6 420 

47 Sambava CRINFP M            

48 Sambava EPP U1  6 27 33 FRAM  BAC + 2 1 41 5 14 1200 

 Sambava EPP U2  10 35 45 FRAM  BEPC 1 104 2 10 550 

49 Sambava EPP U3  30 20 50 FRAM  BEPC 3 82 1 13 800 

50 Tana CP             

51 Tana CP             

52 Tana EPP R2a M 5 28 33 CRINFP 2006  1 40 5 12 447 

52 Tana EPP R2b M 11 24 35 CRINFP 2007       

53 Tana EPP U1 F 34 20 54 1-yr EN 1973  1 57 5 20 900 

54 Tana EPP U3b F 30 24 54 3-mo 1977  3 40 4   

54 Tana EPP U3a F 34 21 55 1-yr EN 1973  3 31 4 10 350 

55 Tana EPP R1 F 8 40 48 CRINFP 2006  4 54 5 10 500 

56 Tana EPP R3 F 4 31 35 CRINFP 2007   30 3 6 312 

57 Tana EPP R4 F 14 30 44 CRINFP 2007  3 30 2 5 200 
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Table 5 - continued 

No. Zone Institution M/F Years 

Exp 

Start 

Age 

Age 

Now 

Training Year 

Trained 

Highest 

Degree 

Obs 

/Year 

Students 

/Class 

Grade Teachers

/School 

Students 

/School 

 Tana CRINFP             

58 Tana EPP U2 F 32 27 59 1-yr EN 1970  5 45 2 12 1500 

59 Toliara CP             

60 Toliara CP             

61 Toliara CP             

62 Toliara EPP R1             

63 Toliara EPP R2 M            

64 Toliara EPP R3 M            

65 Toliara CP             

 Toliara EPP R4b M            

 Toliara EPP R5 F            

66 Toliara EPP U1  26   3-mo 1978 BEPC  60  18 700 

 Toliara EPP U2     FRAM  BAC  45    

67 Toliara EPP U3             

67 Toliara EPP U4             

68 Toliara EPP U5             

69 Toliara EPP U6/7             

70 Tana CP             

71 Tana CP             

72 Toliara CP             



and CP), a check mark is followed by a sub-symbol which can be matched to identify the 

individual‟s second position. When multiple non-teacher stakeholders of the same 

position were interviewed at a given location, the number of participants of that position 

is specified by the number indicated. 

The participant list that follows (Table 5 above) presents a summary of the data 

gathered through the demographic survey administered to each teacher.  Demographic 

data was not taken for non-teacher stakeholder interviews.  Data was collected about the 

teacher‟s own educational background, including whether he or she had received pre-

service training at a CRINFP since the adoption of the reformed training curriculum in 

2003, and if not, the type of training received, as well as the teacher‟s educational 

background prior to entering the teaching profession and the frequency of observational 

visits by in-service trainers to his or her EPP classroom.  Data related to the teacher‟s 

gender, prior work experience, years of teaching experience and age when he or she first 

entered the teaching profession were likewise collected.  School data were gathered, 

including the number of teachers and students at the institution, the number of students in 

the teacher‟s classroom, the average student-to-teacher ratio at the institution and the year 

of school construction (and remodel, if applicable).    

 
Classroom Observations 

 
Population and sampling issues are relevant to classroom observation in two key 

ways: namely, the selection of participants to be observed and the content of interest 

during the observation period.  The public primary school teachers selected to participate 

in interviews were therefore observed in the classroom to inform an understanding of 

teachers‟ pedagogical approach, and to witness the translation of civic education and 

teacher training policy to practice.  The sampling strategy for observation participants 

thus corresponds exactly with the purposeful and stratified strategy for teacher interviews 

detailed above.   

The content of observations is a rather more complex issue, as the classroom is a 

contained and specialized social milieu within which a wide variety of relevant and subtle 

processes occur simultaneously.  The nature and frequency of teacher-student and 

student-student interactions or their absence, the pedagogy employed and the students‟ 

55 
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responsiveness to it, time management, explicit and implicit rules and expectations for 

behavior, habits, the mood and general environment of the classroom, the presence or 

absence of materials and opportunities for learning, and other such factors all may 

influence teachers‟ implementation of civic education policy.  Most of these processes 

occur simultaneously, rendering it highly unlikely that one observer can identify them all, 

let alone correctly understand their meaning and relevance to research questions.  For this 

reason, it was necessary to draw upon the composite of these factors to form a general 

sense of the classroom environment and the teacher‟s pedagogical style.  This initial 

impression then served to inform interview questions that enabled the teacher to speak 

about the relevance or impact of these factors from his or her own perspective. 

There are nonetheless certain factors that research has demonstrated to bear 

particular relevance to the understanding of teachers‟ implementation of civic education 

policy, as described in Chapter 2.  These are the factors that can be said to constitute the 

features of a „democratic classroom,‟ most significantly including pedagogical style 

(active and participatory methods as opposed to passive and didactic methods), classroom 

discipline, and the values expressed through interpersonal interactions in the classroom.  

These factors have constituted the sample of interest in classroom observations, 

particularly in regards to informing an understanding of the ideal application of civic 

education in a developing democracy in response to the fifth and final research question.   

 
Document Sampling 

 
Given the rapid rate of change in Malagasy education policy spurred by the 

ceaseless influx of donor funds since the nation‟s initial moves toward democracy in the 

early 1990s, there exist a large number of policy documents and curricular materials 

related to primary civic education.  Analysis of these documents served primarily to 

inform an understanding of the objectives, nature and form of current civic education 

policy, and to contrast recent policy with its previous iterations.  This purpose narrowed 

the „population‟ of relevant documents to those that delimited the objectives, components 

and implementation strategy of the current civic education policy for Malagasy primary 

schools, including formal civic education curriculum content, teacher training for its 

delivery, and the government-sponsored activities meant to reinforce its message, such as 
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those developed and delivered by the OEMC, while also including documents that 

provided a sense of the history of civic education in Madagascar.  Snowball sampling 

was used to identify and locate sources for relevant materials, beginning with contacts at 

the Ministry of Education, the OEMC and the INFP.   

Documents were proposed by contacts based on their own perception of the 

documents‟ potential relevance to this research, as well as their willingness or 

authorization to provide access to these archival materials.  Usable documents were 

selected from among these proposed sources based on the degree of actual utility and 

relevance to this research project.  Documents obtained in this way and include policy 

documents from the Government of Madagascar and the Ministry of Education, 

education evaluations, OEMC working papers, INFP teacher training curricula and copies 

of current and archival civic education textbooks.  References to these documents are 

found throughout the paper and serve to illustrate the mandate for civic education and 

teacher training under the Ravalomanana administration and its predecessors. 

 
 

Data Collection Procedures and Instrumentation 

 
 
 The following section describes the procedures followed to collect data from the 

three sources - interviews, observations and document analysis – identified above as 

necessary to informing an understanding of the limits and possibilities of the role that 

teachers can play in implementation of civic education policy in a developing democracy.  

The development and use of protocols to guide teacher and stakeholder interviews is also 

addressed in detail. 

 
Interviews 

 
 Interviews with zone-based non-teacher stakeholders took place concurrently with 

teacher interviews over the course of the fieldwork period, while interviews with staff at 

the Ministry of Education, the OEMC, the INFP and relevant non-State agencies occured 

between trips to regional data collection sites while lodging in the capitol city of 

Antananarivo where these stakeholders‟ offices were located.  These interviews were 

scheduled according to participant availability, lasted from thirty minutes to two hours 
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depending on content and participant willingness, and took place in a mutually agreed 

location.  A digital audio recorder was used to record each interview, and was transferred 

later that day to the researcher‟s password-protected personal computer and assigned a 

relevant code to protect anonymity.  Interviews with non-teacher stakeholders did not 

follow an interview protocol, although questions were guided by the role the participants 

played in the development or implementation of civic education policy in Madagascar 

and its relation to the project‟s research questions, as well as the objective of 

triangulating between stakeholders‟ views and knowledge and that of teacher interview 

participants. 

The focus on teachers‟ roles in civic education policy implementation placed 

primary importance on the data obtained from interviews with Malagasy public primary 

school teachers.  For this reason, and in order to ensure that the data collection strategy 

for teacher interviews reflected and was responsive to the realities confronting civic 

education in Madagascar, an interview protocol to improve the consistency and focus of 

the teacher data collection process and its outcomes was developed after arrival in the 

country based on a draft protocol that had been developed following a 30-minute focus 

group with a convenience sample of 15 teachers from a proximate and cooperative 

primary school in Antananarivo.  This interview protocol was further refined and 

modified over the course of the preliminary phase of data collection in which data from 

four of the eight targeted regions were collected.  The finalized form of the protocol was 

utilized for all teacher interviews at the remaining four sites, although the nature of the 

interview or the need to be responsive to the participants‟ needs, interests and comfort 

level occasionally lead the interview into unforeseen directions, a possibility to which the 

interviewer needed to respond flexibly while ensuring all the points on the interview 

protocol were addressed adequately.   

 
Invitation to Participate 

 
All teachers who were selected for an invitation to participate in the project were 

ideally notified by the school director several days in advance of the data collection date 

and were free to refuse participation at this time.  If an invited teacher refused to 

participate, the director was instructed to contact the CISCO director, enabling him or her 
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to identify another teacher to invite.  Upon arrival at the data collection site, protocol 

would dictate that the school director would introduce the researcher and interpreter to 

the teacher, and the nature of the project and the content of the informed consent form 

would be described.  With the teacher‟s consent, classroom observation would then 

begin, followed by the survey and recorded interview.   

In practice, however, many CISCO directors would select schools on the 

combined basis of the researcher‟s criteria (presence of trained or untrained teachers in 

urban or rural settings) and feasibility (usable roads and proximity), often with little or no 

advanced warning to the teachers and, in some cases, the school director.  Arrival on-site 

rarely conformed to the set timetable and teachers were often not consulted prior to 

observations or interviews; rather, the presence of the translator, who was typically a 

pedagogical counselor from the CISCO, served as justification for an unannounced 

observation as this is precisely the pedagogical counselor‟s role and method of operation 

when visiting a teacher‟s classroom.  It was typically only after the class session had 

ended that the pedagogical counselor would explain the reason for our visit and the nature 

of the project, at which point I would obtain informed consent and conduct the interview. 

 
Interview Procedure 

 
Interviews with primary school teachers lasted from 30 minutes to an hour and 

were conducted after the end of the morning or afternoon shift of classes, immediately 

following fifteen to sixty minutes of classroom observation.  These interviews were 

conducted primarily in Malagasy with the assistance of a bilingual (Malagasy-French) 

interpreter in order to enable the teacher to communicate as freely as possible. The 

teacher‟s own classroom typically served as the interview setting.  After the explanation 

and signing of the informed consent form, a digital recorder was used to capture a 

recording of the interview from which a transcription was later written by a trained 

trilingual transcriptionist who translated the recordings into French or English.   

A short survey was typically administered prior to the beginning of the protocol-

based interview in order to gather information about demographic characteristics of 

primary school teachers, their training, and their schools.  This data facilitated the 

development of a portrait of public primary school teachers in Madagascar as referenced 
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in Tables 4 and 5 above.  This survey was conducted orally at the beginning of each 

interview whenever possible.  Due to interviewee time constraints , it was occasionally 

preferable to conduct the interview first and complete the demographic survey afterward 

as time permitted.  In other instances, demographic data was collected prior to the 

interview from the participant who was later joined by one or more colleagues wishing to 

participate in the discussion.  Collecting demographic data from these late-comers was 

not always possible due to time limitations.  For these reasons or other circumstances 

including equipment failure (i.e. poor recording quality, corrupted audio file transfer 

etc.), demographic data is not available for all research participants listed in the table.   

 
Primary Classroom and Training Institute Observations  

 
Observations at primary schools and training institutes were ideally conducted 

immediately prior to the interview with the observed teacher and lasted between fifteen 

and sixty minutes, of which a minimum of 15 minutes was digitally video recorded.  

Detailed qualitative field notes about the classroom environment and the teacher‟s 

classroom management and pedagogical style were recorded in an unobtrusive bound 

notebook rather than a laptop computer in order to minimize disruption of the classroom 

environment and distraction of the pupils.  These field notes were recorded in the form of 

qualitative „thick description.‟  These descriptions primarily served as personal reference 

material by which to analyze classroom practices and identify recurrent patterns across 

cases to triangulate the findings revealed in interview data.  The data drawn from 

observation field notes are referenced throughout the document, but portions of the 

original field notes are only occasionally quoted verbatim.   

The aforementioned procedure represents the ideal observational data collection 

scenario, followed whenever possible at both EPPs and CRINFPs in order to provide 

supplementary data to corroborate or problematize the emergent findings drawn from an 

analysis of interview data.  However, challenges on the ground prevented the conduct of 

observational data collection to the degree of systematic consistency and rigor required to 

draw meaningful conclusions from the data.  Time of arrival at the school site was 

unpredictable due to poor road conditions and departure delays from local CISCOs.  

Consequently, class had often already concluded by the time the research team had 
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arrived, rendering observations imposible.  In particular, no sessions of the civics course 

FFMOM could be observed due to the lesson‟s placement at the start of the daily class 

schedule at around 7:30 AM.  School exams obstructed classroom observations for half 

the selected teacher participants in Ambanja and all teacher participants in Sambava.  

Observations in many classrooms had to be cut short to conduct an interview with 

another participant, only to learn afterward that the second observed teacher had left the 

school grounds in the meantime.  Observations in CRINFP classrooms were even less 

systematic as CRINFPs were found to be empty of student-teachers in about half of the 

sites selected.  In Sambava, Mahajanga and Antsiranana this was due to student-teachers‟ 

engagement in required periods of school-based internship. By contrast, the CRINFP in 

Toliara uniquely educated pedagogical counsellors and other specialists outside the scope 

of this research.  CRINFP observation was conducted in Ambositra, Antananarivo and 

Sambava but the extent of data collection possible at Ambositra and Antananarivo was 

restricted due to the difficulty of access posed by the remoteness of the center from the 

research base in both locations. As a result, field note citations and summarized findings 

drawn from observations form a relatively limited component of this research but are 

incorporated where doing so adds to an understanding of the primary interview data. 

An exception to this pattern appears in the latter part of Chapter 8 presenting the 

joint analysis of teacher observation videos.  Near the end of the research period, 

appointments were made with pedagogical counselors on the basis of willingness and 

availability to join the researcher in viewing video recordings of teachers from regions 

other than their own.  The purpose of this joint viewing was to facilitate a discussion of 

the application of learner-centered methods and the development of a democratic 

classroom environment in the context of underdevelopment and political instability.  This 

strategy enabled the triangulation of data drawn from teacher observations, which served 

to minimize cultural bias in interpretation of these observations, and provided 

information needed to respond to the fifth research question.  Discussions between the 

pedagogical counselors and the researcher regarding the practices observed in the videos 

were themselves digitally audio recorded and transcribed, and the data used to develop a 

typology of active learning in the context of political and economic development. 
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Document Procurement 

 
 Electronic or physical copy of the policy documents and civic education materials 

described in the sampling section above were procured by internet search, by request to 

contacts at the appropriate government office or by searching new and used book stores 

and markets.  Permission to access certain government documents was obtained through 

a request to the appropriate administrative authority.  When neither an electronic copy 

nor a spare physical copy of archival material was available to own or borrow, 

photocopies were typically made of the original document and were subsequently 

destroyed after use.   

 
Schedule for Data Collection 

 
 Data collection occurred in two phases.  The first, or „initial‟ phase of data 

collection, ran from early February to late May 2008.  During this period, initial research 

was conducted to determine the most relevant stakeholders, the primary sources of 

documentary data, and the procedures and bureaucratic requirements to be fulfilled in 

order to complete the project. Concurrently, interview protocols were developed for 

teacher interviews.  As part of this process, interview and observation data were gathered 

at half of the CRINFP zones.  In the second phase of data collection run between 

September and October 2008, interviews and observations were conducted at the 

remaining sites.  Documents were gathered and the joint analysis of observation videos 

took place to produce a set of qualitative data for further analysis.   

 Approximately one week was spent at each CRINFP zone22.  During the first 

phase of data collection, approximately two teacher interviews were conducted for each 

of four days while this number increased to an average of three per day during the second 

phase due to the addition of interviews with rural untrained teachers.  During this week, 

interviews were also conducted with non-teacher zone-based stakeholders on the basis of 

availability and willingness to participate, as well as observations at the local CRINFP.  

During the second phase of data collection, a portion of one day was also set aside to 

conduct the joint analysis of teacher observations with a pair of pedagogical counselors.   

                                                 
22 Two weeks were spent collecting data in Toliara, constituting the sole exception.  More time was allowed 
at this site to interview and observe untrained teachers in rural schools. 
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 Between visits to each of the regions targeted during the second data collection 

phase, time was spent in the capitol conducting interviews with Antananarivo-based 

stakeholders.  The majority of resource documents were gathered prior to the end of the 

first phase of field research, leaving time for translation of materials as needed prior to 

the end of the second phase. 

 
 

Data Analysis 

 
 

The greater task of data analysis occurred on two levels.  First, the data gathered 

from the interview, observation and documentary sources was analyzed individually.  

Each of these three data sources necessitated a distinct data analysis strategy as dictated 

by the research question or questions to which the data proved relevant.  Next, these 

independent data sources were analyzed jointly in order to identify insights into 

inconsistencies and overlaps in the findings produced by independent analysis.  The 

strategies for individual analysis of each of the three types of data are described, followed 

by a discussion of joint analysis and triangulation.   

 
Interview Data Analysis 

 
The objective of the analysis of qualitative interview and observation data from 

the selected 120 public primary school teachers was to identify themes, patterns and 

trends that could form the basis for a grounded theory about the possibilities and limits of 

the role teachers can play in implementing civic education policy in a country in 

democratic transition, through the examination of the case of Madagascar.  The grounded 

theory which emerged from this analysis also ideally indicates potential considerations 

for the development and implementation of civic education policy in other developing 

democracies.  Due to the theory-building objective of this research, a variable-oriented 

analysis (as opposed to a case-oriented analysis) was preferable because this approach 

focuses on identifying predictive-type relationships among variables through a 

comparison of multiple cases (Huberman and Miles, 1994 p.435).   

Grounded theory typically emerges through the use of the constant comparative 

method defined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) as consisting of four stages.  In the first 
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stage, incidences within categories are compared to identify patterns in similarities or 

differences.  In the second stage, relationships are identified amongst concepts in order to 

integrate categories and their properties. It is during the third stage that the researcher 

begins to delimit the grounded theory on the basis of the findings of the previous two 

stages, before passing to the fourth and final stage: writing the theory. 

The constant comparative method requires the use of coding to distinguish themes 

in the qualitative data.  Coding is the application of a descriptive label to a piece of 

transcribed qualitative data that enables the researcher to identify emerging themes.  The 

three main types of coding include open coding, the initial phase in which descriptors are 

given to all data; axial coding, in which relationships are identified between open codes; 

and selective coding, in which a descriptor is assigned to the core codes that unite axial 

codes (Strauss and Corbin, 1998).  All three of these coding types were applied to the 

analysis of interview data for this research to identify themes in the data that help to 

answer the research questions posed to develop a better understanding of the role teachers 

can play in implementing civic education policy in developing democracies, taking into 

account the possible impact of such variables as training background and school location 

(refer to Appendix H for a list of codes used) 

In addition to the purely qualitative data derived from the open-ended interview 

questions contained in the protocol, interviews also yielded data that lent itself to a more 

numerical presentation of its analysis.  The teacher survey, which consists of a series of 

closed questions about the participant‟s own educational and training background and the 

features of the school and classroom environment, informed a portrait of the public 

primary school teaching staff for the 2007-2009 school years as described in Tables 4 and 

5. 

 
Observation Data Analysis 

 
 The analysis of classroom observation data within a grounded theory paradigm 

preempts the use of an observation grid, log, or other theory-based data collection 

instrument that lends itself to a neat, tidy, at least partially quantitative data analysis.  The 

task is further complicated by the high risk of observer bias, particularly exacerbated by 

the dual contextual factors of foreign language and foreign culture.  In light of the 
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research questions and overall purpose of the research project, and particularly the 

consideration that the concepts and practices of civic education in developing countries 

are often imported from a culturally distinct country of origin, the most meaningful and 

relevant data analysis strategy for observation data was therefore one in which local 

specialists are invited to contribute their own perceptions and conclusions about teacher 

implementation of civic education policy in a process of joint observation video analysis 

with the researcher.  Through a dialogue between the American researcher and Malagasy 

pedagogical counselors, their different cultural perspectives and expectations regarding 

civic education, active pedagogy, the „democratic classroom‟ and many other relevant 

themes may emerge and provide critical information needed to better understand and 

interpret interview data and policy documents. 

 In the final months of data collection, pedagogical counselors in three CRINFP 

zones23 were invited to participate with the researcher in a joint viewing of six 

observation clips of approximately five minutes in length, depending on time and 

participant availability.  The clips, which were shown on the researcher‟s personal laptop, 

were selected from a variety of locations outside of the CRINFP zone where the 

particular pedagogical counselors were employed in order to protect the teachers‟ 

anonymity.  The pedagogical counselors were not given any information about the 

teachers, including level of training and experience or the locale of the school.   

The researcher shared observations and encouraged the pedagogical counselors to 

do the same as the video played, pausing and rewinding as needed, and after the clip had 

concluded the group would discuss at length any insights or points of non-clarity that had 

emerged over the course of the viewing.   

Discussion between the pedagogical counselors and the researcher in response to 

the observation videos, as well as the researcher‟s own classroom observation field notes, 

were coded and analyzed using the same qualitative methods applied to the teacher and 

stakeholder data.  This data analysis strategy enabled the identification of themes that 

served to inform the development of a typology of the democratic classroom and the 

active, participatory pedagogy that sustains it in the context of economic and political 

development. 

                                                 
23 Two in Toliara, two in Antananarivo (urban zone) and five in Antananarivo (rural zone). 
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Documentary Data Analysis 

 
 In this project, the review of policy documents and civic education materials has 

served primarily to inform an understanding of the objectives, content and 

implementation strategies related to current civic education policy.  Policy documents 

and civic education curricular material alike were examined to assess stated or implicit 

objectives of current civic education policy in Madagascar.  These official government 

declarations were compared with one another for points of consistency and evolution 

before being assessed against interview data collected from OEMC representatives, 

teachers and other education stakeholders whose involvement in the policy 

implementation process provides them with deeper insight into the civic objectives of the 

Ravalomanana administration as well as the particular challenges of implementing the 

policy in its intended form.   

The analysis of documents plays a supporting role in contextualizing the current 

policy with an eye to the evolution of civic education across five key periods in 

Madagascar‟s history: the 19th-century Kingdom of Madagascar; the French colonial 

period; and the First, Second and Third Republics.  The development of civic education 

within public schools is traced through this analysis of historical and contemporary 

documentation, allowing the current policy to be understood within the context of its 

historical, political and sociological origins.  The historical analysis of Malagasy civic 

education is presented first in Chapter 4, followed by an analysis of the current mandate 

for democracy and political civic education in Chapter 5.  

 
Joint Analysis and Triangulation of Data Sources 

 

A joint analysis of the findings that emerged from the independent analysis of 

each of the three data sources produced additional insights and strengthened the evidence 

for some conclusions while adding nuance to others through the triangulation of data.  

The joint analysis of such varied data sources, including the themes emerging from 

interview and observation analysis, the portrait of the characteristics of teachers for the 

2007-2009 school years, and the content and subtext of policy documents and civic 

education materials, required careful reflection and systematic comparison.  The 
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conclusion section of each of the following chapters, as well as the ideas explored in the 

analysis (Chapter 9), identify areas of similarity and difference and consider the reasons 

for these findings.     

Iron-clad conclusions are not the objective of any research project rooted in the 

methodology of grounded theory, and indeed theory is by its very nature a fact-based but 

tentative conclusion, meant to inform future research that may itself serve to discredit the 

theory that inspired it.  Rather, joint analysis of the themes and patterns that emerge from 

the individual analysis of each data source are meant to shed light on a previously 

understudied and little understood phenomenon – in this case, the limits and possibilities 

of the role of teachers in implementing civic education in the context of political and 

economic development – and identify areas that merit further investigation.  From this 

perspective, conflicting evidence within the data only underlines an area of probable 

interest for future research, and areas of overlap provide grist for the mill of tentative but 

informed speculation about the processes and factors that affect teachers‟ implementation 

of civic education policy.  Recommended topics for further research are identified and 

explored in Chapter 9, following the presentation of a grounded theory proposed to 

provide a more nuanced perspective on strengthening civic education initiatives in 

democratizing states. 

 
Validity and Reliability for Qualitative Research 

 
 Patton (1999) describes a number of strategies that are available to a qualitative 

researcher to increase the internal validity (credibility), external validity (transferability), 

reliability (dependability) and neutrality (confirmability) of a study.  A researcher may 

strengthen credibility in an interview-based research project by adopting the practice of 

immediately restating or reiterating what he or she believes to have heard the interview 

participant say in order to confirm understanding.  Transferability is typically achieved 

by drawing on a large number of cases to obtain detailed and rich data for comparison.  

To strengthen dependability, a qualitative researcher may incorporate an analysis of the 

ways in which the research focus has changed over the course of the study as a result of 

the researcher‟s change in perspective and understanding throughout the data collection 

period.  Finally, to strengthen confirmability, the researcher must take additional steps to 
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reduce the impact of his or her own bias through such means as seeking evidence for 

knowledge claims by identifying the original source of a piece of data, developing a 

systematic process for confirming conclusions, and adhering to a methodical strategy for 

data synthesis in the drawing of conclusions. 

 The concerns regarding researcher bias are particularly acute for studies that take 

place in a foreign country where differences in language, culture, history, law and so 

forth will not only affect the object of study, but the process of data collection itself.  In 

Madagascar, for instance, the mere presence of an individual perceived as having greater 

authority, such as a researcher or foreigner, may elicit a strong emotional response from 

research participants that may affect data quality.  The assumed power differential 

between the researcher and research participants, always present but in this context much 

exacerbated by historical and contemporary politics, may distort data through teachers‟ 

self-censorship or alterations to their classroom behavior.  In addition, the researcher may 

also be culpable of misinterpreting or falsely assuming information about the 

phenomenon of interest.  For this reason, it is imperative that information about the 

researcher be included in the write-up of research findings in order to expose these 

potential biases and to offer the researcher an opportunity to describe initial knowledge 

about the topic and discuss his or her process of self-discovery during collection and 

interpretation of the data, all of which is likely to have had some effect, whether positive 

or negative, upon the outcomes of the study (Patton, 2001).  This discussion has been 

incorporated into the analysis included in Chapter 9. 

 
Data Quality and Reliability 

 
Several factors compromise data quality and reliability in this study.  The 

impossibility of conducting observations and interviews using a stratified random sample 

may compromise the resulting data‟s external validity, and the resulting grounded theory 

may be arguably less credible than it otherwise might have been.  In addition, the 

accurate collection and interpretation of interview and observation data may be 

challenged by issues of interviewer bias or cultural misunderstanding.   

Measures taken to minimize these issues and to strengthen the findings of this 

dissertation study include the use of a protocol for primary school teacher interviews and 
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inviting local pedagogical counselors to contribute to the analysis of teacher observation 

videos in order to increase reliability.  Probes during teacher interviews prompted the 

teachers to describe for themselves the extent to which their conceptualizations and 

practices are affected by their training as opposed to their classroom or school 

environment, and the conducting of the interview in the Malagasy language as well as the 

practice of reiterating disclosed information back to interview participants to verify 

understanding has further helped to reduce researcher bias effects and improve the clarity 

with which interview participants are able to communicate their views to the researcher.  

Lastly, it has been necessary to engage in a constant process of self-analysis and self-

critique to identify and acknowledge or redress any personal researcher bias to the fullest 

extent possible in order to minimize its impact.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

 

THE POLITICAL HISTORY OF SCHOOLING IN MADAGASCAR 

 

 

 

 
Educational policymaking and implementation never occur within a vacuum.  The 

failure to adequately consider the policy context almost inevitably will reduce the 

probability of achieving the desired policy outcomes.  Policies such as the introduction of 

a new civic education curriculum or a transition toward learner-centered pedagogy are 

built, intentionally or not, on a foundation composed of the collective experience of all 

the educational innovations and reforms that have gone before.  It is therefore critical that 

a nation‟s educational past be considered when assessing the future prospects of a new 

policy.  In addition, when the policy of interest relates to the area of civic education, the 

cultural and political background of a nation gains particular significance.   To develop a 

contextualized understanding of a civic education policy‟s role and impact requires a 

detailed examination of the intersection of culture, schooling and politics within the 

country of interest.  The analysis of civic education reform in Madagascar must by 

necessity begin with the sociocultural and political backdrop from which it emerges. 

 
 

Sociocultural Origins 

 

 
The fourth largest island in the world, Madagascar is best known for its 

exceptionally rich and unique biodiversity: over eighty percent of all plant and animal 

species on the island are found nowhere else on earth (Norris, 2006).  This natural wealth 

is threatened by the encroachment of a deeply impoverished human population of twenty 

million, 85% of whom survive on less than two dollars a day (UNDP, 2003).  The many 

ethnic groups24 that make up the population of Madagascar are distinguished by their 

                                                 
24 The precise number of ethnic groups in Madagascar will vary according to individual definitions of the 
concept; most frequently, anthropologists identify 18 „tribes‟ currently inhabiting the island.  The largest of 
these, the Merina (25%), share the strongest physical and cultural resemblance to early Austronesian 
settlers.  Next largest are the Betsimisaraka (18%) of the eastern coastal rainforest and the Betsileo (12%) 
whose southern highland communities were among the first to come under Merina domination.  In the 
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distinctive styles of architecture, art and music; traditional livelihoods and ritual 

practices; and linguistic dialect. Despite this ethnic diversity, the culture of the island is 

characterized by a common Malagasy language and a spiritual tradition based on such 

social mores as respect for taboos (fady
25), communal fellowship (fihavanana) and 

honoring elders and ancestors through such practices as the famadihana
26 (Serre-

Ratsimandisa, 1978).   

The ethnic diversity of the island has historically been reduced by Europeans to 

just two categories – highlanders and côtiers (coastal peoples).  During the French 

colonial period, the administrative apparatus established under the Merina kingdom was 

preserved with some modifications, favoring the continued privilege of the Merina 

relative to their côtier former subjects.  Upon independence the French sought to ease the 

ethnic tensions exacerbated by such favoritism by empowering côtiers, producing a 

hyper-politicization of ethnicity that continues to challenge the political process within 

Madagascar to this day (Levinson, 1998). 

 
 

Education in Pre-Colonial Madagascar: Prior to 1896 

 
 

Schooling in Madagascar has mirrored political fluctuations as each successive 

socio-political power has fashioned education to suit its own purposes.  In pre-colonial 

Madagascar (i.e. prior to 1896), most Malagasy were educated according to the traditions 

of their local community, typically in an informal manner and with an emphasis on 

cultural practices and moral values handed down across generations.  The first formal 

educational tradition was introduced to the island by Arab seafarers whose influence 

among the coastal ethnic groups can be traced back at least as far as the 11th century.  

These early voyagers established the kuttab (a community school for the study of the 

Qur‟an) in a small number of coastal communities, and transcribed the Malagasy 
                                                                                                                                                 
southern half of the island, the lands inhabited by the Betsileo and Tanala are dotted with well-established 
farming communities, while the Antaiska, Antaimoro and Bara are reputed cattle herders, much like the 
Sakalava of the west and the Tsimihety of the northwest (Levinson, 1998). 
25 Fady: These taboos are often limited to a specific village or region and are typically declared by an 
ancestor based on an auspicious or inauspicious event that occurred in that ancestor‟s lifetime. 
26 Famadihana: A tradition practiced across much of Madagascar in varying forms but most common in the 
Highlands, where festive celebrations are periodically held to remove cadavers from the family tomb and 
rewrap them in silk cloth (lamba) for reburial. 
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language using Arabic script to develop sorabe, the earliest written form of Malagasy.  

The few documents in sorabe script that have been preserved from the pre-colonial 

period almost exclusively relate to astrology and divination, suggesting that this written 

language was never propagated among the general populace but rather formed part of the 

privileged knowledge of certain ombiasy, astrologers who draw upon traditional forms of 

divination to determine the auspiciousness of particular activities or events and offer 

related counsel (Rafaralahy-Bemananjara, 1983).      

 Arabs and subsequent European seafarers, some of whom established short-lived 

settlements in coastal areas, had landed on an island Balkanized into numerous often-

warring clans and principalities.  King Andrianampoinimerina (1787-1810) successfully 

united the principalities in Imerina, the Highlands region populated by the Merina ethnic 

group, with the ultimate goal of extending his rule over all of Madagascar.  An astute 

military tactician and persuasive diplomat, Andrianampoinimerina surrounded himself 

with diverse advisors including ombiasy from the southeastern coast who were literate in  

 
 

 
Figure 5.  Kings Andrianampoinimerina (left) and Radama I (right)27 

                                                 
27 Source: Wikimedia Commons (http://commons.wikimedia.org). Accessed April 16, 2010. 
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the sorabe script.  His successor and son, King Radama I (1810-1828), achieved the 

unification of the majority of the island under Merina rule and established his kingdom‟s 

capital at the ancient Merina city of Antananarivo (Figure 5 above).  Certain Merina 

institutions were unevenly transplanted throughout the kingdom under these two Merina 

rulers. Most notable was the fokonolona, a village council charged with distribution of 

government-allotted funds, management of tax collection and organization of village 

security (Metz, 1995).  The fokonolona is often cited in contemporary political discourse 

as evidence of an endogenous democratic tradition in Madagascar (e.g. KFM/CNOE, 

2000; Ravalitera, 2004; Serre-Ratsimandisa, 1978).   

Radama was a progressive ruler and soon turned his view outward to the 

establishment and strengthening of diplomatic ties with foreign powers.  To facilitate 

written negotiations with foreign powers he initially learned the sorabe script from his 

father‟s ombiasy as part of his childhood education, then later welcomed the opportunity 

in 1818 to study English and the Roman script under the tutelage of Antananarivo-based 

members of the London Missionary Society (LMS) who had that same year launched 

Madagascar‟s first formal, European-style school in the eastern coastal town of 

Toamasina.  In 1820, LMS missionaries began offering literacy classes to the children of 

the king at a space within his palace that would come to be known as the Palace School  

 
 

Table 6.  Sovereigns of Madagascar under the Merina Dynasty 

Sovereign Born Reign 

King Andrianampoinimerina 1745 1787-1810 

King Radama I 1793 1810-1828 

Queen Ranavalona I 1782 1828-1861 

King Radama II 1829 1861-1863 

Queen Rasoherina 1814 1863-1868 

Queen Ranavalona II 1829 1868-1883 

Queen Ranavalona III 1861
28

 1883-1897 

 

                                                 
28 All the monarchs of Madagascar ruled until their death with the exception of Queen Ranavalona III, who 
was deposed by the French colonial authority in 1897 and died in exile in Algeria in 1917. 
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(Ecole du palais) and would over the years serve a growing number of Merina aristocrats 

and their children.  Over the previous centuries, transitory European settlers had made 

several abortive attempts to transcribe Malagasy using the Roman alphabet but LMS 

missionaries were the first to successfully complete the systematic transcription of the 

language in a standardized Roman format based on the Merina dialect spoken in the 

region of Antananarivo.  This form of written Malagasy was declared the sole official 

version in 1822 – a standard that has persisted to the present day (Koerner, 1999).  The 

Merina dialect thereby became and remains the official Malagasy used in government 

documents, print media, and school textbooks. 

Firmly persuaded that the study of local and foreign languages, science, 

technology and mathematics were all essential to enabling Madagascar to develop on par 

with the Europeans, Radama became a staunch advocate of formal schooling within the 

Highlands.  Radama decreed schooling mandatory among the Merina upper classes in 

1825 and commissioned the construction of schools in major towns throughout his realm 

(Koerner, 1999).  This objective was achieved through partnerships with the LMS and 

similar missionary organizations from France, Norway, the United States and other 

Western industrialized countries (see table 7 below).  Just a few short years later, 38 

Catholic and Protestant missionary schools were operating in Imerina, providing basic 

education to over 4,000 students in addition to the 300 students at the palace school and 

the 600 apprentices studying such trades as carpentry, metalworking and brick making 

under Scottish missionary James Cameron29.   

However, Radama‟s schools had a secondary function beyond supporting national 

development and exposing the upper classes in the Highlands to the Western corpus of 

knowledge.  These schools provided him with rosters of potential conscripts for the 

numerous military campaigns that took place over the course of his reign as part of his 

effort to extend political authority over the entire island (Campbell, 1988).  Aristocratic 

families opposed to Radama or his military campaigns– as well as those who found the 

content of the European-style curriculum to be too foreign and threatening to their sense 

                                                 
29 James Cameron (1800 – 1875) was a Scottish missionary affiliated with the London Missionary Society. 
During his two lengthy missions to Madagascar (1826-1835 and 1861-1875), he contributed significantly to 
both the Christianization of the island and the introduction of modern industrial technologies there. 
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of cultural integrity – would often elect to discreetly send a slave child to the school in 

place of their own, producing a small but growing number of educated children in the 

lower classes of Merina society. 

The succession of Radama I‟s wife Queen Ranavalona I (1828-1861) to the throne 

marked an abrupt change in relations between Madagascar and its Western partners.  

Ranavalona I perceived the growing influence of European culture and religion as 

threatening to the integrity and sovereignty of the traditional cultural heritage of 

Madagascar.  Her reign was marked by the vigorous persecution of Malagasy Christians 

and greatly diminished tolerance of European presence and influence.  She forbade the 

education of slaves in 1832 and extended this prohibition to anyone outside the 

government in 1834, culminating in the closure of all of Radama‟s schools with the 

banishment of missionaries the following year.   

 
 

Table 7.  Expansion of formal schooling in pre-colonial Madagascar 

Year Number of Protestant Mission Schools
30

 Number of Students 

1820: 6 known literate individuals in Imerina (sorabe script) 

1823: 2,000 literate individuals in Imerina (Roman script) 

1827 32 4,000 

1835-1861: All mission schools closed by Ranavalona I 

1868 28 1,700 

1869 142 5,270 

1870 359 16,000 

1883 1,155 133,695 

 
 

The missionaries returned upon Ranavalona I‟s death in 1861, encouraged by her 

successor Radama II (1861-1863) who converted to Protestantism and championed the 

strengthening of mutually favorable exchanges with Europe.  Among his drastic reforms 

were certain legal and cultural measures that risked destabilizing the kingdom and 

polarized powerful members of the elite class against him.  These included Prime 
                                                 
30 Highlands region only, comprising Merina and Betsileo lands, and exclusing all Catholic missionary 
schools, technical schools and the Ecole du palais, except 1883 figure which is inclusive.  (Rafaralahy-
Bemananjara, 1983) 
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Minister Rainivoninahitriniony, who with Rainilaiarivony – head of the Army and the 

Prime Minister‟s younger brother – led what appeared at the time to be a successful 

attempt to murder Radama II in 186331.  The Prime Minister declared the king‟s apparent 

widow Rasoherina as rightful queen32, married her, and largely ruled Madagascar through 

her for the following three years.  He was forced to relinquish his position of Prime 

Minister in 1864 and was exiled in 1865 due to his abuses of power and popular 

resentment over his role in the previous sovereign‟s supposed murder. (De La Vaissière, 

1884)   

The following three decades were marked by rapid modernization under 

Rainilaiarivony, the former head of the Army who had succeeded to the position of Prime 

Minister in 1864 after his older brother‟s exile.  He married Queen Rasoherina, Queen 

Ranavalona II and Queen Ranavalona III in turn, effectively ruling through each of them 

and providing a degree of political continuity and stability that was reflected in the 

aggressive expansion of the education system.  The mandatory schooling policy that 

Radama I had established four decades earlier for upper class Merina families was again 

reinstated in 1872, then  expanded in 1881 to include all Malagasy children regardless of 

ethnicity or class33 (Direction de l‟Enseignement, 1931).  In 1883, Madagascar boasted 

1,155 mission schools that offered primary-level education to 133,695 students across the 

island, making the Malagasy formal school system the most extensive and well-

developed in pre-colonial Sub-Saharan Africa.  Missionaries also established teacher 

training colleges and other types of secondary schools in the late 1800s.  But these 

advances would be curtailed with the event of French colonization in 1896 and the exile 

of Ranavalona III to Reunion Island following year34, thereby ending the sovereignty of 

                                                 
31 Radama II was strangled and his body hastily interred in a tomb outside Antananarivo.  However, rumors 
soon emerged that he had survived the attack, had sought refuge in a coastal town and was attempting to 
rally supporters, causing some political turmoil in the capital during the period immediately following the 
coup.  While his continued survival was never definitively proven at the time, a mid-20th century researcher 
later provided evidence suggesting the rumors had in fact been true and that Radama had ultimately 
abandoned political aspirations, dying in anonymity at an advanced age as a commoner. (Ade Ajaye, 1989) 
32 Rasoherina was offered the queenship on the condition that she sign a contract effectively establishing a 
constitutional monarchy in which the Prime Minister had equal or greater powers than the reigning 
monarch. (Cousins, 1895) 
33 Schooling was mandatory for boys between the ages of 8-16 and girls between the ages of 7-15. (Goguel, 
2006). 
34 Ranavalona III was exiled to Reunion Island in February 1897, then moved to Algers, Algeria in March 
1899 where she died in 1917. 
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the Malagasy people for the next six decades and changing the cultural, economic and 

educational landscape of the nation forever.   

 
Civic Education in Pre-Colonial Madagascar 

 
The European-style schools established by the L.M.S. in the Highlands 

transmitted two types of messages about good citizenship.  The first came in the form of 

explicit instruction intended to reinforce loyalty and submission to Merina rule.  The 

second was born of the prostelytizing objectives of the missionaries who were eager to 

expose students to Biblical moral standards and European cultural norms (Sharp, 2002). 

These were introduced through study of the translated Bible which, as the first and only 

written text in the Malagasy language, remained the sole means to teach literacy on the 

island for several decades.   

Missionary schools, however, were rare outside of the central Highlands and 

access to them remained a privilege of an urbanized minority.  Traditional forms of 

education remained the predominant source of civic learning and continued to ensure that 

the norms, skills and knowledge valued by local communities were handed down from 

one generation to the next across the centuries.  Raharijaona (1968) identifies certain 

common objectives of traditional education throughout Madagascar, including the 

initiation into rites and customs that serve to integrate children into a hierarchical social 

order dominated by elders whose power is legitimated by their own submission to and 

respect for the values and precedents of their ancestors.   

They learn to respect elders and the ray aman-dreny
35 and to conform to 

their opinions, speak the appropriate words, follow the rules of traditional 

wisdom and fear the castigation they can expect in response to their 

antisocial actions. (p. 216) 

Raharijaona remarked that this form of education was still common throughout the island 

nearly a decade post-independence.   

                                                 
35 Ray aman-dreny: Litterally, fathers and mothers, but with the more general sense of respected 
community elders and, eventually, ancestors. 
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Traditional civic education was by its very nature quite informal.  A pedagogical 

counselor explains the typical modes of knowledge transmission in traditional Malagasy 

society: 

Civic education [in Madagascar] began with traditional education passed 

on by elders.  They‟d choose an area outdoors where all the children could 

gather around the elders who would recite kabary.36  Or it would be in the 

evenings around the fire, with an elder speaking to the younger members 

of the family, or through playing games and other activities.  (I50) 

The view that older community members were responsible for ensuring that younger 

generations correctly learned and adopted the values of the community implied a 

collective effort in which anyone with wisdom or experience to confer could seize 

teachable moments as they arose in any setting to provide young people with a 

contextualized, practical lesson for which the application was often immediately evident. 

A key component of traditional Malagasy civic education consisted of 

indoctrination into standards of proper social behavior, rooted in cultural and moral 

norms to which all dignified community members were expected to conform.  These 

expectations were defined by the incontrovertible force of social roles, which were often 

as complex as they were rigid.  Nineteenth-century Merina society, for instance, was 

divided into three social classes: the andriana (aristocracy), the hova (freemen) and the 

andevo (slaves).  The andriana class alone was again sub-divided into six (by some 

counts, seven) castes bound by diverse privileges and restrictions that impacted home 

life, social interactions, marriage and profession (Standing, 1885).  The social 

expectations linked to these roles were overlaid with further role-based standards 

associated with other factors such as gender. Males were typically subject to the scrutiny 

of their comportment in public life as they strove to earn their place among the ray-aman-

dreny, while females worked to adequately assume the domestic responsibilities of their 

roles as mothers and wives in the private setting of the home (Raharijaona, 1968). 

Where Christianity began to take hold in traditional communities, various degrees 

of hybridism and fusion between old and new took place at the individual, family and 

village level.  To this day, many Malagasy families self-identify as devout Christians 

                                                 
36 Kabary: Proverbs, parables and moralistic oratory. 
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while continuing to adhere to traditional spiritual beliefs and practices such as reburial, 

taboos and ombiasy consultation before important decisions.  Many coastal communities, 

including some that did not convert to Islam, bear traces of Islamic influence from many 

centuries before, such as the widespread fady prohibiting the consumption of pork.  These 

combined traditional and foreign cultural and religious norms serve as the sociocultural 

origin of the informal civic education messages traditionally transmitted from elders to 

children.  This informal civic education persists in casual form in many families and 

communities to the present day.   

 
 

Education in Colonial Madagascar: 1896 – 1960 

 
 

In 1895, after a period of tense negotiations, Great Britain conceded to France‟s 

claim to Madagascar as a protectorate and on August 6, 1896, after vainquishing the 

Malagasy armed resistance movement, France declared the island its colony.  The Merina 

monarchy was formally abolished in 1897 by Joseph Gallieni, first governor-general of 

the new colony, and effectively ended with the exile of Queen Ranavalona III to Algeria 

two years later.  Having removed the Queen from her palace (the Manjakamiadana
37) on 

the peak of the highest hill in Antananarivo, Gallieni transformed the building into a 

museum intended to relegate the monarchy, traditional social order and Malagasy 

sovereignty to the distant past and underscore the dominance and superiority of French 

culture and political authority (Frémigacci, 1999).  

Like the Merina kingdom before it, the French government utilized schools to 

achieve political goals.  Within seven years of obtaining control over the island, the 

French colonial administration had established nearly 650 schools throughout the coastal 
                                                 

37 The Queen‟s Palace (Manjakamiadana) was the largest of several buildings in the 
Rova complex, capitol of the Kingdom of Madagascar and a site of political and strategic 
importance to Merina monarchs since the 17th century.  The complex was destroyed in a 
fire on November 6, 1995, leaving only the shell of the palace and a Protestant temple, 
both constructed in stone. The fire was officially declared an accident (Chrétien & 
Triaud, 1999), although six people were eventually charged in criminal court in 
association with the event. (Economist, 1995) 
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and highland regions, bringing numeracy and French language and culture to 50,000 

additional students, both in the Highlands and in provincial areas left untouched during 

the Merina expansion of formal schooling. Early colonial policies in Madagascar 

emphasized „the growing of men‟ through financial incentives to large families and the 

improvement of hospital and midwife services (Johnston, 1904, p. 80), and as the 

population grew, schools indoctrinated students to accept the cultural and political 

superiority of France while training a select few Malagasy to assist with administrative 

tasks (Gallieni, 1908).   

Despite the colonial ambition to educate the Malagasy to embrace their new role 

as colonial subjects, Gallieni‟s educational initiatives were to grossly underserve the 

needs of the burgeoning population.  Only one-tenth of the total population of Malagasy 

children were able to gain access to education in State schools, leaving the vast majority 

excluded from this colonizing educational system.  The failure of the French to take the 

measures necessary to redress this educational gap drew the following criticism from a 

British observer of French colonial policy there: 

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that education is not desired for the 

Malagasy generally, but only for a few, who will be useful as clerks, 

interpreters, doctors and subordinate officials, and that the majority may 

be left to be servants and laborers to the colonists. (Sibree, 1909, p. 271). 

This impression would seem to be confirmed by the adoption of a policy of forced 

Malagasy labor (Sharp, 2001) as well as General Gallieni‟s own declaration that „the 

school system must transform young natives into loyal and obedient subjects of France, 

[and] orient their education towards industry, commerce, and agriculture so colonists may 

have useful collaborators at their disposal‟ (1901, quoted in Philippe, 1976). 

The schools frequented by Malagasy children were often small, simple and 

constructed using the traditional materials and techniques popular in the region, while 

separate modern schools were built to serve the children of the French colonial 

administrators, beginning with primary schools in 1903 and secondary schools in 1906 

(Goguel, 2006).   A dual system arose: French children had access to all levels of 

education at European standards, while the educational opportunities of Malagasy 

children – among the best in Africa throughout the 19th century – were actively curtailed 
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under General Gallieni.  Nearly half of all schools built by the colonial administration 

were concentrated in the Highlands while the remaining schools were spread thinly 

throughout the rest of the island.  This access disparity fell far short of compensating for 

the precedent of regional educational inequities established and maintained by private, 

missionary-run schools.38 

As the administration expanded its own secular school system, it imposed 

restrictions on religious schools by forcing them to adhere to the colonial authority‟s low 

standards.  By law, half of the curriculum was dedicated to the study of French language 

and teachers were forbidden to educate children beyond the age of thirteen (Goguel, 

2006).  In 1906, religious schools were dealt a further blow with the passage of a decree 

prohibiting graduates from taking the competitive exam to continue their studies and 

banning the practice of schooling on ecclesiastical property wherever a State school was 

present within six kilometers.  Consequently, thousands of religious schools were obliged 

to shut their doors, despite the incapacity of State schools to accommodate the tidal wave 

of ousted students who now sought admission at the public institutions.   

Few of the students who were fortunate enough to gain access to a primary school 

went on to complete all five years of primary schooling and pass the leaving exam to earn 

a primary school diploma (brevet d’études de premier cycle [BEPC], or brevet), and 

options were limited even for these lucky few.  They could choose to pursue further 

studies in religious schools in order to enter the clergy, and a tiny minority 

(approximately 1%) of those who had scored exceptionally well on their leaving exam 

might be competitively selected for advanced training to become a technician, doctor, 

administrator or teacher in the service of the colonial authority (Razafimbelo, 2004).   

French colonial policy deliberately stifled advanced educational opportunities for 

Malagasy students.  In the century prior to French colonization, Christian missionaries 

had developed an extensive and modern educational infrastructure, including a number of 

middle schools and Normal Schools that offered teacher training for students who had 

earned their brevet.  Under General Gallieni these institutions were gradually 

appropriated or shut down, and the last of the Normal Schools was closed under 

                                                 
38 In 1930, the French colonial administration was running 849 schools, of which 434 were in the Coastal 
provinces.  Missionaries were running 522 schools, of which only 74 were located outside the Highlands.  
(Goguel, 2006) 
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Gallieni‟s successor, Governor General Victor Augagneur.  As a consequence, l’Ecole Le 

Myre de Vilers became the only remaining State institution of higher learning for 

Malagasy students wishing to enter the service of the colonial administration in an 

educational capacity (Goguel, 2006).   

In 1897, the French established a secondary school called l’Ecole Le Myre de 

Vilers within the former Queen‟s palace in Antananarivo where Malagasy teachers, 

interpreters and administrators were trained to work for the colonial regime.  Recruitment 

was based on performance on a competitive examination available to individuals holding 

a brevet and a CESD39, based on a regional quota to ensure ethnic representation.  

Recruits received a living stipend, training and housing in the on-site dormitory 

throughout the two-year duration of their studies.  Graduates of the education track at the 

institute earned a Certificat d’aptitude d’enseignement (CAE) diploma and, like their 

colleagues in other tracks, were required to enter into service for the colonial 

administration for ten years after graduation (refer to Table 8 below).  Students‟ 

mandatory dormitory residence had unexpected consequences: the elite from across 

Madagascar, regardless of cultural or linguistic difference, were brought together in close 

proximity for extended periods of time, encouraging the development of a sense of 

national identity and the sharing of ideas in favor of increased political autonomy from 

France.  From this environment emerged the future leaders of the Social Democratic 

Party, including the school‟s most famous graduate, the man who would go on to become 

Madagascar‟s first president: Mr. Philibert Tsiranana (Razafimbelo, 2004).   

Teachers educated at l’Ecole Le Myre de Vilers followed a training curriculum 

weighted toward the mastery of primary-level course content in areas such as French, 

mathematics, Malagasy, hygiene/agriculture and geography of Madagascar.  French was 

taught nine hours per week against one hour per week of Malagasy and one hour of 

„values education‟ termed morale.  Teachers of the colonial period faced the challenges 

of large class size (an average of 86 students per teacher in 1930) and comprehension 

difficulties linked to French language instruction.   In response to these challenges, the 

first Director of Education, E. Gauthier, proposed adopting a pedagogical method in 

                                                 
39 Certificate d’études du second degré (CESD): Certificate of study, second degree. A certificate earned 
after passing the exam following completion of the first three years of primary school. 
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which students would perform simple actions while using the French language to 

describe it in unison.  Teachers possessing a low level of French mastery often resorted to  

 

 

Table 8.  Pre-service training for primary school teachers in the colonial period 
Grades 

Taught
40

 
Institution Prerequisite Education Length 

Degree 

Earned 

Primary* 

(1-3) 

Regional Ecole 

normale 

CESD (Certificat d’études du 

second degré) 
3 months CAE 

Primary* 

(3-5) 

Ecole Le Myre de 

Vilers 
Brevet 24 months CAE 

Primary  

(1-4) 

Institut 

pédagogique
41

 

CESD (Certificat d’études du 

second degré) 
  

 
 
an overly simplistic application of this model and relied heavily on lecture to deliver 

lessons, leading several European educators of the time to remark on the resulting 

passivity and dulled curiosity and intelligence of Malagasy students (Goguel, 2006). 

 
Civic Education in Colonial Madagascar 

 
The teaching of morale for one hour a day was a responsibility officially 

delegated to the French headmaster of each primary school under colonial administration.  

The purpose of morale education was defined in an arrêté
42 detailing the duties of 

headmasters, stating „He will draw upon Malagasy tradition wherever possible.  He will 

demonstrate the importance of the civilizing role of France in the world, particularly 

through the work that the French are pursuing in Madagascar, and will highlight the 

consequent duties of the Malagasy people‟ (quoted in Goguel, 2006).    Although 

Malagasy teachers were not expected to teach morale, all future State employees trained 

at Le Myre de Vilers were expected to adhere to and model its principles in their 

professional and personal lives.  To this end, all students at Le Myre de Vilers received 

training in morale targeting the following areas: 

                                                 
40 *The first two training standards, established in the early years of the colonial period, were replaced with 
the latter in the sweeping reforms of education in November 1951. 
41 Instituts pédagogiques were established in Toliara and Tamatave to extend the program in teacher 
training and other areas offered at Le Myre de Vilers. 
42 Arrêté:  an administrative bulletin. 
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Evolution of morality: Elimination of slavery, reduction of hate between 

races and embracing the obligation of work. 

Solidarity: Duty of society toward the individual as a member of the social 

whole.  

The contributions of France to Madagascar: What has been done and what 

remains to be done in terms of the development of order, medical 

assistance, education and economic infrastructure.   

General responsibilities of the individual: Obeying the law, paying taxes 

and establishing the components of the State. 

Professional responsibilities: The responsibilities of the trainee as a future 

or doctor.  (Goguel, 2006)  

In this way civil servants were trained to inculcate their fellow Malagasy – children and 

adults alike – in the civic values, rules and standards imposed by the French colonial 

administration. 

Over the course of nearly seven decades of colonial rule, French policy regarding 

Malagasy education underwent gradual improvement.  As more schools were built and 

more children educated to higher levels, demand grew for expanded opportunity and 

access to higher education.  The need for professionals with specialized training in areas 

such as political administration and medicine outstripped the capacity of the French 

colonial population or its limited educational infrastructure to supply the talent required.  

Additionally, the growing cadre of highly educated Malagasy professionals became 

increasingly effective at identifying and leveraging means to advocate for greater rights 

and more voice in the decisions that shaped their lives.  These factors, in combination 

with France‟s weakened state following World War II and Madagascar‟s violent uprising 

for independence in 1947, led the colonial authorities to concede to popular demands for 

greater educational opportunity.   

At the eve of independence in 1960, Madagascar‟s educational and political 

systems all but mirrored those of France, with an important difference.  The formation of 

political parties had been banned in Madagascar for a number of years, forcing political 

movements to disguise themselves under the relatively innocuous cloak of cultural and 

ethnic associations.  When this ban was eventually repealed shortly before independence, 
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the political parties that emerged were consequently divided along ethnic lines with the 

consequence that politics in Madagascar reflects a high degree of geopolitical favoritism 

and inter-ethnic antagonism inflamed by Merina and French rule.  This political legacy 

present enduring challenges to the stability, effectiveness and integrity of Malagasy 

government and education policy to the present day (Goguel, 2006; Marcus and 

Ratsimbaharison, 2005).  

 
 

Education in the First Republic: 1960 – 1975 

 
 

Upon gaining independence in 1960, Madagascar was governed as a 

constitutional democracy under parliament-elected President Philibert Tsiranana.  The 

next twelve years were characterized by continued economic and political dependence on 

France.  Madagascar remained heavily dependent on the financial assistance, economic 

favors and the intellectual, cultural and human capital of its former colonial power.  This 

was particularly true of the education sector, which was particularly reliant on French 

expatriate instructors at the secondary level.  Schools continued to utilize French as the 

language of instruction and the textbooks used by students were often imported from 

France based on the French models of the colonial era.  Democratic civic education was 

integrated into the curriculum in this period and focused primarily on State institutions 

and general democratic principles (I50) while leaving room for the discussion and 

exploration of local community-based social values without attempting to indoctrinate 

students into any one dominant set of cultural norms.   

Schools in this period continued to struggle to serve all students due to limited 

infrastructure.  Gaps in educational access were particularly acute in coastal areas.  

Tsiranana, who had been born in a coastal region himself, attempted to redress inequities 

in educational access through wide-ranging 1962 education reforms.  One of the key 

components of the reforms was the establishment of a minimum of one public primary 

school per fokontany, producing an average 4.5% annual enrollment growth rate and 

making Madagascar one of the few newly-independent states in Africa to achieve 

significant progress in the educational sector.  This expanded educational access was 

made possible by the creation of two types of primary schools: première (first) cycle 
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schools for grades 1-4 and deuxième (second) cycle schools offering schooling for grades 

1-6.  Première cycle schools were constructed, maintained, staffed and financed by local 

communities and were concentrated primarily in rural areas where curriculum was often 

adapted to conform to the needs and realities of village life¸ while deuxième cycle schools 

were oriented toward preparation for schooling at the secondary level in collèges (middle 

schools) and lycées (high schools).  

 

Table 9.  Pre-service training for primary school teachers in the First Republic 

Grades 

Taught 
Institution

43
 Prerequisite Education Length 

Degree 

Earned
44

 

Primary 

(1-6)
45

 
Collège Normale 5 years of primary, BEPC 

24 

months 
CAE 

Primary 

(1-4) 

CP1C (Centre pédagogique 

du premier cycle primaire) 

9 years of primary and 

lower secondary 

education 

9 

months 

CA-CP1C 

and 

CFSPPC
46

 

Primary
47

 

(5-6) 
[information not found] 

4 years of primary 

education, CEPE
48

 

12+ 

months 

BEPC and 

CAP 

Primary 

(5-6) 

CP2C (Centre pédagogique 

du second cycle primaire) 
5 years of primary, BEPC 

24 

months 

CA-CP2C, 

or CFEP 

and CAE 

 
 

Recognizing that teacher shortages posed a challenge to his goal to improve 

educational access and quality, Tsiranana introduced policies to expand options for pre- 

service teacher training at all levels (refer to Table 9 above).  Teacher training became 

less centralized as more training institutions such as the Collège normale were 

constructed at the provincial level.  The Collège normale trained primary school teachers 

who were selected by a competitive, quota-based process carried over from the colonial 

period and awarded teachers the CAE diploma at the end of their course of studies.  In 

                                                 
43 College Normale (Normal Middle School); Centre Pédagogique du Premier/Second Cycle Primaire 
(Pedagogical Center of the First/Second Primary Cycle). 
44 Certificat d’aptitude a l’enseignement (CAE): Certificate of Teaching Aptitude; Certificat d’aptitude-

Centre Pédagogique du Premier/Second Cycle (CA-CP1/2C ): Certificate of Aptitude, Pedagogical Center 
of the First/Second Primary Cycle. 
45 Phased out beginning in 1967 with the establishment of the CP2C. 
46 Certificat de Fin de Stage Pédagogique du Premier Cycle (CFSPPC): Certificate of Pedagogical 
Internship Completion, First Cycle. 
47 Phased out beginning in 1967 to be replaced by the CP2C. 
48 Certificat d’études primaires élémentaires (CEPE): Certificate of elementary primary studies. 
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response to the ever-growing demand for primary education, this system was soon 

modified to create two separate training courses with different prerequisite education 

levels and training duration for teachers at the lower and upper primary grades.   

In-service training took the form of face-to-face professional development 

workshops and the discussions and recommendations offered in L’Ecole publique de 

Madagascar, a monthly pedagogical bulletin first published in 1950 by the French 

Services académiques and provided to all public primary school teachers in Madagascar.  

Written in French, this supplementary document served the dual function of notifying 

school staff about all new administrative and legal rules pertaining to public primary 

education as well as providing in-service training about the latest determinations 

regarding good pedagogical practices.   

Modern standards of pedagogy formed the basis of good practice in this period, 

although classroom practices often did not correspond with the techniques advocated in 

training.  From the earliest years of the First Republic, the introduction and adoption of 

learner-centered methods and democratic classroom practices in the public primary 

schools was a focus of discussion and deliberation as demonstrated by these excerpts 

from the April/May 1961 issue of L’Ecole publique de Madagascar: 

Active schools!  The idea sounds good, but are we really making the effort 

to transform our schools?  What teacher would dare to claim not to have 

ever heard of field trips, group work, „self-government‟ and so forth?  But 

rare are those who can rank themselves among the practitioners of these 

pedagogies…  Dividing students into groups leads to „self-government.‟  

They enter into a miniature republic where each one has his 

responsibilities.  …  The presence or absence of materials is not what will 

change the nature of our schools.  It will depend upon each of us and our 

own sense of initiative to find ways to meet our children‟s need to be 

active.  Let‟s stir ourselves to action, because since our children are 

always ready to explore, provide service to others and work hard to the 
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benefit of their community, it is possible for us to make our schools more 

active.49 

We must make a point of giving children the desire to speak.  To 

accomplish this, we need to create a climate of trust in the classroom: 

where the students feel that they have as much right to speak as the 

teacher, and they know that if they open their mouths, they will be listened 

to, and have the right to propose, suggest, ask, and understand that the 

teacher needs to know what they think and is interested in their thoughts.  

In other words, the teacher absolutely must abandon his attitude of 

lecturing, superiority and the tendency to apply exaggerated and 

undeserved punishment.  Because if the child has the impression that the 

teacher is at once indignant and proud to correct the child, he will keep his 

mouth shut from that moment on.  The rule to follow is thus: never 

interrupt the student, never make fun of him….  This [new practice] is 

difficult because… the teacher must follow the students and not lead them.  

It takes significant presence of mind to see, as soon as a phrase is spoken, 

how to help the child improve it – because they must help the child to 

express what he is thinking and not lead him to say what the teacher is 

thinking.50 

The official promotion of learner-centered pedagogy conflicted with the training and 

professional habits of teachers who came of age within the colonial system.  „During the 

First Republic… the teachers were just teaching students how to follow instructions,‟ 

recalls a social sciences trainer in Mahajanga.  „No exploration, no discovery, you learn it 

by heart – because they had become accustomed to their previous duty to train 

subordinates to the colonial rulers.‟ (I33)  Despite political self-determination, adherence 

to international standards of quality education and the relatively small student-teacher 

                                                 
49 Andriamihaja.  La Vie scolaire : L‟Ecole active.  L‟Ecole publique de Madagascar.  11e Année No 105-
106 Avril-Mai 1961.  Pp. 66-67.  Bulletin pédagogique publié  par les Services académiques.  Tananarive: 
Imprimerie nationale. 
50 Minière, R.  Pédagogie : La Leçon de langage.  L‟Ecole publique de Madagascar.  11e Année No 105-
106 Avril-Mai 1961.  Pp. 65-63.  Bulletin pédagogique publié  par les Services académiques.  Tananarive: 
Imprimerie nationale. 
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ratio in newly independent Madagascar, the transition from didactic to learner-centered 

teaching methods emerged as a challenge that has persisted for the past five decades.   

 
Civic Education in the First Republic 

 
A policy issued on November 23, 1964 titled Arrêté numéro 3 228-EN established 

a framework for the elaboration of a civic education curriculum at all grade levels in 

Madagascar‟s public schools.  From this administrative rule emerged a series of civics 

textbooks marking a collaborative effort of French and Malagasy education experts who 

sought to integrate theoretical content with learner-centered, participatory exercises and 

experiential learning principles to lend greater relevance and reality to the abstract civic 

notions the books described.   

Middle school textbooks in the First Republic provided students with essential 

information about government structure and function and its relevance to their own lives.  

The sixth grade civics textbook51 described governmental administrative units at the 

community level including communes and the fokonolona, and provided an introductory 

explanation of national and municipal State services.  In seventh grade52, students learned 

about further administrative divisions such as districts and provinces, were introduced to 

the roles and responsibilities of public representatives such as the Secretary of State or 

provincial mayors and were made aware of the state services available to them at the 

provincial level.   

Democratic themes and concepts were woven throughout the descriptions of State 

entities and their function.  The first chapter of the sixth grade civic text began with a 

sextion entitled The Commune: A True School of Democracy,
53

 describing in its first few 

paragraphs the indigenous administrative organization of the fokonolona among the 

Merina before detailing the role and organization of its modern-day counterpart and the 

democratic system used to elect public officers at the local level.  Chapter 10, entitled 

The Citizen and the Commune, opened with a description of the commune as „a  

 
                                                 
51 Ramamonjisoa, J., Lejas, F. & Rarijaona, R.  (1969).  Instruction civique.  Lycées et collègse de 

Madagascar. 6e.  Antananarivo: Nathan – Madagascar. 
52 Ramamonjisoa, J., Lejas, F. & Rarijaona, R.  (1970).  Instruction civique.  Lycées et collèges de 

Madagascar. 5e.  Antananarivo: Nathan – Madagascar. 
53 La Commune, une véritable école de démocratie. 
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Figure 6.  Primary school civics lesson about the fokonolona 

 
 

democratic society‟ (p. 49) and discussed opportunities for citizen participation in 

commune life including the right and responsibility of voting.   

Each chapter of the middle school civic textbooks, four to five pages in length on 

average, included short exercises in the form of open-ended questions and activities that 

reinforced retention while stimulating students‟ higher-order thinking.  The fourth 

chapter of the sixth grade civics text (refer to Figure 6 below) concluded with the 

following exercises: 

Research under what circumstances the fokonolona of your village holds 

meetings. 

Go for a walk and take note of the community development projects 

achieved by the fokonolona. 

Design your own dinam-pokonolona
54 project for your home village. 

Observe a fokonolona meeting and write a report on what happen there.  

(Ramamonjisoa et al, 1969: p. 22) 

                                                 
54 Dinam-pokonolona: Locally (i.e. socially but not legally) binding rules and regulations established by the 
fokonolona. 
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Through simple, practical exercises such as these, teachers were provided guidelines to 

transition away from didactic teaching methods and toward greater use of experiential 

learning opportunities that empowered students as the architects of their own knowledge.  

Photographs and documentation such as photocopied images of a fokonolona charter or a 

Municipal Order were included to provide the basis for individual and group analysis and 

reflection.   

A primary school civic education text of the First Republic entitled Madagascar: 

Mon livret d’instruction civique
55

 utilized the same constructivist principles to introduce 

fifth graders to an overview of civics topics.  This textbook was divided into 31 units that 

painted a complete depiction of the State.  The workbook was designed to be retained by 

the students, who would complete the many open-ended questions within as they 

 
 

 
Figure 7.  The civics curriculum included a mock election in 5th grade 

 
 
constructed their understanding of civic concepts on the basis of personal experiences.  

The learner-centered nature of the book was made explicit in the instructions to the 

teacher on the first page: 

                                                 
55 Dubois, A. and Raveloarisoa, G.  (1969)  Madagascar: mon livre d’instruction civique.  Editions Fernand 
Nathan: Paris. 
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Students are invited to observe facts of social life in their own 

surroundings, seek out appropriate information on their own to answer 

questions posed in the lessons, conduct research and work in groups.  

(Dubois & Raveloarisoa, 1969, p. 1) 

The book was organized to develop students‟ understanding of their role as citizens 

beginning in the first unit with the student‟s own individual identity and its expression on 

a State identity card, and building from the origin of the self to contstruct a progressively 

more inclusive sense of citizenship through each institutional level within the State.  The 

next unit, for instance, characterizes the family as a miniature society and focuses on the 

rights and responsibilities of family members, as well as proper behavior and the 

consequences of improper behavior.  The unit after that expands on these themes of 

rights, responsibilities and behavioral norms within the school, again highlighting the 

social and political character of schools and classroom life.  As the units progress through 

each successively larger administrative unit from the fokonolona and the commune to the 

National Assembly and Presidency, student‟s democratic competencies are developed 

through such activities as holding a mock election in section five and critical discussion 

about tolerance and social responsibility (refer to Figure 7 above). 

 
 

Education in the Second Republic: 1975 – 1992 

 
 

Popular dissatisfaction with continued ties to France placed mounting public 

pressure on President Tsiranana, manifesting in student and peasant demonstrations and 

general unrest that prompted the president to hand power over to General Gabriel 

Ramanantsoa in 1972.  Ramanantsoa became Prime Minister and successfully lobbied for 

a national referendum to confer upon him the right to govern Madagascar without a 

parliament for a five-year period, desite Tsiranana‟s opposition to the plan.  The approval 

of the referendum lead Tsiranana to officially resign the presidency that same year, 

leaving Ramanantsoa at the head of government until a new constitution was approved in 

1975 when Colonel Ratsimandrava assumed power but was assassinated one month later.  

The National Assembly appointed Admiral Didier Ratsiraka to be his successor.  This 
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vote put an end to the political volatility and ushered in the Second Republic which was 

to last for nearly two decades.   

As head of state, Ratsiraka responded to popular demands for reduction of 

dependence upon France by declaring a new vision for Madagascar rooted in the 

Socialist-Nationalist policies he articulated in a charter entitled La Charte de la 

révolution socialiste malagasy
56 popularly referred to as the boky mena or „red book.‟  

This social and economic development strategy, voted into law in December 1975, was   

founded on the principles of democratization, decentralization and malgachization – a 

valorization of Malagasy language and traditional culture.  Major sectors of the economy 

were nationalized and the government borrowed heavily to finance their development.  In 

the education sector, much of this investment targeted the reform and expansion of 

training and capacity building for teachers and Ministry of Education personnel, the 

purchase of equipment for schools, training centers and Ministry of Education facilities, 

and the production of instructional materials. 

The boky mena and its adoption as the basis for policy reforms had immediate and 

drastic consequences for educators.  Almost overnight, the giant cadre of French citizens 

serving as teachers in public schools was ordered to return to Europe to be replaced by 

Malagasy nationals.  The lengthy teacher training programs of the First Republic created 

a personnel bottleneck and the content no longer corresponded with the new ideological 

orientation of the Ratsiraka regime.  These old models were unceremoniously abandoned.  

The immediate need for tens of thousands of teachers in schools around the country was 

met through the establishment of one Centre de formation pédagogique
57in each of the 

country‟s 31 CISCOs where a three-month accelerated training scheme was available to 

candidates having earned a CEPE.  Every young Malagasy citizen who successfully 

obtained a baccalaureat
58 was required upon graduation to complete two years of 

national service as a teacher in a public school.  Samuel Ranaivosan, Director of Basic 

Education in 1980, describes the training of teachers in this period in the following terms: 

                                                 
56 Charte de la révolution socialiste Malagasy: Charter of the Malagasy Socialist Revolution. 
57 Centre de formation pédagogique: Center for Pedagogical Training 
58 In French model school systems, the baccalaureat is the name of the high school leaving exam and the 
diploma received upon successfully passing it.  Both are often referred to colloquially as the BAC.   
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Implementing this basic education requires an entirely new type of 

teacher.  The objective is no longer to „train‟ teachers in the traditional 

sense of the term, in other words as agents tasked with transmitting 

information, but rather to give young male and female apprentices – in 

addition to the skills and materials necessary for the job – a new way of 

thinking, acting and feeling: in short, a system of behavior and concepts 

that allow them to intervene effectively and participate actively in the 

construction of a socialist society.59 

Teacher training encompassed socialist indoctrination, pedagogical training and 

habituation to a communal lifestyle.  In principle, the ideological training that teachers 

received was meant to „help trainees in their perception of social, economic and political 

problems in their region‟ although the lack of consistency in the effectiveness of this 

training was acknowledged by the Ministry of Education.  (Ranaivosan, 1980)  

Pedagogical training featured a blend of theory and practice and trainers were instructed 

to favor class discussion and research over traditional, lecture-style lessons.  The 

expression of the socialist ideology  in teacher training was most explicit in the 

egalitarian, democratic power structure of training institutes, where all individuals – 

whether trainees, directors, gardeners or night watchmen – were meant to participate as 

equal partners.   

 
 

Table 10.  Pre-service training for primary schools in the Second Republic 

Grades 

Taught 
Institution 

Prerequisite 

Education 
Length 

Degree 

Earned 

Primary 

(1-4) 

CFP (Centre de formation 

pédagogique)
60

 
BEPC or BAE

61
 

3 

months 
CEPE

62
 

Primary (1-

4) 

CFP (Centre de formation 

pédagogique) 
BEPC and CAE 5 weeks **

63
 

                                                 
59 Ranaivoson, S.  (1980)  La formation du personnel enseignant de l’éducation de base à Madagascar: 

Une étude de cas.  Quelques réflexions intéressantes à la programmation de l’assistance de l’UNICEF.  
UNICEF: Paris. 
60 Centre de formation pédagogique: Pedagogical Training Center 
61 Brevet d’agent d’exécution (BAE): Certificate for agents of implementation 
62 Certificat d’études primaires et élémentaires (CEPE): Certificate of primary and elementary studies 
63 Data not found. 
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The malgachization policies affected not only educational access and content, but 

quality and equity as well.  Standard Malagasy became the language of instruction for all 

students across the island, regardless of the dialect spoken in each region.  Because 

Standard Malagasy derives from the dialect spoken in the Highlands, many provincial 

teachers struggled to master the language and inspire student interest in its study (Sharp, 

2002).  As a consequence, these teachers would often rely on their own local dialect to 

teach the content of most subjects – an especially problematic tendency where teachers 

spoke a different dialect from the students at the school to which they had been assigned.   

Relatively little time was devoted to the subject of French, which was now 

relegated to the status of a purely academic foreign language.  The heavy emphasis on 

mastery of standard Malagasy and neglect of French had disproportionately negative 

consequences for children of poorer families who were more likely to enroll their 

children in the public system, while privileged families enrolled their children in French-

language immersion private schools or sent them abroad to study.  Education quality 

problems lead to extremely high rates of repetition and attrition in public primary schools 

that only worsened over the course of the 1980s.  Not only was the quality of education 

much better in private and foreign schools – particularly due to the improved training and 

qualification of teachers, availability of materials and smaller class sizes – but the bulk of 

the standard high school leaving exam continued to draw questions directly from the 

French-language original, rendering it incomprehensible to all but the most fluent 

bilingual students, which exacerbated educational rifts between elites and the masses. 

 
Civic Education in the Second Republic 

 
Civic education as an independent subject was eliminated in the Second Republic 

(I25, I28), but nationalism, Malagasy identity and a combination of traditional and 

Socialist moral values were promoted at all levels of schooling across subjects.  „During 

that period, certain political concepts came up in class, such as the proletariat, the 

working class … imperialism, capitalism and all that‟ recalls a teacher trainer in 

Mahajanga. (I34) „From the late seventies until 1991 [education] emphasized cooperation 

and productive activities,‟ adds her colleague.  „Students learned agricultural skills they 
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could use if they lived in the countryside.  At the same time, they set up cooperatives 

everywhere – socialist cooperatives like in the Soviet Union.  The Soviet education 

system was our model at that time – the Soviets and the Chinese.‟  (I33)  A report 

produced by the Ministry of Education in this period illustrates the hybridization of 

Socialist civic indoctrination and schooling as it declares: „We must … shape his 

personality, his sense of initiative, his critical thinking skills, his sense of responsibility, 

and in short make an exemplary citizen of him, aware of his responsibilities and rights in 

order to enable him to contribute to the construction and defense of the Socialist State in 

Madagascar.64 

The economic isolationism and reduction of trade relations with France would 

have been risky development strategies for post-colonial Madagascar at any time, but the 

effectiveness of malgachization was doubly challenged by global economic factors 

including the world-wide recession and the oil shortages and price shocks following the 

1973-74 OPEC oil embargo.  From 1972 to 1985, the economy of Madagascar rapidly 

deteriorated as currency depreciation and the exorbitant cost of imports prompted a rapid 

decline in living standards, particularly in the larger population centers (Mukonoweshuro, 

1990).  With each passing year, mounting evidence indicated the failure of not only 

Ratsiraka‟s economic policies, but his education policies as well: „[In schools] they were 

always talking about “how to live as a society” – Socialism is like that – so much that the 

academic side was neglected,‟ recalls a pedagogical counselor in Mahajanga. (I33)  

Gradually, malgachization fell out of favor with the public, and by the mid-1980s popular 

support for the ideology had reached such depths that French was reinstated as the 

language of instruction.   

However, by the time that malgachization was abandoned, the damage had 

already been done:  French language mastery had declined significantly among the 

general population, leaving fewer potential recruits to the teaching profession who were 

capable of using French as a language of instruction.  Madagascar continues to struggle 

to this day with a shortage of qualified French-speaking educators (Henneveld & Craig, 

                                                 
64 Ranaivoson, S. (1980) La formation du personnel enseignant de l’éducation de base à Madagascar: Une 

etude de cas. Quelques reflections intéressant la programmation de l‟assistance de l‟UNICEF.  Paris: 
UNICEF. 
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1995).  Adults who were educated in malgachization-era public schools often have a poor 

mastery of French, which has negatively affected their employment prospects; many of 

those who passed their BAC and began studies at the university, where French remained 

the language of instruction, struggled to comprehend the material and either dropped out 

or graduated with less than ideal mastery of the skills and knowledge their degree 

implied.  The Malagasy consider those schooled during the Second Republic to be 

members of the „Sacrificed Generation‟ in acknowledgment of the economic and 

educational price they paid as a result of Ratsiraka‟s failed political experiment (Sharp, 

2002).  The consequences of educational experimentation in this period extend well 

beyond issues of language:  far from developing the education sector over the two-decade 

period, the education policies of the Second Republic instead left a legacy of dilapidated 

infrastructure, deteriorated equipment, inadequate supplies, undertrained personnel and a 

persistent gap in educational access in rural areas.  The consequences of malgachization 

continue to reverberate throughout the education system and the national economy to the 

present time. 

 
 

 
Figure 8.  Students outside a rural school near Antsiranana 
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Education in the Third Republic: 1992 to the Present 

 
 

Blowback from the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 affected political 

systems across Africa, ushering in the multi-party democratic model of government and 

renewed economic and political ties to the West.  In Madagascar that year, anti-

government protests were violently repressed by the Ratsiraka regime, escalating tensions 

and ultimately forcing Ratsiraka to concede to a power-sharing arrangement with a key 

opposition leader, Professor Albert Zafy, in 1991.  Zafy was elected president in 1993 in 

Madagascar‟s first free and fair multiparty election, ushering the Third Republic.  The 

adoption of a new constitution enshrining a multi-party democratic system stirred popular 

hope for concrete political and economic change that international donors were eager to 

encourage.  

 
 
Table 11.  Development partners in Madagascar ranked by USD contributed65 

Rank Donor Development Sector 

1 World Bank 

Governance, institutional development, public finance, judicial 

reform, gemstone trade, health, environment, education, 

privatization, agriculture, food security, rural development and 

microcredit. 

2 European Union 
Public finance, judicial reform, environment, agriculture, rural 

development, food security and transportation infrastructure. 

3 United Nations 
Health, family planning, environment, rural development, food 

security and disaster mitigation. 

4 France 

Judicial reform, public finance, health, family planning, 

environment, rural development, food security, microcredit, 

agriculture and urban development. 

5 United States, Japan Health and behavior change. 

 
 
The optimism fueled by the end of the Cold War and the promise of a new 

millennium stirred the international community to throw its support behind lofty goals for 

Madagascar and other developing countries, such as poverty eradication, the end of Third 

World debt and universal education.  International cooperation to achieve these goals 

                                                 
65 (USAID, 2010)  
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(refer to Table 11 above) entailed greater efforts to coordinate activities among countries 

and intergovernmental organizations, resulting in a homogenization of standards and best 

practices.   

Throughout the Third Republic, education planning in Madagascar has reflected 

these universalized standards of the international community as Malagasy education 

planners strive to refashion the education system into one capable of assuming its vital 

role as a catalyst for social, political and economic development.  The World Bank, 

which has been and continues to be the primary donor for education projects in 

Madagascar has steadily increased the amount of funds channeled toward education 

projects there as the country has worked to democratize and comply with the Bank‟s 

conditionalities of greater transparency and accountability in governance.  Adoption of 

these conditions in the mid-nineties has resulted in steady growth in annual GDP, while 

providing the government with greater flexibility in the selection of educational 

investment priorities and allotment of Bank funds to them (refer to Table 12 below). 

Many international initiatives, accords, conventions and partnerships shape 

education in the Third Republic.  Among these, Education for All (EFA) is perhaps the 

most influential.  Launched in Jomtien, Thailand in 1990, EFA sets aggressive standards 

for quality and access across all levels and forms of education.66  Domestic and 

international NGOs, bilateral and multilateral partners, and local government collaborate 

to achieve these objectives with donors‟ financial support in the form of grants and loans.  

EFA fits into the broader global Millennium Development Goals (MDG) initiative 

adopted by the United Nations in September 2000 which aims to ensure, among other 

objectives, the provision of universal primary education for all children by 2015.67  In 

addition to its status as a beneficiary of aid ot achieve EFA, education in Madagascar has 

benefitted from the Fast Track Initiative (FTI), a World Bank-managed partnership 

between donor countries and committed developing countries to finance rapid progress 

                                                 
66 The EFA Goals include expansion of early childhood education, ensuring universal primary schooling by 
2015, ensuring availability to appropriate life-skills and vocational education for adults and out-of-school 
youth, improving adult literacy by 50% by 2015, achieving gender equity in education by 2015, and 
improving education quality for measurable improvement in learning outcomes (particularly in literacy, 
numeracy and life skills).  Source:  www.unesco.org/en/efa/ 
67 The Millennium Development Goals represent a global pact to achieve a minimum standard of human 
development for all people by 2015 within the larger goal of global poverty eradication. 

http://www.unesco.org/en/efa/
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toward achieving universal primary education, as well as grants through the Millennium 

Challenge Corporation (MCC), established in 2004 by the United States Government to  

 
 
Table 12.  Fifty years of World Bank education initiatives in Madagascar68 

 
 
 
finance development and poverty reduction on condition of good governance and 

transparency.  Despite the revitalization of global efforts in the 1990s to reverse the 

impoverishment of developing countries, positive results for Madagascar‟s education 

sector were slow to emerge due in no small part to continued political instability.  

                                                 
68 (World Bank, 2010) 

Years  Project Title and Objectives         Cost 

 

2008-2009 Madagascar Supplemental PRSC V Grant       $10 million 

  11% of total funds for school feeding programs. 

 

2006-2007 Third Poverty Reduction Support Credit       $40 million 

  15% of total funds for Education for All agenda. 

 

2004-2005 Poverty Reduction Support Credit        $125 million 

  28% of total funds for development and  

  implementation of Education for All agenda. 

 

1998-2005 Education Sector Development Project        $70 million 

  Improve access and quality at primary,  

  secondary and teriary levels, provide materials,  

  and strengthen capacity at Ministry. 

 

1990-1998  Education Sector Reinforcement Project              $55 million 

  Major reform of education sector to strengthen  

  administration and planning at Ministry and  

  improve quality and access at all levels. 

 

1976-1984  Education Project 02                                             $14 million 

  Capacity building and support for school  

  inspectorate, materials production and  

  provision of physical capital for selected centers. 

 

1967-1974  Education Project 01                                             $4.8 million 

  Expansion and relocation of technical institutes  

and teacher training institutes. 
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Although benefitting from overwhelming popular support in the 1993 presidential 

election, the Zafy administration was blighted by allegations of incompetence and 

corruption.  The public grew frustrated with Zafy‟s failure to produce the rapid pace of 

economic development and political reform promised during his campaign.  In 1996 the 

National Assembly voted to impeach Zafy and call for a new election that pitted Zafy 

against Ratsiraka.  The divided and disillusioned public narrowly elected Ratsiraka to the 

presidency on a platform of decentralization and economic liberalism.   

High inflation rates and a heavy debt service ratio impeded development, poverty 

reduction efforts remained sluggish, and evidence of gradual economic growth remained 

difficult to perceive, particularly in rural areas.  The education sector offers an illustrative 

example of the persistent development failures of the 1990s: despite significant grants 

and support from international partners, educational quality and access remained poor.  

Repetition and attrition rates in Madagascar remained among the highest in Africa and 

educational achievement on international standardized assessments remained far below 

acceptable levels.  As the 21st century drew near, it was evident that reversing the 

economic and educational decline of the nation would require a drastic change in 

development policy, one far more ambitious than those attempted by either Ratsiraka or 

Zafy over the previous three decades. 

 
 

Conclusion 

 
 
 Madagascar represents an intriguing case for the analysis of education policy 

reforms in Africa.  The island stands out among African nations as having possessed the 

most highly-evolved Western educational infrastructure in the pre-colonial era.  This was 

made possible in large part by the 19th century political (and to a lesser extent, cultural) 

hegemony of the Merina kingdom over nearly two dozen neighboring ethnic groups.  

Merina administration helped to forge a common Malagasy identity, rooted in shared 

language and culture, which facilitated the development of a sense of common national 

identity rooted in something deeper and more meaningful than the arbitrary creation of 

nation-states in the colonial period could ever achieve.  In this regard, Madagascar 
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distinguishes itself from its geopolitical cousins on the African mainland where 

topographical features often played a greater role than common language, religion, 

culture or pre-colonial political groupings in the assignment of what were eventually to 

become the borders of new African states. 

 Yet despite the unifying force of these unique factors, Madagascar today finds 

itself trapped with its African cousins in the same sinking ship of burgeoning foreign 

debt, ethnic fractiousness, political instability and stunted economic development.   The 

Coastal-Highland tensions that stemmed from unification of the island under Merina rule 

in the 19th century were further inflamed by preferential and discriminatory colonial 

policies and then ossified in the national arena in the form of ethnically-affiliated political 

parties.  Since independence, Madagascar has been hobbled by a pattern of authoritarian 

rule under the guise of democracy, punctuated by cyclical popular uprisings that change 

the leadership without ensuring the stable, accountable governance that the public 

demands.  As has been the case for so many of its neighbors on the mainland, the 

experience of self-governance in Madagascar is characterized by dalliances with 

socialism, failed attempts at self-sufficiency and isolationism, overreliance on outside 

aid, corruption, political and economic opacity and dysfunction.  The sense of 

sovereignty in African states such as Madagascar has furthermore been challenged by the 

demands and pressures of outside forces, whether they are foreign governments, 

international organizations like the IMF, global warming or free trade. 

 Throughout the tumultuous centuries of Madagascar‟s sociopolitical construction 

and reconstruction since Andrianampoinimerina initiated the long process of nation-

building in the late 18th century, education has reflected the aspirations for that nation 

among those in power.  As national aspirations transitioned from traditional notions of 

community to European standards of modernization, a post-colonial shift toward the 

Socialist alternative, or adherence to global standards of democracy and human rights, 

government in Madagascar has singled out schools as the vehicle for the propagation of 

messages about nation-building and good citizenship.  The Constitution of the Third 

Republic, adopted in 1992, marked the start of Madagascar‟s effort to conform to these 

newly globalized standards of good governance and acknowledged the role of the 

government in preparing the citizens to fulfill their social and political responsibilities 
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within a democracy, complete with the development of a democratic civic education 

curriculum at the secondary level.  But ten years after a transition to a multiparty 

democracy, popular understanding of this foreign political system remained weak.  

Schools had not yet managed to optimially fulfill their mandate to prepare citizens for 

their role in a democratic society.  At the twilight of the 20th century, the urgent challenge 

of developing educated and engaged democratic Malagasy citizens remained unmet. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

 

EDUCATION AND THE RAVALOMANANA ADMINISTRATION: 

 

SCHOOLING FOR DEMOCRACY? 

 

 

 
  

In 2002, a new president had the opportunity to confront the challenge of 

preparing Malagasy citizens for active and informed participation in the democratic life 

of their nation.  Marc Ravalomanana, mayor of Antananarivo for two years prior to his 

election to the presidency, was a self-made millionaire who had risen to prominence by 

establishing the highly successful Tiko dairy company.  Ravalomanana promised to 

stimulate rapid development in Madagascar by applying his business savvy to reform the 

economy and entice foreign investors and trading partners.   

Promises of economic reform won Ravalomanana more votes than the Ratsiraka 

in the December 2001 election.  However, the Haute Cour Constitutionnelle
69 (HCC) 

claimed that Ravalomanana had failed to win an absolute majority of the votes, 

necessitating a runoff – a claim that Ravalomanana rejected.  Declaring himself president, 

Ravalomanana and his supporters occupied ministry offices in early 2002 and proceded 

to form their government.  Meanwhile, Ratsiraka and his supporters established a second 

capital in the eastern port city of Tamatave and attempted to incite provincial mayors to 

secede from the State and rally behind him.  A political standoff ensued for seven 

months, punctuated with sporadic bouts of muted violence and acts of terrorism70, even 

after a ballot recount appeared to support Ravalomanana‟s assertion that he had in fact 

won by an absolute majority.  When this declaration was confirmed by international 

observers, Ratsiraka and his family retreated to France in exile.  Political conflicts within 

Madagascar subsided shortly thereafter, and Ravalomanana was recognized by the 

                                                 
69 Haute Cour Constitutionnelle: High Constitutional Court  
70 Pro-Ratsiraka mercenaries utilized a siege strategy to force Ravalomanana to concede defeat by setting 
up armed roadblocks and detonating explosives under bridges to cut off the capitol‟s supply of basic 
provisions such as oil and petrol. 
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African Union following parliamentary elections in 2002 that demonstrated significant 

popular support for the president‟s Tiako-i-Madagasikara
71 (TIM) party. 

Reforms undertaken by Ravalomanana demonstrated an aggressive approach to 

development.  Under his administration, Madagascar experienced the greatest increase in 

economic freedom among all nations in 2004 and was the first awarded a grant by the 

Bush administration‟s Millennium Challenge Corporation.  These grant funds were 

applied toward the development of land tenure policies to enable peasants to tap home 

equity to grow their income-earning activities (MCA, 2005).  Infrastructure developed 

rapidly: national routes and main roads that had fallen into disrepair across the country 

were repaved and maintained, and new roads were constructed to provide remote 

agricultural villages with means to transport their goods for sale to local urban centers.  

Transparency and anti-corruption measures became a top priority (Marcus & 

Razafindrakoto, 2003) as demonstrated by the establishment of the independent anti-

corruption bureau known as BIANCO, widespread judicial reforms, and new procedures 

such as requiring civil servants to wear photographic name badges to aid in identifying 

those who abuse their position.  The administration prioritized ecotourism, as articulated 

in the „Madagascar Naturally‟ development roadmap, as well as the conservation of 

Madagascar‟s natural resources and biodiversity by decreeing a 300% increase in 

protected parkland (Norris, 2006).  Legal and economic reforms facilitated foreign direct 

investment and Ravalomanana actively expanded the range of development partner 

countries, working to secure Madagascar a place in the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC) regional trade partnership and earning Madagascar‟s inclusion in 

the U.S. African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA), a bilateral trade agreement that 

ensures preferential pricing and quotas for the American import of Malagasy textiles. 

 
 

Education Reforms 

 
 

The education sector factored among those that benefitted most significantly from 

reform under the Ravalomanana administration.  The 2003/04 school year witnessed the 

elimination of public primary school fees and the distribution of „school kits‟ –  
                                                 
71 Tiako-i-Madagasikara (TIM): I Love Madagascar. 
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Figure 9.  Ravalomanana expanded educational access in his first term 

 
 

backpacks containing notebooks, pencils and other basic supplies – to every primary 

school student (MINESEB, 2003a).  Consequently, primary school enrollment rates 

jumped from 67% in 2001 to 97% in 2005 (World Bank, 2005).  In order to 

accommodate the surge in primary enrollment, the current administration looked to 

parent associations (FRAM72) to recruit untrained teachers from among the more 

educated members of the community, particularly in rural areas; the number of FRAM 

teachers subsequently rose from 8,300 in 2003 to 17,620 in 2004 (ibid).  In addition to 

the Ravalomanana administration‟s commitment to training and subsidizing the salaries 

of 2000 additional FRAM teachers per year, an additional 1,700 teachers possessing a 

BAC (high school leaving certificate) were recruited and trained annually to meet the 

needs of secondary schools (MINESEB, 2003a).   

                                                 
72 Fikambanan‟ny Ray Aman-drenin‟ny Mpianatra (FRAM): Association of Students‟ Parents. 
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Concurrent with the increase in teacher recruitment and training, the 

Ravalomanana administration undertook the construction of more and better schools and 

classrooms.  The government prioritized the improvement of educational infrastructure, 

pledging the rehabilitation of 1,500 primary classrooms and the construction of 2,300 

new primary classrooms annually.  These figures were forecasted to climb even higher 

with the projected implementation of a plan to extend mandatory primary education to 

include the 6th and 7th grades (ibid). At these two grades, teachers (known as enseignants 

semi-specialisés
73 or ESS) would specialize in either literary or science/mathematics 

content and would follow the corresponding concentration in their pre-service training.  

At the time of data collection for this project in 2008, the first ESS cohort was being 

trained at CRINFPs across the country.   

The Ravalomanana administration‟s education reforms have targeted not only 

educational access but education quality as well.  Participatory, learner-centered 

methodology has been promoted at the primary level through a teacher training 

curriculum revised in 2004 that stresses the importance of using a variety of teaching 

methods such as group and self-directed work to build skills in critical thinking, creativity 

and cooperation (MINESEB, 2005).  The adoption of the learner-centered APC 

framework for all Malagasy public and private primary schools in the 2005/06 academic 

year (Rajonhson et al., 2005) further cemented these changes in teachers‟ daily practice 

through a pedagogical structure that systematically incorporated group work and 

proposed learner-centered activities in teachers‟ workbooks for the development of 

critical thinking skills.  Under APC, the school year is divided into approximately seven 

semesters, each composed of three periods.  The first period, période d’apprentissage 

ponctuelle, lasts five weeks and allows teachers the freedom to apply any and all learner-

centered methods to teach key learning objectives to the students.  This is followed by the 

période d’intégration, typically lasting two to three weeks, wherein students complete 

activities that lead them to solve „problem situations‟ in special workbooks designed by 

the Ministry of Education that include homework exercises to strengthen students‟ grasp 

of the material.  In this way, students are lead to apply their knowledge in a „real world‟ 

context, transferring the knowledge from the theoretical to the applied.  Teachers correct 

                                                 
73 ESS: Semi-specialized teachers. 
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these exercises from their manual and assess students using a test in the période 

d’évaluation that follows.74  (I34)  Activities promoted within the APC framework 

include analysis of a text, fact, object or situation; role playing; debate; writing and field 

trips. (I51)  At the time of data collection for this project in 2008, a new educational 

strategy termed approche par situation75 (APS) was being adapted to the Malagasy 

context by a team from a Canadian university with plans to pilot test the curriculum in 

2009 and oversee its adoption at the national level over the course of the next few years.  

This approach was meant to build on the learner-centered pedagogy of APC while further 

streamlining the curriculum by combining content into multi-disciplinary subject areas. 

 
 

Civic Education for a Democratic Madagascar 

 
  

Extending education reforms to the area of civic education was a challenging 

prospect for the new Ravalomanana administration.  Alfter the elimination of traditional 

civic education in the Second Republic, the subject had been reintroduced as a stand-

alone subject in secondary schools under Zafy.  A social studies teacher trainer recalls: 

[Civic education] wasn‟t reintroduced until 1992 following the events 

[leading to the first democratic election].  These kinds of events... had 

already happened before.  In 1972, people destroyed public property and 

burned down buildings because there were political uprisings and that 

started again in 1991.  They analyzed it and concluded that the destruction 

was due to a lack of civic education.  The people thought public goods 

belonged to the politicians they hated so much, but it‟s always the tax 

payers who pay to fix the damages afterwards. We‟re beginning to 

recognize the value of civic education.  (I25)  

While a far cry from the socialist-nationalist propaganda of the Second Republic, the new 

civics curriculum offered only rudimentary exposure to the ideas and experiences that 

could prepare young people to become informed and engaged citizens in democratic 

Madagascar, and it had evolved very little since the optimism and democratic fervor of 

                                                 
 
75 APS: Situation-based approach. 
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the early nineties first spread across the island.  By the dawn of the 21st century, Zafy‟s 

civic education initiative had produced negligible effects in terms of developing students‟ 

political knowledge, skills and attitudes (Ravalitera, 2003/9/3).  Nearly twenty years of 

undemocratic rule in the Second Republic‟s  „Democratic Republic of Madagascar,‟ post-

colonial dependence and sixty years of colonial rule had left generations of Malagasy 

without a clear understanding of democracy that Zafy‟s limited civic education initiative 

had been unable to redress.   

The extent of the challenges faced are highlighted by a 2000 survey of 1,550 

citizens across Madagascar conducted by the Malagasy electoral watchdog group Comité 

national d'observation des élections (CNOE) (KMF/CNOE, 2000).  The study, which 

examined democratic beliefs and practices, found that many Malagasy distrusted or even 

feared acts of democratic participation such as voting and therefore participated 

unenthusiastically if at all – a phenomenon that was previously identified and explored by 

ethnologist Jennifer Cole (1998) among the Betsimitsaraka ethnic group.  More voters 

reported selecting a candidate based on personality than on platform when casting their 

ballot and less than fifty percent of respondents believed that the political system of 

Madagascar was democratic (KMF/CNOE, 2000).  Significantly, education was the most 

commonly suggested recourse to combat the degradation of democracy in Madagascar.  

Despite possessing somewhat weak recognition of the features of a democracy (refer to 

Figure 10 below) – a finding confirmed independently by Marcus, Mease and 

Ottermoeller (2001)76 – a large majority of survey participants indicated intense 

 
 
 

 

  

 

 

Figure 10.  Excerpt from outcomes of the CNOE survey (2000) 

                                                 
76 The analysis by Marcus, Mease and Ottemoeller (2001) also demonstrates only marginally higher 
understanding in the state of Florida (for further discussion on the universality of superficial civic 
knowledge see Torney-Purta et al, 2001). 

What are the features of a democracy? 
 

67%   Freedom of speech, thought, assembly etc 
36%  Power of the people 
12%   Acceptance of diversity 
7%   Justly elected leaders 
2%   Political accountability 
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intolerance of undemocratic leaders and overwhelming consensus that politicians who 

abuse their privileges ought to be removed from power (ibid).  The CNOE contends that 

the poll responses reveal a lack of cynicism or disillusionment regarding the concept of 

democracy itself, in spite of Madagascar‟s recent political history.  

Filling these gaps in citizens‟ democratic knowledge, attitudes and skills across all 

sectors of society formed a central component of the Ravalomanana administration‟s 

education policy reforms (MINESEB, 2003c).  To this end, the administration extended 

the formal civic education curriculum at the primary level, sought to revise the 

curriculum at the lower secondary level77, and established the Direction (later, Office) de 

l’Education de Masse et de Civisme (OEMC), a department within the Ministère de 

l’Enseignement Secondaire et de l’Education de Base78 (MINESEB) created in 2003 and 

delegated the task of „Raising awareness… of civic responsibilities in order to secure 

democratic governance‟ (MINESEB, 2003b).The importance accorded to these activities 

by the Ravalomanana administration was expressed in 2002 by then-Minister of 

Education, Mr. Hajanirina Razafinjatovo, who declared civic education non-dissociable 

from school success and sustainable development (Ravalitera, 2003b).  According to an 

OEMC representative interviewed in Mahajanga, the civic education policies developed 

and implemented under Ravalomanana demonstrate that „The … administration [was] 

trying to make up for what happened [in the past].‟ (I28)   

The translation of policy to practice is commonly fraught with challenges.  In 

developing countries, the implementation of education policy reform faces particular 

obstacles on the demand and supply sides alike: lack of available funds can hinder State 

efforts to circumvent long-standing barriers to the mobilization of physical, intellectual 

and cultural capital while demotivating and disincentivizing the engagement of the 

                                                 
77 In partnership with local and international NGO and donor partners, a reformed middle school civics 
program, termed M3/Ainga,  was tested on 45,000 students from May 2002 to December 2004.  The 
program was based on experiential learning: specialized, student-centered textbooks were developedand 
teachers received in-depth training in active methods for teaching democratic competencies.  Deemed 
sufficiently successful to merit dissemination of its methods and materials to all middle schools in 
Madagascar following the pilot phase (PACT, 2005), financial constraints have  nonetheless indefinitely 
postponed the implementation of this plan.   
78 Ministère de l’Enseignement Secondaire et de l’Education de Base (MINESEB): Ministry of Secondary 
Schooling and Basic Education. 
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stakeholders vital to the success of the effort.  In the section that follows, the objectives 

and implementation of selected education reform policies are examined in the broader 

context of ongoing development and democratization efforts to contextualize the civic 

educator role and activity of teachers that will be explored in later chapters. 

 
Office de l’Education de Masse et du Civisme (OEMC) 

 
The establishment of an entity tasked with educating all citizens about democracy 

represents an unprecedented initiative in the history of civic education in Madagascar.  

The purpose and structure of the Office de l’Education de Masse et de Civisme (OEMC) 

as defined in 2002 was meant to coordinate national and local civic education efforts and 

satisfy the previously overlooked need to ensure civic education for the millions of 

Malagasy adults and out-of-school youth who had never received instruction about 

democratic governance and engagement in the Malgachization period or who had not 

benefitted from such lessons at the secondary level in the 1990s.  In short, the vast 

majority of Malagasy citizens, excluding the lucky few who may have studied democracy 

and government at secondary or tertiary levels since 1972 or who had received the bulk 

of their education during the First Republic, had never had any opportunity to learn about 

the function of their democratic government or the rights and responsibilities of a citizen 

within it.  It is the function of the OEMC to fill this educational gap and to this end a 

decentralized and highly autonomous structure was established that placed one OEMC 

representative in the offices of each of 118 Circonscriptions scolaires
79 (CISCO) and 22 

Directions régionales de l’éducation nationale
80 (DREN) across the country.   

The language in education policy documents issued by the Ravalomanana 

administration consistently indicates a commitment to education for democratic 

citizenship.  The articles of the 2004 legislation providing the legal framework for 

national education reforms81 paint a picture of a cohesive, research-based strategy rooted 

                                                 
79 CISCO: School district 
80 DREN: Regional Bureau (Direction) of National Education.  In 2006, the DREN replaced the educational 
administrative unit DIRESEB (Direction de l‟enseignement secondaire et éducation de base) – Regional 
Bureau of Secondary and Basic Education. 
81 Government of Madagascar. (2004). Portant orientation générale du Système d’Education, 
d’Enseignement et de Formation à Madagascar. Loi N° 2004-004. 
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in international standards of education quality and good practice in democratic civic 

education: 

Title 1, Section 1, Article 3.  The State is committed to installing a system 

of education, teaching and training capable of ensuring the intellectual, 

physical, moral, civic and artistic development of each individual.  

Title 1, Section 1, Article 4.  Malagasy education, teaching and training 

must prepare the individual to actively engage in the social, economic and 

cultural development of the country. 

Title 2, Chapter 2, Article 27. Nonformal education includes […] 

education for citizenship and civic-mindedness. 

Title 2, Chapter 2, Article 36. Education for citizenship and civism 

includes patriotic and citizen education, education into family and 

community life, education for development and environmental protection, 

education for hygiene and family/community health, particularly including 

HIV/AIDS education. 

Title 2, Chapter 2, Article 37. The objectives of education for citizenship 

and civic-mindedness include: informing and training every citizen 

regarding his rights and responsibilities as the member of a family, village, 

neighborhood, territorial collective or nation; developing their conscience 

and respect for human rights and freedoms, the practice of democracy and 

pride in national identity; teaching citizens to protect and grow our natural 

environment as well as our national heritage, whether material or 

intangible; and to complete and utilize his skills and abilities in order to be 

a polit, honest, enlightened, active and responsible citizen.  Education for 

citizenship and civic-mindedness is meant for people of all ages.  The 

OEMC will spearhead this initiative. 

Although the education reform legislation does not provide an equivalent description of 

citizenship and civic education objectives within the rubric of formal education 

initiatives, a document82 proposing the creation of the OEMC identifies school-based 

                                                 
82 Ministère de l‟Education Secondaire et l‟Education de Base. (2003c). Présentation générale de l’Office 
de l’Education de Masse et du Civisme. Antananarivo: Malagasy Government Printing Office. 
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interventions as the principal locus of its civic education activities.  It furthermore 

contextualizes this reinvigorated drive for civic education, describing it as a consequence 

of the „significant increase in demand for civic and civic education, particularly following 

the turmoil that shook Madagascar [in 2002]‟83 and underscores the need to educate 

citizens about „the rules of a democratic society – which they will respect once they have 

fully understood the meaning of them.‟   

Provisions are included in the OEMC proposal document to ensure the 

coordination of civic education objectives across formal and nonformal educational 

avenues, including such objectives84 as „raising awareness and educating teachers, 

parents and education partners about citizenship and civic-mindedness to support the 

entrenchment of democratic governance and rule of law within the broader objective of 

sustainable development‟ and „reinvigorating, improving and expanding education for 

citizenship and civic-mindedness through pre- and in-service teacher training and in 

curriculum at primary, secondary and technical schools.‟ These objectives are intended to 

be met through strategies85 such as „passing from theory to practice and from knowledge 

to skills‟ and „training teams of trainers and provincial specialists in education for 

citizenship and civic-mindedness.‟ The OEMC has been assigned a key responsibility in 

the coordination of both formal and nonformal civic education activities.  The 

development and evolution of the formal curriculum, discussed later in this chapter, is 

primarily handled by key staff members in collaboration with national and international 

education partners in Antananarivo.  By contrast, OEMC activities overseen by staff at 

local-level DIRESEB and CISCO offices tend to be restricted to the implementation of 

nonformal educational activities within the general guidelines and program 

themesestablished by the central OEMC office in Antananarivo. 

                                                 
83 The document references the destructive political crisis that persisted for seven months following the 
disputed presidential elections of December 2001. 
84 Other OEMC objectives include instilling patriotism, strengthening moral and cultural values, fighting 
ignorance and corruption, educating parents about the need for their children to complete school, keeping 
girls enrolled, providing pedagogical materials to teachers, creating civic education events and offering 
particular civic education to government employees and political party members. 
85 Other OEMC strategies include expanding public awareness campaigns, partnering with media, 
coordinating with government ministries and civil society stakeholders, developing and implementing a 
national action plan in cooperation with donors, conducting research to identify key obstacles and effective 
solutions, publication and dissemination of research findings and the creation of educational events.  
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In accordance with its civic education mandate, representatives are charged with 

informing and educating the public about democratic and political development issues 

while strengthening popular understanding of civic rights and responsibilities as well as 

the citizen‟s role in preserving and advancing the health and integrity of the State.  In 

reality, however, variations in the socio-political and financial constraints of each 

regional OEMC office and the motivation of local representatives produce a high degree 

of variability and nonconformity in terms of activity frequency, scope and orientation 

from one bureau to another.  „We are responsible for educating about democracy, but I 

haven‟t gotten into the technical details when raising awareness about democracy – I just 

haven‟t done it,‟ an OEMC representative reflects as we sit in his breezy office in 

Mahajanga.  „But I do get into politics when there are campaigns.  That‟s when we 

explain what democracy is, why it‟s important and how democracy in Madagascar has 

deteriorated.  For example, people should be able to express their opinions anytime but 

the current administration is somewhat fascist so we can‟t do that.  What we do is we 

gather people in villages and I explain my views on democracy to them, and they take 

from it what they want.‟  (I28)  In the central Highlands, an OEMC representative has 

negotiated to obtain permission for a regular radio broadcast to reach the largest number 

of people in rural areas:  

When I work, I follow the program that I receive from Antananarivo and I 

broadcast the content on the radio.  I complete a form like this one for 

each radio broadcast so anybody else can stand in for me if I‟m not there.  

I do the radio every Wednesday evening, and on Thursdays and Sundays.  

The program is for 20 or 30 minutes at most.  Sometimes we go to the 

countryside and interview people there about why there isn‟t any 

fihavanana anymore, why they go to court when someone steals from 

them rather than resolving it themselves, and they explain.  That way you 

can get a really clear explanation.  Then I share it on the radio so everyone 

can hear.  For example, on the topic of drugs, I‟ll ask one or two judges to 

come and we discuss it live on the radio – I ask questions and they explain 

and then they offer their conclusions.  I‟ll do the same thing with police 

commissioners too.  When I ask about things like the fihavanana, I go into 
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the countryside and interview two or three elders and offer my own 

opinion, and they‟ll disagree and give their own views.  Then I put it on 

the radio. (I4) 

For other OEMC representatives who have not been able to obtain access to a media 

outlet free of charge, civic education can take more modest and indirect forms, as in the 

case of a second representative in Mahajanga.  „Recently, I‟ve been trying to raise 

people‟s awareness through media – through television – but we don‟t have enough 

money to do it every week,‟ he explains  „So we do one hour of civic education per week 

for children, where we bring them to the soccer field to play sports.  [Sports] are a sort of 

[civic education] methodology – you have to teach children about their responsibility to 

each other first.  The person who is designated team captain must be respected, and they 

have to learn to respect their classmates and members of the opposing team and kids who 

are bigger or smaller… it‟s that kind of thing.‟ (I29) 

The offices of OEMC representatives may be located quite near to one another as 

the distance between CISCO and DREN buildings is typically walkable and more than 

one CISCO office may be housed within the same structure.  Despite this proximity, none 

of the OEMC representatives interviewed ever described partnering with their colleagues 

to coordinate activities.  „We talked about it but we don‟t really have the time to work 

together,‟ explains an OEMC representative in Mahajanga.  (I28)  „So far we haven‟t 

[collaborated] because the OEMC is a Ministerial organization, so things haven‟t been 

organized that way yet,‟ his colleague confirms.  „I only personally know two other 

OEMC representatives – one at the other CISCO and one at the level of the DIRESEB, 

the branch office of the Ministry of Education for this region.  But in total there are 22 

people at the DIRESEB level nationally, and 121 people all together. There are a lot of us 

but the organizational structure is not very clear and that causes problems.‟  (I29)86 

While OEMC representatives are appointed at the level of the Ministry of 

Education (refer to Figure 11 below), candidates may be nominated by the CISCO or 

DREN chief whose criteria for selection may bear little reflection on a candidate‟s 

qualifications for the job.  Due to the prestige associated with a high-level appointed  

                                                 
86 The acronym DREN (Direction regionale de l’éducation nationale) replaced the DIRESEB (Direction de 

l’enseignement secondaire et l’éducation de base) in 2006.  The OEMC representative uses the old term 
here. 
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Figure 11.  The Ministry of Secondary and Basic Education (MINESEB) 

 
 
position such as this, appointees are often ambitious and highly mobile and may see the 

position as a temporary stepping stone to something better.  In Toliara, an OEMC 

representative with a limited background in education explains how his aspirations to a 

political career played a role in his assignment to the position: 

I: Would you say you‟re truly interested in civic-mindedness and 

democracy? Would you want to participate in, say, the training of teachers 

for civic education? Do you feel you could contribute to such activities, or 

do you feel it would be better suited to someone who is more of a 

specialist? 

R: I‟m very interested in it – especially democracy – because I am a 

politician. [Laugh] 

I: Is that why you were given this job? 

R: Yes. [Laugh]  The CISCO director nominated me. 

I: Is he aware of your political aspirations? 
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R: Yes, he‟s quite well aware of them. (I28) 

The promotion of personnel within the Ministry of Education network can often translate 

to inexperience on the part of the individual occupying the OEMC representative post.  

„I‟ve been here in Mahajanga since 2003 and I‟ve had this position for a year,‟ an OEMC 

representative recounts.  „Before, I was working on an education program development 

team as a statistician. But because there was nobody else to fill this position, they asked 

me to take it when the person who used to do it became seriously ill.‟  (I28)   However, 

funding shortages may impede the hiring of new staff when others are promoted, leaving 

the OEMC responsibilities to be handled by existing staff with competing demands on 

their time.  „I have other responsibilities here as a pedagogical counselor.  It‟s too much 

and I‟m too busy,‟ laments a pedagogical counselor who was given the added 

responsibility of OEMC representative in Ambanja after the original representative 

changed jobs.  „I don‟t have anyone to help me and we‟re desperately waiting for 

someone to be assigned here so I can give them the program, let them take over and get 

them to do radio broadcasts or a campaign to raise public awareness in the countryside.‟ 

(I4) 

As MINESEB employees, OEMC representatives receive a regular salary to carry 

out their duties.  However, budget limitations impose communication barriers and impede 

the acquisition or utilization of materials required to achieve their mandate.  „There are so 

many things I would do here at this CISCO but unfortunately we don‟t have the money to 

go into the countryside or do anything,‟ declares an OEMC representative in Mahajanga. 

(I28)  His colleague in Ambositra relates similar frustration with lack of funds, stating 

„The problem is the OEMC representative can‟t leave his office because there is no 

money. The radio is the only means I have to reach people.‟ (I12)  A number of the 

interviewed OEMC representatives reported never having received the brochures, 

manuals and other printed resources that the central office in Antananarivo develops, 

while others claim not to have even received the annual program itself, as in the case of 

this representative in Mahajanga:   

R: I should be doing radio broadcasts but I haven‟t done them yet.  That‟s 

one of the responsibilities of the job that I‟m not doing.  We‟re afraid to do 

radio broadcasts because we‟re supposed to have a lesson to deliver and I 
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don‟t have a single document.  I have nothing to work with.  The last time 

we received weekly materials from Antananarivo was the month of 

February87.  They were supposed to be sent here by mail.  

I: It may be a postal problem because they‟re getting the materials in 

Ambositra. 

R: Ambositra is closer to Antananarivo. 

I: Can they send it to you by email? 

R: We do have internet, but I don‟t know how to use it. [Laugh] (I28)  

Written requests soliciting the main office for support, guidance and additional funds or 

materials have gone unanswered:   

R: Once a year, they do ask me for a list of the things I‟ve accomplished 

since coming here.  

I: When you send in the list, can you also let them know the things you 

need?  

R: I‟ve asked before but never gotten a response. [Laugh]… We need 

documents about democracy and civic-mindedness… but so far we 

haven‟t received any.  I also want training and I‟m waiting impatiently for 

it because I should be trained about civic-mindedness and democracy in 

order to teach others about it. 

I: They haven‟t offered you training yet? 

R: No. It‟s been several years now.  (I28) 

Feedback on the periodic OEMC administrative reports is rare to nonexistent, 

contributing to a sense of discouragement and perception of neglect among OEMC 

representatives which can demotivate them to fulfill the requirements of their role.  „We 

aren‟t under pressure to do much, so some just let it slide or do it when they feel like it or 

if an opportunity arises,‟ admits an OEMC representative in Ambanja.  „But I do radio 

broadcasts, which is good because it‟s free.  Sometimes if I can find money I‟ll go out 

into the countryside… but people in distant villages really won‟t have an opportunity to 

be exposed to the activities of the OEMC.‟  He goes on to explain: 

                                                 
87 This interview took place in October, so this OEMC representative had last received materials eight 
months prior. 
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It‟s really about a lack of materials – audio recorders, cameras for photos 

or videos… If I had those and a little bicycle, then we could really do 

something! But we have nothing here. There‟s just the program itself, and 

little brochures and sheets of paper like this one, and we are allowed to 

photocopy them but we don‟t have the money.  I‟ve been doing this for 

five years and so far there has been no help offered at all, whether from 

the State, the OEMC, the CISCO… just moral support, and the CISCO 

director joined me on the radio once for our program on delinquent youth.  

What we really have to do is establish an independent association and look 

for outside partners to do projects that can be presented to donors.  That 

way we could actually accomplish something, maybe about AIDS and all 

that – we have to do the same thing [associations do].  I‟m planning on 

giving it a try. (I4) 

In addition to the obstacles related to material and human resources, the activities 

of the OEMC are challenged by an undercurrent of tension that affects all activities of a 

political nature in Madagascar. Like all citizens, and other government employees in 

particular, OEMC representatives are aware of the overt and implied pressures to refrain 

from rocking the political boat or speaking truth to power regardless of how flagrant they 

perceive the abuses of power to be.  Some choose to disregard this pressure and broach 

sensitive topics with greater or lesser degrees of tact and caution.  „Because I understand 

the importance of politics, I always try to talk about it on the radio,‟ explains an OEMC 

representative in Ambositra.  „I don‟t accept not talking about politics.  I always talk 

about it so people can understand it a little better… I don‟t get into it deeply, though, in 

order to avoid feeding other people to the lions, so to speak.‟ (I12)  Others may choose to 

skirt danger by avoiding the discussion of political topics in their OEMC role, as the 

following conversation with an Ambanja-based OEMC representative revealed: 

R: I already have [a replacement] in mind [for when I leave].  She‟s a very 

dynamic lady. 

I: Is it hard to know whether someone is really motivated and qualified to 

do this kind of work?  
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R: That comes out of daily conversations with people.  For example, so-

and-so doesn‟t talk about politics, so-and-so talks about the state of civic-

mindedness in the country today or in a particular village.  That means the 

person is motivated.  

I: So you‟re saying this woman doesn‟t talk about politics... 

R: No, that‟s forbidden.  It‟s not allowed to talk about politics when 

you‟re talking about civic-mindedness.   

I: It‟s „not allowed‟?  

R: Well, it‟s not forbidden but people don‟t listen to you anymore.  This is 

one of the big problems related to civic-mindedness.  It‟s parallel to 

politics, and even if you‟re adhering to the program and you talk about 

politics then political party members think you‟re trying to get yourself 

elected mayor or something... you see?  And then they start harassing you.  

So you shouldn‟t talk about politics.   

I: But what does it mean to you when I say the word „politics‟? 

R: There‟s politics and then there‟s politics.  In one sense…politics are 

how we advance.  When we talk about strategies, methods, approaches, all 

of that is politics.  But then the other kind of politics – you mustn‟t talk 

about that.  (I4) 

As a consequence of these concerns, OEMC representatives often orient nonformal 

educational activities toward the less sensitive, apolitical themes such as hygiene, 

environmental protection and the protection of traditional social norms much in the same 

way as primary teachers do when implementing the formal civic education curriculum. 

The regional activities and mission of the OEMC as defined in early policy 

documents have become diluted by political pressure and stymied by logistical and 

organizational challenges.  Adequate material and financial support to regional OEMC 

representatives‟ activities may only come once every few years when the central office 

launches a high-visibility regional campaign such as the $348,000 multi-region human 

rights education project entitled „Promotion of culture and protection of human rights in 

schools88‟ funded by the United Nations Democracy Fund (UNDEF), or the 

                                                 
88 Promotion de la culture et de la défense des droits de l’homme à l’école 
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Ambassadors‟ Girls Scholarship Program, which features a civic education component 

and is implemented in dozens of schools through a partnership between the OEMC and 

local NGO PACT with funding from USAID.  The OEMC central office is continually 

occupied by the planning or implementation of numerous civics-related, donor-funded 

projects and initiatives at any given time; In the meantime, the regional offices languish 

without sufficient materials, guidance or support to fulfill their mandate, fomenting a 

sense of cynicism about the sincerity of the Ravalomanana administration‟s commitment 

to wide scale democratization and civic education: 

Ministers in Africa like to talk a lot. Here, they really started talking after 

the events of 2001… It was from that point on that we saw a lot of 

changes because the previous president, Ratsiraka, was in power for 30 

years and he never had any intention of changing anything, particularly as 

far as people‟s [political] behavior was concerned. After 2001, the 

Minister apparently believed that democracy had entirely vanished, so 

they‟re trying to restore democracy through the schools by creating a 

subject for teaching civic-mindedness and preparing responsible citizens 

and all that blah-blah, and that‟s that!  They created an office responsible 

for everything, the OEMC in the Ministry of Education. What exactly this 

organization really does is still pretty unclear to me.  They asked us to 

introduce students to this concept of civic-mindedness and democracy 

starting with primary schools so students can understand it, but they 

haven‟t really managed to pull it together yet.  Everything is written up in 

pamphlets and books, but all of that is still locked up in district libraries so 

it‟s not being used and teachers can‟t take advantage of it. (I10) 

The OEMC clearly has been given a mandate to oversee a complete, multi-pronged 

strategy for democratic civic education at all levels of society, and the central office 

remains continually engaged in the effort to achieve its organizational objectives.  

However, significant impediments continue to negatively impact the effectiveness– 

particularly in regards to its decentralized activities at the local level – leaving a 

persistent gap in civic knowledge that urgently needs to be redressed. 
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Formal Civic Education in Public Primary Schools 

 
The nonformal civic education activities of the OEMC are complemented by its 

coordination of  the Ravalomanana administration‟s initiative to strengthen and expand 

the formal civics curriculum in public schools.  At the twilight of Ratsiraka‟s mandate in 

2001, nearly 40% of children of primary school-going age were not attending school and 

fewer than half of those who completed fifth grade would eventually go on to graduate 

from middle school (UNESCO, 2009)  Because the civics curriculum introduced under 

Zafy targeted the few students fortunate enough to attend secondary school, the number 

of future citizens who would ever have the opportunity to be exposed to civic education 

content was very limited indeed.  For this reason, Ravalomanana coupled improvements 

to primary schooling access and quality with the modernization and expansion of civic 

education curriculum at the primary level. 

At the time of writing, civic education is concentrated in the subject termed 

Fanabeazana sy fampivelarana ny maha olo-mendrika (FFMOM),89 with additional civic 

content integrated into the subjects entitled Tantara sy fahaizana miaina (TFM)90 and 

Fanazarana hiteny.
91(I12)   FFMOM is scheduled to be taught for ten to fifteen minutes 

at the beginning of every school day (I28) at the primary level and a limited portion of 

the curricular content is tested on year-end exams (I33).    In accordance with APC, the 

teaching of civic education at the primary level is meant to be very practical and 

situation-based: 

The Ministry [of Education] has defined the [civic education] program 

including the objectives of each lesson, which tend to relate to situations 

in daily life.  We tell a short story or describe a hypothetical situation 

about such things as morality or the rules of life that may emerge from it.  

We also evaluate [the students] every day regarding their personal 

hygiene. (I34) 

Contextualization of the civic education content is emphasized in order to facilitate 

students‟ comprehension of the principles taught and to better enable them to make the 

                                                 
89 FFMOM: Education for Self-Actualization and Becoming a Dignified/Worthy Person 
90 TFM: History and Mastery of Living Well 
91 Fanazarana Hiteny: Training for Oral Expression, a segment of the Malagasy language subject content. 
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connection between an abstract concept and its application in their daily lives, in the 

interest of affecting real behavioral and attitudinal changes. 

Topics related to government and democracy, while included in the primary-level 

civics curriculum, are not prioritized.  Rather, the bulk of attention is focused on 

standards of polite social behavior and other diverse topics (refer to Figure 12 below) as a 

function of students‟ age and developmental maturity.  Fifth grade is the first year that  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12.  FFMOM content in public primary schools under Ravalomanana92 

 
 
topics relating to government and democracy are introduced (I12), at which time these 

knowledge areas comprise approximately 25% of the total FFMOM curriculum. (I29)  At 

the fifth grade level, the First Republic tradition of holding mock elections has been 

restored and incorporated into the curriculum (I46), although the consistency and quality 

of this and other political civic education lessons is not assured: 

Students only examine democracy in detail in 10th grade.  At the primary 

level, it‟s very cursory.  We tell them the advantages of democracy [and] 

some schools have cooperatives [where] the students exercise choice.  

There‟s a little ballot box, and each student votes for their president.  

There are campaigns and it‟s like a game.  But not every school does 

that… they‟re required to, but they don‟t always do it… It‟s up to the 

school headmaster.  (I34) 

                                                 
92 As dictated to me by a social studies teacher trainer in Antananarivo (I51) from an unidentified Ministry 
of Education document in her possession (cover page was missing). 

Democracy  Forms, definition, manifestation within family/society and State, elections, 

decentralization, features/role/function of state institutions, rule of law 

Development  Economic and social development of Madagascar 

Environment  Environmental protection and conservation strategies 

Health  Basic self-care, hygiene and care for others’ well-being 

Malagasy Identity  Traditional Malagasy customs and values 

Social Standards  Civility and the rights and responsibilities of children within the context of 

local culture and universal human rights 

State  National anthem and slogan, the flag, national respect and pride 
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Time dedicated to political and governmental aspects of civic education increases 

dramatically at the secondary level where these topics constitute approximately 70% of 

high school civic education content.  (I29)  Key benchmarks of civic knowledge are 

measured in the year-end leaving exams at every grade, providing teachers with a 

concrete incentive to ensure the content is taught and learned.  (I33)  As is the case for all 

subjects, teachers are provided manuals that offer a rudimentary outline the content of the 

annual civic education program by individual lesson, and teachers are expected to 

purchase additional materials or perform independent research to supplement this content 

as needed. (I51) 

Through the current formal civic education curriculum, children in primary 

schools learn first and foremost about standards of behavior to protect and strengthen 

their health, community or quality of their environment and especially to respect and 

embrace dominant cultural norms.  „Our culture is vanishing little by little due to the 

introduction of foreign cultures, so we need to conserve it,‟ declares a teacher trainer in 

Ambanja.  „We educate people to remind them that we have roots, that we are truly 

Malagasy and not something else.‟  (I4)  An OEMC representative confirms that 

FFMOM is attempting to restore certain threatened cultural traditions, explaining „[civic 

education teaches] social values, Malagasy values, and how Malagasy people lived 

before.‟ (I29)  Even as traditional social norms are encouraged, the Ravalomanana 

administration emphasized the abandonment of counterproductive traditions and cultural 

practices that it perceived as an obstruction to economic, political and social development 

such as tavy (slash-and-burn agriculture).  The picture that emerges is one of a multi-

faceted civic education curriculum that aims to cultivate students‟ willingness and ability 

to contribute toward collective national transformation into an economically developed, 

democratic society with a distinctly Malagasy moral and cultural character. 

 
 

Teacher Training Reforms 

 
 

The limited capacity that primary school children possess to understand the 

complex interplay of issues that affect national and political development is 

accommodated by including political issues into the civics curriculum only at the very 
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end of the primary cycle of schooling.  Rather than attempt to teach such abstract 

concepts to young children in lecture format, the newly reformed (2004) teacher training 

program cited earlier prepares teachers to expose Malagasy public primary school 

students to democratic principles and practices within the micro-society of their primary 

classroom through learner-centered pedagogy and democratic classroom management 

practices.   

 
Teaching and Modeling Learner-Centered Methods 

 
As examples from the historical overview of Malagasy education policy reveal, 

the concept of learner-centered schooling has featured in educational discourse in 

Madagascar for over half a century, and the broader issues of active student engagement 

and creative, critical thinking extend back even further.  Since its establishment in 1957 

by a Belgian NGO for the promotion of active methods, the Ministry of Education has 

attempted to redress these concerns through partnership with the Centre d’Entrainement 

en Méthodes Actives (CENEMA)93 to provide teachers access to training in the 

fundamentals of learner-centered instruction.   In the early days of the center, optional 

weekend or summer workshops were made available to teachers during breaks in the 

academic year in order to study the constructivist underpinnings of active methods, 

although the expense associated with these training activities meant that only the wealthy 

had any real possibility of participation.  (I59)  A formal partnership, established in the 

Second Republic and continued under Ravalomanana, seeks to ensure that most if not all 

teacher trainees will benefit from a ten-day workshop in active methods at the center, 

which today consists of a simple, private primary laboratory school for several hundred 

children where learner-centered pedagogy, field trips and other research and experiential 

learning activities form an integral part of the learning environment..  Trainees observe 

and participate in the functioning of the school and witness practical examples of learner-

centered instruction that they can share with teachers in their own CISCO.  (I60)  The 

training offered at the CENEMA are complemented by similar initiatives undertaken by 

other NGOs such as French NGO Aide et Action which has supported teacher training 

                                                 
93 CENEMA (Centre national de l’éducation en méthodes actives), the Training Center for Active 
Methods, is located in Ilafy, 12 kilometers east of Antananarivo. 
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efforts for the adoption of active methods in public primary schools since 1994.94   

However, because not all teachers have been able to benefit from adequate training in 

active methods, trainers encourage teachers to exchange knowledge, ideas and practices 

with their colleagues through informal discussions, school meetings or district-level 

reflection groups commonly organized by partner NGOs95 in order to facilitate the 

widespread adoption and practice of active methods.  (I59) 

Abstract, theoretical notions of learner-centered methods have long formed an 

integral part of the training curriculum in Madagascar but the reliance on brief CENEMA 

workshops or sporadic NGO initiatives to ensure experiential learning opportunities in 

active methods for teachers has not been adequate to overcome the predominance of 

authoritarian didactic and classroom management techniques that has persisted through 

the end of the 20th century.  However, the adoption of APC in 2003 was the first 

education reform to effectively necessitate a shift from teacher-centered to learner-

centered instruction. Effective implementation of APC required a comprehensive 

overhaul of the teacher training curriculum, including the regular application of active 

methods in the training classroom and experiential learning opportunities in such 

techniques as individual research and group work  to reinforce teachers‟ mastery, 

acceptance and application of learner-centered methods while transitioning to the 

democratic classroom management techniques that support, rather than contradict, the 

development of critical thinking, tolerance, initiative, cooperation and other democratic 

competencies fostered by learner-centered pedagogy.   

The reformed teacher training policy adopted in conjunction with APC in 2003  

has been designed to ensure teachers develop the pedagogical and interpersonal aptitudes 

and practices required for the successful implementation of APC.  A Ministry of 

Education document outlining the reformed CRINFP pre-service teacher training 

curriculum stresses the importance of allowing teachers to themselves become 

                                                 
94 Aide et Action continues to raise awareness of student-centered pedagogy and offer in-service teacher 
training for the mastery of these methods in targeted regions of Madagascar (namely Antalaha, 
Antananarivo, Antsiranana, Sambava and Toliara). 
95 The key players in the teacher training effort in Madagascar include the INFP, which ensures 
coordination of all partners; the National Committee of Training Coordination (Comité National de 

Coordination des Formations), the CRINFPs, the pedagogical teams of the regional DIRESEB and CISCO 
offices, local ZAP chiefs, and NGOs having received an official authorization from the National 
Committee of Training Coordination. 
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experiential learners of active methods pedagogy during their training period.  The 

curriculum is designed to provide student-teachers with experiential learning 

opportunities both in terms of modeling such methods at the CRINFP and through the 

structure of the training curriculum itself: in the three periods of CRINFP classroom 

training , trainers are expected to model active methods by making use of group work, 

independent research, debate and discussion as well as provide opportunities for student-

teachers to fabricate materials such as puppets, arts projects, or posters and other teaching 

aids..    CRINFP training periods are complemented by student-teaching practicums at a 

nearby public primary school (EPP) to allow student-teachers the experiential learning 

opportunity that arises from the immediate application  of theoretical CRINFP course 

content (see Table 13 below96).  Student-teachers spend 720 hours applying skills in EPP 

classrooms and an equal amount in training at the CRINFP, where 486 hours (67.5%) are 

reserved for review of primary school course content and 234 hours (32.5%) are  

 
 
Table 13.  CRINFP pre-service teacher training schedule 

 July  
August 

Sept 
Oct  

Nov 
Dec 

Jan 
Feb 

March 
April 

May 
June 

July 
August 

C
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IN
F

P
 

Groups 
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Group A  Group A  

  
Teacher 

evaluation 
 

Assignment 
to post 

 Group B  Group B 

E
P

P
 

 
Group B  Group B  

Groups 
A & B 

 Group A  Group A 

 
 
dedicated to non-curricular areas, including 72 hours (10%) for the study of child 

psychology/pedagogy and classroom management.  A portion of the time devoted to non-

curricular subjects (36-42 hours) is reserved for strengthening teachers‟ competency in 

French as a language of instruction.  Upon returning to the CRINFP from the two-month 

EPP student-teaching assignment, trainers guide trainees through a collective analysis of 

the experience, typically through an „oral presentation of a critical incident experienced 

                                                 
96 Adapted from the French-language original table. (MINESEB, 2005).  
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during the internship [and] synthesis of the difficulties encountered [by student-teachers]‟ 

which is then „resolved [collectively]… using theoretical insights related to pedagogy or 

classroom management‟ (p. 19). 

Key concepts of constructivist learning permeate the content and structure of the 

reformed CRINFP pre-service training curriculum.97  A section identifying the duties of a 

„reflective practitioner‟ in the teaching profession (p. 5) includes „preparing lesson plans 

that allow active learning,‟ „ensuring opportunities for communication to stimulate 

learner participation‟ and „putting autonomous activities in place to stimulate the desire to 

learn and develop students‟ critical thinking skills.‟  The methods proposed to student-

teachers to achieve this objective are detailed in the syllabus for coursework relating to 

pedagogy, which indicates teachers will study the theory and practice of group work 

(including the use of oversized slates theoretically present in every primary classroom), 

several strategies for autonomous and semi-autonomous learning, Time is dedicated to 

the study of role playing, use of multimedia, use of questioning and discussion, the 

practice of student research and other learner-centered methods within the theoretical 

framework of constructivism and the overarching objective of increased student 

participation in the learning process as a means to strengthen student achievement (pp.19-

20). 

The data gathered during the course of this study cannot provide a quantitative, 

empirical measure of the degree of change in pedagogical style utilized during CRINFP 

pre-service training activities, but trainers‟ own perceptions of the pedagogical 

techniques they utilize in CRINFPs seem to confirm more frequent use of a wider variety 

of active methods in training since the 2003 reforms were adopted.    Many trainers 

described using active methods during CRINFP activities, such as this trainer from 

Ambositra who claims to encourage debate: 

The class of 2007 got a stipend when they were sent out for their 

internships but this time the student-teachers didn‟t receive anything, even 

though most of them have to rent a place to live nearby when they‟re 

                                                 
97 Ministère de l‟Education Secondaire et l‟Education de Base. (2005). Curriculum de formation des élèves-

maîtres. Antananarivo: Malagasy Government Printing Office. 
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training.  I got them to debate about that and compare the past with the 

present.  (I18) 

A trainer in Antsiranana reported that the training offered at that CRINFP incorporated 

role-playing activities such as classroom simulations and mock teaching exercises.  (I25)  

This technique was also reported by a trainer as being used at the CRINFP in Mahajanga, 

in addition to assigning student-teachers to engage in activities that required individual 

and group research: 

We give them the opportunity to do classroom simulations.  [The trainers] 

select someone to play the teacher from among their group and the rest 

play the role of the students… They apply active methods.  They don‟t 

simply transmit the idea or summarize it on the blackboard.  Instead they 

ask students to do research and apply the theory learned in class. (I34) 

Teachers confirm experiencing learner-centered methods during training, as in the 

case of two 2007 CRINFP graduates teaching in rural Antananarivo. 

I1: At the training center we did group work.  All the group members had 

to participate to find the solution to problems.   

I2: There was always group work… We thought it was a good thing 

because everyone participated with enthusiasm.  There was a genuine 

exchange of ideas. 

I1: Ideas, and experience too.  (I52) 

These accounts training at CRINFPs since the 2003 reform suggest that a wider variety of 

active methods has become an integral component of pre-service training even if an 

actual increase in the frequency of their use cannot be quantitatively demonstrated from 

the data collected in this study.  The recent diversification and regularization of active 

methods in pre-service training have elicited widespread trainer enthusiasm and support 

due to the heightened level of student-teacher participation and improvements in 

communication skills, interpersonal tolerance and cooperation, and collaborative 

teamwork. (I2, I46)   

As a consequence of experimentation with pédagogie par objectif (PPO) – a 

learner-centered, objectives-based pedagogy with group work emphasis gradually 

introduced several years prior to APC – pre-service teacher training at the time of the 
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reform (2003) already featured some learner-centered elements.  A UNESCO evaluation 

conducted that same year found that 20% of teacher training time was spent doing group 

work, and another 10% was dedicated to individual research and learning activities, but 

70% continued to be spent in traditional, teacher-centered lecture (Mungala, 2003).  

Personal observation at several CRINFP sites (Antananarivo, Ambositra, Sambava and 

Toliara) was not adequate to permit definitive conclusions about any change to this 

distribution of activity, but they were suggestive of great variation among teachers.  

Younger, newly-trained trainers and those teaching applied subjects such as foreign 

language were generally more likely to utilize learner-centered pedagogies such as 

debate, discussion and group problem-solving.  Older trainers and those teaching more 

„theoretical‟ subjects such as psychopédagogie (child psychology and learning theory) 

were most often observed lecturing to the class.   

A key learner-centered technique used in training is the group or individual study 

of lessons presented  in workbooks or supplementary documents.  Trainers guide student-

teachers through their study and analysis of this material, concluding in the collaborative 

definition of a summary of the knowledge learned through the activity.  (I59)  This 

guided study mirrors the primary learner-centered technique that teachers are expected to 

implement in their own classroom to lead students through the systematic construction of 

knowledge in accordance with that grade level‟s learning objectives for each subject.  A 

CRINFP trainer in Mahajanga explains the process: 

There are documents… they examine the materials and read the first 

question… they try to find the answers to the questions through this 

examination of materials.  After a certain amount of time has elapsed, we 

ask them to express themselves, for example by answering questions 

written in the workbook or other ones that [the teachers] ask them… We 

have the students provide their own summary of what they‟ve learned 

through this examination and the teacher offers support.  Sometimes the 

students might miss something so the teacher adds that, for example. Then 

you go on to the second question.  It‟s always like that.  But before the 

teacher provides any help, they need to try to get the students to identify 

all the information for themselves first.  That‟s the participatory method 
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for us – active methods means getting the students to examine things for 

themselves…  It‟s no longer about transmitting information and concepts.  

Instead, we develop a sense of exploration in students‟ minds so they 

strengthen their capacity to construct their own knowledge. (I34) 

This basic learner-centered method features heavily in APC because it permits teachers to 

expose students to a larger amount of information in a limited amount of time relative to 

more creative and less rigidly structured pedagogies such as debate or role playing. 

However, the use of active methods in training faces numerous obstacles, such as 

incorrect understanding of their purpose or implementation, or skepticism regarding their 

appropriateness as a method of instruction in CRINFP training sessions.  Trainers may 

apply learner-centered methods without arriving at the learning objective that the strategy 

is meant to produce. In the discussion below, a trainer describes how group work may be 

used as a form of collective didactic instruction, thereby defeating its purpose: 

R: Group work here is „table training‟ but it really should be applied 

practice. That‟s what would work with teachers – „table training‟ never 

works. 

I: What is „table training‟? 

R: When you just talk and there‟s no applied practice involved. After the 

lecture there should be an opportunity to try what‟s been discussed so they 

can see how it‟s done.  (I2)  

This didactic teacher training, masquerading as an experiential learning opportunity in 

active methods, contributes to persistent gaps in teacher understanding of the procedures 

or purpose of the learner-centered methods associated with APC. 

Pedagogical counselors and others who work with teachers to support their 

transition to learner-centered methods have had ample opportunity to observe the way in 

which the new practice is misunderstood or misapplied in primary classrooms across 

Madagascar.  The use of teaching aids and other such materials, for example, is 

encouraged as a support to learner-centered methods and APC.  Allowing students to 

explore and discover the nature of an object or material on their own is believed to 

stimulate their curiosity and critical thinking skills in addition to building an 

understanding of the object itself.  Many teachers, however, understand the importance of 
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objects in a very rigid and narrow way, believing that APC or learner-centered pedagogy 

is synonymous with the use of teaching aids, and far too often the teachers hoard teaching 

aids like the precious resource that they are, prefering to display the aid and discuss it 

rather than allowing students the opportunity to manipulate it and explore it for 

themselves.  A pedagogical counselor explains: 

The best way to get students to understand what you‟re explaining is to 

have a concrete object in front of you.  Without something like that, the 

next best thing is a drawing or photo.   But the teacher shouldn‟t 

demonstrate the use of these materials – he or she should ask the students 

first to make use of them.  The student is the one who needs to figure out 

the use of the materials.  That‟s active methods, not demonstrations on the 

part of the teacher.  (I59) 

Teacher fixation on the use of materials – and their incorrect use of them as well – are 

evidence of a superficial and inflexible understanding of active methods theorey that 

preempts the likelihood of drawing upon other learner-centered pedagogies such as role 

playing, debate, field trips and so forth, all of which do not require investments in costly 

teaching aids to be effective.   

Education personnel in Madagascar confirm the incorporation of constructivist 

theory in training modules but acknowledge the ongoing need for training that offers 

teachers more opportunities to develop and practice an applied understanding of that 

theoretical knowledge.  In addition, trainers must facilitate a process of feedback and 

self-critique to enable teachers to improve their practice on the basis of their own 

classroom experiences.  During a recent project to strengthen teachers‟ understanding and 

use of student-centerd methods, NGO Aide et Action recognized this deficit and 

structured their teacher training component in such a way that the knowledge gap 

between theory and practice could be bridged: 

Normally, first there is silent reading, then reading aloud, which is what 

[the teachers] do every day.  But we came to realize that the teachers 

actually didn‟t know why silent reading must come before reading aloud.  

So from that basis we explained the role of silent reading as an active 

method.  It‟s a situation where you make the child figure something 
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out independently: he or she encounters something unknown at first but 

through silent reading the student tries to understand what‟s happening.  

So [in training] it‟s a matter of making the link explicit between what they 

do every day and the active methods principles upon which the action is 

based.  (I1)   

Teachers trained in the Aide et Action workshops successfully adopted and applied 

learner-centered techniques in their classrooms, offering further evidence of good 

practice to be better incorporated into national teacher training programs funded by the 

state. 

 Significantly, the need for dialogue extends beyond the sharing of experience 

among teachers and between the trainers and their trainees.  Public school administrators 

and other government employees are often in equal need of „training‟ to understand the 

policy whose implementation they are expected to support, as revealed by the 

experiences of Aide et Action in Antsiranana: 

R: We held a two-day workshop for everyone, meaning educational 

leaders like the CISCO Directors, representatives of the DREN, ZAP 

directors, and teachers.  That was so we could convince everyone, because 

we couldn‟t work in schools without their buy-in. It was ... so that 

everyone could collaborate together. 

I: But doesn‟t the government of Madagascar already encourage the use of 

active methods? Why would you have to convince government personnel 

of its utility? 

R: Yes, it‟s written in laws and ministerial instructions that they need to 

practice active methods in schools, but… it‟s as if they talk about it but 

they don‟t know exactly what it means.  So we also wanted to do this to 

make sure everyone was in agreement on what active methods actually 

are…  It was also about presenting the challenges to education, and then 

looking at solutions – and the solutions are written there in the official 

texts but people haven‟t necessarily seen them or really analyzed them. 

(I1) 
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Information about active methods and other educational policies reach education 

administrators from a variety of sources, including official government communiqués, 

training convocations in Antananarivo, or meetings held by NGOs, donors or other 

partners in conjunction with project planning or implementation at the local level.  The 

lack of coordination among these different actors may channel incomplete or conflicting 

policy information to administrators, who may not seek to redress their hazy 

understanding due to lack of time, informational resources, or motivation.  Clarity is 

further challenged by inconsistencies in the definition of the technical terms – in a foreign 

language, no less – that infuse the training sessions.  The distinction between the 

pedagogical approach termed „active methods‟ and the specific pedagogical techniques 

(again, termed „active methods‟) has proven to be a key source of confusion among 

teachers and administrators alike. (I1, I60)   

Confusion and misunderstanding surrounding active methods and other classroom 

realities lead some trainers to inadequately apply or model student centered methods 

during training, sometimes neglecting certain pedagogical approaches entirely.  For 

instance, a trainer in Ambositra declared the learner-centered technique of role 

playingunusable during training, despite its value in allowing trainers to model new 

pedagogies by making student-teachers roleplay the part of the student.  She held the 

view that the maturity of student-teachers enables them to anticipate and produce 

expected behavior in a way that fails to mirror the unpredictable reality of the classroom, 

in effect „falsifying the results.‟ (I2)  The less-than-optimal application of active methods 

at CRINFPs as a consequence of trainer prerogative is compounded by the prevalence of 

curricular content review that supplants training in pedagogical and classroom 

management techniques.  The varied educational backgrounds of trainees and the often 

considerable lapse of time since the completion of their own schooling necessitates a 

lengthy review of primary-level subject content, which consumes many hours that would 

otherwise be dedicated to the development of the skills associated with the profession of 

teaching.  Confronted with such a heavy curriculum to teach in a limited span of time, 

trainers may cut corners by omitting the most time-consuming active pedagogies.  In 

Antsirananana, a social studies teacher trainer remarked upon the difficulty of providing 
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student-teachers with opportunities to gain experience in independent research as an 

educational method: 

We can use all kinds of techniques in our class, like role-playing, debates, 

presentations, group work or individual work.  But true exploration, like 

field trips or library research is what‟s lacking.  If we want teachers to 

practice that then we have to get outside ourselves – we can‟t finish every 

day in the classroom.  (I25) 

Without adequate opportunities to experience the complete range of learner-centered 

instructional techniques in the classroom, teachers are less prepared and able to utilize 

them in their own primary classrooms in the future. 

Reforms to teacher training policy under Ravalomanana have placed the emphasis 

squarely on learner-centered pedagogy, and the participatory learning facilitated by this 

instructional technique  is the cornerstone to any successful democratic civic education 

program.  Through participatory learning in the classroom, students gain many of the 

skills and attitudes needed to become active participants in civic life as adults, and it is 

democratic education in this form that primary school students absorb prior to fifth grade 

when political content is first introduced into the civic curriculum.  Research has 

highlighted the need for teachers to experience these methods themselves during their 

training, and to have the opportunity to apply them and receive feedback on their practice 

as student-teachers.  As the preceding interview data demonstrates, the adoption of active 

methods in CRINFP classrooms is still in process, neither systematically incorporated or 

perfectly implemented, but its use is far more prevalent today than at any point in the past 

and awareness of its value and priority to the Ravalomanana administration is generally 

acknowledged. 

 
Training for Civic Education  

 
At each CRINFP, student-teachers receive training to reinforce their mastery of 

the content they are expected to teach in their own classrooms.  Subject content is meant 

to be taught in conjunction with the pedagogical strategies that research has shown to best 

support students‟ acquisition of it.  The reformed teacher training curriculum dedicates 

486 hours over the course of the year-long training cycle to the reinforcement of 
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curriculum mastery, of which 15% (75 hours) is devoted to the teaching of the social 

sciences, including history, geography and FFMOM.98  Despite the OEMC‟s mandate to 

partner with the INFP to strengthen training for civic education among teachers and other 

education stakeholders, little beyond the content of FFMOM review lessons can be seen 

as directly supporting this objective, with the notable exception of a lesson within the 

pedagogy module that encourages and prepares teachers to communicate with parents 

and adult community members (not students) regarding „citizen participation: organizing 

elections in the fokontany or commune‟ (p. 24).  Primary school teachers‟ training in the 

content of civic education reflects the predominantly apolitical focus of the content at the 

primary level, exploring social roles, rights and responsibilities as well as civility and 

cultural norms, environmental and health topics, and other assorted subjects included in 

the curriculum. (I50) 

We teach [student-teachers] about the environment, respect for and 

protection of the environment, as well as participation in different social 

activities in their area at the level of the fokontany.  [We teach student-

teachers] to have their students participate in the activities of the 

fokontany, such as cleaning the roads or clearing brush, all of that… It 

starts here at the [CRINFP].  Sometimes we have the student-teachers 

participate to get them into the habit of being responsible. For example, 

we have them clean the courtyard, the classrooms and all that.  We start 

developing their sense of responsibility here at the [CRINFP]. (I51) 

In this way, student-teachers receive preparation to teach the majority of non-political 

civic education content, as well as the experiential learning activities that support student 

acquisition of civic knowledge, skills and attitudes.  However, they receive neither a 

specialized training to strengthen their familiarity with the political content of civic 

education incorporated into FFMOM at the upper primary grades, nor explicit instruction 

in the pedagogical techniques that are most effective in teaching this political civic 

content and developing democratic competencies. (I17)  When questioned as to the 

reason for this omission in CRINFPs and Ecole normales across Madagascar, a social 

                                                 
98 Ministère de l‟Education Secondaire et l‟Education de Base. (2005). Curriculum de formation des élèves-

maîtres. Antananarivo: Malagasy Government Printing Office. 
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sciences teacher trainer replied, „It‟s too delicate! Especially with older students, because 

politics here is a little shady.‟ (I2) 

The essentially apolitical content and pedagogy of civic education is taught by 

trainers specialized in the social sciences.  However,  as of 2008, the education of teacher 

trainers for the social sciences and all other areas of specialization had not yet been 

homogenized despite ongoing efforts to this effect.  The professional qualifications, 

educational background and experience required of teacher trainer candidates have been 

modified repeatedly since independence, resulting in a training staff that possesses highly 

diverse preparation for their task.  Each trainer brings his or her own personal style, 

competencies and political knowledge and beliefs to their training classroom.  As a result, 

the consistency of the quality and content of civic education training varies widely from 

one CRINFP classroom to the next.   

In principle, because teachers are expected to cover certain political content areas 

in civic education in 5th grade and above, and due to its incorporation into year-end 

exams, trainers are obliged to provide student-teachers with adequate training in this 

content and its related pedagogies. (I34)  In practice, however, as a discussion with two 

pedagogical counselors in Ambostra reveals, the political side of civic education may 

suffer from benign neglect in CRINFP training courses: 

RI: At school we talk about history primarily.  When we talk about 

government, it‟s mainly the positives.  In 5th grade for example, we talk 

about campaigns and elections, the structure of government, the president 

and ministers and so forth… But the teachers don‟t get any training for 

that – they have to seek out their own supplemental materials by 

themselves.   

R2: Newspapers. There‟s no training. 

I: Could it ever be part of an in-service training? 

R1: It could but it doesn‟t happen! [Laugh] (I12)  

In the document detailing the content of the reformed teacher training curriculum, the 

paucity of substantive information about the specific content of the social sciences in 

general, and FFMOM in particular (pp. 60-63), leaves the material open to interpretation 

and enables trainers to omit sensitive content at will.  A social studies teacher trainer in 
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Mahajanga acknowledges the cursory nature of teacher training for this aspect of civic 

education among her colleagues:   

I: What do you do to encourage student-teachers to develop a sense of 

democracy among their students ? 

R: I haven‟t really gotten into it much… When the opportunity presents 

itself, we tell [student-teachers] „If you don‟t talk about democracy in 

class, how will they manage to master that lesson [in the curriculum]?‟  

It‟s just something we point out to them occasionally.  (I34) 

Trainers who might make the personal choice to teach the principles of democracy or a 

detailed analysis of Malagasy politics and government would need to seek out and draw 

upon their own resources, as no detailed material has been provided to them to this end. 

I: Is there a manual that explains what you [teacher trainers] need to teach 

to the student-teachers [about civics and democracy]?   

R: No, so far we don‟t have one. 

I: How do you develop your lessons ? 

R: We draw upon our own education and experience.  (I18) 

In light of the lack of conformity in the preparation of trainers, this absence of a uniting 

curriculum reference for them only increases the variability in the content and quality of 

civic education training offered at CRINFPs. 

If political topics are discussed, they may reflect the trainer‟s own biases more 

than relevant factual content.  During a civic education lesson observed at a CRINFP99, a 

trainer introduced the topic with a theoretical lecture about the attitudes, values, beliefs 

and practices that civic education is meant to affect, before segueing into a tirade about 

Malagasy politics.  The trainer concluded with the remark that „Each president is worse 

than the one before.  Tsiranana was like malaria, Ratisraka was like cholera, and 

Ravalomanana is like AIDS,‟ eliciting a burst of approving laughter from the enthusiastic 

students.  There may be a perception that political topics are not permitted in the 

classroom, or only in limited ways, as demonstrated by a pedagogical counselor in 

                                                 
99 Because of the sensitive nature of this comment and the small number of trainers at each CRINFP, the 
location of this trainer has been omitted here to protect anonymity. 
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Ambositra who observes that „We can‟t talk about opposition parties.  We can only talk 

about the policies of the party in power.‟  (I12)   

Negative views toward government and politics, which may be formed or 

reinforced by bias expressed during the trainer‟s own education, can shape the way 

trainers present civic education material at the CRINFP.  A new social studies trainer in 

Sambava, freshly minted from the Ecole normale supérieure in Toliara, described how 

his professor at the university explicitly instructed him and all his classmates not to 

broach political topics when training student-teachers in civic education: 

Our trainer told us „You mustn‟t talk about politics in class‟ since we are 

just technicians, just trainers.  We just do what we‟re told to do and 

implement the decisions and policies handed down by the State.  So I stick 

with what I was told –  not to talk about politics in class.  But some of the 

student-teachers have asked me about democracy and what it‟s all about, 

what it‟s for.  In that case we can briefly discuss it then, but for the most 

part I avoid it… I don‟t bring it up… although in my opinion we need to.  

We should talk about it in class. [But] my trainer said that when we talk 

about politics in Madagascar… if we talk about people who have done 

wrong, people in power today, it creates a huge problem because they 

might hear about it and there will be disciplinary actions such as 

reassigning you to some distant place in the countryside. (I46)  

This same trainer remarked that his training had impressed upon him the need to teach 

about political topics in an idealized light that reflected politics „as they should be‟ and 

not „as they actually are.‟ Although the CRINFP teacher training curriculum specifically 

encourages teachers to „use active methods,‟ „group work,‟ „didactic support materials‟ 

and „permit the participation of all students, especially the weakest ones‟ (pp. 61-62) 

when teaching the social sciences, he had been led to believe in the ENS training program 

that while such strategies may apply to the teaching of history or geography, there exist 

no known best practices regarding the pedagogy of civic education – a belief he now 

instills in each successive cohort of student-teachers he trains:   

During our training, unfortunately, our [social studies] trainer told us that 

there is no particular pedagogy for civic education.  No pedagogical 
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method, but plenty of subject matter.  I‟m very disappointed by that 

because all we do is pedagogy for history and geography but not for civic 

education.  During the training for history and geography we talked about 

everything – locations, ecoregions, important dates –  and it all got mixed 

together in my head but what I really want is to know how to teach civic 

education because that‟s lacking in Madagascar.  (I46) 

The ENS program from which this trainer received a diploma is producing dozens of 

social studies trainers who are similarly unaware of the well-documented link between 

the effectiveness of civic education lessons and the factors of experiential learning 

opportunities, democratic classroom practices and learner-centered methods. 

 
Teaching and Modeling the Democratic Classroom 

 
The adoption of APC and the corresponding emphasis on learner-centered 

methods in teacher training has entailed a reform in the way teachers are expected to 

manage their classroom and their relationship with students, necessitating a far more 

democratic and less authoritarian classroom management strategy that is duly taught in 

the reformed teacher training program.  The theory and principles of democratic 

classroom management are examined in the psychopédagogie portion of the training 

curriculum.  However, as described in Chapter 2, the probability that teachers will accept, 

understand and correctly implement these practices in their own classroom increases 

significantly when the trainer models them during the training itself, regardless of the 

actual content being taught at any given moment.  In this way, student-teachers can 

experience and learn first-hand the benefits of the new classroom management technique 

in terms of classroom relations, student achievement and students‟ development of 

democratic attitudes and habits. 

Observation and interviews suggest that trainers‟ use of democratic classroom 

management techniques varies widely from one individual to the next.  Many trainers had 

written the class rules on the chalkboard and described having developed them in 

collaboration with the student-teachers, just as these teachers will be expected to do in 

their own classroom in the future.   
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R1: As soon as I have a new class, I say, „We‟re going to live together, 

and when we live together there are criteria to follow…  We‟re going to 

develop our class rules together so we can respect each other, because 

you‟re already adults and I‟m fairly old myself.  We have to respect each 

other.  You come from all over the place and you‟re gathered together 

here, each with your own ideas and ways of living, so we have to adapt to 

each other and establish our class rules.  I do that with every new group… 

We also designate class presidents… 

I: Do you tell them explicitly that you are all going to work together 

democratically? 

R1: They‟re the ones who bring up that word, in fact. Not me. (I2) 

In classrooms where this approach is applied, discipline problems – although less 

common and often of a different nature in CRINFPs than in primary schools – are 

managed according to the rules that the student-teachers and trainer have developed 

together.  Trainers (I2, I12) have remarked the positive effect that a democratic approach 

to classroom management, coupled with the more frequent use of active pedagogical 

methods such as group work and debate, has had on student-teachers‟ willingness to 

express themselves confidently and participate in their own learning.   

 Too few observations were conducted in CRINFPs to draw valid conclusions 

about the extent to which the modeling of democratic classroom management techniques 

has become the norm in the teacher training institutes of Madagascar.  The collaborative 

development of class rules is the most evident and facile indication of such techniques, 

but fundamental power shifts from authoritarian to democratic relationships between 

teachers and students is much more difficult to gauge, just as it is more difficult to affect.  

The continued predominance of lecture as a training technique suggests an authoritarian 

tendency, but the confidence and willing participation of student-teachers in training 

activities may represent a more meaningful indication of the degree to which power has 

equalized in CRINFP classrooms.  Initial observations suggested significant variation 

from one classroom to the next based on the individual teacher‟s personality and style, 

highlighting the adaptability of student-teachers as they learn to conform to each 

professor‟s personal standards and expectations.   
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Throughout the course of their training, student-teachers encounter diverse 

interpretations of the abstract notions of „good practice,‟ „active methods,‟ and „learner-

centered education.‟  This diversity provides teachers with a rich, albeit inconsistent, 

collection of experience from which to develop a personalized instructional strategy to 

apply in their own classrooms.  Teachers‟ interpretation and understanding of the 

classroom management techniques communicated in training and the ways in which they 

translate these concepts into action will be explored in Chapter 7. 

 
 

Conclusion 

 
  

Within months of earning legitimacy in the eyes of the international community in 

mid-2002, the Ravalomanana administration enacted sweeping policy changes addressing 

myriad development pitfalls, including weak democratization and an inadequate 

education system.  These policies produced immediate and tangible results: thousands of 

new classrooms were built or renovated, tens of thousands of teachers were trained and 

the primary school enrollment rate nearly doubled to allow virtually complete enrolment 

for the first time in Madagascar‟s history.  In keeping with the pro-democracy tenor of 

policy rhetoric in this ebullient period, civic education was targeted for improvements, 

including the expansion of the curriculum to all grade levels with incorporation of some 

political topics at the primary level, including such themes as government structure, civic 

responsibility and the form and purpose of elections.  The OEMC was created to 

supplement formal civic education with informal lessons to build awareness and 

understanding of civic issues among adults and out-of-school youth who are vital to the 

political, social and economic health of the nation.  Teacher training was reformed to take 

learner-centered methods to scale, requiring their application for every subject at every 

grade level.  This new, democratic training program is meant to provide teachers with 

first-hand CRINFP experience in the methods they are expected to utilize in their own 

classrooms, spanning not only pedagogy but classroom management techniques meant to 

equalize the balance of power between student and teacher while strengthening the 

knowledge, skills and attitudes needed for students to participate in democratic civic life 

as adults.   
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These dramatic reforms intent to affect sweeping socio-political and economic 

changes by ensuring the next generation of Malagasy youth will possess the knowledge, 

skills and attitudes they will need to become informed and engaged participants in the 

development of Madagascar.  Yet such dramatic change is rarely flawless, and even at 

this early stage of policy implementation it is possible to identify impediments that may 

obstruct its success.   The implementation of the OEMC policy, for instance, has been 

less than ideal; the organization‟s effectiveness is hampered by forces ranging from 

politics and personnel problems to lack of resources, and a systematic strategy to resolve 

these issues has yet to be implemented at the time of writing.  The largely apolitical 

content of civic education at the primary level reflects little of the emphasis placed on 

democracy in policy documents mandating the expansion and reform of civic education.   

Although language in civic education and teacher training policy documents urges 

teachers to adopt active methods and democratic classroom management, the degree to 

which teachers experience these democratizing educational strategies in their own 

training remains varied and inconsistent from one training classroom to the next, and far 

too many teachers have yet to receive any formal training whatsoever.  Reflecting upon 

the education reforms pursued by the Ravalomanana administration since taking power in 

2002, a teacher trainer in Mahajanga remarks: 

[The State] is always repeating that we can teach [students] about 

democracy, and that teachers are the chief players in the implementation 

of civic education policy.  That means [the policymakers] have good 

intentions.  But there are still problems at the level of implementation. 

How can we implement this effectively? That‟s the big question nobody 

seems able to answer here in Madagascar.   Now at least we‟ve changed 

the [teaching] method, and we‟re discussing about how to strengthen 

democratic practices and broach the topic of politics in primary schools. I 

don‟t know why teachers don‟t manage to do it despite the fact that there‟s 

a section for civic education on the primary school leaving exam. (I33) 

This teacher trainer expresses the fundamental question that recurs during civic education 

programs in democratizing states around the world: Despite well-designed policy, why 

don‟t teachers effectively prepare their students to become informed and engaged 
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democratic citizens?  But perhaps the answer can only become apparent when the 

question is framed differently: How do teachers develop democratic knowledge, skills 

and attitudes in their primary school classrooms, whether supported by these policies – or 

in spite of them? 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

 

TEACHER AS DEMOCRATIC CIVIC EDUCATOR: 

 

THE KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES OF THE KEY ACTORS 

 

 

 
 

 Two interrelated assumptions guide any government‟s establishment of civic 

education policy and related teacher training reforms.  First, it is assumed that the State 

must take action to ensure that the knowledge, skills and attitudes developed by students 

in schools under government jurisdiction will in fact correspond with those that the State 

intends for learners to develop.  Second, that this State action will suitably align with 

local context and situational factors to a sufficient degree to ensure the desired impact of 

policy implementation – namely, that civic education and teacher training reform policies 

will translate from paper to classroom as designed to attain the desired student learning 

objectives.   

 In the case of reforms related to civic education, and in developing countries in 

particular, a unique problem arises.  Civic education in developing democracies seeks not 

only to educate about what is but more importantly what should or must be.  By its very 

nature as a „developing‟ country, the state represents an entity in need of reform to 

progress toward some more advanced state.  Within a democracy, where government 

emerges from among the citizenry, any civic education program worthy of the name must 

attempt to empower citizens to identify problem areas and to take action for the 

betterment of their country.  Even when the problem areas targeted in classroom 

examples include such innocuous topics as hygiene or environmental protection, the same 

transformational skills and attitudes can easily be applied to the political arena, 

translating to demands for an improved political structure and strengthened democracy.  

A quandary can emerge from the fact that the State itself is the source of this impetus to 

change, responsible for the creation of a newly informed social citizenry that may in turn 

potentially threaten the political status quo and the privileges and power of the existant 

political class and their clients – national elites for whom self-preservation may 
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ultimately trump benevolent self-sacrifice for the good of the masses when the two forces 

come into conflict with each other.   

 In comparison to these elites, the ranks of teachers are shackled by the daily 

struggle for survival and a keen awareness of their relative lack of power.  

Underdevelopment can entail other ills such as a weak justice system and widespread 

corruption and under these circumstances teachers will often pragmatically elect to 

protect their own interests as their more powerful political peers are apt to do, determined 

to escape notice (whether for good or bad performance) in order to retain their source of 

income at all costs.  Whether during the turbulent and paranoid years when Ratsiraka 

maintained an iron grip over his socialist regime, or under the oppression and 

disempowerment of the colonial era, the teachers‟ paradox of wary allegiance to and 

anxious dissociation from their employer – the State – is a phenomenon that can be traced 

back to the early years of formal schooling in Madagascar.   

 It can therefore be said with certainty that teacher knowledge and attitudes 

regarding democracy and governance function as a filter through which students receive 

implicit or explicit messages about the State and the nature of good citizenship as a 

passive or active member within it.  Students cannot learn more about democracy, 

governance and good citizenship from their teacher than the best that teacher has to 

provide, emerging from the limited content of training described in Chapter 5 but 

primarily from the teacher‟s own personal experiences and information transmitted 

through the informal channels of rumors and hearsay.  The centrality of the teacher‟s 

personal knowledge and attitudes in shaping student acquisition of democratic 

competencies is particularly important when limited supplemental materials or teaching 

aids exist to offer students alternate sources of information in the classroom.   

Similarly, teacher knowledge and attitudes regarding civic education act as a filter 

that shapes their understanding of their responsibilities as civic educators.  Those who are 

disillusioned about government or undervalue civic education are less likely to invest 

more than the minimum required time or energy in planning or delivering civics lessons, 

just as they are less motivated to research related pedagogical strategies to fill any gaps in 

their own civic and pedagogical knowledge.  Teachers who place value upon both are 

more likely to care about student acquisition of civic competencies and to take steps to 
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strengthen student achievement in this regard.  Within the classroom, the impact of 

teacher attitudes extends beyond concern for the subject of civic education: the way in 

which teachers prioritize certain aspects of the civics content over others, or their own 

beliefs about the relationship between teachers and students, as well as the pedagogical 

strategies and classroom management techniques required to establish and foster that 

relationship, can either support or obstruct the aims of a democratic civic education 

program. 

 The introduction of a civic education curriculum and new pedagogies meant to 

empower citizens to speak their minds and take action to transform the state presents 

teachers with a difficult challenge.  How should they fulfill the mandate handed to them 

by the State when that same State is not yet trusted to protect them from personal danger 

or professional risk for doing so?  And when they do attempt to provide their students 

with civic education, what kind of means do teachers possess to offer the education their 

students need? 

 This chapter explores these issues in detail by examining how teachers – the key 

agents in the implementation of civic education policy – understand the policy itself, 

including the content, the function and objectives of the government as its source, and 

their self-perceived role as civic educators within a developing democracy.  Through 

interview data, trends in teachers‟ own democratic knowledge, skills and attitudes 

emerge, highlighting both possibilities and challenges for the realization of civic 

education goals and democratic transformation in Madagascar. 

 
 

Teachers’ Knowledge and Beliefs about Democracy 

 
 

Eventual remediation of deficits in political education at the primary level in 

Madagascar will require that teachers possess a clear, factual understanding of State 

institutions, politics, policy and the forms of government such as socialism or democracy 

that make up Madagascar‟s political history.  It is especially vital that teachers have a 

firm grasp of the features and characteristics of the democratic system because it is at 

once the country‟s current form of government and also the philosophy that will guide 

political evolution in Madagascar throughout the process of its cultural entrenchment in 
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decades to come.  Interviews provided insight into the extent of public primary school 

teacher familiarity with notions of democracy, demonstrating a pervasively limited or 

incorrect understanding of its principles and features.  An untrained but college-educated 

FRAM teacher in Sambava explains how the word has only recently begun to permeate 

the national consciousness: 

The public doesn‟t really know what democracy is, but we do talk about 

it… When I was little, I never heard anyone use the term.  But ever since 

Albert Zafy100 we use the term all the time.  (I48) 

Teachers struggle to define the term,101 equating it with society (I49), civility (I20, I42), 

elimination of child labor (I9), acceptance the principle of majority rule (I58), being 

allowed to fulfill obligations on one‟s own terms (I69) or possession of an identity card 

(I64).102 Perhaps most often, teachers speak of democracy as freedom in personal 

behavior.103  This simplistic conceptualization of democracy leaves out essential caveats 

in the democratic notion of freedom, as a college-educated teacher in Mahajanga 

explains: „People have misunderstood the word democracy.  For them, it means “I can do 

whatever I want” and that‟s it.  But they don‟t understand how democracy is lived or the 

criteria that render a system democratic.‟ (I32)  Human rights and freedom – particularly 

freedom of expression and action – serve as the foundation of democracy in the sparse 

definitions offered by most teachers.104 In this regard, their understanding of the 

concept parallels that of the majority of Malagasy citizens. (CNOE, 2006) 

 Certain teachers are aware of the role that rule of law is meant to play in limiting 

one‟s own personal freedoms in the interest of protecting those of others.105 However, 

more teachers express concern about the potential risks of freedom and democracy, citing 

the dangers of „démocratie barbare
106‟ (i.e. I26, I57) and blaming democracy for 

lawlessness and deteriorating norms of courtesy.  „A democratic country can be a bad 

                                                 
100 Albert Zafy began campaigning for the democratization of Malagasy politics in the late 1980s before 
beoming the first democratically elected president of Madagascar in 1993. 
101 (I6, I21, I48, I64) 
102 Better-educated and trained teachers (i.e. I9, I58) appeared to have a marginally more accurate 
understanding and more favorable view of democracy than their less educated peers. 
103 (I3, I9, I26, I32, I69)  
104 (I3, I6, I7, I9, I16, I26, I32, I45, I62, I63, I67, I69)   
105 (I7, I26, I63)   
106 Democratie barbare: Barbaric democracy, wherein personal freedoms override rules made to protect 
social order. 
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thing.  They say it‟s good, but it‟s good and bad at the same time,‟ observes a teacher in 

Toliara, who received a 3-month expedited training during the socialist Second Republic. 

(I69)  A CRINFP-trained teacher in Ambanja expresses her support for democracy, but 

acknowledges certain undesirable changes in social norms which she views as a 

consequence of democracy: 

In democratic regimes, the advantage is that everyone has freedom, 

including the children. Before democracy was established here, students 

wouldn‟t even dare to look their teachers in the eye because they were 

afraid. On the other hand, children tend to be disrespectful towards 

teachers now because they‟re too familiar with each other. For example, 

when they were playing soccer a little while ago, the ball hit the teacher 

but [the students] didn‟t care. They aren‟t afraid anymore.  (I3) 

This concern was echoed by a CRINFP-trained teacher in Antananarivo challenged by 

students‟ emerging liberty of expression, remarking „Nowadays young people are not 

easily controllable.   I‟ve noticed it at school and even in the home.  Because of 

democracy, they can express their opinions.  When they speak, they say whatever they‟re 

thinking and it‟s not always easy to handle.‟ (I57)  While teachers may look favorably 

upon the advantages of personal freedom, and particularly the freedom to criticize or 

propose changes to a course of action pursued by the government (I67), the potentially 

negative outcomes of the type of freedom implied by true democracy have contributed to 

the confusion and uncertainty of some teachers vis-à-vis democratic values and practices.  

 
Teacher Attitudes toward Politics in Madagascar 

 
Madagascar has ostensibly been governed as a democracy since independence in 

1960, and deemed a veritable democracy by the international community since the 

introduction of multi-party elections in the early 1990s.  Despite these superficial markers 

of democracy, many teachers view Madagascar as less than fully democratic107, although 

they hold diverse opinions on the extent to which authoritarianism persists in government 

and how much progress is being made in the democratization process.  In a conversation 

with two teachers in Toliara this sentiment was summarized:   

                                                 
107 (i.e. I4, I7, I12, I26, I27, I33, I43, I55, I67) 
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R2: We talk about democracy in Madagascar but it isn‟t really applied. 

R3: Yes, Madagascar isn‟t quite democratic.  But we‟re getting there little 

by little. (I67) 

The personal experiences and the sum total of political history since independence have 

left many teachers – indeed, the general population – with a sour impression of the state 

of democracy in Madagascar.  This pervasive sense of disappointment and increasing 

cynicism prevents teachers and other adults from holding the political class accountable 

for their ineptitudes and abuses of power, as explained by an OEMC representative: 

The problem is that there are political parties in Madagascar and teachers 

– the whole population, in fact – are unwilling to put these politicians in 

their place.  So we just wait for new politicians to come along and 

supplant the old ones who we don‟t want to deal with anymore.   So new 

policians come who are yet inexperienced in politics, and each time 

political life in Madagascar starts over from scratch.  That‟s why 

development is barely dragging along – because we are unwilling to put 

professional politicians in their place and new ones are always waiting for 

their chance although we see that they never manage to get the country out 

of its problems.  Then we axe the newcomers to take our chances with 

some other new politician that has emerged.  That is a serious problem.  

(I12)  

According to this OEMC representative, most teachers are reluctant to fill even the most 

basic of their students‟ political knowledge gaps and avoid engaging them in an 

exploration of Madagascar‟s ongoing political evolution.   

Teachers have described concerns about limited freedom of speech,108 abuse of 

power and corruption,109 and a general lack of political maturity among citizens.  (I4, I30)  

„Watch what you say,‟ cautions a pedagogical counselor and OEMC representative in 

Mahajanga.  „If someone arrests you, you can cite the part of the constitutional article 

[protecting freedom of speech], but just wait and see how well it‟s applied [in your 

case].‟  (I33)  A college-educated CRINFP graduate teaching in Sambava agrees: 

                                                 
108 (I33, I43, I67) 
109 (I7, I27, I43, I55) 
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I don‟t know what to say about democracy in Madagascar.  Democracy, 

the voice of the people, doesn‟t exist… It‟s written into law but not 

applied.  For example, Law 2003/299 states that fokontany members will 

be elected, but what happens is the village nominates five people.  The 

mayor chooses three of these and the district chief nominates two others.  

That‟s not democracy. Why isn‟t the village voting on their own fokontany 

members?  …Democracy here is limited.  (I43)   

There is ample evidence from examples such as these, provided throughout the remainder 

of the chapter, to support teachers‟ perception that democracy may be too weak, and rule 

of law too unenforceable, to protect them if the civic education they teach or the 

pedagogy and classroom management techniques they use come under scrutiny as being 

politically affiliated in an undesirable sense. 

Schools themselves are hardly exempt from the political hypocrisy and abuse of 

power that infects many State institutions.  A teacher in Antsiranana trained during the 

Second Republic reports that the government of Madagascar has historically manipulated 

students into instigating or joining riots as a means to shape popular opinion.  (I27) A 

CRINFP graduate teaching in Ambanja shared a personal experience that illustrates how 

the antidemocratic attitudes of nepotism and disregard for rule of law can affect teachers‟ 

professional lives: 

After Cyclone Fame, before Jokey, it was raining heavily.  We left home 

but couldn‟t work because we couldn‟t get to the school. I got a DE110 

right away – I was surprised. The DE was full of accusations…  What my 

boss said really hurt, especially because that was the only time I hadn‟t 

worked, and I wasn‟t the only one – nobody from Ambanja taught that 

day.  A_ and F_, on the other hand, regularly neglect their jobs and do 

whatever they want, coming in at 8:00 am leaving at noon. Nobody 

reprimands them.  I don‟t know if that‟s democracy… I asked [the 

authorities] why they hadn‟t reprimanded the people who were [really] 

neglecting their jobs.  They tried to get back at me by tarnishing my 

                                                 
110 Demande d’explication (DE): A letter requesting an explanation for poor teacher behavior. 
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reputation.  In my opinion, pressure and favoritism still prevail. There is 

corruption in friendship. (I7) 

A teacher trainer in Ambanja lamented a perceived lack of civic values among the 

general population, citing the broken promises of parents who request FRAM teachers 

but avoid paying their share toward the teachers‟ salaries.  „I don‟t really understand what 

democracy is. Maybe it‟s not appropriate for Malagasy people, I don‟t know,‟ she 

grouses.  „In my opinion, they should be penalized right away so they learn how to 

respect the rules.  Whenever they‟re invited to participate in the decision-making process, 

they try to infringe on the law.  The application of democracy here is not effective.‟  (I4)  

Disregard for appropriate behavior and societal rules is exhibited in the corrupt practices 

of many government officials111, fanning the flames of public disillusionment with the 

State and its representatives.112  

 
 

Teacher Attitudes toward Civic Education 

 
 

It is a common view among Malagasy primary school teachers across training and 

educational backgrounds that civic education plays a vital role in maintaining or 

improving the quality of life in society and that non-existent or ineffective civic 

education is a significant contributing factor to societal degradation which they link to the 

decline of respect for traditional moral values and social norms in modern times.113  

According to the oral traditions of some Malagasy, traditional society on the island 

historically possessed a sense of social harmony akin to democratic civic-mindedness.114 

„We Malagasy have civic traditions,‟ explains a college-educated CRINFP graduate 

teaching in Sambava.  „They‟re an integral part of Malagasy civilization.  If we‟re not 

living them now, it‟s because our country was dependent.  Fihavanana, solidarity: that‟s 

Malagasy civic-mindedness.  But it‟s been abandoned because of colonization. That‟s 

                                                 
111 For a detailed description of government corruption in Madagascar, refer to the March 18 report 
published by the International Crisis Group (2010), Sortir du cycle de crises. Rapport Afrique N°156. 
112 For a detailed description of popular dissatisfaction with government and national development, refer to 
briefing papers 63, 64 and 65 published by Afrobarometer in March 2009. (Afrobarometer, 2009a, 2009b, 
2009c) 
113 (I6, I19, I43, I44, I58, I66, I69)   
114 (I32, I43, I45)   
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what we‟re trying to make up for now.‟  (I43).  Reasons given by teachers to explain the 

deterioration of this endogenous civic-mindedness include the elimination of standard 

civic education content from the curriculum and its replacement with socialist ideology in 

the Second Republic, the rise of poverty, weakening of the education system, plummeting 

living standards, erosion of State integrity and growing corruption of public officials 

entrusted to represent the interests of its citizens.115   

The data presented in this section strongly suggest that Malagasy teachers hold a 

positive attitude toward civic education.  The subject is perceived as a necessity in 

modern times and is recognized as playing a key role in reversing the deleterious effects 

of stunted economic and sociopolitical development in Madagascar.  Likewise, teachers 

hold strong beliefs about good citizenship and the need to engage positively in one‟s 

society.   However, their attitudes regarding the specifics of good citizenship and the role 

of political education within their civic vision are divided.  The picture that emerges of 

teachers‟ attitudes toward their role as civic educator is complex and at times conflicted, 

but reveals the indisputably crucial impact that teachers‟ attitudes and beliefs have on the 

success or failure of State initiatives to educate young citizens for effective engagement 

in the democratic life of the country. 

 
Role as Educator for Social Citizenship 

 
 The way that teachers perceive their role as civic educator varies according to 

their understanding of the purpose of civic education as a subject.  As discussed in the 

preceding chapter, the objectives of the current civic education curriculum have been 

simplified to conform to the stage of students‟ mental and emotional development at each 

grade level, as well as their capacity for reasoning and abstract thought at any given age.   

As such, the majority of the curriculum – indeed, nearly all of it between first and fourth 

grade – focuses primarily on social rules and norms, character, hygiene, basic health and 

environmental protection.  „In primary school I don‟t think there is a mandate to teach 

politics.  What we teach is how to obey people, obey those around you, obey your parents 

and so on,‟ observes a longtime teacher in Ambositra. (I22) These foci are reflected in 

teachers‟ perception of their role and in their beliefs about good citizenship alike.   

                                                 
115 (I44, I58, I61, I63, I66)   
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 Each of the many topics included within the broad scope of civic education 

receive only superficial treatment due to time constraints and the minimal inclusion of 

civic education content in year-end exams which would otherwise necessitate a more 

thorough exploration of the content matter.116 The eclecticism of topics presented in the 

catch-all subject of civic education provokes confusion about the subject‟s purpose and 

focus as well as the extent to which  components related to the State and politics are 

meant to be incorporated at all:  

There are people who don‟t even know what civic education is, or what 

civic-mindedness is.  Even we teachers confuse character education and 

civic education.  We think it‟s the same thing.  But in my opinion, it‟s not 

the same.  Civic education is for your country, whereas character 

education is things like „You have to wash your hands before eating.‟  We 

need to be aware of the difference between these two.  (I26) 

Consequently, as the data in the following section will demonstrate, teachers asked to 

describe their perceptions of their role as civic educator spoke to political and non-

political aspects alike, revealing the complex and vast responsibilities teachers take upon 

themselves to strengthen society in both regards. 

 Interviews with teachers underscore how normative rules and standards for living 

in collectivity, translated loosely as „civility,‟ are of primordial importance across the 

island of Madagascar and have become one of their top educational priorities.117  The 

teaching of proper social behavior to children, traditionally the responsibility of parents, 

has increasingly fallen to teachers due to parents‟ low levels of education and the need 

for members of poor families to work long hours to make ends meet. (I30, I35)  An older 

teacher in Sambava who received a three-month accelerated training during the Second 

Republic expressed concern about the consequences of failure to develop character in 

conjunction with the study of strictly academic subjects: 

Some people are educated and have lots of degrees, but they have no 

morals. Teaching moral values isn‟t emphasized in Madagascar.  …The 

State tends to focus more on the scientific subjects and overlooks civics-

                                                 
116 (I26, I27, I40, I61, I69)    
117 (I5, I16, I27, I40, I48, I49, I57)   
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related subjects.  It‟s harmful for our country.  Nowadays, a so-called 

educated person doesn‟t even know the basics of cleanliness.  He might be 

well-educated but a drunkard.  His degrees are meaningless. (I40) 

This sentiment is echoed by a college-educated FRAM teacher in Sambava who warns 

that without civic education, students may become intellectually capable adults but suffer 

from profound moral deficits and no sense of responsibility to themselves, others, or the 

State.  (I48)  To preempt such an outcome, teachers perceive themselves as having a role 

in bulding students‟ character in terms of strengthening their sense of responsibility 

toward themselves, other individuals, their community and their nation.118 

Nearly all teachers interviewed believe it is important to cultivate their students‟ 

capacity to demonstrate respect toward others.  This can be as superficial as insisting 

upon colonial-era conventions such as requiring students to stand at attention or greet a 

teacher or guest as he or she enters or leaves the classroom. (I49)  It can also include 

adhering to modern social protocol in offices and other professional settings (I69) or 

traditional deference to the wishes and views of higher-status individuals.119  Teachers 

may also seize teachable moments to instill respect for others through consideration for 

their property or that of the State: 

I always talk about cleanliness and I often tell them that they are not the 

only children who will come through this classroom.  When the time 

comes for them to be parents, their own children will also pass through 

this classroom and use the same books they‟re using now, so they should 

take care of them.  I noticed that now they really respect these books and 

whenever there‟s anything wrong with them, they come and tell me that 

they weren‟t the one who did it. One student told me, „When I opened the 

book, I noticed it.‟  That‟s what they do now. (I56) 

The revised teacher training program instructs teachers to encourage mutual respect 

among students and between children and teacher in numerous ways that will be explored 

in greater detail in Chapter 7, where the data will demonstrate how these modern 

practices have been successfully integrated across subjects in many classrooms 

                                                 
118 This aspect of teachers‟ roles is explored in more detail in this chapter‟s section on character building. 
119 This chapter‟s section on traditional social roles provides an analysis of this phenomenon. 
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throughout the country and constitute an additional means of developing children‟s 

respect for others. 

In addition to teaching children to respect other individuals, teachers believe their 

role as civic educator includes raising children‟s awareness of their responsibility to 

society as a whole.120 This implies developing students‟ understanding of „the laws and 

rules that govern their life,‟ in the words of a CRINFP graduate teaching at a rural school 

outside Antananarivo.  (I57)  Respect for limitations on personal freedom is seen not only 

as a fundamental aspect of respect for the freedom of others, but also as integral to an 

individual‟s capacity to achieve personal success and contribute to the development of 

the country: 

When they grow up, they should be able to conduct themselves well 

within society and build their community, rather than becoming drunkards 

or burglars, because people who are educated should be able to improve 

the society they live in. (I40) 

In addition to developing a respect for rules and laws, children are expected to develop a 

sense of responsibility toward their community.  By instilling in young people a 

willingness to assume the simple responsibilities of childhood, such as participating in 

household or farm chores, it is hoped that they may mature into adults who are willing 

and able to volunteer their time and energy for the good of the community.  A teacher 

trainer in Sambava explains this assumed connection between childhood and adult 

responsibilities upon which Malagasy civic education at the primary level is based. 

[Children] should learn civility in social relations and develop a sense of 

responsibility… They need to experience responsibility in order to grow.  

For example, they can help their parents with cooking the rice, or help the 

neighbors when there are crises like natural disasters – since we have them 

every year, we have cyclones every year – they have to learn what they 

should do.  There are people whose houses are destroyed, so you have to 

help them.  That‟s the kind of thing you have to teach them when they‟re 

children... What they should do in our village, for example, when we build 

                                                 
120 (I30, I40, I48, I57)   
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a new school.  Everyone needs to know their responsibilities: constructing 

schools, educating children, building roads… how to organize that. (I46) 

 As children, the responsibilities of primary school students are limited much in the same 

way that their freedoms are restricted.  The most fundamental responsibility a student can 

assume in the classroom is the success of his or her academic pursuits, and teachers may 

help students to recognize and duly act upon this responsibility in fulfillment of the 

objectives of their role as civic educator.  (I48)  

 
Citizens of a Distinctly Malagasy Society 

 
A good citizen is seen first and foremost as one who is aware of and conforms to 

social expectations rooted in polite respect for one another and for traditional social 

hierarchies.  The concept of fahaiza-miaina
121, henceforth translated as „civility,‟ is often 

the first and most significant expression of teachers‟ standards for good citizenship.122  

These principles are embodied in the concepts of fomba amam-panao
123 and fikolokolona 

ny maha olona.124 (I15)  It is the role of parents, teachers and other adult community 

members to contribute collectively to children‟s development of these key social maturity 

indicators.  Those whose manners correspond with societal norms are perceived as 

„worthy people‟ who are able to integrate harmoniously into society, facilitating the 

attainment of their social, personal and professional objectives. (I16) 

Our customs are the embodiment of good manners: such practices as 

circumcision and famadihana, civility, the relationship one has with those 

around him, respect for important people and respect for parents and 

ancestors, respect for everyone and all the different forms of politeness, 

the way things used to be… Absolutely everything about civility. (I19) 

The association between social traditions and good citizenship was also illustrated by 

teachers who described good citizens as those who respect village rules and fady (I51) or 

understand and practice the traditions of tsy misara-mianakavy
125 (I31) and fiaraha-

                                                 
121 Literally: „Mastery of living well,‟ having implied associations with traditional social norms and 
practices.  
122 (I7, I16, I36) 
123 Customary standards of behavior. 
124 Literally: Shaping oneself into a human being (as opposed to an animal). 
125 Maintaining lifelong physical proximity to members of your family; non-dispersal of the family unit. 
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miaina.
126 (I27)  One teacher summarized the significance of polite social relations with 

the observation, „For us, democracy is civility.‟ (I20) 

 For those in established democracies who have felt exasperation at the 

manipulative language and imagery of political campaigns or no-holds-barred character 

assassinations on the floor of Congress or in the media, using the concepts of democracy 

and civility interchangeably may appear naïve at best.  But in the Malagasy context, 

civility (in French, la politesse) is a weak approximation of an umbrella Malagasy 

concept that encompasses the many standards ruling social engagement at the community 

and national levels – the same kind of standards that are given legally binding expression 

in national constitutions.  The breakdown of civility, by extension, is analogous to the 

disintegration of social order.  „We must teach all students civility!‟ urges a teacher in 

Toliara.  „Civility here is in a very, very bad state… I‟m worried.  Lack of civility is the 

root of everything.‟ (I67)  When teachers emphasize the importance of being well-

behaved and respectful (I6, I31), being polite toward parents, elders and everything in 

their surroundings (I52, I53), learning right from wrong (I56), or „behaving correctly‟ 

(I58), they conflate good citizenship and adherence to standards of social behavior 

because these same standards have traditionally served the purpose of social governance 

that constitutional bodies of government and rule of law are meant to serve in the modern 

nation-state.  In this light, adherence to social standards is analogous to performing one‟s 

duty as a good citizen. 

This association between good citizenship and taking responsibility for the 

fulfillment of one‟s social duties is a recurrent theme. (I55, I57)  Some teachers described 

specific character or personality traits required in specific socially responsible contexts 

(I67, I68) such as the teacher who believed that citizens engaging each other over 

political matters should be firm, decisive, mature, and able to express opinions clearly 

and stick to them without being easily influenced by others.  (I57)  Similarly, when asked 

what could be done to encourage students to become engaged citizens, a teacher in 

Mahajanga responded in terms of children‟s role as a contributor to household 

responsibilities.  (I31)  However, the definition of children‟s roles and the responsabilities 

associated with them sometimes proved difficult for teachers to articulate with precision, 

                                                 
126 Living in collectivity. 
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as demonstrated by the explanation of this teacher who works in an Antananarivo urban 

school and received a three-month accelerated training during the Second Republic: 

R: These students know that they must do what children their age should – 

what they should or shouldn‟t do within their family127 or the State.  I 

encourage them to work hard, listen to the adults in their family, their teachers 

and especially their grandparents. 

I: What exactly is it that they “should or shouldn‟t do”? 

R: Whatever they should do.  For example, I‟m a teacher and I do my work 

like I should.  Voilà.  And they are students and they study like they should, 

that kind of thing.  (I54) 

None of the interviewed teachers associated these diverse roles with an expressly civic 

responsibility, although a teacher trainer in Antananarivo offered this description of the 

relationship between children‟s assumption of their roles and the development of civic 

responsibilities:  

The student has to understand who he is, his place within the family, at 

school, in class, what his responsibilities are in class, in the commune, in 

his immediate surroundings and then society and that continues up to the 

national level.  All of that is in civic education and in my opinion, that‟s 

how students are going  to learn their role in the political life of their 

country.  (I50) 

Overall, teachers describe a view of good citizenship based on living up to the 

expectations and responsibilities associated with one‟s societal role in a way that reflects 

concern for communal well-being, but most often distancing this civic responsibility from 

the notions of politics, government or any other formal constitutional institution of social 

organization. 

A distinguishing characteristic of this role-bound conception of good citizenship 

is its high degree of local or individual specificity.  Beyond the self-evident diversity of 

values among individuals, locally-dominant social norms and roles will vary from one 

community to the next, and resettlement outside the community of origin may necessitate 

                                                 
127 The teacher uses the French term „parents,‟ which can mean either parents or relatives; in the case of 
Madagascar, villages are often composed entirely of extended family, implying student behavior within 
their local community. 
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adaptation to a different set of locally-dominant values or the learning of new normative 

behaviors as well as accommodation on the part of the host community.   

In every commune there are different ethnic groups and each one has its 

own customs.  Students‟ parents generally don‟t know the customs, not 

because their own customs don‟t matter to them but because they aren‟t 

interested in those of other groups, but it‟s important to learn…  Since my 

customs are useful and important to me, I want them to be respected, so I 

oblige others to respect my customs and they oblige me to respect theirs.  

(I42) 

It is precisely this distinction that differentiates the traditional, community-based notion 

of governance from that embodied in the modern nation-state.  Modern constitutions and 

bodies of laws dictate legally binding standards of behavior for living together in society 

at the national level.  These rules are applicable across communities regardless of local 

norms and standards and represent a separate body of knowledge to be mastered. 

Although far less prevalent in teachers‟ comments than the blanket concept of 

civility, the body of knowledge related to citizenship within a modern nation-state was 

recognized as an imperative component of civic education by certain teachers.  These 

educators spoke of the need to inform students about their country‟s political history and 

draw upon this knowledge to contextualize and better understand current events at the 

national level. (I62) „They need to know the realities that exist in their country,‟ one 

teacher at an urban Ambositra school explains, adding that students should have a well-

developed sense of curiosity that will lead them to remain engaged and informed 

members of society throughout their lifetime.  (I5) „They shouldn‟t just accept the 

decisions made by the authorities and act upon them,‟ confirms a CRINFP graduate 

teaching at a rural school outside of Antananarivo.  „They should contribute their own 

ideas and debate their merits as well as those of others.‟  (I55)  Teachers stressed the 

importance of developing and defending one‟s own viewpoints, while remaining open-

minded and willing to accept the decisions of the majority. (I57, I58):   

Children must be taught to listen to others‟ ideas. This helps them to 

weigh their actions in the future. These children may become leaders in 

different fields and if they are not able to listen to others‟ ideas now, they 
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will act like dictators when they become leaders. For me, this would be 

negative. When a child is used to listening to others‟ ideas, his life will be 

easier in the future. If a leader is used to listening to others‟ ideas, 

democracy can take root easily. (I58) 

 
 

 
 Figure 13.  Students at a school water pump in Antananarivo 

 
 

Engagement and participation in the activities associated with modern social institutions 

such as school sport clubs, elections and community development projects under the 

direction of the fokontany was cited as important by two CRINFP graduates teaching at 

rural schools outside Antananarivo.  (I52, I56)  Teachers observed that students should 

understand how national policies affect the level of development of the country in 

addition to the basic structure and function of local and national government128.  It was 

also acknowledged by two teachers holding their BAC that students need to know their 

rights and be prepared to exercise them – although these teachers emphasized the 

                                                 
128 (I31, I40, I52) 
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importance of always respecting others‟ rights as the just and natural limit to one‟s own 

freedom. (I26, I49)   

Standards of behavior for good citizenship at the community and national levels 

can converge around such issues as the protection of public property and resources. A 

number of teachers across levels of training and educational background described good 

citizens as respectful of the conservation of these public goods; among those frequently 

cited were public water pumps, buildings housing public clinics and schools, and public 

roads and gardens.129  As demonstrated in Chapter 5, lack of consideration for these 

public goods is an acute issue that the civic education curriculum seeks to redress 

aggressively, and many teachers acknowledged this issue: 

Some children don‟t care about the sefom-pokontany
130, their school or 

any of the social or political institutions. When the authorities announce an 

infrastructure project, people don‟t care even though it affects them. They 

act like that because they never received a good civic education at an early 

age.  They should be aware of how that property belongs to the State 

which looks after the welfare of the people… so it should be protected.  

Nowadays nobody seems to care about public property…  But they 

certainly care about their own!  Malagasy people have this kind of 

mentality.  Pffft….That‟s something we should change.  It‟s our duty to the 

nation as citizens. (I40) 

The preservation of natural resources such as timber and ground cover to control erosion 

and combat deforestation, the reduction of tavy
131 and the protection of endangered 

species to support ecotourism efforts were cited as well.132  „We have to teach people to 

love our land and not abuse it because it‟s a gift given to us by God,‟ explains a high 

school graduate who received a one-year training during the Second Republic and is 

currently teaching in Antsiranana. „People don‟t understand and practice massive 

deforestation anyway, so there hasn‟t been as much rain and now we all have famine to 

                                                 
129 (I26, I40, I52, I53, I56)   
130 Mayor of the fokontany. 
131 Traditional slash-and-burn agriculture. 
132 (I16, I26, I27, I40, I43, I45) 
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deal with.  That‟s why we need to teach people to love the environment, the land and 

each other.‟  (I26) 

The respect of public property and natural resources managed by the State form a 

component of the larger issue of economic development and prosperity on a national 

level, and for some teachers, a good citizen is one who is educated to contribute to this 

collaborative effort.  Mastering practical, income-earning skills such as handicrafts (I45, 

I56) or the broader set of knowledge taught in schools133– with a particular emphasis on 

foreign language mastery and STEM134 education (I40, I61) – were cited primarily by 

older teachers trained during the Second Republic as ways in which their students could 

demonstrate good citizenship beyond devoting themselves to their role as students in 

general.  A teacher nearing retirement at an urban school in Antananarivo explains: 

They need to study hard... that‟s their principal task [as good citizens].  

I‟m always telling them that they need to think about the future… I tell 

them „You‟re building something…. To build a house you have to base it 

on a foundation.  You‟re laying the foundation of your future.‟  (I54) 

A CRINFP graduate teaching at a rural school outside Antananarivo agrees, stating: „His 

or her learning starts with basic education because this is the foundation of everything… 

Based on that, [the citizen] will draw lessons and knowledge from the experiences he or 

she has in life afterwards.‟  (I56)  Students who develop a sense of responsibility and 

industriousness – and who act upon it – were perceived by an older teacher at an urban 

school in Toliara as being more qualified to contribute to national development, or at 

least less likely to become dependent on already overburdened State programs to aid the 

indigent. (I67)   

 
Developing Character 

 
In addition to the content of civic education curriculum, students‟ character and 

sense of responsibility to other individuals, society and State may be developed through 

informal lectures or comments that emerge from a teacher‟s own personal values and 

experiences.  These informal lessons may consist of nothing more than a well-timed, 

                                                 
133 (I54, I55, I56) 
134 STEM education: Science, technology, engineering and mathematics education. 
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simple sentence or two.  “If you want to succeed in life, you have to do this,” a teacher in 

an urban Ambositra school often repeats to struggling or misbehaving students, 

explaining „I‟ve already lived through a lot so I try to help students understand how the 

world works.‟ (I19)  In a more deliberate attempt to strengthen students‟ sense of civic 

awareness and responsibility, a CRINFP graduate at a rural school outside Ambanja,  

offers a five-minute moral lecture every morning at the start of class and then guides 

students through the interpretation of normative lessons to be learned from current 

events: 

I have them listen to the news. They have to listen to the national news 

then they give a report in class. After that, I provide explanation. I try to 

emphasize the good lessons in it and condemn the bad messages. When 

they hear news that contains a bad lesson, I have to make sure they 

understand that it‟s bad. (I3)   

On the opposite coast in a rural school outside Sambava, the application of active 

methods for civic instruction are in evidence: a CRINFP graduate classroom describes 

seizing teachable moments to develop students‟ sense of right and wrong by asking them 

self-reflection questions that facilitate recognition and admission of mistakes in order to 

make better decisions in the future.  (I45)   

As State support for APC and related teacher training reforms has lead to greater 

adoption of group work and other learner-centered pedagogies, teachers have capitalized 

on active methods as a strategy to teach normative standards for social behavior.  Two 

recent CRINFP graduates teaching in rural schools outside Mahajanga and Antananarivo 

commonly assign their students tasks such as the distribution of books (I30, I56); in 

addition, teachers across levels of training and educational background report tasking 

students with cleaning the classroom or school grounds135 or acting as classroom monitor 

when the teacher is absent (I20, I35), experiential learning opportunities that contribute to 

the development of students‟ sense of responsibility.  Such activities have a long history 

in formal school settings but can take new forms when integrated with learner-centered 

methods, as this group-based example from the classroom of a CRINFP graduate 

teaching in a rural school outside of Antananarivo demonstrates: 

                                                 
135 (I35, I40, I56) 
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I put them into what I call „Life Groups.‟  Every day, each [of the five] 

group takes successive turns handling different responsibilities…  [The 

first three handle sweeping, book distribution and chalkboard cleaning.]  

The fourth is responsible for reporting important news and events to the 

class – earlier, I trained them to acquire the habit of reading newspapers, 

listening to the radio or watching television.  I taught them to read, listen 

to or watch only information that‟s useful, although they often share 

information about sports because they‟re interested in that.  The last group 

is in charge of entertainment.  During each lesson, we take a short break to 

do something fun just to help the students stay focused. At first, I was in 

charge of these little breaks because the students were still new to it.  But 

now, the groups jump right to it without any reminder from me when it‟s 

time.  I hope they‟ll be accountable when they‟re adults and won‟t be 

afraid or nervous about assuming adult responsibilities. (I56) 

In addition to the many democratic competencies and skills that group work can develop 

(discussed in detail in Chapter 7), group activities also provide teachers with a means to 

develop students‟ respect for authority in the form of the group leader (I30) and 

strengthen their sense of accountability to each other through collective achievement or 

failure. (I56)   

 
Citizens of the State 

 
 While most public primary school teachers interviewed share the perception that 

their role as civic educator is rooted in character-building and social norms, a significant 

number across levels of educational background and training also include the political 

components of civic education in the conceptualization of their civic educator role.136 

Key political topics that teachers highlight in the classroom include students‟ rights and 

freedoms,137 issues of patriotism and nationalism138 and the institutions and function of 

government. (I17) Similar to the teaching of social norms and character, the political 

aspects of civic education can be introduced through formal civic education lessons, 

                                                 
136 (I7, I26, I36)   
137 (I7, I33, I37, I54) 
138 (I26, I36, I52) 
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although as demonstrated previously and as confirmed by teachers (I15, I32) its presence 

there is admittedly minimal. Some teachers are unwilling to extrapolate from the meager 

content of the key civic education subjects (FFMOM and TFM) and Fanazarana hiteny, 

whether because of time restrictions or discomfort with the content itself.139 This means 

that the extent to which a child is deliberately exposed to political notions and topics 

within civic education depends largely on the individual teacher‟s willingness and ability 

to address the subject thoroughly in class.  The strategies that teachers use to incorporate 

political topics into civic education are almost as numerous as the obstacles that 

deliberately or inadvertently hinder their efforts. 

 
Patriotism 

 
 The concept of patriotism, while subject to varying interpretations and degrees of 

understanding,140 represents a relatively non-threatening outlet to instill students with a 

sense of national engagement and identity.141  Through the language of patriotism, 

teachers can introduce values and practices ranging from the commitment to local or 

national development, to national pride, unity and advancement of Madagascar‟s interests 

in the global arena.  „Teaching patriotism is important in order to demonstrate the 

significance of the nation to the child,‟ declares a FRAM teacher at a rural school outside 

Ambanja. (I6)  The concept of nation, however, is not necessarily distinct from 

community or ethnic group; in this sense, nation can be understood to mean either the 

construct of the Malagasy nation or one of the many ethnic or cultural groupings 

subsumed within the state of Madagascar (I52, I66). When considered in this light, 

teaching patriotism can be equated with „teaching the customs and traditions of [the 

student‟s] nation‟ (I17) or other normative social values, as illusrated by the remarks of a 

teacher at a school in urban Ambanja: 

I: Why develop a student‟s sense of patriotism? 

R: So the student knows who he is and really knows that he is Malagasy – 

in other words, he knows his country and himself. 

I: Why is that important? 
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R: So he can become an educated and worthy person.  (I5) 

This exchange, and particularly the use of the term „worthy‟ as a quality assigned to a 

patriotic person, once again highlights the close interconnection between concepts of 

good citizenship in terms of patriotism, and traditional standards for social behavior and 

interaction.    

Teachers‟ views about patriotism reveal a shared perception across teachers‟ level 

of training and educational background that their role includes preparing future citizens 

who are willing to improve the quality of life in Madagascar.142  „They need to become 

patriotic … so they can save the country‟ declares one teacher at a rural Toliara school 

who received a three-month training during the Second Republic.  „…Even if [the 

student] goes to live in another country, he or she still has to keep Madagascar‟s well-

being in mind,‟ his colleague agrees.  (I66)  A high school graduate teaching at a rural 

school outside Sambava confirms, „[Teaching patriotism] makes good sense.  If people 

love their country, they‟ll respect it and take care of it later on‟ (I45), a sentiment echoed 

by his equally-educated and trained colleague who explains, „We Malagasy are 

responsible for the development of our own country, so if we don‟t love it, we won‟t be 

able to accomplish anything.‟  (I48)  Responsibility toward the country‟s growth and 

success can be construed as the productive fulfillment of roles as described previously, 

and as illustrated by the comments of a teacher at an urban Antananarivo school trained 

during the Second Republic: 

[The students] need to study hard in order not to become a ward of the 

State.  Study, find work when they‟re grown, and find something useful to 

do...  That‟s what I call loving your country.   That‟s patriotism for me.  

Loving your country isn‟t trying to secure a seat in politics or becoming a 

Minister or that kind of thing.  I‟m a teacher and I do my job with all my 

heart and soul.  That‟s patriotism in my view.  (I54) 

Messages of collective effort for national development are principally integrated into the 

formal primary curriculum through lessons on environmental protection to end harmful 

practices such as slash-and-burn agriculture (I16) and the value and preservation of 

public property (I52), but some teachers acknowledge the potentially political 
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implications of patriotism and students‟ potential role as future community leaders, such 

as this teacher at a rural school outside Mahajanga: 

Patriotism is necessary because… that way when they‟re older they‟ll be 

good citizens… maybe they‟ll become the President of the Republic, or 

president of the fokontany, and they‟ll have to develop relationships with 

other countries on behalf of Madagascar so they have to develop their 

minds and learn  (I31) 

 
 

 
 Figure 14.  A student raises the flag of Madagascar in a school courtyard 
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Whatever productive path students may choose to pursue as adults, teachers share the 

perception that they play a key role in preparing students to become upstanding, engaged, 

informed, capable and responsible participants in Madagascar‟s development.   

Engagement in the development effort is not an immediately evident outcome of 

the strategy that many teachers follow to build their students‟ sense of patriotism and 

national pride.  Upon visiting a school in Madagascar, it soon becomes evident that many 

institutions and teachers continue to adhere to practices originating in the Socialist period 

to establish a connection between students and the State.  Every Monday morning, the 

national flag is raised on the school‟s flagpole as students stand at attention in regimented 

formation (see Figure 14 above); once the flag is aloft, students sing the national anthem 

in unison143.  The flag continues to fly over the schoolyard until taken down at the end of 

 
 

 
Figure 15.  Students in military formation in the school courtyard 

 
 
the week. (I19) This practice is likewise conducted at most state education institutions, 

including the CRINFPs and CISCO offices around the country, according to that 

                                                 
143 Ry Tanindrazanay Malala: Beloved Land of Our Ancestors. 
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particular institutional director‟s enforcement of standards for employee behavior.  

During the Second Republic, socialist-tinged nationalism lent even greater importance to 

the rituals of the flag salute, imposing a demonstration of respect that included 

interruption of all other activities to remove hats, stand still and silently face the flag 

anytime it was raised and lowered anywhere, or whenever the national anthem was heard.  

This tradition remains a highly valued expression of patriotism among many teachers 

who seek to instill love of country in their young students.144  In addition to maintaining 

these practices to the present day, many schools require students to form lines to reenter 

the classroom at the end of the recreational period, imposing a militaristic ritual whereby 

students must drop and raise an arm in unison in response to a teacher‟s whistled 

commands (see Figure 15 above).  The practice ostensibly serves to establish an arm‟s 

length distance from other students but also habituates students to inflexible, arbitrary 

power hierarchies and unthinking obedience to authoritarian commands.    

Many older teachers hold these rituals in high esteem and lament the lack of 

patriotism suggested by the behavior of students who fail to demonstrate adequate respect 

for these nationalistic traditions.145  „They don‟t know how to show respect for their 

country and they don‟t have love for it,‟ a teacher remarks.  „If they see a flag they‟d just 

as soon step on it.‟  (I26)  In their effort to develop a sense of patriotism, educators may 

try to lead by example, such as this OEMC representative who was trained and taught 

during the Second Republic: 

I was on my way to the high school when they raised the Malagasy flag, 

so I stood at attention there, right where I was, in the middle of the road.  

There were some taxis that had to stop for me.  That showed them how 

you should respect the flag.  (I29) 

An older FRAM teacher holding a middle school diploma emphasized the struggle and 

sacrifices of previous generations for the right to self-governance and independence as 

the most important reason to demonstrate respect and love for the State (I49).  Teachers 

who spoke about patriotism were passionate about the importance of their role in shaping 

future citizens who loved their country, recognized the sacrifices of those who had come 
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before and would be willing and able to contribute to a better collective future.  

Patriotism is neutral political territory, a catch-all concept with largely apolitical 

normative implications valued and shared by all.  The boundaries between patriotism and 

good citizenship are indistinct for many Malagasy teachers, whose basis for esteeming 

the value of one‟s citizenship is rooted primarily in role fulfillment on economic and 

sociocultural (but not political) levels, and the definition of citizen as part of a loose and 

nearly interchangeable association between community and nation-state. 

 

Role as Educator for State Citizenship 

 
  In light of the depoliticized nature of patriotism in Madagascar, it is perhaps 

surprising that the unambiguously „political‟ content of civic education – the lessons 

which touch on the features and function of government institutions – is taught at all.  In 

reality, as the section below will demonstrate, many teachers do simply skip over these 

lessons, while others transmit them in as perfunctory and impersonal a manner as 

possible, excising all opportunity for discussion and debate.  A minority, however – all 

but one being recent CRINFP graduates – share the belief that their civic educator role 

includes providing students with the information they require to understand their nation‟s 

government at a basic level appropriate to their age.146  „Madagascar is a democratic 

republic, so if the students don‟t learn about it, there‟s something wrong!‟ muses one 

CRINFP graduate teaching at a rural school outside Ambanja. (I7) These teachers are 

comfortable with lessons on the structure of government and the existence of elections.  

Concepts related to democracy and other political ideologies, however, are taught by 

many teachers – across levels of training or educational background – in an indirect 

fashion by way of an analysis of events in the political history of Madagascar rather than 

discussions about contemporary political developments, often due to discomfort with the 

content147 or a self-reported lack of understanding about politics and government.148   

  The issue of whether to discuss current events of a political nature in the 

classroom is the unrivaled hot potato of civic education in Madagascar.  It is the most 
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divisive and sensitive question for teachers seeking to define their role in the education of 

the nation‟s future voting citizens.  Most simply refuse to discuss such topics at all149 and 

those who do will generally avoid „getting into the details.‟150  Rare are the teachers who 

are brash enough to declare, as did this CRINFP graduate teaching at a rural school 

outside Antananarivo: 

Political matters are a part of our lives and I think there‟s nothing to be 

afraid of.  In fact, if you‟re afraid of talking about politics, you‟ll never 

present the facts.  Children won‟t get the message or know what they 

should do. They shouldn‟t grow up in ignorance if we want them to 

become open-minded adults.  If you don‟t talk explicitly about issues with 

students, they‟ll feel too ashamed to ever talk about it themselves. (I56) 

Only a small number of the teachers interviewed were in agreement that it was important 

to discuss current political events with students, citing the political ignorance of students 

who have limited access to reports in the media.  These teachers suggested that such 

information will support their academic success, particularly during school-leaving 

exams and other higher-level tests.151  

  Government policy was viewed by some teachers as a relatively safe subject that 

students needed to comprehend because it could have an impact on their lives.  Certain 

policies, such as the details of the Madagascar Action Plan (MAP) – akin to a Bretton-

Woods Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) but developed independently by the 

Ravalomanana administration – are incorporated into the 5th grade FFMOM curriculum 

and should in principle form part of every student‟s education in that year. (I31)  Other 

topics, such as the changing of ministers or the diplomatic activities of politicians, may 

be introduced at the discretion of the teacher: 

Every time something happens in the political realm, the students bring it 

up in class, and so I add to it: „The President just returned from a SADC152 

meeting – what is the function of the SADC?‟ and we talk about that...  

Whenever something major happens, we talk about it but I don‟t push it. 
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We acknowledge that it happened and then we move on. We don‟t get into 

the details because they‟re too young, but they do need to know what their 

president did, or that the ministers have been changed… „Our new 

minister is this person,‟ that‟s all. … We don‟t talk about why the minister 

was changed because I don‟t know myself, so we just leave it at that.  

(I54) 

Elections and political campaigns are often a source of student curiosity about the 

political process, and some teachers seize these opportunities to introduce concepts of 

democratic governance (I32, I64), although as will be discussed below, such discussions 

can have worrisome consequences for teachers if allowed to enter sensitive political 

territory. 

The French use of a single word – la politique – to denote both politics in its 

broad (literal and figurative) sense, as well as individual or collective State policy, does 

not only contribute to communication challenges in a project such as this: it also affects 

the development of popular understanding of this abstract concept in Madagascar.  Like 

in English, the French word for „politics‟ can take on a negative connotation that implies 

manipulation, deceit, self-interest and other distasteful aspects of human nature that are 

often amplified in the political realm due to the high-stakes nature of the outcomes of 

political engagement and negotiation.  In Madagascar, the French expression ‘politique 

politicienne
153

 is occasionally used to refer to the destructive aspects of political 

engagement as distinguished from the constructive aspects of la politique (I12, I50), but 

more commonly la politique is understood to imply politique politicienne by default. 

Malagasy language draws on a variety of indigenous and foreign terms to express the 

concept of social governance, and a new term based on the French la politique – in 

Malagasy, lapolitika – has entered into the lexicon to describe the modern concept of 

politics, largely in association with democracy, and almost exclusively linked with the 

negative connotation of the term.   

This linguistic fact has profound consequences for the development of political 

awareness and engagement in Madagascar and particularly for the teachers who have 

been confronted to varying degrees with what appears to them to be an obligation to 
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indoctrinate children into accepting a system that they find distasteful at best.  Their own 

experiences of democracy, politics and the State for the entire course of their lifetime has 

been less than exemplary, and limited opportunities for unbiased political education of 

their own have left many teachers with a knowledge gap they have no desire to fill.  

During a long exchange with a teacher in Mahajanga, nearly ten minutes were spent 

talking at cross-purposes until the teacher came to understand that my questions about la 

politique touched not only on negative aspects of politics but also on policies such as 

environmental protection and educational reform, issues to which she was much more 

amenable and that she was willing to introduce in discussions with her students.  (I30) 

Similarly, a high school graduate who was trained during the Second Republic and 

currently teaches at a school in urban Antsiranana conflated policy and politics in regards 

to education reform: 

Every politician is a liar so you have to limit politics.  For example, 

politics doesn‟t mean the leader should take everyone else‟s property.  

That‟s not politics.  You have to know how and why you‟re in politics. 

Like State education politics today – politics is done to ensure that every 

Malagasy student can go to school.  That‟s good politics.  Because they‟re  

raising Malagasy people out of ignorance. (I26) 

When asked what la politique meant to her, a different teacher at a rural school outside 

Mahajanga reflected at length, hesitantly remarked that in her senior year of high school 

they had learned that politics meant popular opinion, but then retracted her statement with 

the conclusion, „I don‟t know. [Laugh] I am not interested in politics at all.  Madagascar 

isn‟t like America because our democracy is fragile, so I don‟t think teaching politics in 

the classroom is a good idea, especially in this country.‟  (I31)   

The challenges to civic education posed by the negative connotations attached to 

la politique are underscored in the following exchange between an OEMC representative 

(R1) and a pedagogical counselor (R2): 

R1: When they teach, they don‟t even realize that they‟re teaching about 

politics.  They just think, „I‟m teaching this subject.  I‟m teaching this 

lesson or theme, and that‟s all, but it isn‟t political.‟  But they facilitate 

discussions… even if they don‟t say it‟s political, in a sense they‟re 
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furthering the government‟s political agenda in areas like AIDS, family 

planning, environmental protection, all the development projects – we 

cover that in class now, but it‟s just taught as information without 

acknowledging that it has anything to do with politics.   

R2: When the word „politique‟ is attached to something, it means it‟s evil, 

so it‟s a big deal. 

R1: I think we need to talk about this word. 

R2: We‟re not the ones who should confront this issue.  It has to be the 

people above us, the ones who develop the academic program, who 

introduce this word into the curriculum. 

R1: That‟ll be a challenge… So many people don‟t know the meaning of 

the word „politique‟… it‟s about developing the art of governing and 

administering a nation, a family, a village… that‟s the true meaning of the 

word that nobody understands.   That‟s why teachers say they don‟t get 

into politics, even though it‟s the art of administering and governing the 

classroom so that the students can express themselves freely and the 

teacher masters his or her responsibilities in the classroom.  That‟s the 

meaning of the word that most people don‟t know.  That‟s why when we 

talk about politics, they are a little bit… it hurts their ears. 

R2: At school we‟ve already started teaching politics but we don‟t say 

that‟s what it is. But [in school] we‟re living in a small society, with the 

class leader, groups, group leaders… everyone shares the 

responsibilities… so we‟ve already started teaching about decentralization 

and democracy but we don‟t give it that name at school. 

R1: And why don‟t they know what these things mean? Because we don‟t 

name it when we see it!  … [Students] can learn the meaning of these 

words gradually so that they won‟t say that politics means lies and 

selfishness.  It‟s an important word… Right now if you say „this is our 

classroom policy [politique], it gets frustrating because the word reaches 

parents‟ ears, then the authorities, and the authorities say „People tell me 
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you‟re always talking about politics in class and it‟s causing a problem.‟  

That‟s why adults still don‟t know what the word politique means.  (I12) 

The concept of democracy (la démocratie) has likewise suffered an image 

problem due to the continued political, social and economic problems experienced under 

so-called „democratic‟ regimes.  The following exchange highlights the negative 

connotations of the word „democracy‟ for this teacher trained during the Second Republic 

and currently working at a school in urban Mahajanga: 

I: In training, did you discuss how to develop students‟ democratic 

attitudes? 

R: Do you mean political democracy or classroom democracy? 

I: There‟s no difference for me. If you see a difference, would you explain 

it to me? 

R: Classroom democracy means accepting and respecting your 

classmates. 

I: And political democracy? 

R: [Laugh]  I‟m not involved with politics. 

I: So it‟s not the same thing? It‟s not about respecting each other? 

R: Not political democracy, no. (I37) 

As the above discussion demonstrates, teachers are not necessarily unaware of 

constructive uses of the term, but the negative connotation can predominate.  An OEMC 

representative claimed the negative attributes associated with the word „democracy‟ have 

rendered it more difficult to teach the populace about political concepts even with the 

express mandate of the State, remarking „I can‟t teach the populace about democracy if I 

can‟t use the word itself, and yet we‟re essentially obliged not to use the word 

„democracy‟ because nobody wants to hear it – nobody.  What seems to work better is to 

teach all the different components of democracy, but without using the word.‟  (II4) 

In light of the negative attributions teachers (and Malagasy adults in general) 

assign to the concepts of la politique and la démocratie, their reluctance to introduce 

these topic in class reflects their desire to protect and guide children from harmful 

influences in society while support their development into good citizens.  Although they 

acknowledge that political consciousness will develop as they grow, some teachers 
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believe that while they are still children, young students should be shielded from harsh 

political realities – and by extension, all political realities, due to their negative 

perception of la politique.154  In Mahajanga, for instance, a teacher at an urban school 

who received a three-month accelerated training during the Second Republic attempts to 

reroute the direction of students‟ political interest toward safer topics, explaining „now is 

not the time‟ because of their young age (I35), while a recent CRINFP graduate teaching 

at a rural school  nearby interrupts  students‟ political conversation and orders them to 

drop the subject with the admonishment: „If you‟re in the classroom, it‟s best not to 

discuss politics.‟ (I30)  A teacher working at a school in downtown Ambositra who was 

trained during the Second Republic describes being specifically instructed by local 

education authorities to bar discussion of local or national elections in the classroom and 

to deflect student curiosity about politics by explaining that they are too young to 

understand.  (I19)   

 
 

Political Civic Education: The Dangerous Subject 

 
 
 Many teachers express concern and even fear regarding the potential 

consequences of broaching political subjects in the classroom.  Stories of parental 

confrontations, headmaster reprimands, reassignment to remote schools, job loss and 

even State prosecution as a result of political faux pas are spread among those working 

for the State education system, fueling the prevailing belief that political topics must not 

be taught, regardless of their limited inclusion in the FFMOM curriculum.  A teacher 

trainer recalls how the broader subject area of history came under suspicion during a 

period of intense political unrest in the twilight months of Ratsiraka‟s socialist rule: 

Around 1989 here in Ambositra, all the history teachers were summoned 

to the police station because the authorities thought the teachers might be 

criticizing them in the classroom, since these teachers were explaining the 

political realities to their students during history lessons through 

comparisons of the past and present.  They were all summoned before the 

police, even the ones in the countryside.  (I18) 
                                                 
154 (I19, I30, I35, I37)   
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A pedagogical counselor in Ambanja confirms the risks that teachers believe they take by 

engaging in political discussion in the classroom, even when initiated without partisan 

intentions: 

It‟s a delicate subject, especially with the older students, because politics 

around here is a little shady… and discussions with students can quickly 

get out of hand…  If it gets out that you‟re not with the dominant political 

party, [the authorities] say „You‟ll be reassigned.‟ If you don‟t accept the 

TIM Fanabeazana
155 and won‟t join the party, then it‟s „We‟re 

reassigning you out there.‟ (I2) 

Nearly whispering in fear of being overheard, a teacher trained during the Second 

Republic confides that educational authorities in her town have long explicitly forbidden 

all discussion of a political nature at schools. (I23)  A pro-democracy pedagogical 

counselor and OEMC representative in the same town contests this teacher‟s claim, 

conceding that while the authorities have the right and power to dictate policies of this 

kind, they have placed no such restrictions on what teachers can discuss with students.  

The authorities, he claims, limited their request to prohibiting teachers from engaging in 

political debates and rivalries amongst themselves while on school property.  (I12)  

Separation of the truth about consequences for political discussion from fabrications and 

false denials can be a challenge even in favorable circumstances, and access to reliable 

information is a privilege that few in Madagascar enjoy, so many teachers across levels 

of training and educational background opt to play on the safe side and unilaterally avoid 

discussion of topics that could jeopardize their personal life and career.156  

  As suggested by the above quotation, the issue of political parties is highly 

inflammatory.  The post-independence political history of Madagascar has been 

characterized by the dominance of a single party over others referred to collectively as 

the „opposition,‟ and undemocratic transfers of power marred by social unrest and 

sporadic violence are the norm. (International Crisis Group, 2010)  Any party in power 

has absolute control over all State policy, including education, and the opposition has 

little power or freedom to intervene or express disapproval.  In Madagascar, the ruling 

                                                 
155 TIM Fanabeazana: political party spearheaded by President Marc Ravalomanana 
156 (I2, I7, I12, I16, I17, I19, I22, I23, I30, I35, I36, I37, I64) 
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power has had a tendency to become autocratic and intolerant of any expression of 

dissent from other parties, which are generally viewed as a threat to its dominance.  (I55)  

Teachers as employees of the State are especially cautious about discussing topics that 

risk opening the Pandora‟s Box of Malagasy party politics.  „Here when we talk about 

politics we mean parties, and that‟s what I don‟t want to get into with the students,‟ 

explains a teacher in Mahajanga who is concerned that discussing politics might 

influence students‟ political affiliations. (I30)  This sentiment is shared by a teacher in 

Ambositra, who meets her students‟ curiosity about party politics with reproof: 

R: [Talking about politics] makes me uncomfortable because my students 

know I‟m a pastor‟s wife and that I teach the Bible, so why would I 

suddenly start talking about politics? I never talk about politics in class.  

Never. 

I: But you teach a variety of subjects. Why is politics different? 

R: With politics, there‟s TIM – Tiako-I-Madagasikara – there‟s 

AREMA157 and Herizo Razafimahaleo158 and all that.  I don‟t want to talk 

about that with students.  Some of them will say „We‟re with Herizo,‟ and 

I tell them we don‟t discuss that in class… the students say „We‟re Leader, 

we‟re Leader,‟ and I tell them „Here there is no Leader and there is no 

TIM – there are only students, only children.‟  (I22) 

 Far from being disinterested in politics, students often demonstrate political 

curiosity and an awareness of current events that exceeds their years.  Information 

gathered from mealtime conversations at home, debates in the street or announcements 

on the news makes its way into the classroom, sparked by the students‟ desire to 

understand or to demonstrate knowledge of this topic that so preoccupies and enflames 

the emotions of adults.  Teachers, caught between official and informal penalties for the 

discussion of political matters in class on the one hand and their students‟ desire to learn 

on the other, often seek to downplay the importance of the topic and shift students‟ 

attention elsewhere.  This is especially true when students parrot the views of family 

members in political discussions, leading to arguments in class: 

                                                 
157 AREMA: Andry sy Rihana Enti-Manavotra an'i Madagasikara (Pillar and Structure for the Salvation of 
Madagascar), the political party of former president Didier Ratsiraka. 
158 Herizo Razafimahaleo: Head of the locally-based national political party Leader Fanilo. 
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Students are agents of education too! [laugh]  They are just as interested in 

teaching us about the news of their neighborhood or their town, especially 

during elections and campaigns.  I try to listen to them and… [laugh]… 

learn a lot if I‟m not current on what‟s happening… We listen, but we also 

guide them not to get into that subject because sometimes that can create 

tensions between the students in class.  For example, in Madagascar in 

2002 we went through a very, very tense time. The students brought their 

parents‟ views into the classroom and we nearly fought about it.  It would 

be possible to talk through it but that‟s not what happens. [laugh]  (I35) 

A CRINFP graduate teaching at a rural school outside Ambositra describes how she has 

come to categorically avoid teaching lessons of a political nature after even neutral 

presentations of the function and structure of government institutions have lead to 

uncomfortable classroom debate about political party affiliation: 

I‟m not comfortable with it because I don‟t want to be involved in politics, 

especially in the countryside, because if you teach politics here they say 

„Madame is TIM, Madame is...‟  Even if all you‟re talking about is the 

structure of the government, they say „Madame, what about you, are you 

TIM or an independent or...?‟  … I don‟t want to teach about political 

issues because it leads to too much discussion … for example the students 

want to know „Madame, why did such-and-such happen when AREMA 

was in power?‟ …and sometimes it makes me uncomfortable but 

sometimes I do explain it to them.  Other times there are questions where I 

know the answer isn‟t something they can handle at their age and it 

wouldn‟t be good to give them all the information.  For example, the 

strikes in 2002 – people were killed near here… Sometimes I just tell 

them, „Politics are like that,‟ because the issue of politics really weighs 

heavily on students‟ minds.  Whatever we teach, they ask „Madame, what 

about politics?‟... „Madame, I do have more questions about the history 

lesson from earlier.‟  They get hung up on the political topics.  …That‟s 

why I just tell them „That‟s how politics are,‟ and teach them the 
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minimum they need to know to get through the curriculum without giving 

them any details. (I17) 

Teachers who do take the risk of talking about politics in class stand to be perceived by 

others – whether parents, government authorities, students or other community members 

– as taking sides in the battle between parties.159  Preserving their position as teacher 

through tense and occasionally violent political transitions and successive regime changes 

requires teachers to exercise discretion to avoid revealing their personal political views, 

sometimes at the exclusion of any political content from the civic education curriculum 

they teach. 

 
Teaching Political Civic Education 

 
 Despite the perceived risks to teachers‟ careers and livelihoods, some do 

incorporate politicial civic education into the curriculum.  Basic political knowledge such 

as the structure of government and the purpose of voting are incorporated into the fifth 

grade FFMOM curriculum (I32).  „We are free to teach democracy to the extent it is 

mandated in the curriculum, and the students are free to express their ideas,‟ declares a 

teacher at a rural school outside Toliara.  (I64)  In addition to the official civic education 

curriculum, some teachers seize opportunities presented by other subjects and lessons to 

strengthen students‟ knowledge of political civic themes.  „When I teach French or 

Malagasy, for example, I bring up democracy and what democratic people are like – that 

they know how to respect one another and fulfill their duties without being barbaric about 

it,‟ explains a teacher trained during the Second Republic who works in a downtown 

Antsiranana school.  „So we study texts about democracy and the students work with 

those in order to better understand what it means.‟  (I26)  

History (Tantara) is the subject that offers one of the safest forums within which 

teachers can allow students to voice their questions, concerns and opinions about political 

matters, particularly when the key actors under discussion are no longer in power or long 

deceased.  The concerns about political retribution, parental or administrative backlash 

and other undesirable consequences teachers associate with political discussion in the 

classroom are mitigated by the knowledge that there remain few if any individuals who 

                                                 
159 (I12, I17, I18) 
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might take offense at such discussion, as well as the undeniable emphasis placed on 

history as an academic subject to be mastered in time for year-end exams.  „Teachers only 

get into [politics] when they teach history,‟ declares the social studies teacher trainer at 

the Ambositra CRINFP.   „I tell [student-teachers] that they must always tell the truth 

when they teach social sciences.  As a teacher you say two plus two equals four – it never 

equals five!  You have to tell the truth when you teach.  You shouldn‟t hide it.‟  (I18) 

Another trainer in Ambositra shares this perspective, describing how history provides an 

opportunity to debate some of the most sensitive topics in Madagascar‟s political history: 

In primary school we don‟t teach politics directly.  We talk about the 

history of Madagascar and explain what happened here – problems caused 

by colonization, for example, or by anything else.  We talk with students 

about that and ask „In your opinion, how should we behave in such a 

situation?‟  The students give their opinions, then the teacher summarizes 

their points on the board…  For example, the queen‟s palace was burned 

down in Antananarivo.  We teach the students about it – we tell them what 

happened and ask why : „In your opinion, what do you think happened, 

exactly?‟ They give their opinions and the teacher forms a lesson 

summary from that.  (I12) 

The dual role of Tantara as historic and political education is not lost on political 

authorities and teaching anything more than the bare minimum required is not without its 

risks as demonstrated by the rounding up of history teachers for police questioning during 

the political tensions of 1989. (I18)  Teachers nonetheless perceive it a far safer forum for 

political discussion than any other and through discussions and debate surrounding 

historical political events many young Malagasy receive an introduction to the political 

life of their country as well as an opportunity to develop the skills needed to play their 

role as an active and engaged citizen. 

Far more common than the explicit teaching of political civic content – of 

democratic knowledge - is the teaching of democratic skills and attitudes through the 

messages implicit in the democratized pedagogy and classroom management techniques 

promoted by CRINFPs and during in-service training through the Ravalomanana 

administration‟s teacher education reforms of 2003.   As will be discussed in the 
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 Figure 16.  Queen‟s Palace of Antananarivo160 

 
 
following chapter, teachers are increasingly adopting new, learner-centered pedagogies, 

including group work, field trips and debate.  They are gradually abandoning the old, 

authoritarian classroom management techniques of corporal punishment and verbal 

intimidation in favor of a flatter power hierarchy, mutual respect and a desire to 

encourage student curiosity and participation.   

 The prevalence of teaching democratic competencies through indirect rather than 

explicitly political avenues raises the question to what extent teachers are aware of the 

relationship between the learning experiences they provide in the classroom and the 

democratic competencies they develop.  When questioned directly about the relationship 

between democracy and civic education, only a few teachers regardless of education or 

training background were able to identify direct connections.161 These teachers drew 

causal relations between civility and democracy162 or the way that the use of active 

methods in civics lessons better enables students to effectively take advantage of their 

                                                 
160 Photograph in the public domain.  Accessed at www.wikimedia.org on August 2, 2010. 
161 (I3, I40, I42, I48, I55, I56) 
162 (II3, I42, I56) 

http://www.wikimedia.org/
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freedom of speech.163  More often, however, teachers may not recognize the political 

nature of the messages they transmit, as a trainer in Ambositra observes:   

When they teach, they don‟t even realize that they are teaching politics, 

just that they are teaching a particular subject matter, book or theme: I‟m 

teaching history or I‟m teaching morality.  That may be the title but when 

you say FFMOM, it‟s morals!  TFM is history and civic-mindedness at the 

same time but we don‟t say it‟s about politics directly.  Yet we promote 

government policy.  For example, AIDS, family planning – we talk about 

that in class.  The environment, development projects – we‟re doing that in 

class right now.  But we don‟t directly say that it‟s related to politics. (I12) 

Viewing their role through a resolutely apolitical lens similarly risks obscuring the 

democratizing element of the new, student-centered classroom management and 

pedagogical practices, as demonstrated by the Antananarivo teacher who declared, „I 

don't really think there is a link between democracy, the fact of expressing one's opinion, 

and civics. Well, [in civics] the students learn to communicate their opinion, and this 

constitutes a minor link with that, but it‟s not really the same thing because [democracy] 

deals with people's governance.‟ (I57)  A similar disconnect between social governance 

and democracy was reflected in the remarks of the following teacher in Sambava: 

Democracy is a Greek word that means demos – the people- and cratos – 

the government- so it‟s the government of the people.  Power of the 

people, by the people and for the people.  And civic-mindedness… [laugh]  

Civic-mindedness is the sum knowledge of people and an awareness of 

society, community and nation.  That‟s civic-mindedness.  The link 

between these two, democracy and civic-mindedness.  [pause]  It‟s 

difficult to say… there is one, I‟m sure of it, but I can‟t manage to express 

it.  (I44) 

These comments are revealing of the incomplete public understanding of democracy as a 

system of governance responsive to and dependent upon the informed egagement of its 

citizens.  The interdependent relationship between civic education and democracy, so 

clearly stated in policy documents, is not reaching the ears of teachers in Malagasy public 

                                                 
163 (I40, I48, I55) 
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primary schools.  If this connection is not made clear to teachers, they are placed at a 

disadvantage in their responsibility to prepare young people for their role as engaged and 

informed citizens in adulthood.   

 
 

Conclusion 

 
 
 Teacher attitudes regarding democracy in Madagascar and the purpose of civic 

education are varied but unite along several common threads.  Democracy, which is 

generally viewed as an empty promise at best and a thinly veiled form of political 

opportunism at worst, is widely misunderstood by teachers who for the most part (and 

with some significant exceptions) prefer to distance themselves from the political life of 

their country.  Civic education, on the other hand, is understood not as a subject with any 

political objective but as a much-needed opportunity to inculcate young people with the 

traditional social and cultural values whose perceived neglect is blamed for myriad ills in 

contemporary society.  Teachers tend to think of good citizenship as distinct from 

political responsibility.  Rather, they understand good citizenship from a social, moral, 

traditional standpoint, linking it to symbiotic social and economic development.  Beliefs 

in an idealized past inspire many teachers with the expectation that children taught the 

old ways will be able to recreate the idyllic traditions of their ancestors in a modern 

world, ensuring social harmony and prosperity through the revival of such values such as 

industriousness, sharing, helping the needy and fihavanana.  In this vision of society, the 

corrupt, dysfunctional state government and its „democracy‟ have no role to play and are 

unwelcome intruders into a pure and harmonious traditional system of community-level 

organization where the norms of governance are dictated by the members of the 

immediate, local community of the governened. 

 It is precisely this distinction that differentiates the traditional, community-based 

notion of governance from that embodied in the modern nation-state.  Modern 

constitutions and bodies of laws dictate legally binding standards of behavior for living 

together in society at the national level as opposed to those practiced within small, 

isolated, individual communities.  These rules are applicable across regions regardless of 

local norms and standards and represent a separate body of knowledge to be mastered.  
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Living within a modern nation-state presents new challenges such as competing regional 

objectives, cultural misunderstandings and unequal access to opportunities or national 

resources.  Rules and regulations managing life for all citizens of the state must be 

developed collaboratively, and citizens must be aware and empowered to take action 

when that legislation or the representatives responsible for its development and 

enactment fail to protect and promote all citizens‟ rights and interests with equanimity.  

 Interview data suggests that Malagasy public primary teachers with a higher level 

of education regardless training background appear to hold a marginal advantage in 

transmitting objective and accurate information to students about the role they can and 

should play within a democracy to ensure their rights and interests are protected and 

promoted.  They have a greater store of knowledge from which to draw when 

supplementing lessons or classroom discussions, may be more knowledgeable of their 

own rights and so less fearful of broaching the subject when an opportunity presents 

itself, and can transmit less fear to students – fear that other teachers may explicitly or 

implicitly transfer to their students and coloring their perception of national citizenship 

for years to come.   

The teaching of political content beyond the minimum mandated in the 

curriculum may hold its risks, but teacher testimonials reveal it is more than possible to 

introduce key concepts and develop critical competencies at the primary level.  Whether 

by leading tactful discussions about FFMOM content, introducing democratic political 

content into French or Malagasy language lessons, or expanding upon and debating the 

political themes contained in history texts, some of the more daring teachers have 

successfully facilitated their students‟ acquisition of the knowledge they will need to 

participate effectively in the political life of their community and country as adults. 

Civic knowledge is most valuable to citizens when it is applied to ensure that their 

rights and interests – and those of their community and nation – are preserved and 

promoted by the government.  Teaching primary school students to become engaged and 

apply their knowledge to this end requires more than textbooks and lectures.  Students 

must develop lifelong habits of thought and action in the form of skills and attitudes that 

will compel them to take action throughout their lives to support political, economic and 

social development.  To instill these attitudes and skills in their students, teachers must 
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practice the learner-centered pedagogies and democratic classroom methods that enable 

students to experience and become habituated to such engagement within the 

microsociety of the school – one of the key challenges facing Malagasy teachers today. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

 

 

THE EMERGING DEMOCRATIC CLASSROOM 

 

 

 

 

 A review of education policy documents issued by the Government of 

Madagascar since independence in 1960 may leave the impression that learner-centered 

education and active methods have been the cornerstone of Malagasy formal schooling 

for decades.  However, these concepts have been largely limited to paper, presented 

sporadically at best by way of in-service training programs and never enduringly 

reinforced by government-issue teaching aids, textbooks or the prevailing standards of 

pedagogical inspections.  The introduction of APC in 2003 marks the first point at which 

these policy ideals have enjoyed wide-scale implementation at the primary level in a 

concrete and practicable form that many teachers are willing and able to incorporate into 

their daily practice.  (I51, I59)   

 As described in Chapter 5, the competency-based approach (APC) utilizes 

learner-centered educational strategies meant to cement students‟ comprehension of the 

material and ability to translate it to real world applications.  In the structure of this 

approach, the school year is divided into numerous bimesters, each consisting of a five-

week period of presentation, during which the concepts in the lessons are introduced 

through lecture or group-based activities; the two-week period of integration, when 

teachers utilize workbooks to guide students through two to three exercises per lesson 

that highlight the real-world application of the content; and lastly the week-long period of 

evaluation when students‟ comprehension is tested and assessed by the teacher. (I34)  

During the presentation period, teachers are free to draw on any learner-centered teaching 

strategy that engages the children in their learning.   

The education available to teachers to prepare them for the practice of active 

methods in their classroom can vary markedly from one individual to the next.  Any 

given public primary school is likely to be staffed by a combination of older teachers 

trained in a didactic, lecture-format teaching style carried over from the colonial period, 

newer teachers freshly trained in modern pedagogy and classroom management 
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techniques at the local CRINFP, and many more teachers who were recruited and paid in 

part by the local community and have not yet benefited from pre-service training.  Over 

the course of up-scaling the APC technique around the country, local school district 

offices have scrambled to provide in-service training about active methods and the APC 

technique but have thus far lacked the manpower or monetary resources required to train 

all teachers to an equal level. 

This variation in pedagogical training among teachers is one contributing factor 

toward the highly variable degree to which teachers demonstrate willingness or ability to 

correctly practice learner-centered methods in conjunction with APC.  Many teachers 

with decades of experience under their belts are reluctant to adopt the new pedagogy, 

while newer recruits are quicker to embrace the benefits of learner-centered techniques 

even as they acknowledge the challenges posed to its practice by the realities they 

confront in the classroom. 

 
 

Teachers’ Perceptions of Learner-Centered Instruction 

 
 

The challenges of transitioning from traditional, didactic methods of instruction to 

learner-centered techniques in classrooms around the world are well-documented, even 

where training has been provided.  The low success rate and slow rate of change raise 

questions about teachers‟ perceptions of the validity, utility and practicability of learner-

centered methods in their own classroom, with the implication that teachers choose not to 

practice active methods because they remain unconvinced that change is worthwhile.  

However, interviews with teachers across Madagascar reveal that the benefits of active 

methods are far more evident to teachers and more readily-embraced by them than a 

cursory review of literature would suggest.  The rare instances of opposition to APC and 

active methods were only voiced by teachers who had been practicing for over two 

decades, their complaints centered primarily on the inadequacy of in-service training they 

had received (I21, I66); trainers confirm that older teachers are more reluctant to change 

their classroom habits and have been slower to adopt learner-centered methods.164  But on 

the whole, as this chapter will demonstrate, the vast majority of teachers across the full 
                                                 
164 (I2, I51, I60) 
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spectrum of experience and training levels held a favorable view of learner-centered 

methods once they had applied them in their own classrooms.   

CRINFP graduates have become strong advocates of learner-centered pedagogy, 

able to cite personal experiences that had provided the evidence they needed to be 

convinced that the method was worth practicing.165  „They had us do research activities 

during training, and I saw how as a result, the information sticks in your mind. You come 

to love the subject because you really understand it,‟ explained a CRINFP graduate from 

rural Ambanja. (I9)  „We always apply what we learn in training,‟ confirms a CRINFP 

graduate teaching in a rural town outside Antananarivo. „We know the techniques are 

effective because we student-teachers would try it out amongst ourselves.‟ (I55)  

Teachers remarked particularly on students‟ increased participation (I5) and greater 

academic achievement (I45, I55).  A CRINFP graduate from Sambava describes the 

changes he has observed in his village since the introduction of APC: 

Before, we taught the same way you pour water into a basin.  We would 

just heap lessons on students the same way their parents do, and their ears 

would hear but their eyes wouldn‟t be doing any work.  That was all.  

Now, the eyes open wide, the ears hear, the hands are busy.  Active 

methods reign and APC is what changed it all... in my school, my village 

where I teach, there have been changes… in the minds and behavior of 

students… They used to get themselves into trouble but you don‟t hear 

about those problems happening anymore.  (I43)   

Another CRINFP graduate teaching in rural Antananarivo observed changes in the 

classroom behavior of her students, once too frightened to speak up in class but now 

enthusiastic participants in their learning.  (I56)  A third CRINFP graduate outside the 

capital confirmed this teacher‟s experience in her own classroom, remarking that after 

applying her training in active methods, „I noticed a major difference… Students were 

more engaged and able to express their ideas in discussions.  Before the training, it was 

like they just received information and repeated it like parrots, accepting what they are 

told and incapable of expressing their own views.‟  (I57)  This newfound ease of student 

communication improves not only through increased participation in the analysis of new 

                                                 
165 (I3, I7, I9, I43, I45, I55, I57)   
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information, but in initially accessing material that had formerly remained out of 

students‟ reach due to language barriers. These benefits are enjoyed not only in the 

classrooms of CRINFP graduates, but wherever students have been exposed to the ideas 

and are encouraged by teachers to act upon them, as in the urban Toliara classroom of 

this teacher, trained during the Second Republic: 

I‟ve noticed a change in the students because now they talk with each 

other and correct each other.  Sometimes a student has trouble with 

official Malagasy, since that‟s the language of the Highlands but here we 

have another dialect, and sometimes the student doesn‟t understand the 

language that the teacher uses.  So the students explain the material to 

each other in their own dialect.   (I67) 

The learner-centered pedagogical techniques taught in pre-service training are enabling 

teachers to affect an immediate and significant change in their students‟ engagement and 

the acquisition of new knowledge and participatory competencies. 

Among those teachers who had not participated in the CRINFP‟s year-long, 

learner-centered training program, support for active methods was similarly strong.166 

„By becoming accustomed to participating in the classroom and learning to trust in their 

own ability to discover knowledge, students gain the self-confidence and courage they 

need to pursue their goals,‟ explains a young FRAM teacher in Sambava. (I48)  This 

sentiment was echoed by a 1982 graduate of a 3-month training program in Antsiranana, 

who described how active methods had enabled her to develop students‟ capacity for self-

expression and their willingness and ability to engage as adults in discussions about the 

issues that will affect their lives.  (I26)  In Toliara, a teacher trained during the Second 

Republic spoke about the introduction of debate into her classroom and the 

transformative effect that it had on her students‟ level of engagement, retention and 

enthusiasm for learning.  (I68)  Through experimentation and experience, teachers who 

adopt active methods in the classroom have generally found them to provide a livelier, 

more enriching educational experience for their students while transferring a portion of 

the educational responsibility from overburdened teachers to eager students. 

 

                                                 
166 (I5, I21, I26, I37, I45, I48, I68) 
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 Figure 17.  Students write answers to exercises on their oversized group slates 

 

 

Convincing Teachers to Adopt New Methods 

 

Acceptance of the new learner-centered methods among Malagasy teachers is 

linked to their own experience with the positive outcomes of the method, often during the 

initial experience of training.167  A graduate of the 2006 class of an Antananarivo  

CRINFP recalls: „During a group project, we collectively chose the topic we would 

present to the class and we decided together what content to include. Through that 

process, we came to understand [active methods].  When you understand it, you end up 

liking it.‟ (I55)  A woman in Mahajanga who began teaching in 1978 participated in an 

in-service APC training session four years ago and recalls that during the training a film 

was screened to demonstrate the application of active methods in a classroom in 

Madagascar.  „We saw that it was practicable,‟ she says.  „Then we tried it and saw that it 

was useful.‟  (I37)  A teacher trainer in Sambava was himself convinced of the value of 

training teachers in active methods after experiencing it in his own training: 

                                                 
167 (I5, I30, I37, I45, I46, I51, I53, I55)   
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[Active methods] are so much better than the old method because active 

methods really give students the chance to know what it feels like to make 

an effort, do research and figure things out for themselves.  …When we 

did our training, I realized it was a good thing because they gave us a book 

to read together and it was really easy because everyone shared ideas and 

helped each other with the vocabulary.  It was easier for me that way, 

because when I tried to do it on my own I wasn‟t easily able to understand 

the text.  But working with my colleagues, I could.  From that moment in 

our training, I was convinced that the method is effective. (I46) 

In Toliara, a teacher who experienced active methods in training expresses support for the 

pedagogy, explaining: „If the students find the answers themselves, it‟s harder for them to 

forget and they remember the information forever.  We‟ve already tried it for ourselves 

so I know it‟s true.‟  (I64)  These teachers benefited from a training in active methods 

that was itself learner-centered and offered a practical experiential learning opportunity 

that allowed teachers to decide on the merits of the methods through their own first-hand 

observations about its power to strengthen comprehension, engagement and retention. 

For other teachers, their acceptance of the method only came after they applied it 

in their own classroom and observed the benefits to themselves and their students.168  

Students‟ increased participation curtails the energy teachers must expend to deliver 

lessons and impel students to engage with the teacher in learning the material.   

I was encouraged to adopt [active methods] when I noticed that students 

weren‟t willing to go to the board if they were feeling discouraged, but if 

they‟re encouraged when writing something correct on the board, like 

when their classmates cheer for them, then they feel happy and that makes 

them want to keep on participating.  That makes the class much livelier.  

…I accepted changing [how I taught] when I saw those results.  The 

students were making much more of an effort.  (I36) 

A CRINFP graduate in Antananarivo spoke about the daily fatigue she felt as she 

struggled to manage her class and organize the lessons until she adopted active methods: 

„When I tried active methods, I noticed that I wasn‟t as tired, teaching came easy and the 
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students‟ academic performance improved.  Once I got used to it, teaching became 

enjoyable.‟  (I57)  Improved student engagement as a result of active methods tends to 

correlate with improved academic performance as students better understand and retain 

the material they are taught, reducing the teacher‟s burden of remedial work and 

rendering their instruction time more effective and efficient. 

Classroom management can likewise show dramatic improvement after the 

application of active methods.  Incidences of such misbehavior as speaking out of turn or 

failure to obey the teachers‟ instructions diminished after some teachers‟ application of 

active methods. (I3, I7)  „Before I started using active methods, all the students were 

undisciplined,‟ recalls a CRINFP graduate in Ambanja.  „They wouldn‟t respect anything 

and they never did what I asked.  I was sick and tired of reprimanding them. But since I 

began using active methods after our training, I noticed that the students have started to 

recognize their own misbehaviors and those of their classmates as well.‟  (I3)  This 

experience was mirrored in an urban classroom in Toliara where a teacher first trained 

during the Second Republic has recently begun to apply active methods: 

For the past four years, my students were noisy and didn‟t follow my 

instructions.  But now, even when I go to the office for 30 minutes, they‟ll 

sit quietly.  [What I do differently is] I let everyone take their turn 

speaking. They listen to each other, and then they raise their hands if they 

have something to say but they let their classmate finish talking before 

they speak.  Afterwards we discuss the points raised and whether they 

were true or false.  (I66) 

The changes in student behavior facilitated by teachers‟ adoption of active methods 

benefit students and teachers alike by creating a mutually respectful and ordered 

environment conducive to learning.  

 As the number of CRINFP trainees and in-service opportunities to learn active 

methods rise, teachers who have not been so fortunate as to receive formal training have 

an increased likelihood of coming into contact with the method indirectly. Teachers may 

be directed by school administrators to learn from their colleagues, or trainees may be 

instructed to share their knowledge.  Alternatively, in some regions where NGOs such as 

Aide et Action are working to build networks of teacher knowledge exchange to support 
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the adoption of active methods, cascade-type professional development opportunities 

may provide formal and frequent occasions for untrained teachers to directly access 

information about learner-centered methods. (I1)  Yet others may benefit from the recent 

emphasis on active methods by more indirect means dependent on the individual 

teacher‟s desire and motivation for professional development, as illustrated by the 

experience of a teacher in rural Ambanja: 

I hadn‟t received training in active methods, but I found some handouts 

about it through a friend at the training center.  Well, actually, to tell you 

the truth, I stole them because she left them lying around.  I tried applying 

the method when my class was observed during an inspection.  It was 

excellent.  I taught lessons in mathematics and Malagasy and they were 

both very successful.  It was really great. (I7) 

Significantly, this teacher was a CRINFP graduate who had not felt prepared to apply 

active methods at the end of her training but possessed the motivation to improve and 

seized a chance professionalization opportunity, demonstrating how desire to improve 

one‟s practice can be as strong or stronger a motivation for some teachers than the 

dictates of official policy or the critical eye of the school inspector. 

 
Methods Teachers Use to Encourage Student Participation  

 
Field trips (classes vertes) are one of the pedagogical strategies promoted in 

CRINFPS and APC in-service training.  A handful of teachers reported offering their 

students these experiential learning opportunities, leaving the confines of the classroom 

in order to connect the concrete realities of daily life with the more abstract concepts 

discussed in lessons.  A CRINFP graduate at a rural school outside Antananarivo 

described sending her students to the fokontany to independently conduct their own 

research by gathering data and interviewing personnel there, with mixed results.   

We‟re studying history and geography, and now we‟re dealing with the 

topic of demography, so I‟m sending them to the fokontany to gather data 

about the population here.  They do what I ask them to do, but I know they 

don‟t really know how to proceed.  What I try to teach them is 

engagement and accountability.   When we were still young, we never had 
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an opportunity to do such a thing but these students can do it.   I tell them, 

„When you are at the fokontany, you should ask your questions to the 

people there, but you should be polite.‟  I noticed that there‟s been a big 

change in them since doing these kinds of activities.  I just hope they‟ll 

make a habit out of them in their own lives.  (I56) 

As teachers begin experimenting with experiential learning outside the classroom, some 

aspects of the learning opportunity may be underexploited.  Nonetheless, the mere 

experience of self-driven learning strengthens students‟ self-confidence in their ability to 

discover and process new knowledge as well as their ability to confront and manage new 

situations with success. 

Classes vertes need not entail lengthy excursions or elaborate lesson plans, and 

indeed leaving the classroom can be as simple as teaching from the school courtyard.  A 

recent CRINFP graduate in Ambanja (I3) and a teacher trained during the Second 

Republic (I40) described recently beginning to offer experiential learning opportunities in 

environmental protection through caring for gardens, planting trees or otherwise 

protecting and improving their environment.   

[To change their behavior] you start with concrete and tangible facts. If 

you are going to teach them so that it sticks in their mind, you need to 

have didactic materials.  Let‟s say you‟re going to teach about school 

cleanliness.  You take the children to see someplace dirty – like right here 

in the schoolyard.  You show them and say „What do you think about this?  

Is it good or bad?  What do we do if it‟s bad?  Here‟s what we do.‟  That 

way, the children themselves reflect and try to find solutions to improve 

the situation.  (I40)  

Teachers from schools in Antsiranana and Sambava reported the presence of a garden in 

the schoolyard which students must tend as an extension of science and FFMOM lessons.  

(I26, I43)  „They need to care for something good, something green and natural, because 

the State said we must help green things live and make the country green again.  That‟s 

why we‟re getting the students used to loving their little garden so they might care 

outside the classroom too.‟ (I26)  Looking after the school courtyard, the classroom, a 

school garden or the natural environment outside schoolyard walls can contribute toward 
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developing students‟ concern for not only their own property but also public goods, the 

natural environment, the state of their community and the state of the nation. 

Within the classroom, teachers may draw upon a variety of pedagogical tools to 

engage students and develop their knowledge and understanding of the material.  Many 

teachers169 claimed to use debate, discussion and Socratic questioning as part of their 

pedagogical repertoire, a strategy that is central to the development of critical thinking 

skills as discussed later in the chapter.  A pedagogical counsellor in Ambositra remarked 

that certain subjects, such as the hard sciences, are often perceived by teachers as less 

conducive to debate and discussion while others such as history or language studies 

appear to lend themselves more readily to these types of active pedagogies. (I12)  For 

instance, the sole purpose of the subject fanazarana hiteny
170 within the rubric of 

Malagasy language studies is to provide students and teachers with a platform to explore 

and develop verbal language skills by allowing students to discuss and debate ideas along 

a selected theme (I19), but time permitting, teachers may encourage student discussion as 

part of other subjects as well, often through guided, Socratic-type questioning.  (I49, I53)  

„I‟ve noticed that the students are gradually improving in their ability to express 

themselves the longer we do this,‟ remarks a teacher working in an urban school in 

Antsiranana, first trained during the Second Republic. (U26)  

A handful of teachers were observed incorporating material objects into the lesson 

as a support for learning, a practice considered by many pedagogical counselors and other 

Malagasy education authorities as the highest ideal in the practice of active methods.  

However, the range of interpretations regarding the materials‟ use, function and purpose 

– and by extension, the impact and utility of the method – can be quite varied.  The 

challenges associated with the use of material objects will be discussed in greater detail 

later in this chapter.  As infrequent as the use of teaching aids might be, role playing is 

even less common, highly underutilized and was almost never mentioned by teachers 

during interviews. 

 
Group Work 

 

                                                 
169 (I16, I19, I31, I56) 
170 Fanazarana hiteny: Training for Oral Expression 
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Despite the variety of pedagogical options available to teachers attempting to 

transition from didactic to learner-centered methods in the classroom, interviews and 

classroom observations (as analyzed below) reveal that group work is by far the most 

widely adopted and frequently used of these new methods. The policy review in Chapter 

5 illustrates that group work is also the strategy that is most heavily emphasized and 

systematically supported by the State.  By supplying classrooms with numerous oversized 

slates to be used in group activities, the government provides teachers with an essential 

tool to support group work utility while tacitly underlining the importance of the method 

within its broader learner-centered education reform policy.  Availability of these tools 

and training in active methods has enabled the adoption of group work across the 

country, although with varying degrees of effectiveness and levels of enthusiasm, 

encountering resistance among some older and more experienced teachers.  As the 

following section will demonstrate, significant variations in the frequency and objectives 

of group work appear from one teacher to the next, but the benefits of the practice have 

been evident to most teachers across levels of training and experience. 

Teachers are trained in the purpose and method of group work, centered around 

group problem solving and the writing of collectively determined solutions on an 

oversized group slate for presentation to the class.  (I30)  Teachers are encouraged to 

assign groups in such a way that students of similar ability level are clustered together 

and can be assigned variations on assignments suitable to their intellectual capacity.  

(I54)  They are also encouraged to ensure each student in the group has a role to play in 

order to maximize student engagement and accountability to the group and the class as a 

whole.  These roles, which may include group leader, secretary, reporter and so forth, 

may be assigned by the teacher but are ideally determined within the group on a rotating 

basis so all students will have an opportunity to fulfill each role for at least one period 

during the academic year.  (I45)  Teachers may have the perception that some subjects 

lend themselves better to group work than others, such as a teacher from Toliara who 

uses the method for certain lessons in Malagasy, mathematics, French and science but not 

for civic education.  (I63) 

Interviews with teachers revealed that the mandatory adoption of group work 

since 2003 (I67) has produced a wide variety of benefits to themselves and their students 
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alike.  One of the greatest benefits of group work is more practical than pedagogical: by 

allowing students to work in clusters, teachers are relieved of the pressure to spread 

themselves thin to ensure the understanding and engagement of every student in 

classrooms routinely serving over fifty or sixty learners; in remote rural areas, the number 

of students in lower grade or combined classrooms can easily soar beyond double that 

amount.  Group work facilitates the sharing of limited resources such as workbooks and it 

provides students with an opportunity to be heard, to puzzle through problems toward 

their own solution, or to solicit assistance from their classmates rather than the teacher.171  

These benefits of group work are clear to a teacher from Toliara: 

If you have 70 students and you‟re doing reading, it‟s not possible to have 

each of them read aloud one by one.  But in groups you can do it in 

another way.  When they‟re divided into groups, I‟ll keep two or three 

groups in the classroom, and have some others out in the courtyard.  The 

group leaders have everyone take their turn reading out loud within their 

group.  That way their friends are the ones who correct them and not me.  

Group work is very helpful because I can‟t help all of them with their 

reading at the same time but thanks to group work we do get the task done 

well.  (I63)   

„Group work is good.  That, I can say with certainty: it‟s good,‟ confirms a teacher at an 

urban Antananarivo school who was first trained during the Second Republic.  „For those 

who don‟t use this method and don‟t like it, I encourage them to use it because it really 

helps teachers out and makes our work easier.  Instead of explaining to 57 students, I‟m 

addressing five groups.‟  (I54)  A teacher at an urban Mahajanga school who was also 

trained during the Second Republic also expresses strong support for group work, 

remarking that it enables the teacher to shift a portion of the responsibility of learning 

from the teacher to the students, thereby allowing teachers and students to become 

partners in the educational process in a way that empowers students to help one another 

and develop new habits of proactive problem solving and self-sufficiency. (I37) 

Large class sizes pose a challenge to teachers not only in terms of ensuring 

student learning, but also maintaining the ordered, disciplined environment prerequisite  

                                                 
171 (I30, I37, I49, I54, I63, I67, I69)   
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 Figure 18.   A teacher supervises students working in groups 

 
 

to meaningful learning.  Teachers noted that group work facilitated the establishment of a 

more ideal educational environment in overcrowded classrooms.172   „It makes it easier to 

keep an eye on students,‟ remarks a teacher in Toliara who recently adopted more 

democratic classroom management techniques. (I67)  A teacher in Sambava trained 

during the Second Republic remarked that by applying the new classroom management 

methods and delegating a degree of supervisory responsibility to group leaders, teachers 

are able to free themselves to better address disciplinary issues as soon as they arise. (I44)  

Another longtime teacher based in Antananarivo who was trained during the Second 

Republic observed that once she began applying the new pedagogical policy of group 

work, her students became more involved in their learning and there was an observable 

                                                 
172 (I44, I53, I54, I63, I64, I69) 
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reduction in misbehavior emerging from under-stimulation, disengagement and teacher 

resentment (I53), one common consequence of an authoritarian teaching style.173   

Group work facilitates teachers‟ tasks in overcrowded and undersupplied 

classrooms not only through delegation and division of their responsibilities, but by 

providing an environment in which each student has a greater opportunity to exchange 

information and participate in activities that support learning.174  A teacher in 

Antananarivo trained during the Second Republic who has begun to implement active 

methods remarks that her students welcome the variety in the classroom that groupwork 

affords and enthusiastically embrace the opportunity to cluster together to discuss and 

work through problems with their peers (refer to Figure 18 above).  (I54)   „If there‟s a 

student who doesn‟t work hard and sleeps through everything, when we do group work 

he will perk up,‟ observes a teacher at an urban Antsiranana school who was first trained 

during the Second Republic but has recently adopted group work in her classroom.  (I27)  

A teacher in Antananarivo trained during the Second Republic approves of the method 

because she observed better retention of information among her students due to group 

reporting methods: „When we correct exercises, each group copies the correct answer of 

the same exercise onto the blackboard and when it is repeated like this, it helps children 

to retain the exercise in their memory.‟  (I58)  Significantly, a teacher in Toliara trained 

during the First Republic was willing to grudgingly conced the value of the latest in what 

she had deemed a series of ill-planned pedagogical reforms, concluding: „Group work is 

one I‟m willing to tolerate because it increases student participation and it‟s easy to carry 

out.‟  (I66) 

Communication skills are strengthened through the opportunities for self-

expression that group work provides, producing added benefits for students and teachers 

alike.  At times, students may be even more effective at finding a way to explain material 

                                                 
173 A pedagogical counselor in Antananarivo describes how authoritarian teaching methods can result in 
student disrespect:  I‟ve seen students who follow their teacher out of the courtyard when leaving school.  
And what do they do?  They act like cattle herders, chasing the teachers!    There‟s no respect.  And where 
does this lack of respect come from ?  There are a number of factors, like the lack of mutual goodwill 
between the teacher and students.  But it can also be when the teacher insists on doing things his or her own 
way, applying authoritarian practices in the classroom without asking the students‟ opinion about anything.  
So the student comes to believe that the teacher thinks he or she always gets to have the final say in class – 
he or she always has the last word.  But once the student is outside the classroom, well, then – „Now I can 
do whatever I want, because we‟re not in class anymore.‟   
174 (I26, I27, I30, I49, I54, I58, I63, I66, I68) 
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to a classmate than the teacher is, and group work provides students with exposure to the 

alternative interpretations they may need to master the content.  (I26)  Group work can 

furthermore encourage the participation of timid or weaker students and supports their 

academic success. (I51, I63)  As a consequence of providing more frequent opportunity 

to formulate and communicate their thoughts, teachers who practice active methods have 

observed their students‟ capacity for oral self-expression developing over time.175   

In some instances, students are not only better able to formulate and communicate 

their thoughts, but are able to do so in a more mutually respectful way, demonstrating a 

level of tolerance toward their classmates‟ ideas that had little occasion to surface in the 

past.  Teachers attribute group work with building students‟ tolerance for each other‟s 

differences due to the need to collaborate to achieve a mutual goal, and some will 

intentionally go out of their way to maximize this side-consequence of group work.  

„When we‟re doing a lesson, I don‟t keep students in the same groups,‟ explains a 

CRINFP graduate outside Antananarivo.  „Sometimes I have them change… that helps 

them get to know each other and get used to working together.‟ (I56)  A pedagogical 

counselor recalls experiencing this unexpected benefit of group work when first learning 

the pedagogy in his own training: 

We were all from different regions so when we were put in groups we had 

conflicts at first because we didn‟t all have the same culture, behaviors, 

temperament and all that.  But little by little as we worked together we 

managed to find ways to make ourselves understood.  Some behaviors 

changed – I remember a friend who was very aggressive and he had a hard 

time joining in the discussion.  But through the experience of working in 

the group he began to change and found a way to moderate his moods.  

(I51)  

Observing the way in which students are required to compromise and tolerate differences 

in groups, a teacher in Ambositra concludes that the pedagogy „teaches students about 

democracy and helps them develop an open mind.‟  (I19)   

 
Learning Civic Competencies through Active Methods 

 
                                                 
175 (I19, I26, I49, I51, I63)   
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As a teacher from Mahajanga observes, „[The classroom] is a miniature society.‟ 

(I30)  Every experience within it – from rulemaking and consequences for behavior to 

relations with peers and authority figures – helps to develop students‟ expectations about 

social life in adulthood and the standards placed on their own behavior within adult 

society (Harber, 1997).  Dominant social norms, often steeped in indigenous or colonial-

era traditions, are transmitted by default unless teachers make a conscious effort to instill 

the norms of the society they wish to see rather than the society as it exists.  In order to 

carry out their role as transformative social agents for democracy, teachers must 

deliberately seek to develop the specific competencies required to sustain a functioning 

democratic government and society (Westheimer & Caine, 2004).   

As classrooms are a microcosm of society, group work breaks this societal 

learning experience down into an even more intimate form, providing students with 

greater power and more immediate consequences for their choices within the group 

(USAID, 2002).  The potential impact that group work can have on the formation of 

students‟ democratic and civic competencies as children is therefore significant and 

renders group work a powerful tool to teach knowledge, attitudes and skills about living 

in a democratic society (UNESCO, 2000a).  The participatory character of learner-

centered pedagogies imparts this quality to any of the active methods that teachers might 

choose to use in their classroom (Freire, 1970).   

The civic implications of active methods were not lost on many of the Malagasy 

primary teachers interviewed who, as the data explored below will demonstrate, see it as 

their role to ensure students grow into responsible, informed and engaged citizens 

capable of contributing to a positive future for the country as adults.  A number of 

teachers, all of whom were relatively highly educated, acknowledge the role that group 

work plays in teaching students to be accountable to their peers and the teacher in terms 

of participation and quality of work produced176 and the implicit lesson group work 

teaches about mutual respect, cooperation and tolerance of difference,177 as well as 

acceptance and respect for the authority of others while developing skills in group 

                                                 
176 (I30, I63, I64)  
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leadership themselves.  A CRINFP graduate teaching at a rural school outside Mahajanga 

explains: 

Everyone takes turns being the group leader, so I‟m giving them 

experience about how to be a leader later in life.  But in this role they also 

learn to respect leaders so they can respect leaders later in life as well.  I 

teach them to respect others when they speak – I think it‟s a good idea 

even if it can be difficult to keep the kids on task but I think that‟s an 

essential part of educating citizens.  They also learn about responsibility 

when they distribute, share or care for the workbooks – everyone learns to 

be responsible that way.  … I always try to develop their democratic spirit 

because they have to be able to respect other people‟s ideas and that‟s a 

key part of group work because some students aren‟t as strong as others 

but they‟re accepted as part of the group.  I think that‟s very democratic.  

(I30) 

Group work is a pedagogy that can be implemented in the context of limited materials 

and classroom overcrowding, reduces the time needed to complete activities, facilitates 

classroom discipline, supports student acquisition of the curriculum content and also 

creates a situation in which students‟ democratic competencies can be reinforced and 

strengthened. Regardless of whether or not teachers understand these implications, 

interview data suggest the benefits that the pedagogy offers in terms of teachers‟ own 

practice have been largely sufficient to convert most teachers to its occasional or regular 

practice. 

The adoption of APC favors group work as described in Chapter 5; by 

emphasizing this student-centered method, the Ravalomanana administration‟s 2003 

education policy reform thereby not only promotes the scholastic and civic learning 

advantages associated with the pedagogy, but also facilitates modeling of the behavior 

and level of engagement children are later expected to adopt in adult society.  In addition, 

many teachers described going beyond group work to prepare young people for adult life 

and engagement in society by drawing on a wide variety of strategies that implicitly plant 

democratic ideals and behaviors in students‟ minds.  A FRAM teacher in Sambava and a 

CRINFP-trained teacher outside Antananarivo described using games, for instance, as a 
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playful method to teach primary school students social values such as patience, turn-

taking and respect for rules and authority, as well as democratic competencies such as 

tolerance of differences (I49, I56), a strategy also advocated by the OEMC (MINESEB, 

2003c).  A teacher in Sambava first trained during the Second Republic reports using 

storytelling as a device to instill the democratic values of tolerance, justice and 

cooperation. (I42)  Teachers may offer students the opportunity to vote on key decisions, 

such as the roles assigned to students within each group (I31) or important decisions 

made throughout the year.  „It‟s useful because here in class is where they begin to get 

accustomed to adult life and begin to learn the lessons that will shape them into the 

person or citizen they will become,‟ explains a teacher in an urban Ambanja school.  

„This way they will already be used to respecting the norms of democracy.‟ (I5)  

However, the concept of voting may be poorly understood by the teacher, resulting in a 

less than fully participatory process initiated in the spirit of democracy: 

In my class we choose the best students to vote, for example the oldest 

ones since they like to be the ones to choose…. So the group leaders vote: 

„You – you be the group reporter, and you there, you be the secretary.‟  

(I31) 

These discrepancies highlight the importance of helping teachers to develop a clear 

understanding of democracy for themselves before they attempt to pass these lessons on 

to their students. 

As described in Chapter 6, freedom of expression is understood by teachers as 

perhaps the most fundamental feature of democracy, and this belief is reflected in their 

encouragement of student self-expression in the classroom is among the best ways to 

develop their capacity to engage as adults in a democratic society.  Whether in groups, 

individual presentations or everyday interactions, many teachers strongly support the 

learner-centered principle of promoting student expression beyond mere parroting of 

information deposited by the teacher into the repository of the student‟s mind.178  When 

asked how they attempted to develop their students‟ democratic competencies, teachers 

most frequently cited the strategy of encouraging student self-expression.179   

                                                 
178 (I7, I16, I19, I31, I35, I40, I52, I53, I54, I56, I66, I67, I68)   
179 i.e. I7, I53, I66, I67, I68 
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I hold debates, like „What did you see in the street?‟  „I saw a man trying 

to pick a fight with someone.‟  „Well, do you think that was right? Why do 

you think he did that?‟  It‟s to get them interested, so they can say what 

they want, and I just leave them free to talk about what they see in their 

everyday lives.  That‟s democracy in action.  (I68) 

A CRINFP graduate in Ambanja similarly sees democracy in permitting students‟ 

freedom of expression: „Some kids are talkative.  I don‟t forbid them to speak because 

they might talk about something useful to the others.  I let them know that they need to 

raise their hand whenever they want to speak.  Even when we‟re silently copying a 

lesson, if they have something to say they shouldn‟t be forbidden.  That‟s the way 

democracy is established.‟ (I7)  Teachers who encouraged student self-expression saw 

themselves as providing students with the opportunity to develop the confidence to 

independently formulate and articulate their position to their classroom peers just as they 

would one day need to do as adults when participating in decision-making that affects 

their community or the country as a whole.180 

 This freedom of expression extends beyond encouraging students‟ participation 

and articulation of their own ideas and opinions and into the realm of student-teacher 

relations.  „There is a democratic spirit in class here because the students are free to talk 

amongst themselves and with the teacher,‟ declares a teacher at an urban Antananarivo 

school who was first trained during the Second Republic. (I53)  This view is shared by a 

peer teaching at an urban school in Toliara who remarks, „When students know they are 

free to speak with their teacher, that‟s democracy.‟ (I67) Student self-expression and 

student-teacher communication are symbiotic, each condition at once dependent upon 

and enabling the other to thrive.  Students and teachers must trust one another if student 

communication is to develop, and in this environment of mutual trust the traditional 

student-teacher roles and hierarchies are relaxed.  This permits teachers to learn from 

their students and for students to leom each other and allows students to learn to view 

authority in a less absolute light (Harber, 1997).   „It‟s important [for students] to know 

how to respect others and listen to their opinions,‟ observes a teacher in Toliara who 

                                                 
180 (I53, I66, I67) 
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received training during the Second Republic.  „It should never just be a matter of 

accepting what the leaders say.‟ (I66)   

Although teachers may embrace student self-expression as the manifestation of a 

more democratic society within the school walls, some have yet to apply these strategies 

effectively to best develop student self-expression and reinforce their acquisition of 

academic and democratic competencies.  The fine line between freedom of expression 

and unproductive remarks may be crossed, leading to lost instructional time.  Well-

intentioned teachers may permit students to speak off-topic in order to build their 

classmates‟ patience with allowing others to speak181 as does this CRINFP graduate 

teaching at a rural school outside Antananarivo who explains: „Students have to learn to 

accept the weaknesses of others. There are different ways of thinking in society, so they 

have to respect others‟ views.  In class there are some students who don‟t speak, and 

others who are very talkative, and they have to learn to accept that and develop tolerance 

for others.‟  At the opposite end of the spectrum, some teachers encourage students to 

speak by using leading questions and correcting students‟ opinions and perceptions to 

match those of the teacher.182  „Democracy means people can‟t be prevented from 

expressing their opinions and they should be allowed to speak,‟ concedes a teacher in 

Sambava trained during the Second Republic, before adding: „But if what they say is 

incorrect, then you show them what‟s right.‟ (I40)   

The range of practices described by teachers in encouraging student self-

expression suggests a need to strengthen teacher knowledge and understanding of 

pedagogies related to discussion, questioning and debate in order to reap the most 

powerful benefits of these strategies in terms of supporting students‟ ability to formulate, 

articulate and support their views and perceptions.  Interview data reveal that some 

teachers may perceive student turn-taking during class discussions as demonstrative of an 

adequate level of competence in self-expression. A CRINFP graduate teaching outside 

Antananarivo expresses this belief by stating: „There are moments when we let the pupils 

express what they think. Sometimes all of the pupils want to talk at the same time, but 

since I‟ve been telling them to take turns speaking, now they‟re able to listen to others.  

                                                 
181 (I7, I31, I52, I56, I67) 
182 (I40, I54, I63, I68)   
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They shouldn‟t only listen to the teacher – they need to listen to their classmate too.‟ 

(I56)  Turn-taking can indeed represent a behavioral evolution, and one critical to good 

classroom management as well as learning optimization. However,unless equal emphasis 

is placed on active listening and logic – the skills needed to facilitate meaningful and 

constructive debate – student self-expression may remain limited to a series of unrelated 

 
 

 
  Figure 19.  A teacher helps a student identify her own mistakes 

 

 
expository declarations as each student merely waits for his or her own turn to speak, 

rather than  benefiting from the intellectual stimulation and challenge of responding to 

points raised by classmates. 
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Developing the Capacity to Think Critically 

 
The participatory nature of democratic governance requires that citizens of 

democratic societies develop confidence in the formulation and articulation of views that 

have ideally been reached through an objective evaluation of all relevant factual 

information.  Stubbornly advancing opinions that reflect one‟s own limited experiences 

without due consideration of alternative information sources would reduce collective 

decision-making to a constantly deadlocked zero-sum game in which none of the parties 

are willing to compromise or make concessions for the greater good of the country.  

Democratic citizens must develop the capacity and habit of seeking out information and 

applying critical thinking skills to evaluate its quality and relevance, particularly in 

regards to perspectives and arguments advanced by their ideological opponents, in order 

to either reassess their own position or offer rational counter-arguments that may 

persuade listeners to adopt the position they advocate (Westheimer and Kahne, 2004).   

Teachers‟ effectiveness in developing students‟ critical thinking competencies 

depends on their embracing of this role and their mastery of the pedagogies that support 

its development.  However, as the following discussion will illustrate, many Malagasy 

teachers interviewed were challenged by discussions around the theme of critical 

thinking.  This was partly due to language differences: the French term for critical 

thinking (esprit critique183) is first and foremost an abstract notion that many teachers and 

untrained ones in particular may not have encountered often, if ever, and it may quite 

simply not be understood by teachers with limited command of French.  Cultural 

differences may exacerbate misunderstanding rooted in linguistic difference: unlike the 

English sense of the term in which critical thinking indicates a focus on the process or the 

procedural aspect of critical thought as distinguished from cognition devoid of this 

process, the ambiguity of the French esprit (spirit, mind) implies a critical being rather 

than a process.  This concept can translate from French into Malagasy with the sense of 

becoming a critical person, one who criticizes and critiques (I26) – a quality with limited 

value in an intensely collectivist Malagasy culture that stresses social harmony and non-

antagonistic interpersonal relations.  (I33)  The teacher and pedagogical counselor who 

acted as guide and interpreter during school visits in Mahajanga discussed with me about 
                                                 
183 Esprit critique: Literally, critical mind or critical spirit.   
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the ramifications of the challenge that this sociolinguistically-colored conception of 

critical thinking poses to the development of democratic competencies and, by extension, 

a democratic society in Madagascar: 

R: We Malagasy have a hard time accepting criticism.  For us, criticism 

means we‟re being judged as bad…  We take it to mean someone is trying 

to show how they‟re superior to you or they know it all and you don‟t….  

There are constructive forms of criticism but we don‟t know how to accept 

that.  We‟re not at that point yet.  It‟s something that will evolve gradually 

from one generation to the next but we‟re not there yet right now.  That‟s 

why there‟s a real contradiction with what they learn in school about 

freedom of expression, speaking, and applying a critical perspective.  We 

say you can speak freely but you can‟t criticize anything.   

I: Is it the same way outside of school, in the family or in society at large? 

R: It‟s the same way in families and daily life – everywhere.  Take the last 

election for example.  You probably heard about the low turnout rate. 

I: It was around 20% or even less than that.   

R: Right, but if you read the newspaper articles, you get a different 

impression... If someone is interviewed and asked what they thought about 

the turnout rate, because Malagasy people don‟t dare to say [the truth], 

instead in typical Malagasy fashion they say „It‟s fine!‟  Malagasy people 

often say „It‟s fine.‟  „What do you think of this?‟   „It‟s fine,‟ in order to 

avoid criticizing...  It‟s hard to explain democracy when we don‟t live it.  

It‟s really difficult.  How are you supposed to understand something that 

you aren‟t able to practice yourself?  You envision it; you dream about it; 

you have it in your imagination always. 

I: One might say a major cultural shift would need to take place, and yet 

there are examples of times when Malagasy people have no longer stood 

for what they couldn‟t stomach.  For example, the Second Republic – the 
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university students protested.184 There they expressed their dislike of 

something – so it‟s possible, it does happen?  People do criticize?   

R: That was an extreme case but in daily life it doesn‟t happen. 

I: In other words, that expression is repressed, blocked… 

R: Yes! 

I: …Until it explodes. 

R: Yes, it explodes, but you have to be patient.  It comes gradually: as the 

vazaha
185 say, Madagascar is the country of moramora

186, so everything 

happens slowly, slowly – so slowly that sometimes we don‟t know if 

we‟ve stopped advancing or not.  The real meaning of democracy for me 

isn‟t like that, but that‟s the way things are here, so I have to live with it.  

Remember a little while ago how that teacher responded when you asked 

her the question [about democracy in the classroom], and she wasn‟t able 

to come up with anything to say because she doesn‟t live it?  She‟s 

authoritarian in the classroom and she wasn‟t telling us the truth [about 

that].  For her, democracy is a foreign concept.  You asked her about 

democracy and she responded with something about cleanliness and how 

it‟s important to be clean because for her that‟s what it means to be a good 

citizen and a democrat.  That‟s good citizenship to her. (I33) 

Some teachers, particularly those who have attained a higher level of education before 

entering the teaching profession or – to a lesser extent – those who have graduated from 

the reformed CRINFP training program, appeared generally more familiar with the 

concept of critical thinking as a cognitive process for analyzing information and were 

better able to engage in discussion about its merits.  This phenomenon ought to be 

explored quantitatively to assess whether the apparent effects are in fact statistically 

significant and occur across geographic and sociopolitical contexts. 

Teacher confusion about the concept of critical thinking emerged during 

interviews when asked about their beliefs regarding the development of critical thinking 
                                                 
184 Reference to university student protests that acted as a catalyst to bring about the end of the post-
colonial First Republic and usher in the Socialist, Malagasy-centric Second Republic, as described in 
Chapter 4. 
185 Vazaha: Foreigners, particularly of European origin. 
186 Moramora: Gently, slowly, taking it easy. 
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in students.187  Occasionally, teachers would seem to express understanding of the 

concept and its value, but struggled to articulate these notions even in their native 

language, suggesting recognition of the term from pre- or in-service training exposure but 

incomplete retention or comprehension of its significance, as in the following exchange 

with a 2006 CRINFP graduate in Ambanja: 

I: Is it necessary to develop students‟ critical thinking skills? 

R: It‟s necessary. 

I: Why? 

R: The better you know kids, the more you… I don‟t really know! Critical 

thinking is necessary because if it isn‟t… it‟s necessary because all 

students need to have critical thinking.  The reason is… what I want to say 

is… [Long pause] because… because… I want to say something but 

words fail me.  I don‟t think I can really find the words.  (I9) 

Similarly, teachers may recognize the value of the strategies that develop critical thinking 

skills, and may even practice them in the classroom, without associating them with the 

concept of critical thinking: 

I: Do you try to develop your students‟ critical thinking abilities? 

R: [Silence] 

I: Do you understand what I mean by critical thinking?   

R: [Silence]  

I:  For example, asking yourself questions about the information you hear.  

If I make a statement and the students say „I don‟t know about that, maybe 

it isn‟t true,‟ that suggests critical thinking on their part.  Do you ever try 

to get students to think like that? 

R: No... 

I: Do you ever have debates in class, or discuss the pros and cons of 

various ideas? 

R: Yes. (I27) 

A foggy understanding of the concept of critical thinking may lead teachers to primarily 

associate it with its tangential advantages, leaving them less well-positioned to design 

                                                 
187 (I3, I9, I27) 
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lessons and apply pedagogies in ways that will optimize the development of students‟ 

critical reasoning capacity.  This was the case of an Ambositra CRINFP graduate who 

believed critical thinking was primarily useful in enabling students to adapt to new social 

and cultural environments but failed to identify benefits to students‟ knowledge 

acquisition or problem-solving abilities to benefit themselves, their community or their 

nation. (I3)   

Teachers who possess a more concrete understanding of critical thinking as a 

process for working with information are better placed to draw on a variety of strategies 

to develop this competency in their students.  Among primary teachers interviewed in 

Madagascar, classroom debate, the weighing of pros and cons and teacher modeling of 

critical questions are the most common strategies used to develop this competency.188 A 

CRINFP graduate in Mahajanga observes that the fanazarana hiteny and FFMOM 

lessons are best suited for the free-form debate and discussion that develops critical 

thinking as they are less restrictive in their content and do not emphasize the acquisition 

of knowledge or skills tested on the year-end leaving exam.  (I30)  Within these subjects, 

teachers can moderate the exchange of ideas without an underlying expectation that 

students arrive at a predetermined „correct‟ response.  Students are free to explore the 

ambiguities of complex issues and maintain opposing perspectives and viewpoints as 

long as they are rationally defensible.  At lower grade levels when children‟s reasoning 

capacity is still relatively underdeveloped (I68), and in other subject areas such as 

mathematics or science where teachers must guide students toward identifying and 

retaining indisputable facts that will most likely be tested, teachers may restrict 

themselves to asking students questions that guide them toward realization of known 

academic or cultural truths (I42, I43) while encouraging students to evaluate and respond 

to the contributions of their peers with factually-supported arguments.  (I54)  Two male 

co-teachers, both recent CRINFP graduates working at a rural school outside 

Antananarivo, describe how they develop these competencies in their fourth-grade 

classroom: 

I: Is it possible to develop critical thinking skills in students their age? 

R1 & R2: Yes, it‟s possible. 

                                                 
188 (I30, I32, I42, I43, I52, I54) 
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R1: For example, with our students, they see these roads that go to 

Antananarivo.  They ask, „Where is the Mayor to get this road repaired?  

What about a better school for us, or a football field?  Who‟s responsible?‟   

R2: And when the rains come late… 

R1: Droughts, for example – „What are the causes?  Who destroyed the 

forest?  Who set the bush fires?‟ 

R2: „Where is the Mayor to send some rain over here?‟ [Laugh] 

I: Do you ask these questions or are the students the ones asking? 

R1: Sometimes it‟s us, in science lessons for example – There‟s too much 

carbon dioxide and too many vehicles.  That‟s part of the discussion in our 

lesson.  Or malaria – tazo moka – there are people who can‟t afford bed 

nets so there‟s malaria… 

I: In what other subjects do you have these discussions? 

R2: Civic education…. It‟s always civic education for the most part…  

I: Is it easy or difficult for [the students]? 

R2: It‟s easy because that subject is taught in Malagasy. 

I: Have you noticed any differences in the way the students think or 

express themselves as a result of these kinds of conversations? 

R1 & R2: Yes, there‟s a difference. 

R2: At the beginning of the year it wasn‟t easy but now they participate a 

little bit. [Laugh]… the main problem is expressing anything in French, 

but if it‟s in Malagasy then they participate!  

Students who develop critical thinking skills „can overcome all the difficulties we have 

here in Madagascar,‟ a CRINFP graduate from Mahajanga contends.  „They are able to 

create solutions to the problems we have here.‟  (I32) 

The concept of critical thinking and the pedagogical strategies that develop this 

competency in students are incorporated into the reformed CRINFP teacher training 

curriculum.  Despite this fact, most teachers continue to struggle to understand and 

master these concepts at the level required to properly develop this competency in their 

students.  Teachers, teacher trainers and pedagogical counselors alike provided a variety 

of explanations for this persistent obstacle.  A pedagogical counselor in Antsiranana 
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remarks that many of those currently working as teachers today were not themselves 

required to apply and develop their own critical thinking skills when they were students, 

and so may lack the appreciation or capacity for the practice needed to inspire their own 

students‟ development.  (I24)  „This is a generation that doesn‟t practice much critical 

thinking because they‟re used to receiving information without analyzing it critically,‟ 

explains an Antsiranana teacher trainer.  „That‟s why last year‟s CRINFP graduates are 

having a hard time with teaching the scientific subjects – math in particular.  They‟re 

used to receiving and learning information by heart, and they‟re not motivated to apply 

their reasoning, seek the truth [or] use logic… there‟s never any analysis.‟  (I25)  

Teachers who lack the habit of critical thinking are at a disadvantage in providing 

effective opportunities for their students to develop this skill themselves. 

Preparing student-teachers to develop the critical thinking capacity of their own 

primary school students in the future may require further reforms to the current teacher 

training curriculum.  The prevalence of didactic instruction within CRINFPs may not do 

enough to counteract the phenomenon of underdeveloped critical thinking skills among 

student-teachers who as school children were themselves deprived of opportunities and 

expectations to develop and apply them.  A teacher trainer in Toliara blames what he 

perceives as a failure to adequately develop the skill in trainees.  „How can critical 

thinking develop among student-teachers as long as there is no reflection or analysis 

[during training]?  We don‟t guide [them] to analyze and reflect.‟ (I61)  In Ambanja, 

where a pedagogical counselor confirms that trainees are explicitly taught the social and 

educational advantages of critical thinking, trainees regularly demonstrate their 

understanding of the concept in training evaluations.  Nonetheless, student-teachers all 

too often fail to utilize pedagogical techniques that develop critical thinking once they 

graduate from the center and adopt their new role as teachers in their own classrooms. 

(I2)    These examples highlight the inconsistencies between CRINFPs and the challenge 

of ensuring that the good practices learned in training find expression in some form 

within public school classrooms. 

In the classrooms where teachers do cultivate students‟ critical thinking abilities, 

they frequently draw upon a diverse assortment of strategies that are neither complex nor 

dependent upon costly teaching aids.  Teachers may encourage students to perform basic 
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logical comparisons to provide a context for simple analyses appropriate to the reasoning 

capacity of young students.189 Students may also be asked to examine physical objects or 

reflect upon elements of their daily lives, current events reported in the media or other 

topics introduced by the teacher or students.  The teacher may then guide the students to 

critically analyze the information through questions that stimulate their reflection, 

encouraging the youngest students to distinguish good from bad or identify cause and 

effect.  Older students can develop their critical thinking skills by considering 

alternatives, weighing pros and cons190 or forecasting long-term consequences for 

hypothetical or real situations and propose solutions of their own.191 

However, the use of a variety of pedagogical strategies to develop critical 

thinking competencies is no guarantee of their effectiveness. Teachers must be prepared 

to design lessons or utilize techniques that are appropriate to the learners‟ age and level 

of intellectual development, taking care not to under- or over-challenge the student. 

Inadequate consideration of the learners‟ intellectual capacity and failure to guide the 

students through sufficiently critical analysis of an issue can result in underinformative 

lessons such as the following used by a fifth-grade teacher (trained during the Second 

Republic) as a method to strengthen her students‟ critical thinking abilities: 

If I want to teach about cleanliness, for example, I take two students – one 

clean and one dirty – and I make them stand in front of the class.  I ask the 

students to compare them: how this one‟s clothes are dirty, and how the 

other one‟s clothes are clean.  I ask… what they think of each one.  I like 

doing that.  The students are quick to conclude, „The clean clothes are 

better – Why? Because they‟re clean.  And those ones are dirty so I don‟t 

like them.‟  That‟s how I do it. (I44) 

The error of promoting a form of analysis unsuited to her students‟ age is compounded by 

the dehumanizing, shame-based strategy of personalizing the „mistake‟ of dirtiness and 

subjecting the students to their classmates‟ scrutiny.  This teacher‟s pedagogical approach 

illustrates the sort of pitfalls that teachers face when trying to teach critical thinking 

without an appropriately clear understanding of its methods and purpose. 

                                                 
189 (I17, I19, I25, I44)   
190 (I6, I25, I37) 
191 (I3, I18, I32, I45)   
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Discipline, Mutual Respect and the Democratic Classroom 

 
 

Disciplinary practices play a key role in reinforcing a model of democratic 

behavior in the classroom.  The representative nature of democratic governance demands 

the development of particular skills, knowledge and attitudes among all its citizens in 

order to exercise their rights and fulfill their civic responsibilities (Gollob, 2005), but the  

 
 

 
  Figure 20.  Classroom rules developed by students192 

 

                                                 
192 The rules read as follows:   
Tsy azo atao (Not allowed):  1) Mitabataba (being noisy); 2) Mandehadeha (wandering around); 3) 
Mikidikidy (horseplay); 4) Tsy mahavita ‘devoir’ (not completing assignments); 5) Miala amin’ny ‘groupe’ 
(leaving your group).   
Sazy (Punishment):  1) Marche a canard (1x) (Walk like a duck); Manadio ivelany efitrano (2x) (Clean the 
classroom); Mody mitondra RAD (3x) (Go to the principal‟s office); Mody tsy mianatra intsony (Go home 
and not study anymore [i.e. expulsion]). 
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relationships between government and citizens must likewise facilitate citizen 

engagement by ensuring accountability, transparency and representativity in the process 

of governance.  Similarly, in the classroom, the teacher wields authority and is 

responsible for the governance of his or her students but is also accountable to them as a 

model of the democratic behavior that the students are expected to follow (Harber, 1997).  

The teacher must facilitate channels of communication with and between students and 

demonstrate the inherent equality of all individuals in the classroom regardless of their 

age, role, talent or experience.  Every member of the class must be free to participate not 

only in the process of knowledge acquisition but also in decision-making about the rules 

governing their lives at school, ideally through the collaborative production of class rules 

such as those featured in Figure 20 above.  These principles have informed the 

disciplinary and classroom management strategies taught in the reformed CRINFP 

teacher training curriculum since 2003.  (I24) 

The following section will demonstrate that a result of this reformed training, 

many teachers – including many who had previously relied on corporal punishment and 

shaming or intimidation to keep students in line – report adopting democratic classroom 

management strategies.  The vast majority enthusiastically advocated the change, noting 

improved and more effective relations between teacher and student as a consequence of 

implementing the new method.  Across teacher training levels and educational 

backgrounds, the most common strategy reported by far was the involvement of students 

in developing classroom rules and the consequences for breaking them.193   

R2: I ask them, „What‟s your opinion?‟  And they say for example, „Sir, 

we shouldn‟t come late.‟  We talk about what the consequence should be, 

and if the punishment is too harsh we look for an appropriate compromise.  

… There are always conflicts and problems and the rules aren‟t obeyed so 

I have to remind them – and they remind each other too: „Sir, someone did 

such-and-such so what should we do? Sir we‟ve agreed on this, what do 

you think about it?‟  

                                                 
193 (I3, I7, I26, I27, I48, I63, I64, I66) 
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R1: It helps the students to become good citizens because they are the 

ones who create the rules – it comes from them rather than us: „Here are 

our rules, bam, bam, bam!‟ 

R2: Even beyond that, this way their own ideas are the source of what 

develops their conscience, because these students can already tell right 

from wrong.  So when you ask them what should be done to improve 

relations in the classroom, „What should we do together?‟  They say, „Sir, 

we should do such-and-such.  When we don‟t know and we don‟t learn 

well, you do this and if we do well you do that.‟  That helps them to 

develop.  They‟ll make an effort to learn their lessons and that‟s progress. 

(I63) 

Favoring democratic classroom management strategies over fear-based, authoritarian 

strategies has opened up mutually respectful communication within this teacher‟s 

classroom.  A teacher in Toliara originally trained during the Second Republic remarks 

that his students have been more willing to accept consequences for breaking rules since 

he began including them in their development, observing 'They learn mifanaja (respect) 

and mifandefitra (tolerance).' (I66)  Teachers also describe assigning a chef de classe
194 

who is delegated special responsibilities such as maintaining class order when the teacher 

leaves the room (I26, I66) although whether this role is fulfilled in a democratic or 

authoritarian manner will vary from one classroom to the next depending on the intent 

and instructions of the teacher.  Classroom observations underscored the great degree of 

inconsistency and diversity in the application of democratic classroom management 

strategies from one teacher to the next.   

 The 2003 education reforms were designed such that student participation in 

generating classroom disciplinary measures should be counterbalanced by a form of 

positive reinforcement. Students are expected to encourage peers who contribute 

positively to the group learning effort.  The reformed CRINFP training program instructs 

teachers to engage students in maintaining a productive and supportive classroom 

environment by inviting the students to select a word, sound, gesture or other symbol that 

the students and teacher together will use on cue to express collective approval of 

                                                 
194 Chef de classe: Class monitor 
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constructive student participation.  The most common pattern of behavior is a unison 

chorus of the word soa (excellent), often preceded by a briefly clapped or snapped 

rhythm.  In another classroom, students were observed clicking their tongues while 

flicking their fingertips at the successful student in a traditional gesture of blessing.  

Students on the receiving end of this peer recognition were always visibly content and 

returned to their seats with a smile.  This form of positive reinforcement was principally 

observed in classrooms where teachers had been recently trained at CRINFPs, although at 

several schools it appeared to have been adopted by all teachers, underscoring the role 

that school administrator support and teacher knowledge sharing can play in the 

dissemination of innovative practices.  The immediacy of student response to the 

teacher‟s cue in each instance seemed to evidence the frequent use of this technique as 

well as the enjoyment students experienced in its practice; student participation and 

positive energy in these classrooms was observed to be higher than average.   

The wide-scale democratization of classroom management technique, while 

occasionally adopted by individual teachers as a result of exchange between trained and 

untrained colleagues, is generally hampered by its limited incorporation into in-service 

training sessions which tend to focus almost exclusively on pedagogical issues and 

techniques.  (I24)  Teachers who have not received training in classroom management 

may struggle to understand the purpose and methods of discipline, particularly if the 

French word discipline is used in the discussion.  As with the concept of critical thinking, 

the concept of discipline in the French language has multiple meanings.  It is used to 

mean a content area such as mathematics or science (discipline as subject), the personal 

qualities of assiduousness or conformity to agreed rules and norms (discipline as self-

discipline), and the act of shaping the behavior of others through reward and punishment 

(discipline as behavioral modification).  These different meanings of the term can 

become indistinct from one another, potentially leading a teacher to use them 

interchangeably: 

We never had training in disciplining students but the more time we spent 

teaching, the more we discovered about how to do it, how to give and 

apply discipline to students.  ...By discussing amongst ourselves and 

considering what we‟d experienced when we were little – when we were 
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in primary school – we teachers were able to figure out how to discipline 

students…  Children today are – I don‟t want to say stubborn (Laugh) – 

they‟re very difficult to teach.  When we were little we learned to pay 

attention to our studies and do our homework once we got back to the 

house.  But kids today, no – they don‟t do anything.  When they get home 

they drop their book bag and go play or watch a movie.  …I would love to 

have training on discipline and how to have disciplined students.  (I37) 

A teacher nearing retirement in Sambava conflated these different meanings of discipline 

in the same way:   

The discipline that we apply at school makes students better citizens 

because if there‟s no discipline in social life then that‟s no life at all... you 

can‟t live a harmonious life.  Even at school if you don‟t impose 

discipline, learning won‟t happen ... and in social life especially, there 

needs to be discipline so people can like each other.  (I42) 

While the teacher clearly plays a role in shaping students‟ behavior in order to develop 

their internal capacity for self-discipline, and while self-discipline and internalization of a 

moral compass are key elements of good citizenship in any society (democratic and 

authoritarian alike), each distinct process must be understood independently and training 

must be provided to teachers in the distinct strategies required to maximize the teacher‟s 

effectiveness in each of the three domains.   

Corporal punishment has been strongly discouraged in schools since 2003, 

representing a democratic shift in educational philosophy that was similarly reflected in 

the reintroduction of the subject of civic education and the new, learner-centered teaching 

strategies promoted in the reformed teacher training curriculum.  (I68)  Several teachers 

admitted to having practiced corporal punishment in the past and claim to have 

abandoned the practice as a result of the new laws, pressure from the State and 

occasionally parents.195 „I used to hit students,‟ admits a teacher in Toliara.  „But it wasn‟t 

right because children are not zebu.
196‟ (I68)   In contrast, some who claim to have 

abandoned the practice as a result of the laws do not view the practice as harmful.  A 

                                                 
195 (I52, I57, I68) 
196 Zebu: The humped breed of cattle used for labor and consumption in Madagascar. 
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 Figure 21.  Teachers may use their yardstick to beat or intimidate students 

 
 

teacher in Ambanja explains how she abandoned corporal punishment despite having 

found it to be an effective disciplinary and motivational strategy: 

In public schools we‟re not allowed to beat students, but there was a time 

when I still tried to beat them secretly. I would beat them sometimes but 

was careful not to leave a mark and that way I hid it from the parents in 

order to pressure the students to do their homework.  That‟s the most  

important thing to me.  But it seemed like my form of discipline worked 

well.  Maybe because I love them, I don‟t know.  (I7) 

Although corporal punishment has supposedly been discontinued in public schools, I 

twice witnessed teachers strike their students and saw another threaten to beat a child 

with a government-issued yardstick (refer to Figure 21 above).  These instances of 

violence occurred in spite of the presence of guest observers (the pedagogical counselor 

and myself) – circumstances under which most teachers would presumably be on their 
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best behavior.  One may infer that corporal punishment remains a far more common 

practice than official documents and records would suggest. 

The issue of corporal punishment is contentious and there is little agreement 

among teachers about whether or not it has a role to play in disciplining students in the 

classroom.  Some parents put pressure on teachers to discipline their children as 

traditionally done at home – through physical punishment – regardless of the new 

standards imposed by the teacher training reforms.  „[The parents] say, “Madame, they‟re 

our children at home but when they‟re in the classroom they‟re your children, so you can 

hit them”‟ explains a teacher in Ambositra.  „But how could I hit children?‟ (I22)  

Conversely, parents are occasionally known to interfere and complain to a school 

principal if a teacher attempts to impose strict standards of discipline on their students, 

weakening the teacher‟s authority, autonomy and effectiveness and leaving them 

uncertain how best to handle student misbehavior. (I44)   

Regardless of whether teachers apply or reject corporal punishment in their own 

classrooms, the widespread use of this disciplinary method in the past and at home 

typically makes an indelible impression on the minds of the children who have 

experienced it.  Students who have become habituated to beatings at the hands of 

authoritarian adults may become fearful and withdrawn; others may develop contempt for 

authority and act out in class (UNHCHR, 1994). Interview data indicated educator 

concerns that this latter group of students fail to respond to recent disciplinary 

innovations such as gentler verbal reprimands or non-violent consequences for rule-

breaking developed by the class.  „We have to consider the children‟s rights – they 

shouldn‟t be beaten or ordered to kneel197 - but that can cause problems because students 

expect these kinds of punishments most of the time,‟ explains a CRINFP graduate outside 

Antananarivo.  „They don‟t heed reprimands unless they‟re followed with action, even 

when the rules and punishments are written on the board for all to see. Some students 

may not truly understand the consequences of their misbehavior if all you do is warn 

them verbally.‟  (I57)  According to a pedagogical counselor in Antsiranana, some 

teachers complain that the introduction of active methods and the elimination of corporal 

                                                 
197 A traditional form of punishment in families and schools, children are ordered outdoors to sit on their 
knees on hard-packed or rocky ground for extended periods of time (sometimes an hour or more) without 
moving, often resulting in muscle and joint stiffness, lacerated kneecaps, dehydration and heatstroke. 
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punishment have in fact aggravated discipline problems in the classroom as students less 

often doze through teacher lectures and become more engaged and active partners in their 

learning.  (I24)  

On a daily basis, many more teachers were observed engaging in verbal and 

emotional violence or the threat of physical harm in lieu of engaging in overt physical 

violence toward students.  These traditional habits die hard and have profound 

implications for the adoption of active methods and, by extension, the inculcation of 

democratic knowledge, skills and attitudes.  A pedagogical counselor in Toliara explains: 

Fear is the enemy of active methods – we‟ve seen that in training.  But 

here, you see how the teachers stay like that, with the old attitude.  They 

pick up a stick and shout „Mangina!‟198  So the students are frustrated and 

don‟t develop.  They remain withdrawn and don‟t dare participate.  Fear 

occupies an important place in schools, so active methods aren‟t 

incorporated easily.  (I60) 

Examples of verbal and mental abuse in the classroom were abundant.  While observing a 

classroom in Toliara, I witnessed a teacher yell at a third grader who appeared too sick, 

tired or malnourished to stay awake in class.  The teacher led the students in jeering at the 

child and mocking him before she ordered the boy to the chalkboard to solve the problem 

she had written.  When he proved incapable of solving the problem, the teacher held her 

yardstick over her head and made a gesture as if to crack it over the boy‟s skull as he 

cowered, his emaciated arms raised in self-defense.  During our interview, this teacher 

expressed frustration that only the younger students were afraid of her, while the older 

ones held her in contempt and were disobedient troublemakers.  Her colleague offered an 

alternative intimidation strategy: „I don‟t usually yell or hit,‟ she explained.  „But during 

the first few days of the school year, I tell them, “I don‟t hit, I don‟t punish, but be careful 

because if you see me open my eyes wide like this – very wide – watch out, that means 

I‟m angry at you… and when I glare at you, beware – because that means something.”  I 

noticed that doing it this way made them respect me.‟ (I69) 

                                                 
198 Mangina:  Silence!  Be quiet! 
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Shame is a powerful force in Malagasy society.199  Just as parents will routinely 

shame their grown children into marriage due to unplanned pregnancy, many teachers 

appear to frequently shame students for academic weaknesses and misbehavior.  In most 

of the classrooms I visited, teachers would single out students to stand before their peers 

to answer questions, only occasionally choosing students who signalled their willingness 

to participate with a raised hand.  Timidly, the students would carefully recite the 

expected answer, only to be interrupted with the sharp and booming rebuke: „Parle plus 

fort!‟ (Speak up!) When these students proved incapable of providing the correct answer 

– or any answer at all – many teachers openly expressed their disapproval and contempt 

with criticisms („You don‟t know this?!‟ „Think!‟ „Hurry up!‟) and sounds of disgust 

before abruptly dismissing the humiliated child back to his or her seat as classmates 

gloated and sniggered.  Children are quick to absorb these modeled behaviors from their 

teachers and parents and I frequently witnessed students unleash them upon their hapless 

classmates. 

While such behavior would be unequivocally classified as verbal and emotional 

abuse in classrooms in the United States, it has not been tarred with the same brush in 

Madagascar.  In principle, it is discouraged in favor of the democratic, egalitarian 

classroom management strategies introduced in the 2003 teacher training reforms.  

However, the extent to which disciplinary issues are explicitly addressed, and whether 

trainers have the opportunity to assess and reinforce student-teachers‟ understanding and 

practice of the new disciplinary practices as they abandon the old, is in large part 

dependent on the knowledge and attitude of the trainers themselves.  Some teacher 

trainers and pedagogical counselors continue to model the old practices of abusive 

shaming almost reflexively.  Consider the comments of the pedagogical 

counselor/teacher trainer who served as my interpreter in Ambanja: 

I: How do you teach about democracy? 

R: [Laugh]  Democracy.  [Pause]  I am not able to answer that.   

[Teacher stares at the floor in uncomfortable silence] 

                                                 
199 Refer to Gintzburger (1983) for a fascinating (albeit inherently biased) examination of traditional 
Malagasy social values through the lens of Western psychoanalysis. 
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Interpreter: Don‟t look down there.  Just give your opinion because the 

answer is not on the floor. 

R: [Silence.  Teacher continues to stare at the floor]  I am not really able 

to answer that.  

By modeling aggressive, shame-based techniques to elicit student participation, 

pedagogical counselors and trainers offer teachers a poor example to follow, one that 

conflicts directly with the egalitarian, respect- and trust-based student-teacher 

relationship vital to the success of learner-centered methods and, by extension, civic 

education. 

Many teachers practice a form of classroom discipline that falls between the ideal 

of democratic classroom governance and the traditionally authoritarian, fear-based 

techniques of the past.200  A CRINFP-trained teacher in Ambanja who enthusiastically 

embraces active methods and continually invests her personal time and money into 

professional development and classroom materials offered the following remarks about 

her classroom management technique: 

I don‟t punish students [for leaving their seats].  Instead, I take it as a 

teachable moment for their classmates by telling them what‟s not accepted 

in class and asking them whether they think their friend‟s behavior is good 

or bad…  I don‟t beat my students – except when they don‟t do their 

assignments or don‟t know their lessons.  (I7) 

Teachers may not recognize the contradiction between their professed values and their 

classroom management style.  „I don‟t like [corporal punishment] because hitting the 

students won‟t help them to understand, and fear isn‟t going to give them any ideas‟ 

declares a teacher at an urban Ambositra school who received her training during the 

Second Republic.  Yet just moments before, I had observed this same teacher barking 

orders, yelling at students and menacing them with her yardstick.  (I19)   

Without a firm grasp of the theory and principles underlying the new practices 

they are expected to adopt, teachers are apt to offer students contradictory models and 

messages.  They may, for example, apply democratic classroom management strategies 

themselves but fail to respond appropriately to keep students from shaming each other or 

                                                 
200 (I3, I7, I19, I45, I48, I49, I62, I64) 
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practicing other forms of emotional, verbal or physical abuse toward one another while at 

school.  A teacher in Toliara describes how allowing students to shame their peers 

relieves teachers of the responsibility of doing it themselves: „If there‟s a student who 

isn‟t following the rules someone will say „Madame, you said not to do that but this 

student just did it.‟  The student feels guilty when classmates are the ones to bring it to 

the culprit‟s attention, so I don‟t need to hit, yell or glare.‟ (I64)  Teachers may also 

confuse students by demanding a certain standard of behavior for students that they 

cannot attain themselves: 

I: Do you think your way of disciplining students corresponds with their 

development into good citizens? 

R: [Laugh]  I really can‟t tell you the truth about that because as a human 

being there are always imperfections.  We all know the rules and laws.  

[Pause]  As a Christian woman once said, „Listen to my words but don‟t 

watch what I do.‟ I can try to model things but there are some things that I 

can‟t model well.  As a human being I‟m weak, but I do give them the 

lessons they need.  My mistakes shouldn‟t be taken as an example but I 

can‟t stop being what I am.  It‟s in my blood.  I drink, okay.  I teach them, 

„Don‟t drink alcohol,‟ but I admit I drink a little. (I43) 

Contradictions may also emerge as the teacher guides the process of collaborative rule-

making.  „It‟s easier for [students] to accept the rules if they propose them themselves,‟ 

acknowledged a CRINFP graduate teaching outside Ambanja, who then concluded: 

„Afterwards, I add rules about how they should obey all teachers, whoever they are and 

whatever they ask the students to do.‟  (I3)  The conflicting standards and expectations 

communicated to students through such inconsistent teacher practices risks impeding 

their development of democratic competencies through a flawed experience of active 

methods and democratic classroom environments while under their teacher‟s supervision. 

The collaborative development of school rules is meant to embody the democratic 

nature of the new classroom management techniques currently being promoted by the 

government of Madagascar.  Yet while collaboratively developed rules can be found 

hanging on the walls and scratched onto the chalkboards of primary classrooms 

throughout the country, teachers undermine the informal teachings of these learner-
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centered classroom management techniques through an inadequate understanding of the 

democratic principles that underlie them.  For instance, the notions of good citizenship 

rooted in traditional cultural norms – civility, due deference to authority, obedience, and 

other characteristics discussed in Chapter 6 – may continue to subtly color student-

teacher interactions even in classrooms where teachers are attempting to adopt the 

democratic classroom management strategies.  A FRAM teacher in Sambava who 

develops class rules collaboratively with students describes his adherence to the good 

social behavior – the traditional meaning of good citizenship – in his classroom: 

When we‟re in class, they need to be silent above all else.  I tell them, „We 

don‟t speak, we don‟t chat with our neighbors, and if you have questions 

raise your finger.‟  They need to ask the teacher‟s permission when they 

want something… That‟s how you master your class. (I49)   

Another FRAM teacher describes working with students, parents and school 

administrators to develop his class rules but then draws on harsh and uncompromising 

punishments he learned in the military to inform his disciplinary techniques. (I48)  

School administrators compound the problem when they undemocratically impose their 

own standards over those of the teachers and students when classroom and school rules 

are being developed.  (I62)   

 
Link between Democracy and Discipline 

 
As described in Chapter 2, a teacher‟s classroom management style and 

disciplinary strategies cannot be authoritarian for a democratic civic education program 

to succeed.  Rather, it is imperative that students have the opportunity to experience 

democracy through the pedagogical technique of active methods (Gollob, 2005).  This 

pedagogical approach empowers learners and enables them to develop the knowledge, 

skills and attitudes needed for engaged citizenship by providing them with more 

opportunities to participate and learn from first-hand experience.  Classroom 

management and disciplinary strategies are vital to maintaining an orderly and nurturing 

classroom environment where learning is not disrupted and the student-teacher 

relationship is imbued with the qualities of mutual respect, trust and open 

communication.  An authoritarian classroom environment, characterized by the absolute 
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rule of the teacher and fearful, resentful or disengaged students, not only fails to provide 

students with the optimal environment for developing democratic competencies – it 

provides a negative model that habituates students to non-participation within 

undemocratic social systems (Harber, 1997).  If these standards are reinforced at home or 

in the media and if students do not benefit from significant exposure to an alternative, a 

greater risk persists that these standards may carry over into adulthood and color the way 

young people fulfill their role as a citizen of Madagascar. 

This critical link between classroom management style, disciplinary strategy and 

the development of students‟ democratic competencies was not well-understood by 

teachers.  When asked to explain the link between classroom management strategies and 

their role in shaping students‟ understanding of good citizenship, the few teachers who 

offered a response generally revealed the limits of their understanding of democracy and 

the relationship between civic education and the State.  According to an Ambositra 

teacher trainer, practices such as group work and the election of group or class leaders are 

more readily identified by teachers as having democratic qualities. (I18)   The link 

between the development of students‟ democratic competencies and the areas of 

pedagogy, discipline and classroom management, however, was far less evident to most 

teachers.  Lack of a clear understanding of this connection may result in teachers‟ failure 

to recognize the ideological underpinnings of educational reforms.  As a consequence, 

they may be less aware of how their actions in the classroom may promote the hidden or 

overt political agenda of the State, whether the post-colonial messages of the First 

Republic, Socialist-nationalist policies of the Second Republic or selected aspects of 

democracy in the Third Republic.   

Full awareness of the political role they play in advancing the State agenda is 

necessary for teachers to make conscious and strategic decisions as they develop their 

students‟ citizenship competencies.  But awareness of the political agenda they promote 

on behalf of the State is not enough: uncritical acceptance and execution of State 

instructions forestalls analysis of that agenda and breeds a complacent submission to 

government, thereby perpetuating the conditions that enable authoritarianism to thrive.  

„There is no clash between democracy and our school rules, disciplinary strategy or civic 

education, because discipline derives from democracy.  You don‟t just invent [these 
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things] based on whatever comes to mind.  The State provides you with everything you 

need to do your job right,‟ declares a teacher in Sambava trained during the Second 

Republic.  (I40)  The complacency and uncritical acceptance of State policy revealed in 

declarations such as this serve as obstacles to the evolution of thought about education 

and democracy that can help to transform both for the better. 

Without being fully aware of the citizenship messages implied in different 

classroom management strategies, teachers are not ideally capable of differentiating 

between good and bad practice as it relates to an ideological goal.  When that purported 

goal is the development of democratic citizens, teachers need to be able to distinguish 

between what disciplinary practices are democratic and which are not, particularly given 

the misunderstandings about democracy currently predominating among teachers. 

Consider the perspective of this FRAM teacher in Sambava:  

[Strict discipline teaches students] wisdom, respect and fomba amam-

panao.201 …Like how you must always respect someone older than you 

and get out of their way, greet them and give them your seat…  Because of 

our customs, even if Malagasy people don‟t go to school, they still know 

fifanajana
202 and that‟s closely related to civic education.  (I49)   

As a consequence of limited understanding and mastery of the new methods and a 

realization of the counterproductive effect of the traditional methods to be abandoned, as 

well as the interconnectedness of pedagogical methods, classroom management and 

disciplinary strategies, and the objectives of civic education, even teachers who have 

benefited from training and embrace the new methods may struggle to model and 

establish a democratic ideal in their classroom.  A pedagogical counselor and teacher 

trainer in Mahajanga acknowledged this persistent challenge with the following remark: 

For teachers like that, democracy doesn‟t come from the model of the 

teacher, but rather through the work of the students [in group work, debate 

etc.].  Yet it‟s very good for teachers to behave democratically so that 

students can follow these models.  That goes to show how we still don‟t 

                                                 
201 Fomba amam-panao: Traditional standards and ways of doing things. 
202 Fifanajana: Respect. 
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understand the meaning of the word democracy.  We talk about it but we 

don‟t really know what it means and how it manifests. (I33) 

 
 

Conclusion 

 

 
After stagnant decades of lip service to active methods, the introduction of APC 

in 2003 has finally formalized their adoption in primary classrooms across Madagascar.  

CRINFP and in-service training, the activities of NGOs to redouble training efforts while 

building formalized channels of information exchange among teachers, and the presence 

and guidance of pedagogical counselors to enforce these new standards are contributing 

to a learner-centered transformation that has made significant progress in such little time.  

The adoption of student-centered methods is occurring among teachers across education 

levels and training backgrounds, although CRINFP teachers tend to utilize active 

methods most frequently and consistently as a group.  FRAM teachers with low 

education levels appear least likely to practice active methods, typically due to lack of 

training; highly experienced teachers may resist due to a reluctance to change time-

honored practices. Nonetheless, among teachers who have experimented with active 

methods, teacher response has been largely positive due to the benefits teachers 

experience in terms of student participation and retention, improved student-teacher 

relations and facilitation of teaching and discipline in spite of large class sizes.  Group 

work, above all, has been most widely adopted – even among older teachers who have 

grown weary of government demands to change pedagogical techniques with each new 

education reform, but will grudgingly concede the utility of this new strategy.   

 Classrooms are becoming more active not only because of these pedagogical 

shifts, but because of new classroom management and disciplinary techniques that have 

been widely adopted across the country.  The collaborative development of school rules 

has allowed students to experience a sense of buy-in and empowerment that flies in the 

face of the authoritarian traditions many of them live at home.  Formerly timid students 

are speaking their mind, sharing their ideas and learning to defend their views before 

their peers.  Pressure on teachers to abandon corporal punishment has helped to tame 
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some of the anxiety that had blocked engagement and dampened curiousity for so many 

decades. 

When all these factors combine, they create the ideal environment where students 

can learn democratic competencies firsthand.  Lack of fear and greater student 

empowerment allows open communication, which provides students the forum to 

strengthen self-expression and learn the skills of debate and argumentation while 

acquiring the ability to consider opposing views and develop tolerance for diversity.  

Group work frees students to learn from their peers, make more frequent contributions, 

and come to trust their own conclusions and ability to think for themselves as they build 

their own knowledge.  Self-confidence, cooperation, responsibility, initiative and many 

other qualities vital to good democratic citizenship no longer wither under the crushing 

abuse or wearied neglect of authoritarian teachers but are free to blossom.   

 However, this idealized combination of factors is rare anywhere, and especially in 

Madagascar where this transition from authoritarian to democratic classrooms is still in 

the early stages.  Thousands of teachers remain untrained in the new methods, and those 

who have benefitted from training will adopt the new methods with a wide degree of 

variability in understanding, willingness and competence.  Among the greatest challenges 

remaining is the development of a genuine understanding of the democratic, learner-

centered principles underlying these new methods.  Until such an understanding is 

developed, teachers will risk only superficially applying the new methods.  Teachers may 

assign students to „work in groups‟ by having them sit together, but without an adequate 

understanding of why they must sit together, these students can and do work 

independently in silence.  Others may encourage students to share their ideas or enter a 

debate but are unable to resist the urge to interrupt, belittle, provide the correct answer 

before the student does, or any number of other counterproductive behaviors that stem 

from an incomplete understanding of the purpose of such classroom dialogue and how to 

stimulate it or maximize its educational effectiveness.  And teachers who have learned 

not to beat students may simply transition to verbal and emotional abuse coupled with 

threats of physical violence to maintain order in the classroom, even after class rules have 

been collaboratively developed at the start of the year.  Changes in habits such as these 

take not only time but adequate teacher education to reach the level of understanding that 
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will provide teachers with the means to apply these new methods in a meaningful way, 

and with a flexibility that is responsive to each new situation without clinging to 

superficial forms and symbolic gestures.   

 Interview and observation data suggests that  

 Continued teacher education that better connects the why and the how of learner-

centered methods is necessary to support the transition from authoritarian to democratic 

classrooms and prepare children to become engaged democratic citizens as adults.  Even 

as the advances made in under a decade are striking, they illuminate the dim points in 

teachers‟ understanding of learner-centered methods and provide policymakers with a 

roadmap to follow in the decade to come.  The medium-term strategy for teacher training 

and education policy they debate will need to take these gaps into account.  Developing 

education policy reforms that will be effective is far more complex than identifying the 

solution to these issues, however.  As the following chapter will demonstrate, preparing 

children for their future role as democratic citizens in a country such as Madagascar faces 

not only the standard challenges associated with changing teacher practices, or the heavy 

burden of an undemocratic legagy.  The obstacles posed by underdevelopment may offer 

the greatest barrier to democratic development of all.   
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

 

 

OBSTACLES TO DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION REFORM 

 

 

 
 
 The preceding two chapters have demonstrated the ways in which public primary 

school teachers support their students‟ development into democratic Malagasy citizens 

both directly through the content of lessons (Chapter 6) and indirectly through the 

experience of classroom participation and democratic classroom management practices 

(Chapter 7).  But even as students begin to absorb new democratic knowledge, skills and 

attitudes, the lesson content, pedagogy and classroom practices of teachers are not yet 

fully optimized, presenting an impediment that complicates student learning of these 

important citizenship competencies.   

 Many of the challenges described in the two preceding chapters could be present 

in any democracy, new or old, rich or poor.  Research discussed in Chapter 2 highlights 

the need for civic education even in the United States where democracy is well-

entrenched and a fundamental part of the identity of its citizens but where too many of 

them remain incapable of articulating the structure of government, the distinguishing 

characteristics of democratic governments or their rights and responsibilities as citizens.  

Cynicism toward politics and politicians is common in established Western democracies 

and the democratizing states of the developing world alike.  Likewise, the effort is 

ongoing around the globe to ensure teachers make effective and frequent use of learner-

centered methods and maintain a democratic classroom management style to complement 

the pedagogy.  These challenges are not limited to developing democracies alone, 

although in some aspects – such as negative connotations associated with the concept of 

democracy among some teachers – in new democracies these challenges may be more 

acute. 

 There are, however, many obstacles to effective civic education that emerge from 

the context of underdevelopment.  Shortages of all kinds, whether government 

underprovision of schools and teaching materials or the low incomes of teachers and their 

students‟ families have dramatic repercussions for the quality of education across the 
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board.  Without adequate funds, teacher training institutes lack qualified trainers and 

teaching aids and CISCOs cannot ensure adequate in-service professional development.  

Weak communication and transportation infrastructures hamper CISCO oversight, which 

enables irregularities in the qualification of training and administrative staff to develop 

unchecked.  In this chapter, these challenges particular to developing countries and their 

bearing on the quality of civic education are explored in greater detail. 

 
 

Material Shortages 

 
 

The education sector has received increased government support under the 

Ravalomanana administration and the positive impact of this additional investment has 

not gone unnoticed by teachers.  (I22, I32)    

Before when we at the EPP would try to raise awareness about the 

importance of education, we were out there saying „You have to go to 

school,‟ but that didn‟t work because it was impossible for people.  They 

didn‟t have enough money to send their kids to school and there was also a 

certain amount of fear about it.  But once they heard that people were 

giving out free things here… that got the parents‟ attention.  Then all 

hesitation disappeared.  Parents started sending their kids to school. (I64) 

As described in Chapter 5, the past ten years have seen dramatic increases in student 

enrollment made possible in part by the de jure elimination of school fees and provision 

of school supplies to students.  School quality is likewise moving in a positive direction 

due to an increased adoption of learner-centered pedagogy and democratic classroom 

managemen – imperfect though they may be – as discussed in the preceding chapter.  The 

impact of teacher training reforms is widespread due to an increase in the annual numbers 

of teachers trained. 

However, the Ravalomanana administration‟s investments in education have done 

little to release the thumbscrews of overwhelming poverty that continue to affect 

education on every level. (I32)  Because parents must work long hours and often at 

multiple jobs in order to make ends meet, they are less available to provide guidance to 

their children regarding the behavioral and moral standards they must adopt to engage 
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constructively within society.  (I58)  Students may be obliged by overburdened parents to 

help with household or farmstead tasks rather than attend class. (I32)  When families earn 

too little to eat three square meals a day, students may come to class malnourished and 

low in energy, interfering in their ability to pay attention or leading them to fall asleep in 

class: 

There are students who don‟t eat anything before coming to class.  They 

just sleep and don‟t do anything the teacher asks.  At home they don‟t 

remember or understand anything we studied.  It really hurts us teachers 

when the students sleep in class or say „I‟m sick, teacher.‟  „Did you eat 

anything before coming to school?‟  „No, Madame, I only ate yesterday 

evening.‟  That really hurts.  Poverty is crushing us, and if they are unable 

to learn then how are we supposed to improve student achievement rates? 

(I49) 

Encouraging student participation through active methods can help to mitigate the 

negative consequences of student disengagement, but the burden of malnutrition can 

distract hungry students from even the best-designed lesson plan. (I49)  School feeding 

programs, which have been piloted in certain regions but have not yet been generalized, 

have attracted the enthusiastic support of teachers who have either heard of their 

beneficial impact on student learning or have witnessed it firsthand.  (I53)   

Funding shortages and other breakdowns at the local level mean that the benefits 

of new education policy are not enjoyed by every student equally.  Textbooks, 

workbooks, and the government-supplied school kits are not systematically distributed to 

certain remote schools.  Cahiers de situation (situational workbooks) designed and 

produced by the government to support the APC lesson format were commonly delivered 

late if at all to some schools (I34), and without these workbooks, teachers were ill-

equipped to facilitate students‟ concrete, situation-based application of the theoretical 

lessons introduced earlier in the year.  In many CISCO offices, I observed dusty cartons 

of workbooks stacked in a jumbled pile in the corner of libraries or storage rooms.  

CISCO Chiefs, to whom the responsibility of material distribution falls, cite lack of 

sufficient funds to purchase gasoline for the delivery truck was the typical reason for 

distribution failures.  In addition, cartons often arrive at district offices during school  
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Figure 22.  Footwear and new school uniforms are often a luxury  

 
 

breaks that coincide with professional development workshops for CISCO Chiefs in 

Antananarivo, producing a scheduling conflict that further complicates the distribution of 

materials at the local level.  (I59) 

The relative concentration of wealth in the region of Antananarivo and its 

advantage as the center of distribution was reflected in the greater abundance materials 

available in the classroom.  Schools in the region of Antananarivo were clearly better 

equipped.  Teachers often had more than the minimum materials available in the 

classroom, including new yardsticks, large wooden compasses used to trace shapes on the 

chalkboard for math lessons, large stores of chalk, and sometimes two or more buckets of 

water in each classroom to use when cleaning the chalkboards.  By contrast, the 

conditions in schools of the Toliara region to the southwest were the least favorable.  The 

quality and conditions of classrooms, furniture and other materials was generally more 

degraded here than in the other five regions.     
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Group work, as one of the key active pedagogical methods, requires movable 

desks and adequate space for students to work comfortably in clustered formations.  

While group work is a key feature of education reform in Madagascar, most classrooms 

have not been able to upgrade their massive, wooden desk/bench units, complicating 

teachers‟ efforts to conform to the policy (I1).  I observed children straining to push these 

heavy desks into group configurations, quite often resulting in the near-collapse of these 

rotting, colonial behemoths.  In one classroom, a desk fell to pieces when a small boy 

took his seat, leaving the teacher struggling in vain to re-establish order as the sheepish 

child dusted himself off to the sound of his classmates‟ hysterical laughter.   

Many classrooms, particularly those in schools that are not purpose-built, are not 

spacious enough to accommodate individual desks that could be moved into group 

formations.  (I60)  After a heavy rain had caused the collapse of the roof of a rural school 

near Ambositra, the teacher obtained permission from a local family to hold classes in a 

room on the ground floor of their traditional packed-earth home – the room traditionally 

used as a livestock pen at night.  Over forty students were crammed in tight rows on 

narrow benches that entirely filled the cramped 10‟ by 10‟ space.  With hardly one foot of 

space between the nearest desktop and the front wall of the classroom, the teacher‟s 

mobility was extremely confined and she had to rely on students in the middle of the 

room to pass workbooks from students in the back row up to her at the front of the class.  

Group work required students in alternating rows to turn backwards in their seats to face 

their classmates since moving the benches and tables was impossibility.  

Overcrowding affects the implementation of education reforms beyond the 

challenges posed to group work.  Procedural changes meant to reduce student repetition 

and support student achievement are neglected by overextended teachers, as described by 

a social studies teacher trainer in Mahajanga: 

APC isn‟t about punishing students for poor results or keeping them back 

a year.  They should advance to the next grade.  But the teacher is 

supposed to provide a note for the other teacher who will be receiving the 

student [that says], for example, „This student is weak in math but strong 

in reading so he will need extra support in this part of math.‟  But are 

teachers available to do that?  They really don‟t have the time because  
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  Figure 23.  Shortage of desks in a Toliara classroom 

 
 
they have over a hundred students to deal with.  It‟s a good idea in 

principle but it‟s hard to achieve because of the reality we‟re facing…  If 

we could reduce the number of students, teachers could do better and 

invest in the innovations we trained them to adopt.  But for the moment, 

even if they wanted to do them, the conditions aren‟t right.    (I33) 

 Overcrowding can also interfere with the application of democratic classroom 

management techniques.  A pedagogical counselor in Ambositra confirms the challenges 

that large class sizes pose to teachers‟ application of the democratic classroom 

management techniques promoted in training: „The teachers find themselves in the 

middle of [a large class] and don‟t know how to cope, so they‟re obliged to impose 

themselves – and do they ever!  There are too few teachers and their training is 

insufficient, which leads to all kinds of problems.  Sometimes they have to call [the 

principal] in order to ensure calm and respect in the classroom and it‟s very difficult to 

ensure when there are too many students.‟ (I12)  These challenges are especially intense 
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in Toliara, the only region where students were observed seated on the packed dirt floor 

(refer to Figure 23 above).  „In first grade, classes can have 100 or 125 students,‟ explains 

a teacher in Toliara.  „It‟s hard to apply class rules with that many students, especially 

when they‟re very young.  Some just don‟t care and think, "What good are these rules?"  

Nothing is stable.‟  (I62)   

Classroom overcrowding poses pedagogical, disciplinary, logistical and 

psychological challenges to the effective implementation of the active methods 

educational reforms established under the Ravalomanana administration.  A 

representative of Aide et Action reflects on the NGO‟s own experience with this obstacle 

and acknowledges the severity of the problem: 

In developed countries, when you talk about active methods there is 

already the assumption of a very limited number of students in the class, 

say 25 students…  And in the classroom there might be an area for reading 

in one corner, an area for lecturing at the front of the class, and a space 

where debates or roleplaying can occur.  What we noticed here is, even 

without those specialized classroom features, you can still do active 

methods with 25 or 30 students.  But once you have more than 50, it‟s 

certain that active methods by the same definition can‟t work in a 

developing country…  For example, [large class size often implies] the 

issue of managing multigrade classes.  There‟s the issue of effective 

student participation and the teacher has to become a bit brusque in the 

application of active methods [because of limited time].  When there 

aren‟t more than 50 students it‟s still possible but once there are more than 

50 then it becomes a more challenging issue.  (I1) 

This conclusion, drawn from the experience of Aide et Action in its many projects across 

Madagascar to support teacher transition to learner-centered methods in the local context, 

raises questions about the nature of practicable learner-centered methods in a developing 

country in democratic transition such as Madagascar.  These questions will be explored in 

more detail in the following chapter.  

Poverty affects not only students and the government‟s ability to provide quality 

schools for them, but also teachers, who are often severely burdened by poverty in their 
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personal lives.  It is difficult to pay the rent on a teacher‟s salary.  A teacher (I22) 

described feeling ashamed about the shabby condition of the used clothing she was 

obliged to buy to maintain an image of dignity and authority in the classroom.  Teachers 

do not receive a subsidy for their daily commute to the school despite the fact that many 

live quite far away.  At the conclusion of interviews in rural schools, the CISCO truck 

driver would routinely provide a lift home for our interview participants who often lived 

in the same town where we were based, a minimum 30 minute drive.    Public 

transportation, which would at best get most teachers only part of the way to their school, 

constituted a major monthly expenditure.   

I live in A___ over there.  I have to take two buses to get here and two to 

get home every day.  The ticket is 300 ariary now, you know? Not 200 

like before.  It‟s 300 ariary for each bus and I really can‟t afford the 

1200203 ariary every day just to cover the commute. (I32) 

The remainder of the daily commute would be on foot, regardless of weather 

conditions, along dirt or mud paths through the leechy jungle or harsh desert, and 

often in pitch blackness.  Undertaking this journey on a near-daily basis puts 

excessive wear on valuable clothing and places teachers at greater risk of falling 

ill, being accosted or otherwise experiencing physical harm en route.   

In the past, teachers were held in high esteem.  A teacher was the king of 

the village, the president of the village, the chief of the village.  Well-

dressed, listened to, he could intervene in any dilemma, any problem.  He 

could intervene and provide advice.  But how was that possible?  He was 

well-remunerated.  But now, how much does a FRAM teacher earn? 

Around 250,000 FMG204 per month.  How do you expect him to work, 

teach, truly live up to the demands of his work with that kind of salary?  

It‟s impossible. (I70) 

A second or third job is a common necessity not only for parents, but for many teachers 

struggling to live on their low salary.  Teacher rent-seeking has an effect on their 

                                                 
203 Here, the monthly bus fees total 24,000 Ariary (~25-50% of a typical teacher‟s monthly salary). 
204 50,000 Ariary (~25 USD) 
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classroom practice because the need to identify additional sources of income reduces 

teachers‟ ability to invest time in improving their practice. (I24)  

[Teachers] need to be willing to invest the time [to teach well], and that‟s 

when this issue of living standards and money comes in.  Teachers don‟t 

even want to buy a newspaper to build lesson plans around.  It‟s 

understandable.  They‟re living off of 375,000 FMG205 and can‟t get 

themselves anything more than their one sack of rice per month.  It‟s not 

like they can give up an unnecessary expense in order to save money for a 

tape recorder, or supplementary teachers‟ manuals, or anything like that.  

And if they‟re living in the city, they probably have secondary or even 

tertiary activities.  They do this and that to make ends meet, and those who 

own land also have their farms to take care of.  It‟s always the same old 

story: „The salary is too low and we have our own needs, too.  To make 

ends meet, we have to work – so we don‟t have time to spend researching 

or anything else.‟  (I25) 

Without adequate time to invest in their own professional development, teachers will 

only slowly redress the gaps in the knowledge and skills needed to master their work.  

Furthermore, low salaries increase teacher attrition, which places strain on teacher 

training institutes struggling to keep trained teachers in classrooms: „As soon as they can 

find a job that pays better they will leave teaching for something else.  That‟s why 

teachers here are constantly being trained – because we change teachers every year.‟  

(I24)  Increases in teacher salaries are urgently needed to enable teachers to focus 

uniquely on the demands of their profession if education quality is to improve. 

Teachers struggle to implement learner-centered, participatory methods without 

access to adequate materials.  (I35, I43)  As one teacher remarked, „This classroom is 

crammed, and we have a problem with lack of equipment.  There are no oversized slates, 

the chalkboard is in awful condition, and there isn‟t even a piece of cloth [to erase with]. 

The key to the materials cupboard has been lost.  I have no way to apply the techniques in 

group work that they taught us.‟ (I6)  A teacher who spent a portion of her own salary to 

purchase teaching aids and other classroom materials confided that the students would 

                                                 
205 75,000 Ariary (~35 USD) 
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not be allowed to use them until next year, when she would have had enough money to 

buy plastic bags to protect the items from the elements while stored in the classroom. (I7)   

The lack of oversized slates, particularly in the poorest region of Toliara, was a challenge 

in many of the classrooms I visited.  A teacher in the Toliara region described how the 

CISCO in which she worked was so short on materials that only eight oversized slates 

had been distributed to a school with 26 classrooms.  At this school, each teacher 

competed with 25 others for use of the slates in their own class if they wished to use them 

for a group work exercise. (I67)    

Pedagogical counselors acknowledge these material shortages and recognize the 

limitations they pose to the practice of active methods and adherence to the new group 

work pedagogies emphasizing the use of oversized slates.  However, shortages in 

government-supplied teaching materials do not necessitate the abandonment of active 

methods, which can be practiced using locally available, low-cost materials such as 

pebbles or beans to help students visualize fractions (Figure 24 below).  As a pedagogical 

counselor explains, creativity and resourcefulness can enable teachers to practice active 

methods without spending limited financial resources: 

Let‟s say they‟re teaching about bones and there isn‟t anything but 

abstract discussion about it.  The children aren‟t touching or working with 

anything concrete.  But give them bones – fish bones, a chicken bone – 

surely they can find that at least.  Then they can say „Tell me about bones.  

What‟s inside them? Go on, get a knife and open it up!‟  Otherwise you‟re 

just telling them that there‟s cartilage and marrow in there.  [Slams the 

table with his fist]  That is the essence of active methods and we‟ve done 

everything we can to get them to understand that.  (I4) 

This perspective is echoed by the representative from Aide et Action, who observes: 

It doesn‟t have to take much in the way of supplies to do active methods.  

Throughout the training, we emphasized that if you have a little creativity 

and initiative, you can create your own teaching materials with what‟s 

available locally and doesn‟t cost anything… with a little chalk or some 

papier-mâché you can do plenty.   But it all depends on the teachers.  If the 

teachers‟ daily life is too hard and they are always thinking about how to  
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 Figure 24.  Dried beans as a low-cost teaching aid 

 
  
eat that day or the next, or how to clothe their children… they won‟t have 

time to think about how they can use their creativity and initiative to make 

teaching materials.  (I1) 

Student-teachers who undergo the year-long training program at a CRINFP are not only 

taught about such solutions in the abstract; a portion of the training is spent in hands-on 

materials development workshops during which student-teachers utilize inexpensive and 

locally-available materials to fabricate their own teaching aids.  Pedagogical counselors 

also provide in-service training sessions to trained and untrained educators alike on ways 

to develop teaching materials out of discarded objects such as plastic bottles and bags or 

empty cartons.  (I59)   

Despite experiential training in CRINFPs that allows teachers translate the 

constructivist theory of active methods to concrete, real-world application in the form of 

creating their own teaching aids, few teachers utilize such materials in their classroom.  

In only one classroom did I observe students utilizing materials other than oversized 

slates or workbooks: a teacher had passed out dried beans to each student to use during 

mathematics lessons. „During the training, we see that the teachers do understand the 
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concepts of active methods well,‟ remarks one pedagogical counselor (I61).  „We do 

workshops and they produce wonderful teaching materials.  But in their classrooms, it‟s 

not the same thing.  The teachers still spend most of their time lecturing, telling students 

this and that, reciting lessons and formulas.‟  The poverty of schools alone is not the 

explanation for students‟ relatively infrequent encounter with tangible materials that can 

serve to support their learning in the classroom.  Clearly, teachers must have the time and 

motivation to creatively respond to the teaching challenges they face, and these qualities 

are negatively affected by the personal concerns and rent-seeking resulting from poverty 

that bleeds over from their private lives to their professional ones. 

 

Time Shortages 

 

Group work is a clear pedagogical priority in the pantheon of active methods 

promoted in the Ravalomanana administration‟s educational reform.  The government‟s 

desire to facilitate this practice is made clear not only by the provision of slates (the only 

teaching aid the government has committed to distributing to every school), but also by 

the emphasis placed on group work – including experiential group-work exercises for 

teachers – during training sessions, the training of pedagogical counselors in this method, 

and the central role it plays in APC itself.  Teachers widely acknowledge that group work 

is more time-consuming than lecture, and for some, it is already difficult enough to 

lecture through all the topics included in the overburdened curriculum without losing 

time to group activities.206   

There just isn‟t enough time because there are too many subjects, at the 

lower grades in particular because there are nine subjects.  We are only 

able to cover about three of them if we do active methods or APC.  The 

rest we have to do in the traditional way, to catch up. (I49)  

In addition to the constraints that an overburdened curriculum places on the time 

available for group work, the number of subjects leaves less time for civic education 

lessons, depriving students of substantive opportunities to be exposed to and properly 

absorb the content of the civic education curriculum.207  

                                                 
206 (I12, I34, I49, I58) 
207 (I27, I31, I40) 
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Teachers‟ persistence in using traditional, didactic methods of instruction due to 

perceived time constraints affects the teacher as well as the students.  Group activities 

require less continuous effort from the teacher who, by transferring the process of 

learning to the students themselves, can reduce the amount of lecture content to be 

prepared and may take more frequent breaks or rechannel their energy from content 

delivery toward supporting student comprehension and self-guided learning.  (I25)  

Allowing the students to work in groups also relieves student demands on the teacher in 

overcrowded classrooms so that group peer mentoring can instead enable all students to 

receive individualized attention from classmates while the teacher can selectively focus 

attention where needed. 

 
 

Internal Factors 

 

 
Just as contextual factors such as personal poverty, time shortages and imperfect 

learning environments undeniably pose challenges to teachers‟ ability to implement 

learner-centered pedagogies and democratic classroom management techniques, so too do 

obstacles that emerge from within the individual teachers themselves.  It is these barriers 

in particular – attitudes and knowledge defecits – that training activities, rather than 

broader policy reforms, seek to resolve and overcome.   

 
Resistance to Frequent Policy Change 

 
In Madagascar, as in many countries, education policy is in large part dictated by 

the funds associated with particular policy choices and monies disbursed for the 

implementation of one approach run dry, countries may be willing to experiment with 

new education strategies at least partly in the interest of securing funding from parties 

interested in promoting a particular approach.  The 2003 adoption of APC in Madagascar, 

for instance, was initially sponsored by the government of Belgium, where local 

academics had developed and popularized the approach in local schools before beginning 

experimentation in other countries.  Several years later, Madagascar subsequently 
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adopted APS208, an approach developed by academics at a Canadian university.  

Madagascar is the first country to attempt to scale up APS at the national level and this 

high-stakes experiment is being supported by a generous grant from the Canadian 

government.  A portion of sponsored reform funding is typically reserved for the 

purchase of assets with tangible, immediate and durable benefits such as classroom 

furniture, textbooks or professional development resource rooms and for the budget-

strapped education ministries of developing countries such as Madagascar such resources 

may be the only viable way to obtain these necessities. 

The impact of repeated education policy reform on pedagogy, classroom 

management and education quality in the global sense is mixed.  The introduction of 

educational techniques and concepts that could serve to strengthen education quality in 

Madagascar is offset by less than optimal implementation, particularly when a reform 

policy is taken to scale without sufficient preparation.  Frequent changes to educational 

strategies undertaken under such conditions can contribute to innovation burnout among 

younger and older teachers alike, leading even those who had originally embraced active 

methods to gradually abandon the new methods in favor of the traditional, lecture-based 

teaching style they had themselves experienced as children.  A pedagogical counselor in 

Mahajanga remarks: 

Changing educational approaches all the time is not advantageous for us 

because we don‟t have enough time to really master any of them…  It‟s all 

right for the pedagogical counselors, but the teachers have hardly even 

begun to get a foothold with the new approach before another one comes 

along.  (I34) 

A teacher in Toliara confirms the pedagogical counselor‟s assessment, explaining „We 

change all the time... we only master a tiny bit of [the new educational approach] before 

it changes the following year.‟ (I66)  Innovation burnout obstructs the progressive 

evolution of pedagogical and classroom management techniques but the State‟s need for 

funds – so often tied to special-interest reform packages or donor conditionalities – 

prevents reform from taking place at the opportune time or pace required to maximize its 

benefits. 

                                                 
208 Approche par situation: Situation-based approach. 
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 Figure 25.  Oversized slates are kept at the front of this classroom 

 
 
 Among more experienced teachers, the habits and attitudes developed over years 

of service to the teaching profession may contribute to a reliance on traditional, didactic 

methods over the new learner-centered approach.  A development agency staffer 

explained that teachers who were trained in active methods may prepare lessons using 

learner-centered methods if they expected an observer to visit the classroom, but 

otherwise these same teachers relied on traditional, didactic methods for the majority of 

their lessons.  „Some teachers are obsessed with archaic teaching methods from the 

colonial period,‟ he noted wryly.  „Active methods are meant to rectify the negative 

effects of that period so that future generations can be more creative.‟  (I4) While 

younger recruits to the teaching profession are open to learning new strategies that can 

improve their practice and generally welcome opportunities for training, older teachers 

are often cynical about the benefits of change.209 „If it was good enough for them, it 

should be good enough for their students,‟ one trainer says, explaining a common 

                                                 
209 (I12, I46, I51, I60) 
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rationale among older teachers.  „They always ask why we‟re telling them to do this and 

that.  We have to convince them but it‟s not easy.  ...They don‟t want additional training 

because they don‟t want anyone telling them how to do their job anymore. They just want 

to stick with their routine.‟  (I12)  The resistance to change among certain experienced 

teachers can have consequences for new trainees who teach at the same establishment 

because new arrivals often seek mentorship and emulate the example of the older, more 

experienced teachers at their school.  This tendency can result in the rapid abandonment 

of the learner-centered techniques learned in training and a return to the traditional 

teaching style.  (I34) 

Inadequate communication between the Ministry of Education and teachers 

regarding policy changes, coupled with spotty teacher training in new education methods, 

can obstruct teachers‟ ability to meet high standards for education quality even among 

those willing to make changes to their teaching style.  Aggravation at the sense of 

marginalization from policy processes and confusion resulting from scanty information 

about official changes to education strategies risk hamstringing even those teachers who 

might otherwise embrace reforms. 

Here in Madagascar, education is changing all the time and that‟s what 

annoys us teachers.  Because today it‟s APC and tomorrow it‟s APS. 

Nobody knows anymore just where we came from or where we‟re going.  

They tried to give us training last year, or two or three years ago, about 

APC.  Now we‟re dropping APC and we‟re going to try APS.  APS isn‟t 

for all the teachers in Madagascar [yet] – just a few CISCOs.  Those of us 

here in Toliara – especially me –don‟t know which approach to use.  Am I 

supposed to use APC or the traditional style of teaching or who-knows-

what?  That‟s what really bothers us teachers.  I don‟t know about other 

teachers but that‟s what really gets to me.  (I69)   

Teachers who do not have a clear sense of the professional standards to which they are 

held may struggle to effectively implement the policies their practice is based upon.  

Indeed, some may stop trying all together.  „We‟re often required to change – required 

without knowing the cause, the reason, the expected outcomes,‟ explains a teacher trainer 

in Mahajanga.  „Teachers are sick of changing all the time and they don‟t take [education 
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reforms] seriously anymore.‟  (I33)  Yet as the preceding chapter has demonstrated, many 

others do make an effort to implement education reforms despite these challenges.  

„Sometimes education reform wears me out because it changes too often and we‟re 

always experimenting with something or another,‟ admits a fifth-grade teacher in 

Mahajanga.  „But you always find the courage to try because you want to improve 

education.‟  (I35)  Teacher motivation is clearly a deciding factor in whether or not 

frequent policy reforms lead a teacher to burn out or embrace change for the 

improvement of education quality in his or her classroom. 

 
Motivation 

 
It is undeniable that many teachers lack sufficient motivation to maintain and 

exceed high professional standards.  Inadequate salary, the emotional and physical strains 

of poverty, innovation fatigue: these are only part of the explanation.  Many enter the 

teaching profession without a true vocation for education or working with young people.  

The dramatic expansion of educational access under the Ravalomanana administration 

created thousands of new jobs in teaching while employment opportunities in other 

sectors remained stagnant, drawing those with other aspirations to seek work in schools 

in order to enjoy a steady income – however small.210   

I: What would it take to motivate [the student-teachers]? 

R: [Laugh] We always say it‟s salary, but I don‟t know… It‟s a question 

of intrinsic motivation too.  The student-teachers became student-teachers 

because they failed the midwifery test and all that – in most cases that‟s 

what happened.  They took the test to become a police officer and failed, 

took the test to become a midwife and failed, took the test to be a jail 

warden and failed, so they just take a job as a FRAM teacher paid by the 

parents of their students, and then we recruit them to come here for 

training as student-teachers.   (I34) 

Teachers who find themselves in the field of education by process of elimination or out 

of necessity rather than choice are less likely to possess the motivation for professional 

excellence that stems from a passion for teaching relative to colleagues for whom 
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education was a top career choice.  „I‟m not asking them to see teaching as their calling, 

but at minimum they should have at least a little bit of willingness to do it,‟ remarks a 

teacher trainer in Antsiranana. (I25) 

A lack of motivation affects more than just teachers‟ willingness to provide 

quality education for their students.  Among those fortunate enough to receive training at 

a CRINFP, disengagement from their unwilling career path can sap student-teachers‟ 

motivation to benefit from the professional development opportunity they are being 

offered: 

They aren‟t motivated and they just sit there [in training], listening and 

waiting to leave.  If we try to get them active, they don‟t move.  We‟re 

kidding ourselves to think they‟re going to master active methods if they 

don‟t even want to engage in them during their training.  How are they 

supposed to master that?  As a trainer I can see they understand what I‟m 

asking them to do.  They think about it and see problems with it.  They ask 

questions because they‟re concerned about how practicable it is and how 

to implement it.  That shows that they do understand what they have to do, 

but they have no willingness to implement it.  (I61) 

The unmotivated teachers who do practice active methods have been observed utilizing 

them as little as once a week (I12), far less than adequate time for teachers to develop 

mastery of the pedagogical strategy or enable their students to reach their highest 

potential in the skills and attitudes that these activities develop.  Furthermore, the 

recruitment of unmotivated teachers increases the teacher attrition rate and diminishes the 

impact of dollars spent on teacher training as many of those having benefitted from costly 

CRINFP and in-service professional development are reabsorbed into the work force in 

other sectors. 

 
Language of Instruction 

 
Experimentation with language of instruction since independence has contributed 

to the challenges teachers face in ensuring their students‟ education.  As described in 

Chapter 4, French became the language of instruction under the colonial administration 

and remained the standard for textbooks, lectures and classroom documentation until 
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Ratsiraka launched the malgachization movement in 1975.  The expulsion of teachers 

possessing French  nationality in this period and the subsequent scramble to fill the 

massive void they left behind with undertrained teachers produced a sudden decline in 

the quality of schooling throughout the country.  For the better part of the next decade, 

Malagasy was established as the language of instruction and foreign languages such as 

French and English were taught in the containment of their own subject lessons.  Since 

the mid-1980s, however, French was reinstated as a language of instruction for non-

scientific subjects. 

The Sacrificed Generation schooled during malgachization, who have since come 

of age and constitute a large portion of the current cadre of teachers in public schools, 

struggle to master even the most rudimentary communication in French.211   

Even though they have a high school diploma, they still have such trouble 

with French because [of malgachization].  They‟re lucky because they got 

good grades in physics and chemistry and everything else but French, so 

they were able to get their BAC.  But if you ask them to read something in 

French! [laugh] (I34) 

Poor French mastery creates a significant impediment for teachers who struggle to fulfil 

the mandate to use French as a language of instruction.  Workbooks and manuals 

provided by the State include lesson materials in both Malagasy and French to ensure 

teachers both understand the material and are able to explain it to their students, but too 

often, French-language subjects are taught either in Malagasy, or in verbatim French 

without full teacher comprehension of the text they recite from the manuals or copy to the 

chalkboard.  Some teachers will present a lesson in French, then provide a Malagasy 

translation, effectively dividing lesson time in half, while others rigidly adhere to a 

French-language presentation without attempting to check for or redress student 

incomprehension.  The difficulty many teachers experience when teaching in French does 

more than rob students of the opportunity to develop a thorough comprehension of the 

French-language lessons; the time lost due to circumventing the language barrier forces 

many teachers to create more time for the key subjects of language, science and 

mathematics by jetissoning non-essential subjects – namely those that are 

                                                 
211 (I2, I4, I10, I19, I21, I34, I60, I61) 
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underrepresented or excluded from year-end exams, such as FFMOM – and minimizing 

the use of time consuming learner-centered pedagogical methods. (I61)  CRINFP training 

dedicates a significant percentage of the year-long training toward strengthening 

teachers‟ skills in French but the time remains inadequate to develop the level of fluency 

required to teach the language to students and to employ it naturally as a language of 

instruction.  In-service training in French is fragmented and sporadic (I21) and has been 

rare since the 2003 introduction of APC has dominated in-service training sessions.  (I2, 

I24)   

Student-teacher sensitivity about their shortcomings in French constitute a major 

impediment during training and in their own classroom.  Reluctant to reveal their poor 

mastery of the language in front of their peers or superiors, student-teachers may prefer 

not to participate in class when discusions are in French.  (I4)  „We‟re educated to respect 

vahiny or foreigners, respect our superiors. You aren‟t supposed to say nonsense in the 

presence of foreigners or your superiors,‟ explains a teacher trainer in Ambanja.  „The 

French who colonized us took advantage of this handicap.  They had a policy of – how 

shall I say it –  I won‟t call it a dictatorship, but almost – in order to scare people.  It 

manifested in education policy too because the Malagasy were already afraid and 

respected these policies, so the French were able to take advantage of them… In the end, 

they have an impediment when it comes to expressing  themselves before others.‟ (I4)   

Teachers who struggle with French cope in a variety of ways.  Some will only use 

French when an observer or guest visits the classroom. (I21)  In several of the classrooms 

I visited, the non-responsiveness of students to their teacher‟s French-language 

instructions gave a sense of how inhabitually they were exposed to it as a language of 

instruction.  I observed many others simply read or copy French text directly from the 

teacher‟s manual but struggle to formulate original questions, responses or any other use 

of the language not already provided in the book.  Some teachers are able to switch back 

and forth between French and Malagasy, presenting instructions or material in French 

and then following with a Malagasy translation to aid student comprehension – a practice 

that is not necessarily optimal: 

In Madagascar we‟ve misunderstood the concept of bilingualism.  For us it 

means you teach in two languages interchangeably.  It‟s not like in the US 
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where you apply the language of instruction as is.  Here if French doesn‟t 

work we are obliged to return to our native language.  The majority of 

teachers go back and forth between the two in class, and as a consequence 

neither one is mastered.   (I34) 

By switching between the languages, teachers are relieving students of the need to 

decrypt the meaning of the foreign language and thereby construct their own 

understanding of it.  They are able to simply wait for the translation to come.  The time 

consumed by teaching each lesson in two languages simultaneously furthermore robs 

students of time to speak and practice the language for themselves.  In this way, the 

teacher‟s weaknesses in French compound the students‟ own struggles to master the 

language. 

 
Professional Background 

 
Diversity characterizes the teaching force in Madagascar, and particularly the 

FRAM teachers who constitute a sizeable portion of the teaching cadre and have been 

aggressively recruited for training in CRINFPs over the past several years.  A typical 

school may have ten teachers, among whom only two are permanent, trained state 

employees while the remaining eight are FRAM teachers paid by the parents of students.  

(I24)  A teaching force comprised of individuals with diverse backgrounds and 

experiences can be a strength when those teachers are allowed the opportunities to apply 

their unique knowledge and skills to support their students‟ learning.  In Madagascar, 

however, the rigidity of lesson content and structure in both the teacher training institutes 

and in the primary school classrooms leaves teachers with a less than optimal setting in 

which to capitalize on their personal experiences for the benefit of their own learning or 

that of their students.   

Recruitment of FRAM teachers for the year-long training is not based on a 

stringent set of criteria or a selective test and has proven to be problematic.  (I10, I25)  

Unlike candidates who seek to be hired directly as a permanent teacher employed by the 

state and must pass an interview or test in addition to holding advanced diplomas, the 

possession of a diploma has only recently been instated as a minimum criteria to work as 

a FRAM teacher (I10) and no tests or interviews are required during the selection 
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process. (I25)   In addition to possessing this minimal level of education, FRAM teachers 

wishing to receive CRINFP training in order to join the ranks of permanent state-

employed teachers must  provide a letter of recommendation from a school that certifies 

their experience as a FRAM teacher there.  Such letters are easily falsified for individuals 

without any FRAM experience: „We have no idea how they receive the recommendation 

letter signed by the students‟ parents that such-and-such teacher taught here when in 

reality it‟s clear he‟s never taught before,‟ remarks a trainer in Antsiranana.  (I25)   

 CRINFP training, which seeks to prepare all student-teachers to be equally 

capable of applying a standard set of practices to provide a comparable educational 

experience to students regardless of the characteristics of the particular diversities of the 

school, students or teaching staff, struggles to achieve this objective in light of the diverse 

backgrounds of its recruits.  Among them are the highly-educated candidates who have 

earned a spot at the CRINFP through competitive selection, FRAM teachers with years of 

teaching and in-service training experience, and individuals without any teaching 

experience or passion for education at all.   

We have difficulties with the different levels of student-teachers because 

we‟d like them to start the course with a certain minimum level of 

experience appropriate for a professional teacher.  But given the fact [that 

some have no experience at all], we have to start at a very low level which 

slows down how quickly we move forward through the training program.  

(I25) 

Without modifications to the training program and greater pedagogical freedom for 

teachers, this diversity in the teaching force will continue to pose challenges rather than 

open opportunities in the effort to strengthen quality of education in the country. 

 
 

Inadequate Understanding of Active Methods 

 

 
Lacking sufficient oversight, teachers who have not received adequate training in 

learner-centered methods or who failed to fully synthesize the content can lapse into 

ineffective pseudo-active methods based on a misunderstanding of the concepts behind 

the practice (I59).  This issue can challenge the transition toward active pedagogy in 
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developing and industrialized countries alike, as remarked by Newmann et al (1996) in 

learner-centered classrooms in the United States. 

Even highly active students can produce work that is intellectually shallow 

and weak.  We have observed situations like the following: students 

working diligently in small groups to complete routine mathematics or 

vocabulary assignments, but one student gives the answers for others to 

copy; students completing interviews of community residents, with all 

questions presecified by the teacher and the students merely recording 

respondents‟ short answers, without trying to interpret their cumulative 

meaning; and students using the card catalog, computers, and mathematics 

manipulatives to gain superficial exposure to fragments of knowledge 

without gaining in-depth understanding of an idea. (p. 281 )  

The persistence of such challenges despite a relative abundance of material resources for 

students, schools and training institutes, in addition to a well-established democratic 

cultural tradition in the developed countries of the West, implies even greater obstacles 

for the effectiveness of training for active, learner-centered methods in the democratizing 

and economically underdeveloped states of the South.  When training policy fails to 

adequately address the unique cultural and economic factors that underdevelopment and 

political transition can pose to the adoption of learner-centered methods, the absorbtion 

of the training‟s theoretical and pedagogical objectives may be less complete than 

desired.  A pedagogical counselor in Mahajanga laughs ruefully as she recalls when 

foreign colleagues remarked upon this impediment: „We have learned about 

constructivism before.  But when the Canadians212 came, they told us that the 

constructivism we‟d adopted in Madagascar was a “tribal constructivism”!‟ (I34)  This 

phenomenon of pseudo-active methods can and does manifest in any of the umbrella of 

pedagogical strategies encouraged under the Ravalomanana reforms and taught through 

the reformed CRINFP teacher training curriculum as demonstrated in the areas illustrated 

below. 

 

                                                 
212 The interviewee is referring to the Canadian team responsible, at the time of research, for overseeing the 
development and implementation of the latest curriculum reform, designed using a situation-based 
approach (APS). 
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Active Reading  

 
Teachers are being trained to develop student literacy through active reading.  

Students are expected to read a text silently to themselves before the teacher engages the 

entire class in reading the text aloud.  This practice provides students with the 

opportunity to puzzle through the language and develop their own understanding of the 

content before validating their comprehension through the group read-aloud.  Some 

teachers, however, will omit one of the two stages in this literacy strategy because they 

do not understand that the reading the same text twice in this way facilitates students‟ 

individual comprehension, engagement and learning. (I1)   

 

Group Work   

 

The method of group work, as described in Chapter 7, can be perceived as overly 

time-consuming relative to the value added to a student‟s education.  This perception is 

especially likely when the value and purpose of group work are not clearly understood by 

the teacher, as in this case: 

I: What was the reason given in training for having students work in 

groups? 

R: It‟s to suppress selfishness. [Laugh] 

I: Whose selfishness? 

R: The selfishness of the students who always want to be the group leader. 

(I5) 

Group work is meant to provide students with an opportunity to learn from each other 

through the collective development of ideas in a back-and-forth exchange that allows all 

students to participate.  In several classrooms, I observed teachers initiate group activities 

in which students hardly interacted and speaking loudly was actively reprimanded by the 

teacher.  After pushing their desks into small clusters, the students would independently 

work in silence to find solutions to the questions that the teacher had written on the 

board.  A pedagogical counselor explains: 

At first, only the best students actually do the work while the others talk or 

do other things, so at that point it isn‟t group work anyway.  Then there 

are the teachers that don‟t care whether all the students are participating.   
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 Figure 26.  A group of students writes the solution to a math problem on a slate 

 

 

When that happens, so much for group work! They just let it be individual 

work.  That means we‟re not seeing the kind of results that we‟d like to 

see.  (I2) 

Similarly, teachers may assign group activities without ensuring that all students are 

engaged and contributing equally.  This is especially likely where too few slates relative 

to the number of students means group sizes of eight to twelve students or more.  In 

groups such as these, the student writing the answers and a handful of peers may be 

engaged in the assigned task while other students chitchat, doodle, copy text from the  
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 Figure 27.  A teacher models a saw to teach a French lesson about trades 

 
 
board or otherwise fail to participate in the group (see Figure 26 above).  In these 

classrooms, teachers are going through the motions of group work without going beyond  

superficial compliance to ensure students reap the benefits of collaborating with their 

peers. 

 
Teaching Aids 

 
The manipulation of objects is a concept that has likewise been emphasized in 

training but misunderstood by many teachers.  Rather than creating a lesson wherein each 

student benefits from the opportunity to learn through the guided individual experience of 

handling the object, the teacher is often the sole person to utilize it, displaying and 

discussing it, in effect rendering the item only slightly more illustratively meaningful 

than a drawing on the chalkboard. (I59)  In one classroom, a teacher who had received 

advance notice of my arrival prepared a French lesson around the theme of tradesmen and 

their tools.  She brought in a variety of implements, including a saw, which she proceded 

to use to saw the edge of a desk where a small child was sitting.  The students were so 
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distracted by the teacher‟s demonstration that they did not respond to her prompts and 

questions (refer to Figure 27 above).  Upon hearing my description of the lesson, a 

pedagogical counselor explained, „What you saw there is what you see everywhere 

because the teachers don‟t know to guide students‟ learning through active methods.  

They think active methods means using materials, but who is supposed to be the one 

using them?  The teachers are only supposed to organize the lesson, while the students 

themselves are the ones engaging with the material.‟  (I60) 

 The adverse consequences of this incomplete understanding of pedagogical 

techniques requiring manipulable teaching aids is compounded by a widespread 

perception that active methods is synonymous with the use of such materials.  The 

complete spectrum of pedagogical techniques included within the concept of learner- 

centered instruction is diminished to just this one feature: the presence of a manipulable 

object in the classroom.  Case studies later in this chapter will demonstrate this 

misunderstanding of active methods is in no small part due to misrepresentation on the 

part of pedagogical counselors and others responsible for supporting teachers‟ 

professional development.  Consider the following exchange with a teacher trainer in 

Antsiranana: 

I: Is it possible to get the students to construct their own knowledge, or to 

discover why something is as it is, without manipulable teaching aids?  

R:  It‟s possible, and it‟s dangerous!  

I: Dangerous? Why?  

R: From the moment when the teacher teaches without those teaching aids 

and he knows the student learned the concept he was teaching, then he 

may say „That‟s it, then – even if there aren‟t any manipulables, the 

students can still learn.‟ But for the student, that forms knowledge that 

may be applied but will be easily forgotten. 

I: In your opinion, can students discover something in another way, such 

as through an exchange of questions?  

R: No! It‟s dangerous.  It has its limits. (I24)  

The ephemeral learning this trainer fears will result from lessons without manipulable 

teaching aids is a point of concern for all advocates of learner-centered learning, who 
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propose as a solution the complete range of active methods, of which the manipulation of 

teaching aids is but one example. 

 
Dynamics Between Students and Teachers 

 
Constructivism, the foundation of the active methods approach, is based on the 

principle that the learner constructs new knowledge on the basis of real-world experience 

with novel situations.  The learner must have the confidence to trust in the value of his or 

her own tentative conclusions as valid building blocks of knowledge, even if these 

conclusions are later disproved or demonstrably incomplete – qualities that would lead 

some to qualify this constructed knowledge as erroneous.  Students must feel comfortable 

with taking risks and making mistakes in knowledge if they are to become avid learners 

and seekers of information and experience rather than passive receptacles of received 

truths.    Many of the teachers I observed had created a learning environment counter-

conducive to students‟ experimentation and the development of their curiosity by 

shaming or abusing students that were struggling to reproduce the knowledge demanded 

by the teacher.  I observed others take on a militaristic countenance as they patrolled the 

classroom, wooden yardstick held aloft menacingly, peering at students‟ notebooks to 

catch errors and upbraid those who were speaking to neighbors. Teachers who treat their 

students like delinquents even before they have committed any wrong can contribute to 

an atmosphere of fear, resentment and disrespect that risks poisoning the classroom and 

sapping students‟ natural inclination to learn. 

 
 

Training Effectiveness 

 
 
 Interviews and observations thus far described have provided ample evidence of 

gaps in the understanding of active methods and democratic classroom management 

standards.  These gaps, so widespread among teachers, are likewise present among 

CISCO and ZAP Chiefs, pedagogical counselors and teacher trainers alike and this 

knowledge defecit has been targeted for continued reform in the near-term.  But the 

training of teachers has already been targeted for significant transformation in the 

education reform policies of 2003.  The preceding pages have already provided an 
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overview of teachers‟ practices and the obstacles they face to implementing good 

practices in learner-centered learning and democratic classroom management techniques.  

But to what extent have the teacher training reform policies actually taken hold to 

produce tangible changes in pre-service and in-service training?  What kind of 

knowledge, skills and attitudes are teachers developing to enable them to respond to the 

challenges they will confront when attempting to develop future citizens in their own 

classroom?   

 
Evaluation of Pre-Service Training 

 
It is difficult to objectively assess the effectiveness of pre-service training at 

CRINFPs.  All student-teachers complete a self-evaluation at the end of their training but 

the purpose of this exercise is primarily to strengthen teachers‟ skills in self-recflection in 

the interest of developing a habit of lifelong learning and professional growth.  Student-

teachers are asked to complete a questionnaire at the conclusion of their training to assess 

its utility but this is far from an objective assessment, as this teacher trainer admits: 

There is an evaluation [completed by teachers about their CRINFP 

training] but it‟s misleading.  We ask them questions and they just have to 

mark whether it was unsatisfactory, insufficient, sufficiant… they might 

have forgotten everything they learned, but they‟re no fools, so today it‟s 

„sufficient‟ and „satisfactory.‟  Put the check mark next to „sufficient‟ and 

„satisfactory‟… it‟s an evaluation that doesn‟t work.  (I2) 

Short of conducting periodic external evaluations practices within the CRINFP network, 

one of the most effective and meaningful measures of the effect of training is one which 

is not currently utilized: the testing of teacher knowledge aquisition. (I2, I25)  „What I 

think would work is an evaluation where they are actually observed, where we watch 

them perform,‟ remarks the trainer in Ambanja.  „It‟s best to evaluate them at the end of 

every semester before the certificate evaluation at the end of the year, because right now 

they‟re not putting any effort in.  They say, “We‟ll pass anyway, whether we learn or 

not.”‟  (I2) 

Although the massive expansion of primary schooling under the Ravalomanana 

administration has been coupled with an increase in teachers trained, those who have 
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benefitted from the reformed CRINFP training are in the minority.  The number of new 

teachers recruited outstrips the capacity of training institutes to provide this year-long, 

learner-centered, pre-service training program to all new instructors at the primary level. 

While all teachers will in theory have access to at least several days of in-service training 

each year, this training has thus far proven inadequate to prepare all teachers to master 

the new pedagogical methods.  But perhaps even more significantly, as the 

aforementioned examples demonstrate, even those with CRINFP training may not receive 

the support needed to ensure that all trained teachers will implement the new methods 

effectively and with a complete understanding of their technique and purpose.  Nearly all 

of the best teachers I had the pleasure to meet were CRINFP graduates, but according to  

trainers, pedagogical counselors and other education administrators, many newly trained 

teachers are not meeting standards for learner-centered pedagogy and democratic 

classroom management.   

 
In-Service Training 

 
CRINFP graduates and untrained teachers alike rely upon in-service training for 

continued professional development and skill development in the pedagogy and 

techniques associated with new education policy reforms.  Training sessions typically 

occur during school breaks when teachers are free to make what can be a day-long 

journey to the training site.  Such professional development activities can therefore incur 

prohibitively high expenses that may deter teachers from taking part unless given a 

stipend of some kind (I2), although other incentives such as access to computers and 

classes in computer technology may be offered instead.  (I1)  When funds are too short to 

ensure stipends or other incentives for teachers, CISCOs may simply forego in-service 

training activities in view of the fact that they may be poorly attended. 

The delivery of in-service training is overseen by CISCO staff on the basis of 

perceived needs, occasionally in partnership with NGOs and other outside stakeholders.  

Barring specialized trainings originating from collaborative and large-scale teacher 

development initiatives, the frequency, content, style and location of in-service training is 

determined at the local level.  Since the adoption of APC in 2003, the majority of in-

service training sessions have targeted the dissemination and mastery of learner-centered 
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pedagogies such as group work and their role within the larger APC strategy. (I24)  

Training is generally conducted by pedagogical counselors and ZAP Chiefs at the CISCO 

offices or schools at central locations to the zone being targeted for the in-service 

activity.   

Training that originates from a non-local source such as an NGO or the Ministry 

of Education itself often takes the form of cascade training wherein a handful of expert 

trainers – typically the policy conceptualizers at the Ministry or training experts from 

partner organizations such as NGOs or bilateral aid organizations – train a small cadre of 

 
 

 
 Figure 28.  A new teacher resource center for in-service training 

 
 
trainers, who each in turn train a number of trainers, who train others and so forth until 

the training is disseminated to the classroom level.  Occasionally such training may take 

place in a local training center attached to a school, as in Figure 28 above, but most 

commonly such a dedicated space is not available and training occurs in school 

classrooms or a central location such as a local CISCO office.  The principal advantages 

of cascade training are its cost-effectiveness, efficient allocation of human resources and 
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the speed with which large numbers of staff can benefit from training: once the second 

tier of experts is trained, the policy originators (who ostensibly would command the 

highest salaries) are freed to refocus their attention elsewhere as the ever-expanding 

network of trainers ensures the spread of knowledge about the innovation.   

The greatest disadvantage of cascade training, however, is a severe one : the 

quality of training risks degrading with each additional degree to which it is separated 

from the source.  (I60)  By the time a training has reached the teachers, it may have been 

reinterpreted and re-explained in new ways by four or more different people.   

There is always something that is lost along the way [with cascade 

training], and the teachers don‟t manage to gain all they should from it.  

With APC, the originators of the policy trained the teachers directly during 

the pilot phase.  That‟s why it was a success in the pilot schools.  

Afterwards it was in cascade and that was the problem for APC teachers 

because the policy planners train the trainers and the trainers train local 

trainers, and local trainers train the ZAP Chiefs.  And understanding 

diminishes, diminishes, diminishes until you get to the teachers. (I2) 

Each new trainer applies his or her own prejudices, priorities and other filters to 

the information received and rebroadcasts it according to the limitations of their own 

ability as teachers.  Some of those selected to train in this process may have little or no 

formal training in adult educaiton themselves and even those with a clear grasp of the 

content of the training may fail to transmit it in the most meaningful and effective way. 

(I2, I60)  In principle, in-service training is intended to model the learner-centered 

pedagogies that teachers are expected to adopt, but this fundamental element of effective 

training for active methods is too frequently one of the first casualties of cascade training: 

We continually repeat the same material [in training].  We‟ve done 

psychopédagogie maybe three times now and that‟s why teachers are no longer 

interested.  We do it over and over but we don‟t see what the point is. [Laugh] They talk, 

we copy!  They talk.  They write things down on a piece of butcher paper.  They put it on 

the wall and we look at it.  Everyone reads what‟s on the paper and afterward everyone 

copies what they see.  Then we do some group work to talk about what we saw.  Group 

work means you read the lesson then everyone is divided into groups and each group 
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does part of the work.  One group reads, another identifies problems in the curriculum 

and the other proposes solutions.  That‟s what in-service training is like. (I21) 

  „We give training to the ZAP Chiefs first, then they train the teachers and that goes 

down, down like that and the majority gets lost en route,‟ explains a pedagogical 

counselor in Ambositra.  „To train well you have to have the trainers and policy planners 

train the teachers directly, not the ZAP Chiefs or the school directors or whomever else.  

We are qualified trainers but they just do whatever and their training winds up being total 

garbage.‟  (I12)  

 
Teacher Oversight 

 
Regular oversight plays a key role in the success of teaching practice reform 

efforts.  The presence of observers encourages teachers to apply active methods partly 

due to the ramifications that official observation reports will have on a teacher‟s periodic 

evaluation.  But in less cynical terms, these observers‟ visits support the adoption of 

active methods by providing teachers with feedback about their practice that enables 

them to develop mastery and confidence as they experiment with the application of the 

new methods.  „They observe us and offer critiques about what we do,‟ explains a teacher 

in Ambositra.  „Sometimes they say a few good things, but mainly they criticise.‟  (I21) 

In Madagascar there are currently two competing systems of teacher oversight that are 

meant to work in harmony.  One system, managed at the level of the CISCO, mobilizes 

pedagogical counselors and ZAP Chiefs to visit schools, observe teachers in action, and 

offer suggestions to strengthen teachers‟ performance and effectiveness.  The second 

system, managed at the national level, employs inspectors who likewise visit schools and 

provide feedback.  The observations of the in-service trainers employed within this 

second system have a greater effect on teachers‟ professional evaluations than do those of 

the CISCO observers.  (I10)  This dual evaluation and in-service training system is 

intended to ensure all teachers are provided with frequent, meaningful feedback on their 

application of active methods and democratic classroom management techniques. 

Despite the Ministry of Education‟s efforts to ensure regular and equal teacher 

observations in every school regardless of its locale or size,  the frequency of classroom  
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Table 14.  Frequency of teacher observation visits per year by region213 

Region Observation visits per year Average 

 .5
214

 0 1 2 3 4 5   

 Ambanja 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2.5 

 Ambositra 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2.5 

 Antsiranana 0 0 2 5 2 3 0 2.5 

 Mahajanga 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 2 

 Sambava 2 0 4 1 1 0 0 1.25 

 Tana 0 0 2 0 3 1 1 2.9 

 Toliara - - - - - - - n/a 

Total 2 0 9 12 10 4 1 2.275 

 
 
observations remains both low and quite variable from one region to the next.  Among 

the locations sampled for this study, teacher observations most frequently occur in the 

metropolis of Antananarivo and least frequently in the remote and geographically 

challenging montane rainforest town of Sambava (refer to Table 14 above).  Inequality in 

the presence of classroom observers dispensing in-service training advice and feedback 

aggravates the problem of uneven teacher quality because visits by in-service trainers can 

have a significant effect on the way in which education reforms are implemented at the 

classroom level.  Teachers may go out of their way to incorporate active methods or 

implement APC correctly when they know a pedagogical counselor or other authority 

will be observing them, and conversely may abandon these good practices when they are 

not provided with extrinsic motivation to do otherwise. 

Without regular application of active methods, the use of traditional 

practices can quickly become a habit even for newly trained recruits to the 

teaching force.  Sometimes they‟re hypocrites – they act like they use 

active methods when you‟re there, but as a trainer you can tell that they‟re 

not used to it.  Once I even saw a teacher who had brought in a map and 

                                                 
213 Based on the sample of teachers participating in this study. 
214 An in-service trainer visits once every two years. 
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posted it on the wall, but right up to the end of the lesson he never used it.  

He was so used to just giving lectures and the thought didn‟t enter his 

mind while he was talking to go and do something with that map he‟d 

brought on my account.  You can tell the students aren‟t used to it either. 

(I25) 

I witnessed this effect firsthand during a mathematics lesson about measurement during 

which the teacher spent significant class time drawing an oversized ruler on the 

chalkboard to enable students to visualize the division of metric units of measurement.   

Students keep a small ruler in their pencil case which is used to draw neat lines around 

key information when copying material from the chalkboard.  However, the students in 

this classroom were busily using their rulers to copy the teacher‟s image of a ruler from 

the blackboard into their notebooks.  I asked the pedagogical counselor beside me why 

the teacher might not have asked the students to examine the rulers they held in their 

hands and perhaps use them to measure objects in the room to gain an experiential 

understanding of measurement.  „It‟s a matter of thinking about it,‟ he replied.  „These 

people only prepare participatory lessons when they know we‟re coming to observe them, 

and if we don‟t come they just keep with their habit of giving abstract lectures.‟  (I59) 

A key challenge to the impact of classroom observers on the successful adoption 

of active methods and democratic classroom management practices relates to the training 

and preparation of classroom observers.  Training, while vital to the effectiveness of 

observers‟ interventions, remains variable in length and quality.  Training for would-be 

pedagogical counselors currently lasts three years and and includes pedagogy, education 

theory and adult learning to enable them to best convey meaningful feedback to teachers. 

In addition, candidates for this specialized training are selected by competitive 

examination and typically have many years of classroom experience under their belt.  

According to this teacher trainer in Ambanja, however, the preparation of pedagogical 

counselors is not without its weaknesses and likewise suffers from gaps in the training of 

trainers, this time at the level of the INFP: 

The pedagogical counselors should receive better instructions on how to 

provide feedback after their observations. But the ones who train the 

pedagogical counselors… there‟s one I know who has trained many, but 
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when I observed her teaching she hadn‟t even mastered the learner-

centered methods of APC and that‟s the problem. She‟s a trainer, but when 

it comes to the practice, she hasn‟t even mastered it herself. (I2) 

The quality of candidates and the duration and content of their training can be 

significantly offset by the skills of their INFP trainer and the extent to which desired 

practices are effectively modeled in the training classroom. 

Unlike pedagogical counselors who are selected for advanced training based on 

merit, ZAP Chiefs are typically assigned to their post by a CISCO Chief (I2) and may not 

have benefitted from lengthy skills development in the areas targeted by the three-year 

pedagogical counselor training.  A teacher in Toliara expresses his frustration with this 

inequity: 

That‟s the ZAP Chief there, and how is he supposed to [evaluate 

teachers]?  He hasn‟t had enough training to be able to do that.  ZAP 

Chiefs are just former teachers who got assigned to this position without 

any criteria to evaluate them as candidates beforehand.  The criteria are 

just – how shall I say it – being the friend of someone, knowing someone.  

He‟s just happy to have the job and he doesn‟t hold the teachers to high 

standards.  He doesn‟t even go into their classrooms – especially if the 

teachers are older like him.  So there‟s no oversight, and no professional 

development results from the visitations.  (I61) 

As a result, the quality of the feedback ZAP Chiefs provide can therefore vary widely and 

is commonly rooted in less formal training than that of their pedagogical counselor 

colleagues.  To redress this knowledge gap, some ZAP Chiefs benefit from in-service 

training but the political status of the post ensures low stability as ambitious appointees 

leave the position to be replaced by a new candidate.  „It‟s common that [a ZAP Chief] 

gets trained, then they‟re reassigned someplace else and replaced by someone who isn‟t 

trained,‟ explains a teacher trainer in Ambanja.  „We just have to take them like that.  

They haven‟t mastered APC, so how are they supposed to provide feedback to teachers?  

Sometimes the teacher knows more than the ZAP Chief does.‟ (I2)   Holding pedagogical 

counselors and ZAP Chiefs to different standards of selection and qualification adds 
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another element of inconsistency in the quality of education from one school or 

classroom to the next.   

Partly due to the shortcomings of classroom observers‟ own training, the existant 

feedback procedure too often fails to provide teachers with the insight or motivation they 

need in order to facilitate the improvement of their practice and no functional system 

exists to observe and evaluate classroom observers to ensure that they are performing 

their duties correctly. (I2)  In recognition of the vital role that pedagogical counselors and 

ZAP Chiefs play in supporting the transition to learner-centered methods and democratic 

classroom practices, reforms had been initiated at the time of data collection to redress 

inconsistencies and weakness in the training and abilities of pedagogical counselors and 

ZAP Chiefs.  The anticipated reforms included the development of a national-level 

training strategy that would ensure consistency in the education of staff responsible for 

this important teacher oversight task.   

Strengthening the training of observers is necessary but will only achieve the 

desired impact if observers can visit schools to practice their craft more frequently. There 

are too few trained observers relative to the skyrocketing teacher corps and an urgent 

need exists to improve observers‟ access to schools in their assigned zone.  Some ZAP 

Chiefs – ostensibly those whose sub-districts are most remote – are provided with 

motorbikes to use for school visits, although the inability to pay for maintenance or 

gasoline often limits the extent to which the motorbikes are used for their intended 

purpose.  The rest are provided with bicycles.  This form of transportation is adequate for 

urban or suburban ZAPs but can be highly impractical in the less remote rural ZAPs 

where rugged terrain and the climactic challenges of heavy rain, burning sun, thick mud 

or tractionless sand can discourage all but the most zealous Chiefs from regularly visiting 

their ZAP. (I59)  The low number of observers combined with the vast distances and 

difficult terrain in rural ZAPs ensures many schools are visited once a year at the most, 

leaving teachers free to resort to traditional methods risk-free for the rest of the year. 

(I12)  While pedagogical counselors and trainers agree that teachers require more 

frequent visitations and more substantive feedback than they have been receiving if the 

State is to ensure that the transition from teacher-centered to learner-centered pedagogy 

take hold in Madagascar (I25), budget constraints continue to limit the number of 
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individuals who can be recruited and trained for this work and provided with adequate 

means of transportation to increase the frequency of visits. (I34)      

In addition to these challenges, the procedures related to teacher oversight reveal 

troublesome inefficiencies.  At the time of writing, ZAP Chiefs and pedagogical 

counselors are not authorized to provide detailed feedback to teachers immediately 

following an observation.  „The mission of the pedagogical counselors is to go into the 

classroom to see what the teacher has to offer, try to see what they remember from 

training, give them a grade based on their performance, and draw the teachers‟ attention 

to their weak points,‟ explains a teacher trainer in Ambositra.  „But right now, this system 

doesn‟t work any more.‟ (I10)  A second-grade teacher working at a nearby school 

confirms: „Sometimes pedagogical counselors are helpful, but sometimes all they do is 

watch, and they don‟t give a model lesson.  Maybe I‟m too talkative, because I always 

ask questions when I don‟t understand something they say or I ask them for a model 

lesson.  But they never dare to give me one.‟ (I21)  The duty of providing teachers with 

formal feedback is currently delegated to CISCO staff holding the title of „Inspector.‟  

According to established procedures, observers provide a written report of the teacher‟s 

performance to the CISCO Chief, and after the assessment has been reviewed and 

recorded, an Inspector is tasked with distributing a copy to the teacher for self-

improvement purposes (I59).  In practice, however, these reports may return to the 

teacher late if at all, and the Inspector can offer little or no clarification to the teacher 

regarding the information contained in the report.   

 
Consistency Among In-Service Trainers  

 
The ineffectiveness of some newly trained teachers cannot be uniquely attributed 

to the choices that teachers make once confronted with the realities of the classroom.  The 

CISCO and INFP staff who ensure in-service training and continuing professional 

development for teachers often contribute to teachers‟ ineffective (or non-existent) 

application of learner-centered methods and democratic classroom management 

techniques due to inconsistencies and rigidity in their own understanding of active 

methods. 
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To demonstrate this phenomenon I offer the following case studies for 

comparison and contrast.  Pedagogical counselors in three CISCOs were shown over a 

dozen clips of teacher observation videos I had recorded over the course of the project 

and were asked to provide their reactions to the use of active methods by the teachers 

featured in the selected videos.   Their responses were audio recorded and transcribed.  

From among these transcriptions I have chosen to highlight the four cases presented 

below to offer evidence supporting the claim above.  Coupling each example with exerpts 

from my field notes, I have provided two examples that I believe represent an effective 

use of active methods, and two examples where tradition outweighs innovation.  The 

cases are classified accordingly. 

 
Active Methods Dominant #1  

 
Demography Lesson, 3rd Grade, Rural Antananarivo 

Female, Age 35, 4 years experience, 30 students, CRINFP graduate 2007 

 
 

 
 Figure 29.  Students‟ art is made of local, natural materials 

 
 

The room is newly constructed, with pale pink paint, a light wooden ceiling and 

several oversized tools (a yardstick, a large protractor and more) beside the ample  
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chalkboard at the front of the classroom.  The students’ artwork decorates the walls. 

Directing them to use seeds, sand, dried grass, pressed flowers and other locally 

available natural materials to make simple crafts, the teacher develops the children’s 

creativity and capacity for self-expression as she has been trained to do at the CRINFP 

(Figure 29 above).   

The teacher has a friendly, kind tone of voice and encourages the students to 

participate by engaging them with individual questions, addressing students by name and 

reiterating the students’ French-language responses in Malagasy.  The lesson is about 

demography and specifically the rise and fall of population density due to migration, 

death and birth.  She leads them to understand demographic concepts through a series of 

questions that keeps them engaged and she contextualizes the theoretical concepts by 

rooting them in the students’ own personal experiences.  She begins by asking the 

students where their family came from originally and then asks students what happened 

to the population of their village when their family left it as well as what happened to the 

population of this town when their family arrived.  The students listen attentively and 

respond correctly after reflection as their understanding crystallizes.   

Following this introduction, the teacher asks the students to open their workbooks 

to observe data tables that demonstrate similar phenomenon of population change. The 

initial discussion was in Malagasy but she delivers the lesson in French, switching back 

to Malagasy from time to time to ensure that the students understand what they are 

reading and what they are being asked to do.  The students work individually to answer 

the questions in their workbooks.  When the time comes for students to correct their work 

and a student shares his correct answer with the class, his classmates mime flicking 

water at him - a gesture accompanied with a tongue click that the teacher and students 

developed together as their unique, fun way to congratulate each other.  The wide smile 

on the little boy’s face is mirrored by the teacher and his peers who are beaming as their 

successful classmate takes his seat. 

 
Pedagogical Counselors Respond: 

 „There are some aspects of her style that reflect active methods.  She asks 

questions [that demonstrate] why there is a population movement.  Only that part 
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was good… she should have made the students work in groups.‟ (I70, pedagogical 

counselor 1) 

 „The teacher should have made the students participate as much as possible 

through direct observation – by having them go to the fokontany for example to 

gather statistics on the number of deaths and births in each neighborhood where  

they live so the students could discuss what they find.‟ (I70, pedagogical 

counselor 2) 

  „What was good was how the teacher gathered students‟ own experiences with 

demography.  That was good.  But if it were me, I would create questionnaires 

that the students would complete with data from the mayor‟s office for example…  

I‟m seeing a unidirectional relationship between the teacher and students here 

because the teacher‟s communication is based on question-response.  In my 

opinion it‟s not possible to do active methods without materials.‟ (I72, 

pedagogical counselor 1) 

 „This isn‟t active methods at all. It‟s just question-response, the interrogative 

method; because she asks questions and the students respond, without drawings, 

without images… even if the students are a little older they still need teaching 

aids to understand the material. Statistical tables, graphs…‟ (I71, pedagogical 

counselor 3) 

 „This is not active methods.  The teacher should have developed a questionnaire 

for the students before the lesson so they could go to the town hall to get statistics 

and data, and once they arrive in class, they could compare them.  From these 

concrete foundations, they could have a debate.  Active methods have to be like 

that, rather than asking questions like this.‟ (I71, pedagogical counselor 1) 

There is a lack of consensus among the pedagogical counselors whether the teacher‟s 

method of questioning reflected active methods or not.  Questioning does indeed feature 

among the active methods promoted in CRINFPs, but the level of thinking stimulated by 

the type of question posed is of critical importance to the efficacity of the method.  

Queries that demand a simple yes or no response or rote repetition draw upon the lowest 

orders of thinking.  The questions posed by this teacher, by contrast, served to stimulate 

students‟ curiosity about the lesson, develop their critical thinking skills, and provide 
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scaffolding to enable students to construct their own knowledge about demography that 

facilitated their later tasks with the data charts.  The pedagogical counselors generally 

disapproved of the teacher‟s lesson because she did not plan for a field trip to the 

fokontany, the creation of new materials such as a questionnaire, or putting students into 

groups to answer the questions.  Group work admittedly could have been used, although 

this teacher did make use of group work for other lessons and may have been seeking to 

preserve some variety in her pedagogical approach.  Field trips and new materials, on the 

other hand, often require far more planning and consume more time and resources than 

the teacher has available to utilize such methods in most lessons.  Question-response in 

this case, from my own perspective, was an excellent choice. 

 
Active Methods Dominant #2  

 

Alphabet Lesson, 1st Grade, Rural Ambositra 

Female, Age 42, 8 years experience, 30 students, CRINFP graduate 2007 

This classroom is on the ground floor of a traditional, two-story brick house 

inhabited by the villagers, in the room where animals are typically penned for the night.  

They have been here since last year’s cyclone caused the roof of the original schoolhouse 

to collapse.  There are thirty students and eight banks of desks squeezed into a 10-foot-

square space, crammed up against the teacher and her modest chalkboard that hangs 

crookedly from a nail on one wall.  The ceiling is cottony with the yellowed webs of 

massive golden orb spiders and low enough that the petite instructor has to stoop when 

entering to keep from hitting her head on the door casing.    

The teacher sets her purse on a small metal desk in the corner to keep it off the 

packed dirt floor and begins her lesson on how to write the letter H.  The tiny first grade 

students, all barefoot and without uniforms, focus on the teacher as she patiently explains 

in Malagasy how the letter is written.  She asks the students to draw in the air with her, 

then on their own slates. After a pause, she asks if the students are ready to continue. 

‘No,’ they chorus.  She waits a short while longer until all the students are ready to 

continue.  Then, instructing them to raise their slates on her command, she gently taps 

the front desk and lifts her hands high. Slates are raised obediently.  The teacher selects 

two and asks the class to compare the H on each one, guiding them to identify the mistake  
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 Figure 30.  Students compare and identify differences for themselves 

 
 
in one of the two without drawing embarrassing attention to the student (refer to Figure 

30 below).  She concludes the lesson by asking students to find words that begin with the 

letter H, praising the correct students and encouraging the others to rethink their 

answers.  

Pedagogical Counselors respond: 

 „I don‟t think she really applied active methods.  She explained how to write a 

letter.  It‟s true that the students got along well with the teacher and they were 

engaged.  You can tell from how they respond „Eka!215 so enthusiastically.  …She 

should have started with observation first.  Why capital „H‟ and not lowercase 

„h‟?  What‟s the difference? The students should first figure out the reason.  

…But as far as the actual technique, she did do it right.  She had already written 

the H on the board, how to write it, then she asked the students to write it and 

follow her gestures.  Afterwards it was their turn to write.  Her method is good – 

                                                 
215 Eka is the word for „yes‟ in many dialects of the Malagasy language.  
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she just should have had them find the reason why, so they could be much more 

motivated.‟  (I70 pedagogical counselor 1) 

 „Because these are young children, they need to be manipulating materials.  [The 

teacher can make] letters out of cardboard that the students can compare to 

understand that one is a capital letter and the other is lowercase… That way the 

students will be able to quickly memorize what they‟re being taught.‟  (I70, 

pedagogical counselor 2) 

 „Not at all [active methods], because she asks the students to look at the 

chalkboard and watch what she‟s doing.  She dictates what the students should do, 

so the students have no opportunity to discuss amongst themselves.‟ (I71, 

pedagogical counselor 1) 

 „I think she did a little bit of active methods… because everyone participated. 

First [drawing] in the air, giving them guidance, then on their slates… in my 

opinion, it‟s an active method because the students participate in this activity.‟ 

(I71, pedagogical counselor 2) 

 „In a sense they participated… but the students don‟t have a chance to take the 

initiative.  They just follow what the teacher says so they don‟t have a chance to 

discuss „How do you do this, does the letter go this high, the length, the width…‟ 

and all that.  Doing that in groups or in pairs would make this an active method.‟  

(I71, pedagogical counselor 3) 

Here again the pedagogical counselors are in disagreement about whether the teacher 

practiced active methods.  They acknowledge the total participation of the students and 

the positive ambiance in the classroom but fault the „teacher-centeredness‟ of the lesson 

because the teacher guides the discussion and does not utilize group work.  Later in the 

lesson, this teacher does in fact have students work in small groups on a different task.  

The pedagogical counselors‟ preoccupation with the use of group work as a pedagogical 

strategy highlights the extent to which other active methods remain relatively 

undervalued by teachers and pedagogical counselors alike.  Only one pedagogical 

counselor (I70, pedagogical counselor 1), the same one to commend the teacher for the 

question-response method in the previous example, demonstrates concern about the setup 
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of the lesson and finding ways to tie students‟ existing knowledge to the new material 

that the teacher will introduce in the lesson. 

 

Traditional Methods Dominant #1  

 
Mathematics Lesson, 3rd Grade, Rural Antsiranana 

Female, Age 43, 4 years experience, 33 students, untrained FRAM teacher 

It is announced that the lesson – in French – is about rectangles. The teacher 

draws a rectangle on the board then asks a student to approach and point to the long side 

of the rectangle.  She asks the class a series of factual recall questions in a blunt and 

irritated tone and the students respond in unison.  At one point, nobody raises a hand to 

answer her question, so the teacher orders them: ‘Everyone, raise your hands!  …Tell me 

how many!’  She asks a question in French and the boy who hazards a guess has clearly 

misunderstood the question. Instead of translating to Malagasy or helping him to 

understand, she barks ‘No!’ then passes the chalk to someone else.  The little boy slips 

back silently to his desk, grinning sheepishly in response to his classmates taunts, while 

the teacher returns to her own desk to consult her manual and verify the correct response 

for herself.   

Now the teacher brings out a small cardboard box.  The students watch her 

curiously.   Holding it in her hands at the front of the class, she asks a half-dozen 

students to individually approach her, one after another, to count the faces, edges and 

corners of the box.  The minutes pass while their classmates grow restless and begin to 

doodle and whisper. She makes no effort to explain what use this information has in the 

real world.  Why do we need to memorize the number of faces, edges and corners of a 

box?  Sometimes she interrupts the students as they are in the process of answering, 

finishing their response for them.  The teacher struggles to master the lesson content, 

perhaps because she is nervous to have us here.  She attempts to provide the correct 

number of faces, edges and corners by counting them aloud for the benefit of the class 

but has to stop and restart no less than eight times as she repeatedly loses track of which 

areas she has already included in the count.  At the end, she provides a hasty summary of 

the lesson in a lecture style without checking for student comprehension.  
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Pedagogical Counselors respond: 

 „She made the students participate… although it would have been better with a 

teaching aid for each student… She should have mastered the content of the 

lesson – that was a serious problem – but I‟d still say it was positive because she 

was able to use the teaching aid, the box, so she understood it was important to 

base the lesson on the observation of an object. …She should have had the 

students all bring boxes and have them work in groups.‟  (I70, pedagogical 

counselor 1) 

 „What was good was she got several students active… the students used their 

sense of touch, but not everyone… It was also good how she had them observe 

the box even if it wasn‟t the objective of the lesson.‟  (I70, pedagogical counselor 

2) 

 „She already made the effort to incorporate teaching aids into the lesson, but she 

had four students count the edges [of the box] and I think one, no more than two, 

would be enough because you have to keep time in mind too.  When she tried to 

count the corners, she tried over and over so it wasn‟t the greatest use of time. 

[Laugh] …But she used active methods.  That‟s the most important thing.‟  (I71, 

pedagogical counselor 2) 

 „It was good that she used a teaching aid… but I think it would have been better if 

she had had the students manipulate the materials in groups so the students could 

count the corners and everything together.‟  (I71, pedagogical counselor 1) 

The presence of the cardboard box was a significant advantage for all the pedagogical 

counselors.  They focused little or no attention on the teacher‟s poor mastery of the 

content, authoritarian classroom management style, inappropriate use of time, neglect for 

majority of the class‟s engagement in the lesson, use of traditional methods such as rote 

repetition and unison responses and her failure to contextualize the lesson in any way to 

its real-world application.  Again, the use of group work was emphasized as the primary 

means to improve the lesson. 

 
Traditional Methods Dominant #2  

 
Mathematics Lesson, 5th Grade, Urban Ambositra 
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Female, Age 51, 30 years experience, 42 students, 3 months preservice training 1977 

A long wooden ruler rests on her shoulder like a warden’s nightstick.  She 

occasionally levels it at a student with a sharp ‘You!’ never calling the students by name.  

The pinched lips of this teacher never break into a smile, giving her a very severe, 

menacing air.  Today the children are studying fractions and the teacher spends a long 

period of time writing an explanation on the board with her back to the students, who 

take advantage of the opportunity to whisper, communicate silently and play around.  

The more dedicated students are dutifully attempting to copy the text, but because the 

teacher has planted herself at the dead center of the board as she writes, the students 

can’t see around her and have to leave their seats and crane their necks to get a clear 

view.  Without further comment or explanation, the teacher gives the students a math 

problem to complete as soon as she has finished writing the text and – CRACK! – she 

raps the ruler against her desk, the signal to start working.  She circulates around the 

room, randomly striking the desks with her ruler – CRACK!  CRACK! – to keep the 

children on task.  The sharp, jarring noise reverberates through the room like the 

indiscriminate lashing of a taskmaster’s whip.  After a brief pause, the teacher orders 

them to raise their slates for her review – CRACK!   

Comprehension is clearly low.  Few students have provided the correct response.  

They are cowed and hesitant to share answers or ask questions.  The teacher’s effort to 

check comprehension begins and ends with a defiant ‘Mety?
216’ and the students chant 

‘Yes Mistress’ in unison.  The recess bell rings.  ‘Voaka!
217’ she orders them – the same 

word used to shoo away a dog.  The children stand and chime ‘Thank you, Mistress,’ 

then go to walk around outside in the bare dirt courtyard for ten minutes.   

 
Pedagogical Counselors respond: 

 „The student wasn‟t able to solve the math problem, so the lesson wasn‟t learned.  

It was a failure – the objective wasn‟t met.  …She didn‟t use any teaching aids, so 

what do you expect.  I would tell this teacher to have the students manipulate 

materials.  It‟s easy to teach fractions with pebbles for example…  This teacher 

also put down the student who got the wrong answer.  He didn‟t know what the 
                                                 
216 Mety: Done, ready, okay.   
217 Voaka: Out! 
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common denominator was in that fraction.  She just let it slide without correcting 

him… she‟s mean and humiliated the child.‟  (I72, pedagogical counselor 1) 

 „She‟s practicing active methods because she asked “What do you need to do to 

subtract these fractions? What do you do first to find 4/5 – 3/4?”  She asked about 

the mathematical operation.  So that‟s an active method.‟  (I71, pedagogical 

counselor 3) 

 „She‟s using active methods because… she has the students do a math problem 

together. She says “You will…” [Slaps the desk] …hitting like that… [Slaps the 

desk again] …when the time‟s up.  To save time they all do the problem at the 

same time.  That‟s an active method.  When time is limited the students are 

focused on the work because they are aware of the time limit the teacher gives 

them, so that‟s an active method.  ……It‟s true that she‟s a little mean… Her 

approach is not very empathetic and there are some students who are a little… 

[Laugh]  So some students aren‟t interested because she‟s very mean and severe 

toward the students.‟  (I71, pedagogical counselor 4) 

The pedagogical counselors‟ conflicting interpretations of this lesson underline the hazy 

distinction between active and traditional methods in the minds of many in the education 

sector.  This teacher‟s classroom management technique is purely traditional and highly 

authoritarian, rooted in fear, shame and intimidation.  Her pedagogical strategy mirrors 

her approach: far from providing opportunities for students to construct their own 

knowledge and ask questions, the teacher obstructs students‟ view of the board, 

discourages questions by her demeanour, and provides students with the lesson to copy 

from the board with little explanation before leaving them a narrow window of time to 

allow students to apply their learning in practice exercises.  The teacher attempts to 

obtain student participation by demanding aggressively that students provide an answer 

to her requests to recall material learned.  She furthermore blurs the line between 

punishment and academic support as she startles students with her yardstick to keep them 

on task.  These strategies fail to embody the supportive, egalitarian principles underlying 

the learner-centered methods and democratic classroom management reforms introduced 

by the Ravalomanana administration.  Here, the pedagogical counselors apply a 

superficial standard to this teacher‟s performance, commending her use of questions or 
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the „enlivening‟ application of the yardstick without evaluating the utility or purpose of 

the teacher‟s actions. 

 
 

Disconnect Between Classroom and Social Milieu 

 
 

Cultural issues play a role in weakening the impact of reforms to support civic 

education.  These may emerge in families‟ perceptions of the utility and value of formal 

education as demonstrated in their decision to enroll or withdraw a child from school 

(I32, I66), approval of disciplinary or pedagogical practices (I7, I58), and expectations 

and norms surrounding child-adult interactions and student engagement with the teacher 

or peers. (I24, I36)  These factors, among others, increase the dichotomy between a 

student‟s life inside and outside the classroom walls.  Parental resistance toward the 

foreign concepts children learn at school coupled with their inavailability to support their 

children‟s learning or to reconcile the normative differences between home and school 

life add to children‟s confusion and slow their learning.  „It‟s very hard to teach children, 

particularly regarding good manners.  Since they have nobody to help them apply what 

they have learnt at school, there is a big difference between children‟s life at school and 

their life at home,‟ remarks a teacher in Antananarivo. (I58)   

State failure to acknowledge and accommodate regional cultural differences 

within Madagascar can negatively affect student acquisition of democratic competencies 

as it perpetuates inequalities between cultures and classes.  The lifestyle and culture of 

the Highlands and Antananarivo in particular are somewhat overrepresented in curricular 

content at the primary level, producing lessons that are not relevant to or representative of 

local realities in other regions and contributing to a sense of marginalization among 

children in the coastal communities. (I4)  „We‟re teaching how to make bricks... in 

Toliara!‟ one teacher grouses.  „In the Highlands, you see that all the time.  [The students] 

see it on their way to school.  But here in Toliara, brick making is something that happens 

far away.‟ (I66)  The sense of exclusion that such a non-representative curriculum can 

foster may serve to fray the already fragile bonds of national identity in favor of greater 

tribe- or ethnicity-based affiliations. 
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The value of education varies not only on an individual level as a function of 

parents‟ education, but also on a regional level as a result of dominant cultural norms 

regarding the value of formal schooling.  A social sciences teacher trainer in the 

northwestern coastal town of Ambanja spoke of the perception that there was a delayed 

interest in schooling among peoples of the Coast relative to those of the Highlands, 

attributing this to the relative abundance of coastal resources that allowed for a 

comfortable lifestyle irrespective of educational attainment.  This teacher trainer 

observed that as rapid population growth has put a strain on access to these resources in 

recent years, there has been an increase among local communities in the perceived value 

of education to expand their livelihood options. (I4)  A colleague in Mahajanga described 

a longstanding disregard for the value of education in her region due parents‟ uncertainty 

that a public primary education would be adequate or of high enough quality to ensure a 

return on their investment. (I33)  A teacher made a similar observation about the low 

value placed on formal schooling in the southern Toliara region, noting that parents may 

agree to send children to school when the government subsidizes costs, but as soon as the 

children are old enough to contribute to the family income, they are often pulled from the 

classroom. (I32)  Children are held to varying expectations of maturity and responsibility 

from region to region as well, resulting in greater or lesser regional pressure on children 

to perform well in school and take their studies seriously from a young age. (I66) 

Cultural norms dictate expectations for children‟s behavior at all times, whether at 

home or in the classroom, in interactions with adults or other children.  As described in 

Chapter 7, corporal punishment remains common in Malagasy families and this standard 

was widely mirrored in the classroom until prohibitive legislation passed in 2003 

discouraged many teachers from using physical reprimands to punish student 

misbehavior.  The previous chapter demonstrates that while some teachers speak 

approvingly of this legislation, many others – young and old alike – are frustrated at 

being left without recourse to this traditional disciplinary tool to maintain order in the 

classroom. 

The law stipulates that we [teachers] shouldn‟t hit students with a rod, but 

with Malagasy children…  It must be the case that some of them are used 

to being beaten by their parents, because if you don‟t beat them, their 
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brains aren‟t receptive…  [My disciplinary style] reflects democracy 

because sometimes I don‟t hit them – instead, I just say, „Everyone look at 

this rambunctious child!‟  Then the student is ashamed and calms down.  

I‟m thankful it works. I‟ve been able to achieve my aims, and when we 

had a teachers‟ meeting, my students never complained or said that they 

weren‟t happy because of being beaten or anything like that. (I7) 

Abandoning the practice of corporal punishment at schools has widened the long-

standing dichotomy between home life and school life that students and teachers must 

negotiate together.   

The paradigm shift that students and teachers experience together during school 

hours permeates beyond superficial changes in disciplinary practices to affect the very 

nature of the social roles of adults and children.  According to traditional social norms, 

younger people must demonstrate respect for the wisdom, experience and social 

leadership role of elders. (I60)  Across Madagascar the near-universal adherence to fady 

(local taboos) – always established by adults but especially long-deceased ancestors who 

in life were elder community leaders – reflects the hierarchy of subordination of the 

living to the dead and the general population to its oldest, wisest members.  Children are 

in turn socialized into unquestioning obedience to the expectations of the adults around 

them.  „We don‟t let children express themselves freely in the family,‟ remarks a teacher 

in Antsiranana.  „When the students first come to school at the age of six, that‟s when 

teachers try to make them talk.  We want students to enjoy a good quality of life so they 

learn that in class.  But when they go home, it‟s something else.‟ (I12)  These social 

hierarchies, while a fundamental part of traditional Malagasy culture, are perceived by 

some education professionals as an obstacle to economic, political and social 

development.218 

We need to leave behind the fady if we‟re going to develop.  Children 

don‟t have the right to speak without permission… If a child is at the 

dinner table but he needs to do something – homework, for example – he 

has to wait while the adults are still there chatting endlessly.  It‟s only 

after they leave the table that he can do his chores and homework.  (I24)   

                                                 
218 (I12, I24, I36) 
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The gulf between school and home life and the expectations for children‟s behavior in 

each setting creates significant obstacles for students‟ internalization of the democratic 

competencies that learner-centered pedagogy is meant to develop.   

The responsibility falls to teachers to find a way to narrow the gap between 

expectations at home and at school, where teachers are tasked with habituating children 

to an entirely new expectation of participation and democratic equality in which their 

contributions are valued and respected.  Enabling teachers to succeed in this task requires 

specific training relating to this objective, the strategies at teachers‟ disposal, and 

particularly the importance of reaching out to parents to inform and educate them about 

the objectives of modern educational techniques.  The resistance that teachers may 

encounter from parents and other elements of society is elo quently summarized by a 

representative at NGO Aide et Action: 

We give [teachers] training to not only improve their classroom practices 

and lessons but also to build their capacity to discuss things – to speak for 

example with students‟ parents, because it isn‟t easy.  When we talk about 

active methods, freedom of expression and all that, here in Madagascar 

children have a particular place in the family that doesn‟t permit them to 

get involved in that way, whereas with the active method we‟re trying to 

free their self-expression.  It‟s not easy for children when you give them 

that opportunity and the power to express themselves freely in class and 

ask questions, to explore and make mistakes.  Active methods are about 

that too – allowing mistakes in order to see where they really are at with 

the material.  If they do all that within the family when families haven‟t 

been taught about these practices, it can become a real source of conflict.  

So we train them to handle that responsibility and explain to parents that 

the bad practices that aren‟t really part of their culture need to be 

abandoned – particularly in the rural areas – so children can have a new 

understanding of their role, their freedom of expression, freedom of this 

and that.  But the students themselves sometimes sensitize their parents 

and their community through activities related to what they do in class…  

[Active methods] build a foundation that puts freedom of expression 
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within reach of everyone, but especially the children who will build their 

participation through them as they grow to eventually become an active 

citizen… So I think we truly can link democracy to active methods even if 

democracy in the strictest sense of the word is pretty rare! [Laugh] (I1) 

Remarking the difficulty of the task given to teachers, a pedagogical counselor concludes, 

„This custom of not valuing what children say is a handicap for education in Madagascar.  

Even with active methods... it will change but it‟s going to take time.  To really get 

people to learn this will take a hundred years!‟ (I60) 

 
Parents and Home Life 

 
Parents are key players in ensuring the successful introduction of active methods 

in the classroom.  Teachers have recognized the need to involve parents and educate them 

about the reasons and means to support their children‟s schooling, and particularly the 

unfamiliar and misunderstood methods and value of learner-centered education.  

„Teachers, parents and students are the three key participants in the education of the 

child,‟ declares a teacher in Toliara.  (I56)  „Working together, they can contribute to his 

future good citizenship.  I always tell the parents that they must supervise their children's 

education and that teachers aren‟t the only ones responsible.  Parents shouldn‟t say that 

the teachers' supervision is enough forchildren to be good students…  Parents and 

teachers should educate children together.‟  While formal and regular opportunities for 

teacher-parent interactions remain infrequent, teachers described working to raise 

parents‟ awareness of children‟s right to speak, be heard and be respected at spontaneous 

and informal opportunities such as when encountering a student‟s parents at the market or 

in the street.   

Those teachers who implement the new methods and attempt to explain the 

innovation to parents speak of the reluctance of parents to accept changes to traditional 

standards of education.  Parents are concerned first and foremost with ensuring family 

members, adults and children alike, are able to get their basic needs met.  Children are 

sent to school with the expectation that the lessons will enable the student to one day earn 

a decent living, but this long-term objective is often supplanted by immediate needs.  
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Because students are typically required by parents to contribute to household tasks or 

family economic activities, frequently at the expense of their schooling, the needs and  

 
 
 

 
 Figure 31.  Children help parents with household chores 

 
 
expectations of parents and teachers come into conflict (Figure 31 below).  This can lead 

some parents to contest or disregard teachers‟ rules, thereby creating additional obstacles 

for teachers attempting to fulfill expectations placed on them under the reformed 

education policy. 

We explain the school rules to the parents, but they argue with us about 

how they‟re applied.  For example, students aren‟t supposed to bring 

money to school, but when parents send their children to run errands or go 

to the market on their way to class, they bring money with them.  We can‟t 

do anything because the parents expect their children to help them with 

household responsibilities.  So we try to find common ground with the 

parents to get our job done.  If we enforce our rules rigidly, we get labeled 
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as „harsh,‟ and if we don‟t, the classroom becomes chaotic.  We don‟t 

know what to do anymore.  (I62) 

Teachers find themselves caught awkwardly between progressive state policy and 

traditional parents who urge them to continue to use corporal punishment to discipline 

their child to develop a strong work ethic while bitterly condemning them for planting 

ideas in their children‟s minds that threaten to upend the traditional social hierarchy. (I44)   

Parental support for traditional models of schooling and socio-political 

organization represents a significan obstacle for teachers seeking to develop democratic 

civic competencies in their students.  The education of parents regarding the value of new 

styles of pedagogy and the consequent development of their child‟s faculties for 

independent, creative thought and strong self-esteem often run counter to the deeply-

rooted desire to preserve and protect traditional values and practices.  Parents who 

embrace traditional pedagogy as effective oftentimes associate it with what they perceive 

as the higher-value educational standards and practices of Europe and are wary of recent 

innovations.  A teacher in Sambava explains: 

The obstacle lies not with the teachers but with the older parents, the ones 

who went studied in a sekoly hietra
219 during malgachization…  they had 

that schooling and they don‟t want anything to change.  The defeat of 

active methods rests solely with them…  But they can‟t do much because 

almost 90% of teachers use active methods now.  They are like statues, 

immobile.  In their hearts they dislike active methods because they believe 

a teacher should just transmit lessons to learners and the students should 

sit, listen and repeat like parrots.  Parents ask, „Why are you leaving the 

classroom?  What‟s the point of a field trip?  Why make students work in 

groups?  It‟s all worthless.‟  That‟s what those parents think.   (I43) 

The difficult task of transforming the pedagogical expectations of parents is nonetheless 

recognized by teachers as an absolute necessity if civic education efforts are to succeed, 

and indeed will ideally be coupled with education about the objectives and utility of civic 

education in particular.  Many teachers share the view that civic education starts within 

                                                 
219 Sekoly hietra: literally, a school where one will be „undercooked‟ – a colloquial expression for a school 
with low academic standards. 
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the family and requires parents‟ participation to be successful.220 „The problem is that 

teachers do their utmost to support children‟s development, but they are not nurtured and 

monitored at home and their parents have no time to help them apply what they‟ve 

learned at school,‟ explains a second-grade teacher in Antananarivo.  (I58)   

 
 

 
 Figure 32.  Teachers must engage parents in the civic learning process 

 
 

Without the support of parents, students will struggle to grapple with conflicts and 

contradictions between home and school life and may fail to identify ways to apply  

school learning to the realities of life in their community and country.  Students are 

introduced to a wide variety of skills, attitudes and habits that are meant to improve civic-

mindedness and the community orientation of young people, to enable them to be better 

citizens throughout their lives.  However, when students leave the classroom and return 

home, they observe the adults around them modeling the values and behaviors they have 

been socialized to adopt from a young age, but which contradict those promoted in the 

                                                 
220 (I30, I 49, I56, I58)   
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civic education content.221  This dichotomy creates cognitive dissonance that students 

resolve by code-switching: they mimic the behavior of the adults around them by 

adhering to the teacher‟s expectations in the classroom but those of parents and other 

community members once beyond the school gates.   

R1: In class, the students know how to speak politely… but in the street or 

within their family, they don‟t do it.  It‟s because their parents don‟t use 

these polite forms of speech themselves – they use foul language and 

shout curses. It‟s very common here. 

R2: Our students tell us that we teachers are the only ones who know this 

polite form of speech… [Laugh] … not their parents. (I52) 

A pair of newly trained teachers point out that without code-switching, a child runs the 

risk of being punished for the „wrong‟ behavior by either their parents or the teacher, 

creating psychological stress in the child. (I62)   An educator in a rural northern town 

provides a succinct summary of the problem: „You teach one thing at school, but the 

students have another kind of life at home and yet another [model] from what they see in 

their surroundings.  If the society itself knows nothing about civic education, then it can‟t 

work.‟ (I40)  The OEMC contributes to the civic education of adults, but due to its 

limited resources, reach and scope, the majority of the burden of minimal adult 

sensitization to civic education issues must fall upon the shoulders of teachers in each 

community. 

 
 

Conclusion 

 

 
The purpose of introducing the APC reforms and the learner-centered, active 

pedagogy associated with them is to enable students to solve problems and achieve 

positive outcomes in the situations they encounter in their daily lives.  The teaching of 

civic competencies in the context of these reforms is intended to facilitate students‟ 

application of democratic knowledge, attitudes and skills in their life beyond the 

classroom walls.  However, limited opportunities to apply abstract knowledge in 

concrete, experiential learning opportunities have weakened the effect of the reform and 
                                                 
221 (I36, I40, I45, I58, I63)   
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the competencies – civic or otherwise – transmitted through the curriculum.  There is no 

formal means in place to assess the effectiveness of civic education in changing students‟ 

civic behaviors outside the classroom (I25), but teachers, pedagogical counselors and 

teacher trainers have observed evidence of the limited rate of behavioral change that the 

new educational approach was meant to produce.222  Citing the structure of APC that 

utilizes hypothetical situations presented in workbooks, rather than hands-on practice or 

lived experience to develop students‟ knowledge and problem-solving abilities, one 

teacher trainer describes the effect of APC on students‟ application of knowledge outside 

the classroom in this way: 

In class, we teach them to drink potable water and how to use products to 

purify it.  In the countryside there are places where there isn‟t much rain, 

so they draw buckets of water from the river, go home, take a cup and then 

drink that water directly… If you compare a situation outside the water or 

in the water [Laugh], APC only resolves the situation outside the water, 

outside the pool, but not the situation in the pool.  We teach them to swim 

by saying „To swim, go like this.‟ [Mimes swimming]  They understand 

that, but if you throw them in the pool… [Laugh]  That‟s been the result of 

APC so far. It resolves the problem outside the water but not in the water.  

(I34) 

Others echo this view, citing lessons on hand-washing that fail to develop more sanitary 

habits among children around the dinner table at home.  (I49, I60)  „If you ask them what 

sort of hygiene to practice in a particular situation, they could write four or five pages on 

that topic,‟ confirms the teacher trainer cited above.  „But once they‟re outside the 

classroom…‟  She laughs.  A pedagogical counselor in Toliara concludes that APC has 

failed to achieve its objective because students are still incapable of resolving the 

situations that confront them in their daily lives due to students‟ infrequent opportunities 

for experiential learning.  He remarks, „What we teach is purely didactic knowledge 

learned for the purpose of evaluating their performance in class and nothing more.‟ (I60) 

The internalization of civic education content demands much more from students 

than simply adopting new habits of hygiene or civility.  It requires students to analyze 

                                                 
222 (I25, I34, I49, I60, I69) 
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sociocultural and personal values, break with traditional mores and practices, and develop 

the character and flexibility to maintain their integrity as trailblazers in the 

democratization of their country.  Children at the primary school level, while not yet 

taught the finer points of political science or Malagasy politics, are introduced to the 

principles of democracy through the learner-centered pedagogy essential to APC and the 

new, democratic classroom management techniques introduced through the reformed 

teacher training curriculum.  Even at this early age, they become aware of the dual value 

system within and outside the classroom walls, and they begin to negotiate passage 

between these two worlds.  „I can‟t say whether [civic education] is effective or not, but 

the children‟s minds are clearly disturbed and are splitting in half because they have 

another way of living and speaking at home,‟ cautions one teacher.  (I62)  The question 

remains which of these value systems these young people will impose upon their 

environment when their school days are behind them.   

Whatever the answer to this question, poverty will clearly play an important role 

in determining the outcome.  Students whose parents are impoverished are at greater risk 

of not completing their own education and remaining trapped in a low socioeconomic 

class with little hope of breaking free from the bonds of poverty.  Their parents‟ 

consequent lack of intellectual, social and physical capital makes them less capable of 

supporting their children‟s learning and upward mobility through nonformal tutoring and 

socialization into the norms of middle- and upper-class society.  For those fortunate 

enough to complete their education, its quality will likewise be affected by the poverty of 

the State.  Low teacher salaries and lack of materials will continue to compromise the 

quality of lessons and the opportunity for experiential learning needed to truly change 

behaviors and attitudes beyond the classroom.  Teachers are keenly aware of the impact 

of poverty on their own practice, and by extension the effectiveness of civic education: 

„Teaching and modeling democracy doesn‟t work when you‟re all living in poverty,‟ a 

teacher remarks.  (I62)   „The solution is the improvement of our quality of life,‟ 

concludes another.  „It will not only improve the impact of the civic education policy – 

everything will work better if that happens.‟  (I52)   
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CHAPTER NINE 

 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 
The preceding chapters have provided a detailed depiction of civic education in 

Madagascar, situating it within its historical context and drawing particular attention to 

its successes as well as the challenges that continue to obstruct the realization of the 

policy‟s objectives.  Examining the role of teachers as educators for democratic 

citizenship in Madagascar provides insight into the teacher-level factors that affect 

students‟ development of democratic competencies not only in this case, but within 

democratizing states as a whole.  In Madagascar, teachers‟ own democratic knowledge, 

attitudes and skills remain largely inadequate to this critical task and must be given 

special consideration in future education reform debates.  The workplace realities that 

teachers confront, whether material or political, must likewise be acknowledged and 

redressed and not ignored or denied if new education policies are to achieve the desired 

effect.  In light of the limited fiscal and human resources available for this task, the 

challenge is not insignificant, but surmountable nonetheless.   

This chapter will review and synthesize the analyses of the preceding data 

chapters and present the key conclusions that emerge.  These insights will be organized 

as responses to the original five research questions that guided this research in 

Madagascar, touching on the national mandate for civic education, teacher views 

regarding their civic educator role, teacher practices as civic educators and the impact of 

teacher training on classroom practice.  The chapter will conclude with an analysis of the 

predominant approach to civic education in democratizing countries which I term „front-

door‟ civic education, and the proposal of alternative, intermediary forms of civic 

education I characterize as „back-door‟ for its indirect and discreet approach to building 

democratic competencies in the young generation of citizens in developing democracies.  

This alternate strategy constitutes a practical application of „synchronous civic 

education,‟ a grounded theory of civic education for democratizing states that I propose 

on the basis of the findings of this study. 
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The analysis that follows is inevitably constrained by the preconceptions and 

perspective brought to the project by the researcher.  It therefore becomes important and 

necessary to define elements of this perspective in order to more objectively interpret the 

quality and applicability of the analysis that follows. As an advocate for democratization 

raised within a developed democratic society, I became aware over the course of this 

project that I held numerous unconscious assumptions and beliefs that colored the way I 

framed the research questions, pursued discussion themes in interviews and interpreted 

student-teacher interactions or lesson delivery throughout the data collection period.  For 

instance, I initially drew erroneous conclusions about the reasons for teachers‟ silence on 

certain interview topics, believing it indicated a lack of interest rather than discomfort 

stemming from cultural norms or genuine political and professional consequences for 

engaging in the discussion.  My misplaced expectations that teachers would be 

enthusiastic about expressing their concerns to an interested and sympathetic listener led 

me to approach what proved to be highly sensitive topics with a brusqueness that went 

counter to Malagasy social norms prohibiting criticism and the expression of dissenting 

views. My own views of the fundamental purpose of civic education appeared to conflict 

oftentimes with the values that teachers placed on such lessons, and failure to recognize 

this bias from the beginning lead me to frame questions and issues in ways that did not 

always maximize the meaning gained from the interviews.  Over time, I learned to what 

extent it was necessary to relinquish certain expectations and better conceive of the 

interviews and observations as opportunities to learn about the perspectives and practices 

of Malagasy teachers within their own paradigm first and foremost.  The overlay of what 

have become „globalized‟ standards of civic education, teacher training, active methods 

and so forth (to somewhat limited effect, in some instances) was then able to take its 

rightful, subordinate place to the stronger reality of the Malagasy worldview. 

 
 

Data Chapter Synthesis 

 

 
(1) What is the nature of the mandate for civic education in Madagascar, 

how are the objectives of this mandate and the procedures for its 

implementation envisioned by policymakers and administrators, and to 
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what extent does the development of democracy factor into this 

mandate? 

 
Political messages or objectives have always been intertwined with formal 

education in Madagascar since the London Missionary Society first established schools 

under Radama I in the 1820s.  Education for democratic citizenship was introduced in the 

First Republic following independence from the French colonial yoke but was 

subsequently abandoned in favor of a socialist ideology under the Second Republic and 

then revived at the secondary level in 1993 with the foundation of the democratic Third 

Republic.  Coming to power after a contentious 2001 presidential election, the 

Ravalomanana administration adopted a package of sweeping reforms across sectors with 

dramatic consequences for the education sector and civic education in particular.  The 

civics curriculum was extended to the primary level in the form of a daily 15-minute 

FFMOM lesson; simultaneously, the Office de l’éducation de masse et du civisme was 

created with branch offices in each of the 22 administrative provinces to ensure 

nonformal civic education reached adults and out-of-school youth even as it partnered 

with local education stakeholders to strengthen the delivery of formal civic education in 

schools.  The language of policy documents establishing these reforms draws a clear 

association between these educational strategies and  the administration‟s intent to ensure 

a democratic mentality takes root, not only to ensure political stability and continuity but 

to support the continued economic and social development of the country for generations 

to come.  A less overt expression of support for the entrenchment of democracy can be 

found in the reform of teacher training to bring learner-centered, democratic pedagogies 

and classroom management techniques into general use. 

A superficial review of these reforms suggests a genuine and well-conceived 

governmental mandate for the entrenchment of democracy via the intermediary of 

education in Madagascar.  A critical civic education deficit that had persisted under the 

two previous presidents of the Third Republic – the restriction of related curriculum to 

the secondary level – was redressed under Ravalomanana to ensure that public school 

attendees, 80 percent of whom will not complete their primary schooling (UNESCO, 

2009) will nonetheless have the opportunity to develop democratic and civic 
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competencies.  In grades one through four, these competencies are currently limited to 

apolitical civic behaviors such as civility, social role awareness, social responsibilities 

such as the protection of natural and communal environment, as well as a cluster of 

knowledge and skills in areas such as hygiene, public health and human rights typical of 

the „personally responsible‟ type of civic education that Westheimer and Kahne (2004) 

identified as most common within the United States.  Explicitly political and democratic 

civic content may surface in the fourth and fifth grades in such subject areas as history or 

foreign language depending on the individual teacher‟s willingness to expand upon the 

limited socio-political themes the curriculum introduces.  In the fifth grade, the FFMOM 

curriculum introduces students to the nation‟s political institutions and the fundamental 

civic activity of voting.  The OEMC is mandated totarget adults and out-of-school youth 

for similar educational campaigns at the community level.  Taken together, this pairing of 

formal and nonformal civic education strategies is meant to ensure dissemination of the 

government‟s citizenship message to all segments of the population.   

The effectiveness of formal civic education at the primary level is furthermore 

reinforced by the reform of teacher training policy to affect a transition from authoritarian 

to student-centered methods of education.  In constructivist classrooms, primary school 

students benefit from a key democratic experience: participation in the governance of 

their own classroom community.  By having a voice in the establishment of class rules 

and sanctions while publicly celebrating their peers‟ successes, students practice social 

competencies essential to democratic community governance.  Student participation in 

collective endeavours becomes essential, and as students engage in the learning process 

through active pedagogical methods other democratic competencies are developed, 

including tolerance, critical thinking, rational debate and cooperation.  The 

Ravalomanana administration‟s distribution of oversized slates to every school 

demonstrates unprecedented political will to affect real change in pedagogical approach 

on the island and leave the traditional, undemocratic classroom model firmly in the past.  

Research has demonstrated that such a change is absolutely necessary if a democratic 

civic education program is to produce any measurable increase in democratic civic 

engagement outside the classroom. 
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While these reforms represent a marked improvement over earlier iterations of 

civic education policy, their impact is diminished due to implementation challenges, the 

uncritically depoliticized nature of the civic education message and the large number of 

children and adults who – despite government intentions to the contrary – will never be 

exposed to the initiatives that these policies have established.  By broaching political 

civic themes in FFMOM in the fifth grade, the 65% of Malagasy children who do not 

reach this grade level (UNESCO, 2009) risk growing to adulthood without even the 

barest knowledge of democratic government or citizen rights and responsibilities within a 

democratic state.  The political nature of the nonformal OEMC activities intended to 

compensate for this civic education gap is largely dependent on the personal motivation 

and democratic knowledge of each individual regional OEMC representative; local-level 

OEMC activities, which may consequently incorporate very little political content, reach 

only a fraction of the local population due to restricted financial and human resources.  

The intended level of civic competency developed among fifth grade graduates is 

relatively low as the FFMOM curriculum is limited to a basic overview of governmental 

institutions and the practice of voting without encouraging a critical analysis of 

government or explicitly encouraging students to play a transformative role in the 

political life of the country.  To the contrary, the implicit or explicit negative messages 

communicated by teachers regarding politics risks perpetuating a hazy and fearful 

ignorance of national politics.  Relatively few students will have studied under teachers 

daring enough to initiate or entertain critical classroom discussion about the nature of 

democracy and politics in Madagascar for reasons ranging from believed risks to lack of 

time, motivation or knowledge to mediate such a discussion.  As a consequence, despite a 

well-conceived and complete policy package, a vast but undocumented percentage of the 

population in Madagascar remains deeply ignorant of the democratic political process 

and their role within it.   

 
(2) How do primary school teachers in Madagascar conceive of the 

objectives of the current civic education policy and their role in the 

development of their students‟ civic competencies?  
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In Madagascar, public primary school teachers‟ perceptions regarding the 

objectives of civic education reflect the largely apolitical nature and „personally 

responsible‟ orientation of the curriculum used under the Ravalomanana administration.  

This curriculum places much less of a priority on political and democratic content than is 

suggested by the language of policies declaring the administration‟s civic education 

mandate.  By a large margin, the most commonly identified purpose of civic education 

was to instill in children the quality of la politesse – civility – within which are subsumed 

the interrelated concepts of role-bound behavior and traditional social norms.  Some 

teachers also cited secondary apolitical FFMOM topics such as environmental protection 

or hygiene as important educational objectives, while a minority included themes of a 

political character, frequently in the form of patriotism education.   

The role  Malagasy primary schoolteachers view themselves as playing in the 

development of their students‟ civic competencies was shown to align with the largely 

apolitical objectives of the current civic education curriculum.  The emphasis placed on 

indoctrinating children into traditional roles and conformity to social norms under the 

guise of la politesse establishes a parent-like role for teachers as they enforce standards of 

desirable behavior in the classroom.  Teachers at higher grade levels were more likely to 

acknowledge a need to prepare students for democratic citizenship and ensure students‟ 

political education, although many of these denied that political education figures among 

the potential objectives of a civic education program.  Students‟ emotional and 

intellectual maturity as well as the need to socialize students to adhere to the rules and 

norms of the educational institution are key factors that dictate teachers‟ style of 

engagement with students and their perception of their role as civic educator at the early 

grade levels; age or maturity issues were frequently cited by teachers as their reason for 

actively omitting  political curricular content from their lesson plans.  In Madagascar‟s 

public primary schools, apolitical civic socialization is taught both anecdotally and 

through the modeling of polite behaviors without reliance on a formal curriculum. Some 

teachers reported dropping FFMOM lessons from the curriculum all together to leave 

more time to focus on higher-stakes subjects given greater precedence on year-end 

exams. 
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The existance of an official mandate for democratic civic education is not 

adequate to assuage the fears of teachers whose professional lives have been inundated 

with rumors of reassignment to remote posts or politically-motivated professional 

sanctions as a consequence of angering a superior with classroom discussion of a political 

nature.  Real or perceived abuses of power at every level of government dissuade many 

teachers from believing that the teaching of political themes is truly government-

mandated and risk-free despite official policies to the contrary.  As a result, political 

content is commonly omitted, even among teachers personally amenable to teaching it at 

the primary level.  This is clearly demonstrated when teachers omit the mock election 

exercise in fifth grade or skip FFMOM and history lessons related to government 

institutions, historic and current politicians and other fundamental subjects of a political 

nature.  Students‟ cursory knowledge of political themes that results iscompounded by 

teachers‟ own lack of understanding and knowledge of the fundamentals of democratic 

governance, rights and responsibilities, as well as the competencies that democratic 

citizens must master in order to contribute effectively to the progress and development of 

the nation in social, political and economic terms. 

Teachers‟ lack of personal experience with functional democracy,  their own often 

limited degree of schooling and widespread negative attitudes and beliefs toward all 

things political can combine to restrict teachers‟ ability to develop students‟ democratic 

competencies.  Nonetheless, certain fundamental democratic notions are embraced and 

promoted within the classroom in a depoliticized form.  Often under the umbrella of la 

politesse, progressive teachers encourage students to cooperate, demonstrate tolerance 

and work collectively to make key decisions that direct and manage the experience of 

their educational and social experiences together.  Some teachers acknowledged the 

association between these learning opportunities and the experience of democracy in the 

classroom and expressed pleasure in the fact that they were able to provide students with 

a taste of justice, equality and mutually respectful participation in self-governance within 

the micro-society of the classroom.  It was a source of pride for these teachers to be able 

to expose their students to a dignified social experience while under their tutelage.   
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(3) By what means and practices do Malagasy primary school teachers 

carry out civic education in the classroom and to what extent does their 

practice converge with the democratic mandate of the civic education 

policy? 

 
Explicitly political themes are explored at the primary level within the FFMOM 

and history curricula, and to a lesser extent within other lessons such as French and 

Malagasy oral expression activities.  The content of such lessons is strictly defined by the 

State and is presented in the form of lesson plans within teachers‟ manuals conforming to 

the APC pedagogical structure and grade-level academic standards by subject.  At the 

primary level, teachers were observed teaching this curriculum in an uncritical manner 

that rarely deviated from the officially proposed lesson plan.  A more probing exploration 

of the material is largely dependent upon the prerogative of the individual teacher. 

Interviews and observations demonstrate that most teachers choose not to „get into the 

details‟ of most topics – and those that could be considered inflammatory in particular – 

but rather move quickly through the superficial treatment outlined in the teachers‟ manual 

often due to the belief that students are too young to understand political topics.   

The false impression held by many teachers that primary school children lack the 

intellectual, emotional or moral development to absorb political content in civic 

education constitutes an unnecessary blockage to children‟s learning.  That such subjects 

can be taught at the primary level is demonstrated by the highly successful We the People 

curriculum designed by the Center for Civic Education (2003) with a grant from the U.S. 

Department of Education and widely used both in the U.S. and as a model for democratic 

civic education curricula.  The curriculum begins at the upper primary level (grades 4-6) 

with an introduction to the constitution, focusing on the form and function of the 

branches of government, the roles of key government officials, the political history of the 

nation, the nature and origins of democracy, and the rights and responsibilities of citizens.  

The teacher manual incorporates activities and questions that stimulate students‟ critical 

thinking skills and elicit their participation in the learning process.  Such content could be 

incorporated into the FFMOM curriculum beginning in the fourth grade while retaining 

its social and cultural foci in the early years of primary school.  Teaching such content at 
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the upper primary level is indeed possible. The early introduction of political content will 

ensure a greater proportion of citizens will possess at least a basic understanding of the 

fundamental concepts of democracy, governance and civic engagement. 

Teacher comments suggest that reluctance to expose children to issues of 

governance, politics and civic engagement may stem more from a desire to protect 

students from the complex and often harsh realities of la politique in Madagascar than 

from an interest in keeping curriculum in line with students‟ intellectual maturity.  The 

dark side of Malagasy politics has historically encompassed corruption, media 

manipulation, politician immorality and occasionally violent power struggles that have 

resulted in the deaths of innocent citizens; many teachers state that primary school 

children are too young to have to deal with such harsh realities.  These concerns 

underscore the lack of political will among teachers to embrace the current mandate for 

civic education.  Several interview participants confided off the record that regardless of 

political mandates to the contrary, teachers would never be willing to teach political 

themes as part of the civic education curriculum without first seeing clear evidence that 

„those at the top‟ were willing to conform to rule of law to the same degree as teachers 

and the greater mass of citizens.   Hypocracy among the political elite has damaged the 

trust of educators in the sincerity of politicians‟ newfound democratic values.  Significant 

changes in the day-to-day political life of the country would be required to win back 

public trust and enable teachers to feel comfortable about openly teaching political 

themes in the classroom.  Just what these changes would need to be would certainly vary 

from one teacher to the next; it is clear nonetheless that mere policy documents and 

ministerial declarations have not sufficed in Madagascar. 

The more substantive lessons students receive about democracy emerge from the 

pedagogy and classroom management techniques that have increasingly taken hold since 

the 2003 introduction of APC, the learner-centered, competency-based pedagogical 

approach.  The provision of oversized slates for each classroom has allowed the 

pedagogy of groupwork to thrive for the first time in every classroom across the country.  

Teachers are encouraged to supplement this technique with other learner-centered 

pedagogies such as debate, role playing, field trips and working with manipulable 

teaching aids meant to render the student an active participant in his or her learning, 
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enabling the construction of knowledge that builds upon and strengthens associations 

between existing experiences even as it maps to new real-world contexts.  Students have 

begun to grow accustomed to this new pedagogical style, and teachers report that students 

are currently far more alert, engaged and enthusiastic learners than they were prior to the 

introduction of APC.  Shifting from a teacher-centered to learner-centered pedagogical 

paradigm has coincided with a weakening of authoritarian classroom relations in favor of 

a more democratic balance of power and communication, enabling students to develop 

self-confidence  and assertiveness in interactions with adults.    Students in a learner-

centered classroom enjoy greater participation, freedom of expression and valuing of 

their contributions, and this increased responsibility and consideration strengthens student 

self-esteem as it builds habits of informed and responsible engagement and mutual 

respect that constitute the foundation of democratic citizenship. 

The adoption of student-centered methods is still at an early stage in Madagascar.  

Group work remains the predominant form of learner-centered method in use while other 

pedagogies are neglected.  The cost and infrequency of in-service training opportunities 

prevent many teachers from participating in professional development activities, and 

those who are able to take part will experience less than optimal quality of active 

methods training due to a continued preference for the lecture format and persistent 

confusion among trainers regarding what constitutes an active method and how they 

should be applied in Malagasy classrooms, particularly given limitations related to 

materials, time and instructional language.  These are areas that must be given greater 

attention in developing consistent and clear policies to support the use of learner-centered 

methods in the classroom. 

The impact of mastering learner-centered instructional methods on 

democratization may be augmented if this relationship is made explicit.  Teachers may be 

aware of providing students with a democratic experience during school hours, but this 

association is rarely if ever declared in a way that enables the students themselves to 

realize what it is they are experiencing.  This omission is regrettable for two reasons.  

First, since the social pact students live by during school hours may not resemble the 

traditional set of norms governing their lives at the home, community or national level, 

students may exit school and promptly dissociate themselves from the anomalous 
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standards at school in favor of a return to the familiar and widely embraced authoritarian 

patterns of behavior that predominate in Malagasy society.  This outcome remains 

possible regardless of whether or not the standards at school are explicitly identified as 

democratic, but by making their affiliation explicit with a normative universe even wider 

in scope and weightier in gravitas on the international scale than those of local 

community and tradition, this added credibility may enable students to assign the new 

norms enough value to choose to incorporate them into their post-school life rather than 

abandoning them without reflection.  Second, drawing the direct connection between 

democracy and the rewarding social and educational experiences students are enjoying in 

school, a new generation of young citizens will develop a more well-rounded 

understanding of democracy that includes not only the manifestations of its corruption 

within government, but also the ideal that citizens can strive to attain through collective, 

transformative civic engagement.  It is not enough for students to have a positive 

experience of democracy in the classroom: this experience must ultimately be named in 

order for democracy to restore its embattled reputation in a country where the term has 

been callously misused by cynical members of the political elite.   

 
(4) What is the role of teacher training in producing the outcomes 

identified in questions (2) and (3) above, and what other factors may 

also have a significant impact on these outcomes? 

 
The 2003 teacher training reform enacted concurrently with APC to strengthen 

teachers‟ skills in learner-centered pedagogy and democratic classroom management 

practices has produced a dramatic impact on what takes place in schools across 

Madagascar today.  Most noticeably, group work has at last come into general use after 

decades of lip service paid to participatory methods dating back to the First Republic.  

Teachers who had graduated from the CRINFP training programs since 2003 appear to 

have almost universally made use of group work in their classrooms and seem to 

demonstrate better accuracy and flexibility in implementing the APC lesson format than 

colleagues who have not benefitted from the reformed training.  Initial observations 

suggest the ambiance in their classrooms was generally more cheerful and better suited to 

elicit student participation, featuring decorative touches like colorful chalkboard borders, 
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potted plants or curtains, students‟ artwork on the walls and multi-colored chalks used to 

write lesson summaries or draw illustrative images on the board – innovations promoted 

during CRINFP training.  The systematic incorporation of playful interludes such as short 

songs, dances and the unison acknowledgment of classmates‟ successes as taught at the 

CRINFP transforms learning into fun and stokes students‟ motivation to participate in 

their learning.  Student engagement was markedly improved in most classrooms where 

teachers had graduated from CRINFPs, even among first-year teachers still learning how 

to apply their training to the challenging conditions of their classroom.   

By contrast, teachers whose professional development was limited to infrequent 

in-service workshops or the three-month intensive preparation available to teachers under 

the Second Republic were both less frequent users of group work or other active methods 

and less likely to use them correctly or modify their classroom management style to 

create a supportive, learner-centered environment conducive to active methods.  Teachers 

in these categories were exposed to learner-centered pedagogies and democratic 

classroom management techniques through in-service training for the APC reforms.  

However, limitations on teacher time availability or financial resources commonly 

prevent teachers from being able to attend in-service trainings; those who rely on this 

mode of professional development are therefore doubly disadvantaged in terms of access 

to learning opportunities to strengthen their teaching skills.  The learning outcomes of 

those who do participate are highly variable due to lack of homogeneity across regions in 

terms of training frequency, content and the degree to which the training itself models the 

participatory methods teachers are expected to learn.  The salaries of FRAM teachers are 

particularly low, rendering most in-service training opportunities an unjustifiable 

investment especially in light of the high turnover rates among this population.  Initial 

observations suggest that teacher motivation and teacher educational attainment appear to 

be particularly important factors in determining whether older or less trained teachers 

adopt and correctly implement learner-centered methods in the classroom.  A rigorous 

quantitative analysis is required to further explore the impact these factors may have on 

the adoption of active methods among teachers with limited or outdated training.  It is 

important to note, however, that these initial observations cannot be quantatively 
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substantiated by the data collected in this study and merit more rigorous exploration in 

future research. 

Looking forward, the quality of pre- and in-service training and its classroom 

outcomes can be further strengthened by ensuring that during training, key education 

stakeholders explicitly identify and define the linkages between theory and practice for 

both learner-centered pedagogy and democratic classroom management.  Not only 

teachers but trainers and administrators must all possess a clear understanding of the 

epistemological rationale for each learner-centered practice they are expected to embrace.  

Clear understanding will facilitate consistent, meaningful and effective application of 

these techniques to maximize their impact.  Over time, the rigid and superficial adherence 

to active methods – students working independently on simple arithmetic while clustered 

in groups, student proposal of class rules that are ultimately decided by the teacher, 

teacher use of manipulable learning aids or questioning methods without the 

accompanying pedagogy required to develop critical thinking or elicit student 

engagement, and so forth – will ideally decline over time to be supplanted by a more 

flexible and responsive learner-centered educational technique.  Active methods without 

responsiveness to student learning needs may indeed be active and yet remain teacher-

centered because the teacher tightly controls the progression of the lesson and limits the 

degree and type of student engagement, stifling student development of democratic 

competencies and student acquisition across subjects.  In 2008, anticipated reforms to the 

education of teacher trainers constituted part of the Ravalomanana administration‟s 

strategy to address this challenge.   

Currently, group work and collaborative class rule development are the two most 

common learner-centered elements to have taken hold since the 2003 reforms, but there 

are many more methods that teachers have yet to exploit to their fullest potential.  

Modeling a greater range of learner-centered methods during training rather than 

continuing to place heavy reliance on group work will help to strengthen teachers‟ 

familiarity, comfort and skill in utilizing more diverse methods in their own classroom.  

Time constraints placed on teachers by a heavy curriculum, compounded by time loss due 

to the bilingual lesson structure, are commonly cited as impediments to the use of such 

active methods as debate, role playing or field trips even among those who are confident 
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in their ability to apply them correctly.  At the time of research (2008), the Ravalomanana 

administration‟s transition toward Malagasy as the main language of instruction and the 

collapsing of multiple subjects into broad interdisciplinary subject areas like Language 

Arts and Social Studies as part of the adoption of the situation-based pedagogical 

approach (APS) were key reforms meant to redress these issues and provide teachers with 

the freedom and flexibility to make better use of learner-centered methods.  Teachers will 

be most able to capitalize on this newfound liberty if training shifts further away from 

theoretical concepts and abstract discussion of pedagogical technique and toward 

experiential, school-based learning opportunities where the appropriate use of methods 

can be modeled within the context of classroom and curricular constraints.   

 
(5) What lessons do these outcomes suggest for the conceptualization of 

civic education policy and its implementation in developing 

democracies? 

 
Current civic education policy in Madagascar is a significant improvement over 

previous iterations but still does not adequately prepare students for responsible civic 

engagement.  The current curriculum‟s lack of a cohesive strategy to develop civic 

competencies coupled with the general neglect of civic education content in training 

activities has left teachers with an incomplete understanding of the purpose of FFMOM 

and the diverse ways that democratic competencies are developed through content, 

pedagogy and classroom management strategies, not the least because this understanding 

is not consistently and clearly understood among trainers themselves.  Without a 

thorough understanding of the objectives of civic education or the methods that support 

it, teachers cannot ensure that classroom learning experiences will optimally develop 

students‟ democratic competencies.  The ideal implementation of the existing civic 

education program would at best ensure that the 20% of the population that completes 

fifth grade would have some familiarity with governmental institutions and the practice 

of voting.  They would also have been exposed to participatory methods that enable them 

to begin to develop and apply certain democratic attitudes and skills in the classroom.  

However, students rarely are required to apply these competencies in real-world contexts 

and consequently teachers have observed only limited application of these competencies 
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by current students beyond the classroom walls.  Without greater support from teachers to 

enable students to translate these competencies to their daily lives within their family, 

community and nation, even these slight advances are likely to be abandoned after 

transitioning from childhood to adult life.   

In democratizing states, democratic civic education has generally adopted a very 

direct approach that essentially mirrors civic education in established democracies.  

Indeed, the Center for Civic Education‟s Project Citizen curriculum, originally developed 

for use in schools in the United States, has served as a template for curriculum used in 

democratic civic education projects sponsored by USAID and the U.S. Department of 

State in Asia, Russia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North Africa, the Arab states and southeastern 

Europe.  This model assumes the existence of near-universal political will for 

democratization, particularly among key government and education stakeholders, but 

especially teachers, who are expected to be willing to explicitly promote democracy, and 

education administrators, who must reinforce teachers‟ practice through school 

inspections and respond proactively to any threat of improper politically-motivated 

teacher sanctions for teaching democratic content.  Civic education policy developed on 

the Western model resembles a laundry list of best practices in civic education.  These 

include learner-centered pedagogy and democratic classroom management practices, 

ample opportunity for real-world civic engagement, critical analysis of socio-political and 

economic development issues and a thorough presentation of the features and function of 

democratic government as well as the rights and responsibilities of citizens.   

Western models of democratic civic education do not perfectly transfer to 

democratizing states.  The unique development challenges, political histories and 

traditional cultural contexts of each individual state require an individualized program, 

and this reality is commonly acknowledged by the addition of themed modules such as 

peace education, conflict resolution, non-violent language, diversity studies, human 

rights, women‟s (and girls‟) rights and so forth, especially in the presence of 

controversial sociopolitical practices like institutionalized racism and gender 

discrimination, or in the aftermath of collectively traumatic events such as genocide or 

armed conflict.   
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The evidence from Madagascar suggests that even in the absence of such self-

evident catalysts for customized civic education policy, the less-than-ideal political, 

social and economic environment that characterizes many democratizing states may itself 

demand adaptations to the Western democratic civic education model to ensure 

relevance, practicability and successful attainment of objectives.  In political terms, 

citizens ranging from policymakers and education administrators to teachers and parents 

may possess varying degrees of political will in favor of democratization or taking part in 

such a process.  The real or perceived consequences of such activity may be grave 

enough to dissuade citizens from engagement in anything remotely political.  In social 

terms, every civic education initiative occurs within a particular cultural milieu that 

colors not only popular understanding of the theory and practice of democracy but 

citizens‟ receptiveness to the social innovations imposed by it.  For instance, in countries 

with a strong authoritarian and hierarchical family or community structure, adequate time 

and sensitive reflection is needed to enable citizens to negotiate the synthesis of a self-

governance model that empowers all citizens equally and contradictory social norms that 

traditionally reserve power for a select group.  This process commonly takes place within 

the context of the political history of a nation – past experience with diverse models of 

governance that in many African states has ranged from the traditional and hierarchical 

(such as monarchies or tribal kingships) to authoritarian subjugation under a colonial 

power and the experience of socialist autarchy in the post-independence period; more 

recently, many states have experienced continued abuses of power under the guise of 

democracy, souring public sentiment about the very notion of it. Cynicism and 

misinformation can constitute major obstacles for teachers assigned the duty to prepare 

the next generation of engaged and informed democratic citizens.  Finally, democratizing 

states are generally developing states and must confront the wide range of challenges to 

strengthening education as a whole even as they attempt to optimize the effect of their 

civic education programs.  Policies that assume ready availability of teaching aids, small 

class sizes, well-motivated teachers and well-fed students are bound to overlook the sort 

of policy modifications that could improve the likelihood that a given civic education 

initiative will succeed.  Each of these factors impact a civics program in different ways: 

those relating to economic underdevelopment have a greater impact on the method of 
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instruction, whereas political and social factors impact the content of civics curriculum.  

All must be taken into consideration when developing a civic education program in 

democratizing states to a greater degree than they currently are.   

It is generally accepted that learner-centered methods are integral to the success of 

a democratic civic education initiative.  The challenge here lies in ensuring that teachers 

in developing countries fully understand and master the full range of techniques at their 

disposal to engage their students and develop their democratic competencies despite 

limited materials, time and (in some cases) motivation.  These are the kinds of challenges 

that have already received significant attention from the international community because 

the transition to learner-centered instruction has long been an international priority across 

subject areas.  Numerous NGOs, bilateral and intergovernmental donors and other 

partners have developed and continue to develop strategies that can support transition to 

active methods in developing countries.  In Madagascar, the adoption of APC (and APS) 

and the reform of the teacher training curriculum reflected many of the best practices 

identified and promoted through these efforts.  Further work remains to optimize 

adoption of these practices – establishing consistent practice and knowledge among in-

service and pre-service trainers, reinforcing the shift from corporal punishment to 

collaborative, learner-centered classroom management techniques and so forth – but 

change is already underway toward creating democratic classrooms in Madagascar and 

other developing countries where similar initiatives have been successfully launched. 

Challenges relating to civic education content stemming from the political and 

social context of the democratizing states, on the other hand, have received very little 

attention in academic literature.  As this study has demonstrated, without political will to 

support an official democratization strategy through civic education intiatives, teachers 

may provide a minimal political civic education, transmit their own negative biases 

against political engagement, omit discussion of political themes, or even avoid teaching 

the entire subject in its entirety.  The diverse themes often incorporated into civic 

education are ones vital to national development, including human rights, environmental 

protection, hygiene and more; teacher omission of the entire topic is a consequence with 

ramifications that extend well beyond political awareness and engagement.  Teachers‟ 

need to ensure their own livelihood and their desire to provide an education to their 
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students are major disincentives to risking job loss as a consequence of venturing into 

content that they perceive (often correctly) to be censured by political authorities.  The 

establishment of popular political will in favor of civic education must furthermore be 

coupled with stronger democratic competencies among teachers themselves, particularly 

where democracy is foreign to teachers‟ experience in cultural and political terms alike.  

Attempting to apply Western civic education models to democratizing states without 

adapting them to these local political and cultural realities can produce fragmented 

teaching of political civic content at best; at worst, it will result in a gaping hole in 

popular apolitical and political civic knowledge alike. 

 
Synchronous Civic Education 

 
The solution to this issue may lie in transitioning away from designing civic 

education programs by mixing and matching components of programs developed in the 

West, and moving toward what I term synchronous civic education: adjusting the 

political content of civics curricula in accordance with the existant degree of political will 

for democratization within a particular state.  The ideal presentation of political content 

knowledge in developed and democratic states, such as the curricula developed by 

organizations such as the Center for Civic Education for use in the United States, requires 

teachers to directly address political issues ranging from the objective (structure of 

government, rights of citizens) to the subjective (responsibilities of citizens or views on 

good governance and good citizenship, with particular attention to the current and recent 

political life of the country).  This same model applied in Madagascar has been rejected 

by teachers to varying degrees.  However, as will be explained below, if civics content 

were modified in light of the social and political obstacles faced by teachers, the 

likelihood that the entire subject will be omitted, or political content mistaught, can be 

reduced.  Despite providing somewhat less political content than the ideal Western civic 

education curriculum, such a strategy could increase the quality and quantity of 

democratic competencies absorbed by studentsby circumventing or redressing teachers‟ 

knowledge gaps or resistance toward teaching politically themed content to their primary 

school students. 
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The way in which lack of political will can effect the content of civic education in 

democratizing states depends on the degree to which there exists support for 

democratization among key stakeholders in the civic education effort: namely, 

policymakers, education staff (teachers and school administrators), and the wider public, 

including parents.  Political will for democratic civic education can be divided into four 

discrete levels.  At the highest level, popular support for the democratization process is 

present at all levels.  In this ideal scenario, civic education content will bear closest 

resemblance to that found in established democracies; Western models of political 

education can be modified to the local context with the expectation that teachers will 

broach political topics directly.  The next-highest level is defined by the presence of 

political will for democratic civic education among policy-makers and teachers united in 

the effort to raise low popular awareness and understanding about democratic citizenship 

in the interest of strengthening political and civic engagement. At both of these levels of 

political will, the content and methods of formal civic education are identical, but greater 

effort may be required at the second level to attract and maintain the participation of 

adults and out-of-school youth in nonformal civic education programs due to lower 

existant interest in the democratization process.  Below these two levels is the scenario 

wherein political will in favor of political civic education exists at the level of 

government alone but has not yet gained ground outside of the insular circle of policy-

making elite.  At the third level, there exists the challenge of overcoming resistance 

among education personnel to engagement in the democratization effort, with particular 

attention to their specific negative beliefs about democracy or the political aspects of 

civic education and fears about potential consequences for engaging in this type of 

education.  At the lowest level, political will for democratization is nonexistent among 

policymakers, and although they may demonstrate superficial support for political 

content within a civic education program, there may be no intention of actually 

implementing the complete range of measures needed to ensure the effectiveness of such 

a policy.  For instance, a country might adopt a policy in favor of teaching about its 

democratic government, but include minimal political content in the curriculum and resist 

reforming teacher education to favor the learner-centered classroom.  For these two lower 

levels of political will in favor of civic education, alternative strategies distinct from the 
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traditional Western model could better facilitate the development of democratic 

competencies among students, adults and out-of-school youth by circumventing popular 

resistance.   

 On the basis of these four levels of political will, I propose two contrasting 

models of civic education for democratizing states.  The first is what I term a ‘front-door’ 

civic education model: a modified version of the direct, Western strategy adopted the 

world over, to be used where there exists significant political will for democratization 

among policymakers, education personnel and (in some instances) the wider public.  The 

second, a ‘back-door’ approach to civic education for use where political will is lacking, 

relies on indirect development of democratic knowledge while strengthening attitudes 

and skills that provide an excellent base for engaged citizenship without overtly 

jeopardizing teachers or government.  In the remainder of the chapter, I will present the 

fundamental similarities and differences between these two approaches and their potential 

application to civic education initiatives in democratizing states. 

 
 

‘Front-door’ versus ‘Back-door’ Civic Education 

 
 

To the present day, the ideal democratic civic education program promoted the 

world over has been the type long utilized in the West.  This ideal is rooted in best 

practices identified through empirical studies conducted primarily in developed 

democracies; the few studies measuring the effectiveness of civic education initiatives in 

the developing democracies of the South have typically assessed the impact of donor-

funded non-formal or small-scale education projects liberated from the myriad political 

and social constraints that influence the average public school teacher.  These studies 

nonetheless have confirmed the limited effectiveness of such interventions, underscoring 

the gulf between a theoretical ideal and strategy effectiveness in an educational setting 

challenged by diverse political, social and economic obstacles.  The Western model does 

indeed constitute an ideal to which democratizing states might aspire because of its 

demonstrated effectiveness and efficiency in developing democratic compentencies 

assuming ideal conditions (including teachers‟ willingness and ability to teach political 
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civic education in particular), but these conditions remain a distant goal in many 

democratizing states. 

The two scenarios in which there exists a high level of political will for civic 

education are able to draw upon the Western civic education model because the 

conditions in the political and social arenas approach the requisite ideal.  In states where 

the demand for democratic civic education is high across the board, democracy and 

politics are not taboo topics and can be discussed freely in a direct manner – what I term 

a „front-door‟ approach to civic education.  Teachers stand little risk of adverse 

consequences for addressing political themes in the classroom as they enjoy the support 

of parents, supervisors and policymakers alike.  To the present, this ideal situation has 

been assumed to exist in countries where civic education intiatives have been developed 

and introduced in partnership with Western donors and consultants using a Western 

model that combines experiential, learner-centered pedagogy, democratic classroom 

management methods and explicitly political curricular content.  In reality, however, 

these ideal conditions are more commonly absent, necessitating a „back-door‟ approach 

to civic education.  

 
‘Front-door’ Civic Education 

 
Minor modifications to the Western „front-door‟ model of civic education are 

nonetheless required when adapting it for use in democratizing states. Such programs 

must be designed to reflect known good practice in civic education, including learner-

centered instruction and democratic classroom environments at all grade levels, but 

special care should be taken to introduce expressly democratic civic education content 

beginning at fourth grade (or potentially earlier in simplified form) to maximize student 

exposure to political notions with regard to the lower student completion rates common 

in developing countries.  The knowledge areas explored in such programs must include 

explicitly political topics, but these must be tailored to the cultural and historical context 

of the particular state and should be designed to confront challenges specific to them.  For 

instance, popular support for democratization does not preclude lingering social tension 

resulting from a recent history of armed conflict; in such states, a module should be 

incorporated that seeks to resolve this tension and heal social divisions borne of it.    In 
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democratizing states where political will in favor of civic education is present, teacher 

training is intended to provide teachers with the same pedagogical skills, theoretical 

knowledge and applied experiences considered good practice for teacher education in 

developed democracies.  Non-formal civic education programs for adults and out-of-

school youth should likewise adhere to these same standards to ensure all sectors of 

society receive adequate, high-quality civic instruction. Although the diverse economic 

challenges of underdevelopment identified in Chapter 8 may interfere for a time with the 

implementation of a „front-door‟ civic education policy in developing democracies, the 

social and political context will theoretically permit optimal implementation once these 

economic obstacles are taken into account.  

There are several key areas in particular where the Western civic education model 

often falls short when applied in developing democracies.  It is the incorporation of 

modifications to these areas that distinguish the „front-door‟ model of civic education for 

democratizing states from individualized but still fundamentally Western civic education 

programs of the type that have been utilized in developing countries to the present. First, 

programs adapted from Western models currently overlook the need to encourage 

students and teachers to make explicit connections between classroom activities that 

support acquisition of democratic competencies and the concept of democracy itself.  

While the concept of democracy is a deeply ingrained aspect of Western culture, it 

remains an abstract, foreign and commonly misunderstood notion for many citizens of 

democratizing states and even widespread political will in favor of democracy is not 

adequate to crystallize the hazy theoretical concept into concrete practice, particularly 

among children.  It is therefore highly useful for teachers to clarify for students that they 

are indeed experiencing democracy in the classroom and to help them to recognize the 

ways that the knowledge, skills and attitudes they are acquiring may serve them as adults 

in their civic and private lives.  Doing so will furthermore break down any negative 

connotations associated with the concept of democracy and better enable young people to 

differentiate between good and poor practices co-mingling beneath the umbrella term of 

democracy.   

The second modification relates to the application of critical analysis to public 

issues.  Research on good practice in civic education has already highlighted the need to 
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develop critical thinking, particularly in relation to analysis of social and economic 

challenges.  Strong civic education programs based on the Western model will already 

incorporate activities of this nature, but teachers must be encouraged not only to focus 

special attention on analysis of current government policy, but to call it by its proper 

name (i.e. in French, la politique) in order to overcome any lingering distaste for the 

concepts associated with the term.  In the context of near-universal political will, a habit 

of critical analysis of government can and should be developed to prepare young citizens 

to keep their government in check and it is imperative that they develop the vocabulary 

required to discuss these complex issues without misconceptions or confusion.   

Third, students in the upper primary grades should be exposed not only to the 

basic features of their own government and citizens‟ relationship to it, but also to 

fundamental concepts in economic development and political theory.  These concepts are 

typically addressed at the secondary level in the Western model, but again due to low 

student completion rates in developing countries, it is particularly important that students 

in democratizing states have the opportunity to develop a basic grasp of these essential 

notions at the primary level in order to make informed decisions between candidates‟ 

political platforms and development strategies.  The stability of nations can be shattered 

by a wave of uneducated popular support for politicians‟ ill-conceived or unrealistic 

political promises and citizens must be equipped to understand and assess the relative 

merit of politicians‟ pledges and practices.  Here, too, it is vital that the fundamentals of 

economic and political development – socialism, capitalism, liberalism and so forth – are 

clearly defined and assigned their proper names.  The issue of naming is particularly 

important in countries where education takes place in multiple languages to ensure a 

common vocabulary when discussing issues of political, social and economic import. 

Finally, when applying the front-door approach in democratizing states, 

pedagogical emphasis should be selectively oriented toward the strategies that are most 

practicable in a given country.  In developing countries, promoting the use of low-cost, 

simple strategies such as group work, questioning, role playing, field trips and debate 

with an emphasis on games, fun, competition and cooperation will allow students to 

cultivate democratic competencies without demanding excessive teacher expenditures on 

teaching aids and supplies.  Much energy has been directed toward the development of 
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elaborate manipulables – papier-mâché globes and clay terrains to illustrate geography 

lessons, for instance – when limited financial resources render teachers too busy, tired or 

unmotivated to invest time outside of school hours in this degree of lesson preparation.  

Making more effective use of diverse but inexpensive techniques that develop 

competencies, strengthen student outcomes and facilitate classroom management without 

the need to consecrate additional personal time to this end will facilitate teachers‟ 

adoption of the learner-centered methods vital to civic education success despite the 

persistent obstacles posed by underdevelopment. 

 
‘Back-door’ Civic Education 

 
The second approach to civic education in democratizing states, which I term the 

„back-door‟ type, is intended to be a temporary and intermediary strategy that precedes 

and establishes the political will for an eventual „front-door‟ civic education program.  

Reluctance among teachers in Madagascar to believe pro-democracy declarations issued 

by government agencies and an unwillingness to risk their careers by directly broaching 

political issues in the classroom exemplifies a deficit in the type of political will needed 

for a „front-door‟ program to achieve its objectives.  Requiring the direct teaching of 

democracy in the absence of the requisite levels of political will, as this paper has 

demonstrated, can result in a variety of maladaptive teacher reactions ranging from the 

communication of fearful, hateful or false messages about democracy, government and 

politics, to the complete omission of the civics curriculum.  In this latter outcome, 

whether their rationale is grounded in real or imagined cause, teachers seeking to avoid 

touchy political themes wind up „throwing the baby out with the bath water,‟ thereby 

depriving students of education about a host of other civics topics of great benefit to the 

wider community, including respect for public property, human rights, hygiene and 

environmental protection.  These voids are filled with informal messages about 

traditional social roles and norms that risk perpetuating the authoritarian traditions and 

political ignorance of the masses.  An intermediary, „back-door‟ form of civic education 

could relieve teachers of the stresses and risks associated with the direct teaching of 

democracy.  A back-door approach to civic education may also be used tofacilitate 

bottom-up democratic social transformation in countries where, regardless of the 
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Table 15.  „Front-door‟ and „Back-door‟ models of civic education  

Features 
‘Front-door’ 

model 

‘Back-door’ 
model

223
 

Explicitly links learner-centered methods to 

democracy 
Yes No 

Requires teachers to lead students in critical 

analysis of current government policies and 

practices 

Yes No 

Requires teachers to lead students in 

identification of current policies and critical 

analysis of social issues, economic issues 

and past government policies  

Yes Yes** 

Combines learner-centered pedagogy and 

democratic classroom management 

techniques to strengthen students’ 
democratic competencies 

Yes Yes 

Incorporates community transformation 

projects to build habits of engagement 
Yes Yes 

Includes description of features of 

democracies in general and national 

government in particular 

Yes Yes** 

Teaches patriotism and offers experiential 

learning opportunities to strengthen sense of 

responsibility to community 

Yes Yes 

 
 
nominally democratic form of government, political elites remain resistant to true 

democratization and empowerment of the masses. 

The „back-door‟ model, which can take many forms based on national context, is 

characterized by several key features. These include favoring the development of 

democratic skills and attitudes through learner-centered pedagogy and classroom 

management over teaching explicitly democratic curriculum content, the avoidance of 

analyzing current government policy and activities (although the analysis of past 

                                                 
223 Double asterisks (**) denote a component of „back-door‟ civic education that may be too contentious to 
incorporate in some settings.  Including the analysis of past government policies or the study of the features 
of democracies and national government are particularly unlikely when no political will exists among 
policymakers in favor of democratic civic education. 
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activities may be feasible; refer to Table 15 above) and not requiring teachers to break 

down the linguistic barriers to civic education by labeling democratic and political acts 

and concepts by their proper names, although they may choose to do so as political will 

increases in favor of democratization through civic education.   

The prevalence of political content in the „back-door‟ approach will vary 

according to whether or not buy-in for civic education exists among the political elite.  In 

the case of an authoritarian state masquerading as a constitutional democracy, the 

democratic knowledge authorized for inclusion in the civics curriculum may be limited 

indeed; teacher reluctance to address the material may erase even this amount from a 

child‟s education.  In a hypothetical worst-case scenario where no civics curriculum 

exists, the entirety of a student‟s school-based opportunity to develop democratic 

competencies will emerge from their experience of a democratic classroom. 

Where government support for democratic civic education exists but education 

personnel are reluctant to engage sensitive political topics, certain minimal political 

content can and should be included in the primary level civics curriculum despite teacher 

resistance to transmitting it.  A simple, objective presentation of the constitution, 

government institutions, current policies, citizen rights and responsibilities and a brief 

discussion of the nature of democracy should be included.  Notions of patriotism must 

also be taught to strengthen students‟ love of country, with greater emphasis placed on 

the objectives of social justice and economic development rather than on political 

transformation.  Teachers should also be encouraged to invite students to apply a critical 

perspective to past government policies in order to analyze and weigh the consequences 

of these political decisions; the depersonalization and security provided to teachers and 

policymakers by such historical distance from the events in question should increase 

teacher confidence and willingness to engage in such discussion while still providing 

students the chance to develop new habits of political analysis that will enable them to 

assess contemporary policies and government operations in the future.  In countries 

where political will for civic education is low, political themes that are commonly taught 

as part of civic education today should be incorporated into other subjects such as health 

or geography.  In this way, important apolitical lessons will not be excised from students‟ 

educational experience by teachers who choose not to teach civics due to a desire to 
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avoid political topics.  When developing a „back-door‟ civic education policy it is 

important to acknowledge inevitable teacher prerogative in determining the extent to 

which any politically-charged content included in the curriculum will actually be taught.  

Since willingness to teach political material may vary significantly from one teacher to 

the next, student acquisition of democratic knowledge is bound to be less consistent and 

less complete than can be expected when applying a „front-door‟ approach. 

Curricular content therefore plays a secondary role to pedagogy in the „back-door‟ 

scenario, where the principal catalyst for democratic learning becomes the classroom-

based experience of democracy coupled with the use of learner-centered methods that 

will support students‟ development of democratic competencies.  Through active 

methods and the experience of the democratic classroom, students will have the 

opportunity to develop many of the competencies they need to become engaged and 

active citizens.  In this way, students‟ understanding of politics is broadened without 

placing the burden on teachers to be directly responsible for engaging students in la 

politique.  First-hand experience in social and economic transformation at the community 

level is a critical aspect of this learner-centered approach.  By organizing collective 

efforts to redress local problems, students will develop applied knowledge about civic 

engagement that can inform how they actualize their citizenship in adulthood.  The 

analysis of past policies can facilitate student understanding that the social problems they 

are personally working to overcome in their own communities are the very issues that 

catalyze politicians‟ platforms and policies.  Young people can come to see that the gulf 

between government policy and local social issues is smaller than they may have 

believed and can in fact be affected by individual citizens‟ actions at the local level.   

Some students in „back-door‟ civic education programs may manage to 

independently draw associations between the democracy they experience at school and 

the sociopolitical ideals that their engagement in political transformation efforts should 

attempt to achieve, regardless of whether or not teachers are willing to make this 

connection explicit in the classroom.  Students may subsequently make the leap from 

application of these skills in local socio-political areas to national political areas.  At 

minimum, as the younger generation grows to adulthood, it will be equipped to make 

positive changes at the local level and these new democratic norms may influence their 
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style of social and political engagement.  As the reins of power are transferred to this new 

generation, the next crop of policymakers will be better prepared and more inclined to 

advance civic education to the overt, front-door style that offers citizens a more complete 

and emancipating form of civic education.  The experience of democracy in the 

classroom and the development of democratic skills and attitudes through the use of 

learner-centered pedagogy is likely to cultivate a greater degree of political will in favor 

of democratization and the adoption of a „front-door‟ approach to civic education that 

incorporates more of the research-based good practices that characterize the civic 

education model used under ideal conditions of political, social and economic 

development. 

In developing states with a genuine commitment to democratization224, there are 

specific measures that must be adopted to counteract impediments to the success of civic 

education programs of either type.  First, teachers must be guaranteed legal protection 

from political persecution on the basis of legitimate civic education activities.  This 

protection could perhaps be ensured by an independent anti-corruption bureau tasked 

with investigating teacher complaints.  Second, nonformal civic education initiatives 

must be ensured adequate financial and human resources to fulfill their mandate; the 

degree to which political themes are taught in non-formal initiatives should match the 

standards applied in schools but the complexity of content should be adjusted to match 

the learners‟ level of cognitive development.  Lastly, teachers must be instructed not to 

transmit any personal prejudices against democracy or politics to students.  Additional 

measures may be required dependent upon the local and national contextual factors.  It is 

therefore recommended that administrations intending to introduce or reform a civic 

education program first conduct a feasibility study with special attention to teachers‟ 

democratic competencies, political will in favor of democratization, and the real or 

perceived social, political and economic obstructions to their implementation of civic 

education in order to develop strategies to overcome them. 

 
Teacher Training for Democratization 

 

                                                 
224 Dictatorships masquerading as democracies would presumably resist such measures. 
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The „front-door‟ and „back-door‟ approaches to civic education each necessitate 

their own modifications to teacher training programs.  A training program ideally aligned 

with the objectives of civic education will incorporate frequent modeling of learner-

centered pedagogy and democratic classroom management techniques throughout the 

course to ensure a level of teacher mastery that will allow greater flexibility and 

responsiveness in applying such techniques in the classroom; special care must be taken 

to develop a consistent understanding of active methods theory and practice not only 

among teachers, but among trainers, inspectors and administrators as well.   Additions or 

modifications to this basic model will vary dependent upon existant political will for 

civic education.   

Where policymakers are not genuinely interested in democratization through civic 

education, the sole objective of training is to maximize teachers‟ mastery of learner-

centered pedagogy and democratic classroom management techniques (particularly, for 

present purposes, in relation to the teaching of apolitical civic themes).  However, this 

must ostensibly be accomplished without using the term „democratic‟ to describe the 

latter („participatory‟ constitutes a more politically neutral alternative).  The acquisition 

of democratic competencies (perhaps renamed „academic‟ competencies) such as critical 

thinking, tolerance or cooperation must be framed in terms of their positive academic 

impact.  Otherwise, in this scenario little more can be done to modify teacher training in 

order to further to increase its democratizing impact. 

Where some degree of political will in favor of civic education for democracy 

does exist, adjustments must be made to the base training model described above to take 

into account the distinct challenges that confront civic education efforts in democratizing 

states.  During the course of the training program, teacher trainers must make a point of 

explicitly articulating the connection between active methods and democracy while 

modeling the techniques that teachers can use to teach this same lesson to their own 

students.  Training must also incorporate a civic education module designed to allow 

teachers to fill any knowledge gaps and clear up misconceptions they may have about the 

political and apolitical topics addressed in the civics curriculum.  Finally, the pedagogical 

strategies modeled for use with civics lessons must reflect the type of lesson teachers are 

expected to provide in their own classroom.   This means that where a „front-door‟ 
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Table 16.  Features of front- and back-door model teacher training programs 

Training Feature Front-door 

Back-door 
(with 

governmental 
political will)

225
 

Back-door 
(without 

governmental 
political will) 

Linking active methods with 
democracy and democratic 
competencies during 
training; modeling this lesson 

Y Y** N 

Teaching critical, 
contemporary political 
education content to 
teachers; modeling these 
lessons  

Y Y** N 

Framing the acquisition of 
democratic competencies in 
terms of political and social 
empowerment  

Y Y** N 

Framing the acquisition of 
democratic competencies in 
terms of academic outcomes 

Y Y Y 

Teaching apolitical  
civic education content; 
modeling these lessons 

Y Y Y 

Teaching and modeling  
the democratic classroom 
(student participation in 
classroom management) 

Y Y Y 

Teaching and modeling  
active methods 

Y Y Y 

 
 
approach to civic education has been adopted, trainers must model governmental critique 

and political experiential learning activities; when the curriculum follows a „back-door‟ 

model, such a mock lesson might be modeled for the sake of giving courageous teachers 

the option to attempt it, but they should principally experience lessons designed around 

their own „back-door‟ curriculum.  Apart from this one distinction, teacher training for 

both types of civic education are quite similar, with the significant exception that the 

purpose of training for a „back-door‟ civic education program is not only to develop 

teachers‟ democratic and professional competencies but to develop their political will to 

                                                 
225 Training for a „back-door‟ approach to civic education exposes teachers to these concepts without 
requiring their application in the classroom. 
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teach political themes in civic education.  They are therefore exposed to a wide variety of 

civic education practices and strategies, but are not expected to apply all of them in the 

classroom (refer to Table 16 above).  Furthermore, only the front-door model will 

explicitly frame the acquisition of democratic competencies in terms of political 

development as well as academic achievement, while back-door training will limit itself 

to the latter and apolitical civic transformation outcomes.  By underscoring the student 

benefits in terms of improved critical thinking skills, stronger abilities in teamwork and 

collaboration, and greater academic success as a byproduct of active methods, even 

cynical members of the political elite in nominally democratic states may be persuaded to 

channel political and financial capital toward inadvertently supporting the development 

of democratic competencies under the belief that they are advocating educational quality.   

In this way, over time democracy has the opportunity to slip through the back 

door and into the cultural and political consciousness of the most recalcitrant states ever 

to claim the title of democracy.  Everyone at all levels of society can rally behind student 

achievement, improved critical thinking and civic engagement at the local level.  Indeed, 

policy makers in nominally democratic states recognize the role that quality education 

plays in fostering economic growth, which plays a part in appeasing the public and 

thereby averting the kind of political instability that could threaten the position of the 

political elite.  Their desire to maintain power provides an additional impetus to ensure 

quality education, which per international standards must include learner-centered 

pedagogy within a democratic classroom setting.  And as they foster democratic 

competencies, they plant the seeds for their own downfall and the eventual emergence of 

a democratic regime. 

 
 

Recommendations for Future Research 

 
 

 This paper describes the findings and grounded theory emerging from an 

exploratory qualitative study of the specific case of civic education in Madagascar.  The 

study was designed to expose themes and patterns in the democratizing activities of 

teachers at the elementary level, including the association of demographic factors to 
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teacher interview and observation data.  Initial findings suggest teacher training and 

teacher education level are strong predictors of teacher application of student-centered 

methods in the classroom.  These factors also appear to correlate with teacher familiarity 

with – as well as understanding and valuing of – abstract political and pedagogical 

concepts such as democracy, patriotism, critical thinking and state citizenship.  To a 

lesser degree, teacher age and years of experience also appeared to have an effect on 

these areas.  However, given the exploratory and qualitative nature of the study design, 

the statistical significance of these trends cannot be conclusively demonstrated.  A 

quantitative exploration of the impact of these factors as predictors of teachers‟ 

democratizing behavior in the classroom is therefore warranted and recommended. 

 Furthermore, a need remains to better understand the process by which teachers 

develop their vision of the relationship between civic education and democracy, as well 

as their own role as democratic civic educator.  A comparative study that examines both 

the democratic competencies of trained and untrained teachers, with particular attention 

to the evolution of these competencies from pre- to post- training among particular 

individuals, could further deepen our understanding of the explicit and implicit aspects of 

training that best clarify these concepts in teachers‟ minds, provide them with the 

knowledge and willingness to act upon them, and particularly enable them to overcome 

any pre-existing prejudices or reluctance to engage in such a believedly subversive 

activity.   

 The particular political and cultural context of Madagascar is representative of 

many democratizing states in terms of the challenges that uneven political and economic 

development have placed on advances in these areas and on public engagement in an 

dunderstanding of the process of democratization itself.  On the other hand, numerous 

political and cultural factors distinguish Madagascar from other developing democracies. 

Consequently, some of the lessons of this study may translate poorly to other contexts.  

For instance, the quintessentially Malagasy association between civility and democracy 

or civic-mindedness will not factor into teachers‟ characterization of civic-mindedness in 

other countries.  For this reason a cross-country study to explore the themes of this 

research in other national contexts and identify commonalities and differences across 

cases would be highly informative.  It would furthermore permit relativization of the 
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findings of this and subsequent studies on these themes, increasing the likelihood that the 

findings drawn from these studies will offer meaningful and locally relevant lessons for 

application to other national and local contexts.  

 Lastly, this research examined the democratizing activities of teachers at the 

primary level because the high student attrition rate in many developing countries means 

many citizens are unlikely to gain exposure to civic education in a formal setting beyond 

primary school.  However, certain low- and middle-income democratizing states enjoy 

higher student retention and completion rates, allowing for longer exposure to more 

advanced and complex civic education content.  Older students are furthermore capable 

of developing a more sophisticated understanding of this content and the notions of 

citizenship and democracy that it seeks to address.  Research into the role of teachers in 

the democratization process in the lower and upper secondary grade levels is needed to 

inform our understanding of the progression such curriculum should follow, as well as 

the differences in teacher training required to ensure that teachers are prepared and 

willing to deliver more advanced content to a more intellectually and emotionally mature 

group of learners. 

 Civic education remains a principal strategy for democratization in developing 

countries and continues to receive the widespread financial support of donors.  In light of 

the fundamental role that citizens play in preserving and strengthening the health and 

vitality of a democratic system, it is imperative that we continue to expand upon our 

understanding of the factors that can improve the effectiveness of civic education 

programs and teacher training to support them.  As our understanding of these processes 

grows, new areas for expanded research will emerge and priorities for exploration will 

shift and evolve.  This study has both answered existing questions and brought new ones 

to light.  It is hoped that the application of the concepts defined in the emergent grounded 

theory of civic education in democratizing states, in combination with the pursuit of 

future research, will gradually construct a more complete understanding of civic 

education effectiveness in developing democracies.  
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CHAPTER TEN 

 

 

EPILOGUE 

 
 
 

 
A popular government without popular information or the means of 

acquiring it is but a prologue to Farce or Tragedy or perhaps both. 

Knowledge will forever govern ignorance, and a people who mean to be 

their own Governors must arm themselves with the power knowledge 

gives. – James Madison 

 

I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the 

people themselves; and if we think them not enlightened enough to 

exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to 

take it from them, but inform their discretion.  – Thomas Jefferson 

 

In December 2007, just two months before data collection for this research began, 

a remarkable event in the political history of Madagascar occurred.  The incumbent 

mayor of Antananarivo, member of the TIM political party of President Marc 

Ravalomanana, lost re-election to the opposition candidate, 34-year-old Andry Rajoelina.  

A former DJ and high school dropout with exceptional political savvy, Rajoelina married 

into a wealth and had leveraged his business interests in billboard, radio and other media 

to win popular support for his Tanoro MalaGasy Vonona
226 (TGV) movement which 

targeted the burgeoning ranks of unemployed and undereducated young people 

disillusioned with the excesses of older, wealthy „dinosaurs‟ like Ravalomanana that had 

long dominated the national political arena.    

Over the course of the ten months spent collecting data for this project in 

Madagascar, a power struggle rapidly escalated between the outspoken and highly critical 

Rajoelina and an increasingly autocratic and obstructionist Ravalomanana, who had 

himself been elected to the presidency from the mayoral seat of Antananarivo.  While the 
                                                 
226 Tanoro MalaGasy Vonona (TGV): Determined [or Readied] Malagasy Youth. 
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election of Rajoelina to the most powerful mayoral seat in the country can be perceived 

as evidence of freely functioning democracy in Madagascar, this fragile system was 

brought to its knees less than a year later by dozens of sporadically violent pro-Rajoelina 

rallies – many of which he organized in a park that he renamed „Democracy Square227 – 

resulting in over 100 civilian deaths in the first three months of 2009.  Greater personal 

freedoms, the end to politician impunity and the revival of democracy were the bywords 

of the TGV movement, as they have been for most Malagasy politicians and opposition 

leaders over the past fifty years. 

In March 2009, after Rajoelina refused an offer by Ravalomanana to hold a 

popular referendum allowing the public to decide whether the president should resign, 

Ravalomanana transferred power to a military directorate which immediately handed it 

over to Rajoelina and his High Transitional Authority, the body  he established to govern 

the country until a new constitution could be written and legislative and presidential 

elections held.  Rajoelina promply declared a state of emergency, dissolved the Senate 

and Parliament and established the Commission nationale mixte d‟enquête, a new entity 

that the International Crisis Group warns will bypass established judicial processes to 

carry out investigations against those suspected of opposing the HAT.  Citing threats to 

public security, Rajoelina has kept supporters of Ravalomanana – many of whom have 

united under the banner of the new „Legalist‟ movement – from gathering in Democracy 

Square by outlawing public demonstrations without official permits from the HAT 

offices.  Repeated attempts by the international community to mediate an inclusive and 

transparent process to promptly organize elections have collapsed due to the 

intransigence of one or more of the four main parties represented at the talks.  This 

undemocratic purgatory, which the military directorate had originally limited to a 

duration of two years, will end with elections that have at the time of writing been 

scheduled for June 26, 2011.  This date has however already been pushed back several 

                                                 
227 Democracy Square: Place de la Democratie, formerly known as Kianja Ambohijatovo (Ambohijatovo 
Square), after the name of the neighborhood where it is located in downtown Antananarivo. 
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times, rendering quite real the possibility that the Transition will persist even longer than 

three months past its original expiration date.228 

The transfer of power that occurred in Madagascar in early 2009 has been widely 

condemned by the international community as a coup, with disastrous consequences for 

the past decade‟s achievements in national development.  Amnesty International (2010) 

has harshly criticized the perpetuation and escalation of human rights abuses under the 

HAT, including political arrests and the muzzling of free media.  In a country where 

more than 60% of the annual budget comes from foreign aid, donors‟ freezing of all but 

humanitarian assistance to the country has left massive budget gaps that some have 

accused the HAT of bridging with the estimated $167 million in profits from the export 

to China of rosewood logged in protected national parks since the crisis began (Bearak, 

2010).  The United States has reacted by removing Madagascar from the list of 

beneficiaries for the Millennium Challenge Grant and the African Growth and 

Opportunity Act, resulting in 50,000 lost jobs in the country‟s $600 million textile 

industry accounting for 60% of the country‟s exports.  Sustainable tourism, a cornerstone 

of Ravalomanana‟s development strategy that brings $400 million into the country each 

year, has been especially hard hit as travelers give the politically volatile country a wide 

berth.  Without donor subsidies, the forty-five community health centers tasked with 

providing free treatment to children suffering from severe malnutrition have been forced 

to begin charging for their services despite increasing demand from jobless families 

(Pressly, 2010).   

The education sector has struggled to continue to provide services to children and 

young adults across the country.  The salary supplements provided by the government to 

over 38,000 FRAM teachers under the Ravalomanana administration have yet to be 

disbursed by the HAT, leaving many FRAM teachers unable to pay for basic necessities 

such as food or lodging (Rakotoarilala, 2010).  According to newspaper Midi 

Madagasikara229
, FRAM teachers have threatened to strike when the 2010 school year 

                                                 
228 For a more detailed description of events leading up to and following the 2009 unconstitutional transfer 
of power in Madagascar, consult the detailed report released by the International Crisis Group on March 
18, 2010. 
229 Midi Madagasikara. (2010, September 16).  Enseignement: Situation dramatique pour les enseignants 
FRAM.  Retrieved from http://www.midi-madagasikara.mg on September 19, 2010. 
 

http://madagascar-tribune.com/
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begins in October, leaving hundreds of thousands of the most economically 

disadvantaged children without access to teachers.  It is estimated that enrollment rates 

declined by 15% in the 2009-10 school year due to the economic hardships that the 

political crisis imposed upon parents, who were no longer able to afford even the minimal 

costs associated with sending their children to the public schools. 

Reporting on the day that power was transferred to Rajoelina and his High 

Transitional Authority, the British Broadcasting Corporation interviewed residents of 

Madagascar about Ravalomanana‟s downfall.  Respondents, like the rest of the populace, 

were divided in their opinions as reflected in these comments submitted in English to 

BBC News Online on the day of the president‟s ouster230: 

 

We saw these fires in the sky, screaming with joy. People here are 

happy…  Ravalomanana has done good job.  But we need to move further, 

he's not the right man to do that. People have asked for a change, and Mr. 

Ravalomanana is not willing to do so, and not leave his post. So no choice 

but to take away by own force.  (Youri, Antananarivo) 

 

This is good day for all of Madagascar, long live military hooray hooray!  

(Sanjeeb, Antananarivo) 

 

I'm living in Toamasina Madagascar, in the east of the island. I have seen 

the development since President Ravalomanana was here. In the last two 

months, the former DJ has broken more than 70% of these realizations. If 

he consider to a spokesman of the population, why he is scared for a 

referendum? Of course I'm for a referendum because many persons want 

to be quiet. We can't speak because we're permanently under menaces by 

some people who agree the opposition.  Please, international community, 

help us, help our President elected democratically, please help the 

Malagasy population.  (Francis, Toamasina) 

                                                 
230 BBC.  (2009, March 17).  Madagascar views on power struggle.  BBC News Online.  Retrieved from 
http://news.bbc.co.uk on September 18, 2010. 
 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/
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I would like to highlight here one essential fact: what Rajoelina pretends 

to say is not what Malagasy people think. Maybe we don't agree with 

some of Ravalomanana's policies these last two years, but we are still 

convinced he is the only man able to bring progress both social and 

economical to Madagascar. He is still the president of the nation, he 

represents order and authority.  International opinion is misled by lies and 

manipulation from Rajoelina's allies. A popular referendum would at once 

discredited his pretended popular legitimacy.  Now I'm afraid this is just 

the beginning of the chaos in Madagascar again. Rajoelina is just a pawn, 

once Ravalomanana is evicted, there will be a serious dispute on war 

treasures and power. What about us?  (Leila, Antananarivo) 

 

Progress in Madagascar under certain key development areas such as 

environmental protection, infrastructure and education has been dramatic and significant 

under the Ravalomanana regime. But like politicians before him in Madagascar and 

around the world, he utilized his position of power to his personal benefit even as his 

administration laid the groundwork for lasting economic and social development in the 

country (International Crisis Group, 2010).  Furthermore, these advances did not benefit 

all citizens equally and served to simultaneously increase cost of living so that only a 

small minority had the perception of enjoying a better quality of life (Afrobarometer, 

2009b).  Inadequate communication between the government and the governed allowed 

widespread mischaracterization and pillorying of some of the administration‟s less 

popular policies, such as the return to Malagasy as a language of instruction and its 

labeling as the return of the Second Republic‟s failed  malgachization experiment, or the 

infamous „Daewoo affair‟ – the leasing of arable land to a South Korean firm that was 

widely perceived as auctioning off precious ancestral lands to foreign interlopers to line 

the president‟s own pockets.231  Opposition leaders seized upon these grievances to 

                                                 
231 For a detailed discussion of the Daewoo affair and other allegations against Ravalomanana that soured 
public opinion against him, consult the International Crisis Group report of March 18, 2010. 
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catalyze popular dissatisfaction into a street movement that removed him from power, a 

pattern that has recurred throughout Malagasy political history since independence.   

The recurrent political instability in Madagascar, despite the evidence of 

development and progress readily visible in towns and rural areas across the country, 

highlights the urgent need for a more effective civic education strategy.  The public needs 

to know not only how, but when to mobilize for democracy – and most importantly, why.  

Strengthening democracy, human rights and rule of law are good reasons, and they are 

often the very justifications the political opposition will cite to rally support behind its 

cause.  Citizens must therefore be equally capable of evaluating the rhetoric of politicians 

and weighing the feasible benefits of change against the likely costs.  These penalties 

extend well beyond the immediate in terms of lives lost, aid suspended, education 

disrupted, investments undone or international credibility forsaken.  For with each 

successive undemocratic transition, the image of democracy itself as a viable form of 

social covenant and national governance is crippled anew.  As a consequence of this 

undemocratic transfer of power, yet another generation of young Malagasy risk 

internalizing a lesson about how easily the structures of government can be circumvented 

and manipulated for the gain of the few at the expense of the masses, deepening and 

perpetuating the sense of popular disenfranchisement with politics.  As the gulf between 

the people and their government increases, so does the effort required to bring about an 

end to the perpetual abuses of power and human rights that have blighted developing 

democracies like Madagascar for so many decades. History will judge whether these 

costs have been worthwhile. 

Education is one of the most effective tools to break this cycle of political 

backsliding and the socioeconomic regression it stimulates.  The ultimate goal is to 

ensure every citizen is equally prepared with the fundamental knowledge, attitudes and 

skills required to be engaged and informed participants in their democratic society, both 

to safeguard it and to support its continual evolution in response to the changing demands 

of each new era.  In developing democracies where economic underdevelopment and 

unfavorable political experience combine to create unique obstacles typically unknown or 

forgotten in the established, wealthier democracies of the West, opportunities to develop 

the requisite competencies in all citizens are crucially important yet limited in a variety of 
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ways.  It falls to policy makers and donors to ensure that democratic competencies are 

developed as early and as frequently as possible, through every method the circumstances 

allow, whether limited to pedagogical techniques and classroom management strategies 

or including civics content that ranges from the apolitically moral and community-based 

notion of citizenship to the unambiguously political content and experiential civic 

learning activities.  As education initiatives around the globe embrace the concept of 

quality education and the learner-centered learning it implies, focus should be placed 

upon the strengthening of training for active methods as the foundation for experiential 

learning about good citizenship.  From the fundamental democratic classroom experience 

this form of teaching permits, over time, truly participatory governance, rule of law and 

stable development can blossom. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

 

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE APPROVAL LETTER 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM (FRENCH) 
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APPENDIX C 

 

 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM (ENGLISH) 
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APPENDIX D 

 

 

TEACHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

 
 

 
 

1. What do you think an adult needs to know in order to be a responsible citizen? 

2. What do you think your students need to learn in primary school to become 

responsible citizens? 

3. Is it necessary to develop your students‟ democratic attitudes? Why? And how do 

you do so in your classroom? 

4. Is it necessary to develop your students‟ ability to think critically? Why? And 

how do you do so in your classroom? 

5. Is it necessary to develop patriotism in your students? Why? And how do you do 

so in your classroom? 

6. In your opinion, what is the relationship between civic education and democracy? 

7. How did you develop these ideas? Do they come from you or from your training? 

8. What has changed in your way of teaching since you first began? Why did you 

change? 

9. Is it possible to discipline your students in a way consistent with the objectives of 

civic education? Explain your answer. 

10. If one of the objectives of civic education is the development of democratic 

competencies in your students, what do you feel are the greatest impediments to 

the realization of this objective?  
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APPENDIX E 

 

 

TEACHER SURVEY 

 
 

 

 

1. Including this academic year, how many years have you been teaching? 

2. How old were you when you began teaching? 

3. What type of teacher training, if any, have you received, and where?  

4. In what year? 

5. After you completed your schooling, but before beginning to teach, did you work? 

6. If so, what kind of work did you do primarily? 

7. How many years did you work after completing your schooling but before you 

began to teach? 

8. How many times per year does a supervisor visit this school? 

9. How many students do you have in this class? 

10. What grade(s) do you teach? 

11. Approximately how many teachers are there at this school? 

12. Approximately how many students? 

13. What is the highest degree [level of education] you have obtained? 
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APPENDIX F 

 

 

THEMES FOR OBSERVATION VIDEO DISCUSSIONS 

 

 
 
 

1. In what ways is this teacher practicing active or learner-centered pedagogy, in 

your view? 

2. In what ways is this teacher failing to practice the learner-centered pedagogy? 

3. In what ways does this teacher‟s classroom management reflect the ideal 

embodied in the current teacher training curriculum? How does it fall short? 

4. Do you believe that the ideal of teacher practice communicated in training is 

adequate for the development of democratic competencies in the classroom? How 

so? 

5. What do you see as potential classroom factors that may explain this teacher‟s 

manner of applying (or not applying) the pedagogies transmitted during training? 

6. What is the best that can be hoped for in the application of learner-centered 

pedagogy given the constraints and realities of the current education system in 

Madagascar? 
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APPENDIX G 

 

 

THEMES FOR NON-TEACHER INTERVIEWS 

 

 

 

 

1. What sorts of activities or policies are currently in place to support the objectives 

of the current civic education policy? 

2. How well are these activities or policies being implemented, in your view, and 

why? 

3. What sorts of activities or policies are currently in place to support the transition 

toward learner-centered pedagogy? 

4. How well are these activities or policies being implemented, in your view, and 

why? 

5. In your view, what are the greatest obstacles impeding young people‟s 

development of the knowledge, skills and attitudes required for them to become 

engaged democratic citizens in the future? 

6. What is your role/your organization‟s role in the realization of the objectives of 

the current civic education policy, and how well have you/has your organization 

been able to achieve its purpose and why? 
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APPENDIX H 

 

 

CODING SCHEME 

 

 

 

 

Code 0: Overarching Research Issues 

 
Interviewee not comfortable with discussing political issues (2) 
Interviewee doesn‟t understand question (5) 
Interviewee giving expected/right answers (1) 
Obstacles: effects of colonial era (1) 
Obstacles: teacher expression (1) 
 
Code 1: Civic Education Policy 

 
Active methods policy (3) 
Civic education policy: APC (6) 
Civic education policy: background (7) 
Civic education policy: curriculum (1) 
Civic education policy: development (4) 
Civic education policy: disconnect between learning and life (1) 
Civic education policy: objectives: civic/political (3) 
Civic education policy: objectives: cultural (4) 
Civic education policy: objectives: developing competencies (2)  
Civic education policy: obstacles: confusion about active methods (5) 
Civic education policy: obstacles: confusion about implementation (1) 
Civic education policy: obstacles: cultural (2) 
X232 : Civic education policy: obstacles : shortages 
OEMC: obstacles: political (2) 
OEMC : obstacles: shortages (6) 
OEMC: activites (5) 
OEMC : personnel (6) 
 
Code 2: Attitudes and Beliefs 

 
Teacher belief: active methods (16) 
Teacher belief: age appropriateness/student readiness (10) 
Teacher belief: democracy in Madagascar (14) 
X: Democracy in Madagascar (12) 
Teacher belief: professionalism (2) 
Teacher belief: better in past (7) 
                                                 
232 An X preceding a code indicates the code was applied to data from an interview with a non-teacher 
stakeholder, such as a pedagogical counselor or teacher trainer. 
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Teacher belief: civic education (non-political) (35) 
X: Civic education (5) 
Teacher belief: critical thinking (13) 
X: Critical thinking (2) 
Teacher belief: good citizenship (41) 
Teacher belief: link between democracy and civic ed (13) 
Teacher belief: parents‟ role (6) 
Teacher belief: patriotism (21) 
Teacher belief: teaching democracy/politics (40) 
X: Teaching democracy/politics (10) 
Teacher definition of democracy (19) 
Teacher role: developing social competencies (9) 
Teacher role: developing character (17) 
Teacher role: developing democratic competencies (13) 
Teacher role: transmitting civic knowledge (2) 
 
Code 3: Practices 

 
Teaching democracy (morality) (11) 
Obstacles: weak student academic performance (2) 
Obstacles: Students don‟t apply civic education learning (9) 
Obstacles: cultural (10) 
Obstacles: frequent change to curriculum/policy (6) 
Obstacles: applying active methods (8) 
Obstacles: language (3) 
Obstacles: large class size (3) 
X: Obstacles: large class size (3) 
Obstacles: parents (12) 
X : Obstacles: parents (2) 
Obstacles: shortages (16) 
X : Obstacles: shortages (9) 
Obstacles: social milieu (8) 
Obstacles: time management (7) 
X : Obstacles: time management (4) 
Obstacles: understanding active methods (1) 
X : Teachers understand but don‟t apply active methods (4) 
X : Obstacles: active methods (1) 
X: Obstacles: lack of motivation (6) 
X: Obstacles: lack of teacher oversight (5) 
X: Obstacles: resistant to change (5) 
Practice: active methods: outside of school (2) 
Practice: change practice due to law/policy change (6) 
Practice: civic competencies (5) 
Practice: critical thinking (13) 
X: Obstacles: critical thinking (3) 
Practice: discipline (29) 
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X: Practice: discipline (2) 
Practice: group work: advantages (28) 
Practice: how convinced about active methods (5) 
X: how convinced about active methods (3) 
Practice: teaching politics (6) 
Practice: discussion/debate/analysis (5) 
Practices: experiential learning (8) 
Practices: positive innovations (3) 
Practices: student participation (4) 
X: Democratic classroom (2) 
Practice: change due to exchange among teachers (5) 
 
Code 4: Teacher Training 

 
Training cannot be put to use (4) 
Practices improve due to training (17) 
Active methods used to train (19) 
Democratic Classroom CRINFP (3) 
Developing Critical Thinking (4) 
Different Teacher Types (5) 
Disconnect APC & Democracy (2) 
Evaluation of Training Effectiveness (5) 
In-Service Training (10) 
Learning from Experience (4) 
Obstacles: cascade/generalization (4) 
Obstacles: cultural (6) 
Obstacles : language (1) 
Obstacles : motivation (1) 
Political/democratic ed (5) 
Teacher quality obstacles (4) 
Trainers (3) 
X: Failed understanding active methods (3) 
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